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Abstract: The special issue “Energy Storage Systems and Power Conversion Electronics for
E-Transportation and Smart Grid” on MDPI Energies presents 20 accepted papers, with authors
from North and South America, Asia, Europe and Africa, related to the emerging trends in energy
storage and power conversion electronic circuits and systems, with a specific focus on transportation
electrification and on the evolution of the electric grid to a smart grid. An extensive exploitation of
renewable energy sources is foreseen for smart grid as well as a close integration with the energy
storage and recharging systems of the electrified transportation era. Innovations at both algorithmic
and hardware (i.e., power converters, electric drives, electronic control units (ECU), energy storage
modules and charging stations) levels are proposed.

Keywords: electric vehicles (EVs); hybrid EV (HEV); plug-in EV (PEV); intelligent transport systems;
renewable energy sources; battery; energy storage; electric machines; electric drives; electronic control
unit (ECU); fast charging; smart grid; automotive electronics; power converters; Internet of Energy;
Internet of Things (IoT)

1. Introduction

The proposed special issue has invited submissions related to energy storage, power converters
and e-drive systems for electrified transportation and smart grid [1–20]. The particular topics of
interest include:

• New emerging energy storage technologies;
• Ageing mechanisms of power converters and energy storage devices;
• Electronic control units (ECU) for energy storage system monitoring and management;
• Online estimation of state-of-charge and state-of-health;
• Power conversion electronics for renewable energy sources;
• Fast chargers and smart chargers for electric-vehicles;
• Integration of charging infrastructures in the smart grid for E-transportation;
• Predictive diagnostic for renewable energy sources and energy storage systems;
• Methods for design and verification of hardware and software for energy storage and renewable

energy systems;
• Integration of Internet of Things (IoT) into E-transportation.

Research and technology transfer activities in energy storage systems, such as batteries and
super/ultra-capacitors, are essential for the success of electric transportation and to foster the use of
renewable energy sources. The latter are intermittent in nature and are not directly matched with users’
requirements. Energy storage systems are the key technology to solve these issues and to increase the

Energies 2019, 12, 663; doi:10.3390/en12040663 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies1
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adoption of renewable energy sources in the smart grid. However, major challenges have still to be
solved such as the design of high performance and cost-effective energy storage systems, the on-line
estimation of state-of-charge/state-of-health of batteries and super/ultra-capacitors, the estimation of
aging effects, the design and optimization of fast chargers and the integration within the smart grid of the
charging infrastructure for electrified transportation. The strategic interest for this R&D activity is proved
by the rise of initiatives such as the Battery 2030+ initiative or the European Battery Alliance [21] where
a mixed effort of the European Commission, industries and research organizations aims at developing
an innovative, sustainable and competitive battery “ecosystem” in Europe, from raw material to cell and
battery manufacturing to electric vehicle (EV) manufacturing to recycling.

Power converters and electric drives need also optimization in terms of increased efficiency and
implementation of predictive diagnostic features. Beside the hardware parts, also the role of the
software is increasing and new design and verification methods have to be investigated to achieve
high functional safety levels. Due to the increasing role of information and communication technology
(ICT) in smart grid and electrified transportation, towards an Internet of Energy scenario, cybersecurity
is also becoming a key issue.

The main objective of the 20 works published in the Special Issue is, hence, to provide timely
solutions for the design and management of energy storage systems, of renewable energy sources
and of the relevant power electronics conversion systems. Proposed works addressed these issues
from the low component level, up to the Integration of all these sub-systems within the smart grid for
e-transportation and smart/green cities.

2. Review of the Contributions

The special issue includes, after a strict review process, 20 published works of which 18 are
original research papers [1–18], while papers [19,20] are survey papers.

Reference [1] entitled “Hybrid PV-Wind, Micro-Grid Development Using Quasi-Z-Source Inverter
Modeling and Control—Experimental Investigation”, by a group of authors, Priyadarshi et al. from
India, Denmark, USA and Norway, dealt with the modeling and control of a hybrid photovoltaic-wind
micro-grid system using a quasi Z-source inverter (QZsi). A single ended primary inductance converter
(SEPIC) module used as DC-DC switched mode converter was employed for maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) functions, while a modified power ratio variable step (MPRVS) based perturb
and observe (P&O) method had been proposed, as part of the MPPT action for the photovoltaic
system. The dSPACE real-time hardware platform had been employed to test the proposed micro
grid system under varying wind speed, solar irradiation, load cutting and removing conditions.
The results confirmed the performance of the proposed system for a standalone micro grid, which is
used specifically in rural places.

Reference [2], entitled “An Overview of Energy Scenarios, Storage Systems and the Infrastructure
for Vehicle-to-Grid Technology”, by a group of authors, Harighi et al. from Turkey, Denmark, Norway
and USA, presented important issues about energy scenarios, storage systems and the infrastructure
of the grid related to vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technology. The scenarios, policies and targets of the
governments and agencies of the world for lower greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions and high-energy
efficiency had also been suggested. One of the conclusions was that the batteries needed to be further
developed to comply better with the charge/life cycle and to provide more safety. All mentioned
problems forced the infrastructure of the grid to work with poor quality. Today, after the development
of the lithium type of batteries and the power electronics systems, including battery management unit,
the battery-to-grid technologies will provide fast charging operations. With those benefits, the grid
could work properly, so the lack of energy and temporary storage are solved. The power system
infrastructure should be designed according to some parameters such as accessibility, reliability and
being able to be developed. The result of this action was that the grid can be updated with some
technologies such as V2G and the subset technologies. The grid should support the energy traffic,
which was achieved by newer technologies such as V2G or energy storage systems.
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Reference [3], entitled “Maximum Power Point Tracking for Brushless DC Motor-Driven
Photovoltaic Pumping Systems Using a Hybrid ANFIS-FLOWER Pollination Optimization Algorithm”,
by a group of authors, Priyadarshi et al. from India, Denmark, and Norway, deals with a hybrid
artificial neural network (ANN)-fuzzy logic control (FLC) tuned flower pollination algorithm (FPA)
as a maximum power point tracker (MPPT), which was employed to amend root mean square
error (RMSE) of photovoltaic (PV) modeling. Moreover, Gaussian membership functions had been
considered for fuzzy controller design. Experimental results certify the effectiveness of the suggested
motor-pump system supporting diverse operating states. Performed experimental responses revealed
that, compared to different bio-inspired, swarm-intelligence and classical MPPT techniques reviewed
in the literature, the ANFIS-FPA had superior power tracking ability, fast convergence velocity and
accurate system response.

Reference [4] entitled “Boundary Detection and Enhancement Strategy for Power System Bus Bar
Stabilization—Investigation under Fault Conditions for Islanding Operation”, by a group of authors,
Pouryekta et al., from Malaysia and Denmark, proposed a novel scheme for the detection of island
boundaries and stabilizing the system during autonomous operation. In the first stage, a boundary
detection method was proposed to detect the configuration of the island. In the second stage, a
dynamic voltage sensitivity factor (DVSF) was proposed to assess the dynamic performance of the
system. In the third stage, a wide area load shedding program was adopted based on DVSF to shed
the load in weak bus-bars and stabilize the system. The proposed scheme was validated and tested on
a generic 18-bus system using a combination of EMTDC/PSCAD and MATLAB software.

Reference [5], entitled “An Original Transformer and Switched-Capacitor (T & SC)-Based
Extension for DC-DC Boost Converter for High-Voltage/Low-Current Renewable Energy Applications:
Hardware Implementation of a New T & SC Boost Converter”, by a group of authors, Padmanaban
et al., from Denmark, Qatar, India and Slovakia, proposed a new transformer and switched
capacitor-based boost converter (T & SC-BC) for high-voltage/low-current renewable energy
applications. The proposed T & SC-BC was an original extension of the DC-DC boost converter,
which is designed by utilizing a transformer and switched capacitor (T & SC). PV energy was a fast
emergent segment among the renewable energy systems. The proposed T & SC-BC combines the
features of the conventional boost converter and T & SC to achieve a high voltage conversion ratio.
The proposed T & SC-BC topology was compared with the recently addressed DC-DC converters in
terms of number of components, cost, voltage conversion ratio, ripples, efficiency and power range.
Simulation and experimental results were provided, which validated the functionality, design and
concept of the proposed approach.

Reference [6] by a group of authors, Hossain et al., from South Africa, Malaysia, Denmark,
Norway and USA, “Sliding Mode Controller and Lyapunov Redesign Controller to Improve Microgrid
Stability: A Comparative Analysis with CPL Power Variation”, dealt with a storage-based load side
compensation technique, which is used to enhance the stability of microgrids. Besides adopting this
technique, sliding mode controller (SMC) and Lyapunov redesign controller (LRC), two of the most
prominent nonlinear control techniques, were individually implemented to control microgrid system
stability with desired robustness. Constant power load (CPL) is then varied to compare robustness of
these two control techniques. This investigation revealed the better performance of the LRC system
compared to SMC to retain stability in the microgrid with a dense CPL load. The simulation results have
been validated on the MATLAB/Simulink software package for authentic verification. Reasons behind
inferior SMC performance and ways to mitigate that were also discussed. Finally, the effectiveness of
SMC and LRC systems to attain stability in real microgrids was verified by numerical analysis.

Reference [7], entitled “Minimization of Load Variance in Power Grids—Investigation on Optimal
Vehicle-to-Grid Scheduling”, by a group of authors, Tan et al. from Malaysia, South Africa, Denmark
and Norway, dealt with an optimal scheduling of V2G using the genetic algorithm to minimize the
power grid load variance. This was achieved by allowing EV charging (grid-to-vehicle) whenever the
actual power grid loading is lower than the target loading, while conducting EV discharging (V2G)
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whenever the actual power grid loading is higher than the target loading. The performance of the
proposed algorithm under various target load and EVs’ state of charge selections were analyzed. The
effectiveness of the V2G scheduling to implement the appropriate peak load shaving and load levelling
services for the grid load variance minimization was verified under various simulation investigations.
A performance index was also introduced in this paper to provide an excellent indication on the overall
performance of the proposed V2G optimization algorithm.

Reference [8], co-authored by Bhaskar et al. from South Africa, India, Norway, Denmark
and Malaysia, entitled “Hardware Implementation and a New Adaptation in the Winding Scheme
of Standard Three Phase Induction Machine to Utilize for Multifunctional Operation: A New
Multifunctional Induction Machine”, presented a new distinct winding scheme that is used to utilize
three phase induction machines for multifunctional operation. It can be used as a three-phase induction
motor (IM), welding transformer and phase converter. The proposed machine design also worked as a
single-phase IM at the same time it worked as a three-phase to single-phase converter. The proposed
motor provided an operative solution for agricultural as well as industrial purposes because of rugged
construction and less maintenance needs. The proposed concept was verified by designing a motor by
modifying the windings of an old IM and the proposed motor was well tested to find its efficiencies
and the experimental results are provided in the article to validate the design and construction.

Reference [9], entitled “Development of Sliding Mode Controller for a Modified Boost Ćuk
Converter Configuration” from a group of authors, Padmanaban et al. from South Africa, Slovakia
and Denmark, introduced an SMC-based equivalent control method to a novel high output gain
Ćuk converter. An additional inductor and capacitor improves the efficiency and output gain of the
classical Ćuk converter. An SMC-based equivalent control method, which achieved a robust operation
in a wide operation range was also proposed. Switching frequency is kept constant in appropriate
intervals at different loading and disturbance conditions by implementing a dynamic hysteresis control
method. Numerical simulations conducted in MATLAB/Simulink confirm the accuracy of analysis of
high output gain modified Ćuk converter. In addition, the proposed equivalent control method was
validated in different perturbations to demonstrate robust operation in a wide operation range.

Reference [10], by Tiwari et al., a group of authors from India and South Africa, entitled “Coordinated
Control Strategies for a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator Based Wind Energy Conversion
System”, proposed a novel coordinated hybrid MPPT-pitch angle based on a radial basis function network
(RBFN) for a variable speed, variable pitch wind turbine. The proposed controller was used to maximize
output power when the wind speed is low and optimize the power when the wind speed is high.
The proposed controller provides robustness to the nonlinear characteristic of wind speed. It used wind
speed, generator speed, and generator power as input variables and utilizes the duty cycle and the
reference pitch angle as the output control variables. The duty cycle was used to control the converter so
as to maximize the power output and the reference pitch angle was used to control the generator speed in
order to control the generator output power in the above rated wind speed region. The effectiveness of
the proposed controller was verified using MATLAB/Simulink software.

Reference [11], by Ganesan et al., a group of authors from India, South Africa and Norway, entitled
“Study and Analysis of an Intelligent Microgrid Energy Management Solution with Distributed Energy
Sources”, proposed a robust energy management solution which will facilitate the optimum and
economic control of energy flows throughout a microgrid network. This study enabled precise
management of power flows by forecasting renewable energy generation, estimating the availability
of energy at storage batteries, and invoking the appropriate mode of operation, based on the load
demand to achieve efficient and economic operation. The predefined mode of operation was derived
out of an expert rule set and schedules the load and distributed energy sources along with the utility
grid. A robust control methodology had been developed and demonstrated in a deterministic way to
operate the microgrid network in a sustainable mode. Faster communication topologies were deployed
to achieve a better response time for the control commands at local as well as centralized controllers.
This work can be enhanced by interlinking multiple microgrid networks with a more complex source
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and load system. The load management and control could be further improved by using artificial
intelligence and optimization techniques as future work.

Reference [12], entitled “A Modular AC-DC Power Converter with Zero Voltage Transition
for Electric Vehicles”, by Ramirez-Hernandez et al., from Mexico and Chile, presented a study
of the fundamental of operation of a three-phase AC-DC power converter that uses zero-voltage
transition (ZVT) together with space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM). The proposed converter
was basically an active rectifier divided into two converters: a matrix converter and an H bridge,
which transfer energy through a high-frequency transformer, resulting in a modular AC-DC wireless
converter appropriate for plug-in EVs (PEVs). The principle of operation of this converter considered
high power quality, output regulation and low semiconductor power loss. The circuit operation,
idealized waveforms and modulation strategy were explained together with simulation results of a
5 kW design. The target application was suitable for light EVs (e-scooters, small city cars) or for hybrid
vehicles where the internal combustion engine was supported at low speed by an electric motor.

Reference [13], entitled “Interconnecting Microgrids via the Energy Router with Smart Energy
Management” by Liu et al. from China, presented a novel and flexible interconnecting framework for
microgrids and corresponding energy management strategies. The proposed solution was presented
in response to the situation of increasing renewable-energy penetration and the need to alleviate
dependency on energy storage equipment. The key idea was to establish complementary energy
exchange between adjacent microgrids through a multiport electrical energy router, according to the
consideration that adjacent microgrids may differ substantially in terms of their patterns of energy
production and consumption, which can be utilized to compensate for each other’s instant energy
deficit. Based on multiport bidirectional voltage source converters (VSCs) and a shared direct current
(DC) power line, the energy router served as an energy hub, and enabled flexible energy flow among
the adjacent microgrids and the main grid. The analytical model was established for the whole system,
including the energy router, the interconnected microgrids and the main grid. Various operational
modes of the interconnected microgrids, facilitated by the energy router, were analyzed, and the
corresponding control strategies are developed.

Reference [14] by Brenna et al. from Italy and Canada, entitled “Modelling and Simulation of
Electric Vehicle Fast Charging Stations Driven by High Speed Railway Systems” aimed at the analysis of
the opportunity introduced by the use of railway infrastructures for the power supply of fast charging
stations located in highways. Actually, long highways were often located far from urban areas and
electrical infrastructure, therefore the installations of high power charging areas could be difficult.
Specifically, the aim of the investigation in this paper was the analysis of the opportunity introduced
by the use of railway infrastructures for the power supply of fast charging stations located in highways.
This paper was focused on fast-charging electric cars in motorway service areas by using high-speed
lines for supplying the required power. Economic, security, safety and environmental pressures
were motivating and pushing countries around the globe to electrify transportation, which currently
accounted for a significant amount, above 70% of total oil demand. Electric cars required fast-charging
station networks to allowing owners to rapidly charge their batteries when they drive relatively long
routes. In other words, this meant the infrastructure towards building charging stations in motorway
service areas and addressing the problem of finding solutions for suitable electric power sources.
A possible and promising solution was proposed in the study that involves using the high-speed
railway line, because it allowed not only powering a high load but also it can be located relatively near
the motorway itself. This paper presented a detailed investigation on the modelling and simulation
of a 2 × 25 kV system to feed the railway. A model had been developed and implemented using the
SimPowerSystems (Simscape/Specialized Power System) tool in MATLAB/Simulink to simulate the
railway itself. Then, the model had been applied to simulate the battery charger and the system as
a whole in two successive steps. The results showed that the concept could work in a real situation.
Nonetheless if more than twenty 100 kW charging bays were required in each direction or if the line
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topology is changed for whatever reason, it cannot be guaranteed that the railway system will be able
to deliver the additional power that is necessary.

Reference [15], entitled “Real-Time Analysis of a Modified State Observer for Sensorless Induction
Motor Drive Used in Electric Vehicle Applications” by Krishna et al., from India, South Africa and
Norway, proposed an adaptive sliding mode Luenberger state observer with improved disturbance
rejection capability and better tracking performance under dynamic conditions. The sliding hyperplane
was altered by incorporating the estimated disturbance torque with the stator currents. In addition,
the effects of parameter detuning on the speed convergence are observed and compared with
the conventional disturbance rejection mechanism. The entire drive system was first built in the
MATLAB-Simulink environment. Then, the Simulink model was integrated with real-time (RT)-Lab
blocksets and implemented in a relatively new real-time environment using OP4500 real-time simulator.
Real-time simulation and testing platforms had succeeded offline simulation and testing tools due to
their reduced development time. The real-time results validated the improvement in the proposed
state observer and also correspond to the performance of the actual physical model. The real-time
results also validated the improvement in the disturbance rejection capability for the different test
cases presented and also provided more credibility as compared to other offline simulated results.

Reference [16], entitled “Control Strategy for a Grid-Connected Inverter under Unbalanced
Network Conditions—A Disturbance Observer-Based Decoupled Current Approach”, by Ozsoy et al.,
a group of authors from Turkey, Norway, Slovakia, and South Africa, presented a new approach on
the novel current control strategy for grid-tied voltage-source inverters (VSIs) with circumstances of
asymmetrical voltage conditions. A standard grid-connected inverter (GCI) allowed the degree of
freedom to integrate the renewable energy system to enhance the penetration of total utility power.
This paper proposed a proportional current controller with a first-order low-pass filter disturbance
observer (DOb). The proposed controller established independent control on positive, as well as
negative, sequence current components under asymmetrical grid voltage conditions. A numerical
simulation model of the overall power system was implemented in a commercial software tool and
the results showed that double-frequency active power oscillations were suppressed by injecting
appropriate negative-sequence currents. The simulation results matched the developed theoretical
background for its feasibility. The proposed current controller seemed to be a valid alternative solution
for GCIs under unbalanced conditions.

Reference [17] by Vavilapalli et al., a group of authors from India, South Africa, Norway, entitled
“Power Balancing Control for Grid Energy Storage System in Photovoltaic Applications—Real Time
Digital Simulation Implementation” presented a Power Balancing Control (PBC) method for a grid
energy storage system for PV applications containing three different power sources, PV array, battery
storage system and the grid, was proposed to operate the system in three different modes of operation.
Control of a dual active bridge (DAB)-based battery charger which provides a galvanic isolation
between batteries and other sources is explained briefly. Various modes of operation of a grid
energy storage system are also presented. Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation is carried out
to check the performance of the system and the PBC algorithm. A power circuit (comprised of the
inverter, DAB based battery charger, grid, PV cell, batteries, contactors, and switches) is simulated
and the controller hardware and user interface panel are connected as HIL with the simulated
power circuit through real time digital simulator (RTDS). The PBC technique is implemented on
a TMS320F2812 processor-based controller card and tested. Dynamic responses of the inverter and
battery charger system are verified by applying a step change in the reference values and satisfactory
results are obtained.

Reference [18] by Chandramohan et al., a group of authors from India, South Africa and Norway,
entitled “Grid Synchronization of a Seven-Phase Wind Electric Generator Using d-q PLL”, presented the
development of a comprehensive model of the wind turbine driven seven-phase induction generator
(7PIG) along with the necessary power electronic converters and the controller for grid interface.
The dynamic model of the system was developed in MATLAB/Simulink and the system response
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is observed for various wind velocities. The effectiveness of the seven phase induction generator
was demonstrated with the fault tolerant capability and high output power with reduced phase
current when compared to the conventional three-phase wind generation scheme phase model.
The performance of the synchronous reference frame phase-locked loop (SRF-PLL) incorporated
in the grid connected seven-phase wind electric generator was analyzed for various operating grid
conditions. The use of multiphase machines along with the PLL synchronization of the grid increased
the reliability of the wind electric generator.

After the first 18 research papers the special issue also includes two excellent and comprehensive
survey papers.

The group of authors in reference [19], from Bangladesh, South Africa, USA and Norway, proposed
“A Comprehensive Study of Key Electric Vehicle (EV) Components, Technologies, Challenges, Impacts,
and Future Direction of Development”, which presented a comprehensive study about EVs, including
battery EV (BEV), hybrid EV (HEV), plug-in HEV (PHEV) and fuel cell EV (FCEV). This paper was
focused on reviewing all the useful data available on EV configurations, battery energy sources,
electrical machines, charging techniques, optimization techniques, impacts, trends, and possible
directions of future developments. Its objective was to provide an overall picture of the current EV
technology and ways of future development to assist in future research in this sector. The authors
concluded that the EVs have great potential of becoming the future of transport while saving this planet
from imminent calamities caused by global warming. They were a viable alternative to conventional
vehicles that depend directly on the diminishing fossil fuel reserves. The impacts EVs cause in different
sectors had been discussed as well, along with the huge possibilities they hold to promote a better and
greener energy system by collaborating with smart grid and facilitating the integration of renewable
sources. Limitations of current EVs had been listed along with probable solutions to overcome these
shortcomings. The current optimization techniques and control algorithms had also been included.
A brief overview of the current EV market had been presented. Finally, trends and ways of future
developments had been assessed followed by the outcomes of this paper to summarize the whole text,
providing a clear picture of this sector and the areas in need of further research.

The last contribution, reference [20], was a survey by the editors Mihet-Popa and Saponara,
entitled, “Toward Green Vehicles Digitalization for the Next Generation of Connected and Electrified
Transport Systems”. This survey paper reviewed recent trends in green vehicle electrification and
digitalization. First, the energy demand and emissions of EVs were reviewed, including the analysis
of the trends of battery technology and of the recharging issues considering the characteristics of the
power grid. Solutions to integrate EV electricity demand in power grids were also proposed. Integrated
electric/electronic architectures for HEVs and full EVs were discussed, detailing innovations emerging
for all components (power converters, electric machines, batteries, and battery-management-systems).
48 V HEVs were emerging as the most promising solution for the short-term electrification of current
vehicles based on internal combustion engines. The increased digitalization and connectivity of
electrified cars was posing cyber-security issues that were discussed in detail, together with some
countermeasures to mitigate them, thus tracing the path for future on-board computing and control.

3. Conclusions

The special issue entitled “Energy Storage Systems and Power Conversion Electronics for
E-Transportation and Smart Grid” presented 18 original research works and 2 comprehensive survey
papers, with a worldwide group of authors, related to the emerging trends in energy storage, power
converters and e-drives. The works, addressing both algorithmic-level and hardware-level aspects,
were focused on applications such as transportation electrification (Full EV and HEV, mainly for
automotive and railway scenarios) and the evolution of the electric grid to a smart grid, with massive
use of renewable energy sources. Moreover, a close integration is foreseen between the smart electric
grid and the electrified vehicles due to the need of an efficient and fast recharging infrastructure.
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Therefore, the proposed special issue provides an overview, for the energy and power electronic
aspects, of the evolution and trend towards electrified, automated and connected vehicles.
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Abstract: This research work deals with the modeling and control of a hybrid photovoltaic (PV)-Wind
micro-grid using Quasi Z-source inverter (QZsi). This inverter has major benefits as it provides better
buck/boost characteristics, can regulate the phase angle output, has less harmonic contents, does
not require the filter and has high power performance characteristics over the conventional inverter.
A single ended primary inductance converter (SEPIC) module used as DC-DC switched power
apparatus is employed for maximum power point tracking (MPPT) functions which provide high
voltage gain throughout the process. Moreover, a modified power ratio variable step (MPRVS) based
perturb & observe (P&O) method has been proposed, as part of the PV MPPT action, which forces
the operating point close to the maximum power point (MPP). The proposed controller effectively
correlates with the hybrid PV, Wind and battery system and provides integration of distributed
generation (DG) with loads under varying operating conditions. The proposed standalone micro
grid system is applicable specifically in rural places. The dSPACE real-time hardware platform has
been employed to test the proposed micro grid system under varying wind speed, solar irradiation,
load cutting and removing conditions etc. The experimental results based on a real-time digital
platform, under dynamic conditions, justify the performance of a hybrid PV-Wind micro-grid with
Quasi Z-Source inverter topology.

Keywords: PV; MPRVS; Quasi Z-source inverter; MPP; SEPIC converter

1. Introduction

Micro-grid comprises the combination of interconnected loads and distributed energy resources
(DER), including energy storage devices and several active loads/prosumers which work as a
controlled unit to deliver the electric demand for miniature location. It supplies power generation
with tremendous reliability as well as an affirmation to varying loads [1–3]. Fossil fuels and nuclear
sources are treated as the traditional energy sources, which provide electricity and are not located
closer to the load point. As the conventional energy sources are not environmentally friendly and
due to the long-distance transmission, there are considerable power losses that can occur. Therefore,
nowadays, renewable energy sources have been given more attention by the researchers and industry
to generating alternative power [4–12]. Distributed generating (DG) source such as solar, wind, fuel
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cell, hydro, tidal, etc. are considered as the main renewable technology, which is highly flexible,
expandable and has environmentally friendly behavior. The maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
is the important constituent needed to achieve the maximum power point (MPP) as an operating point
which enables the utmost power extraction for renewable sources [13,14]. Several MPPT techniques,
including Perturb & Observe (P&O), Incremental Conductance (INC), Fuzzy logic control (FLC),
Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Particle swarm optimization (PSO), Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO), Artificial Bee Colony (ABC), Firefly Algorithm (FA) etc. reviewed in the literature were unable
to detect global peak point with partial shade situations [15–27].In this work, Modified Power Ratio
Variable Step (MPRVS) based on the P&O technique is proposed without the proportional-integral(PI)
controller utilization, which reduces power oscillation near to MPP in comparison to a conventional
P&O algorithm and also provides the prevention to battery charging from voltage fluctuation.

To avoid multi reversal generation occurrence in a micro-grid system, in the current research,
a Quasi Z-Source inverter is employed [28–33]. The DC-DC converter is a vital interface to achieve a
peak power generation from PV modules. In this work, a high-quality tracking behavior is achieved by
employing single ended primary inductance converter (SEPIC), which provides high voltage gain with
better buck/boost performance compared to other dc-dc switched power converters [34]. In this paper,
an additional dc-dc converter (SEPIC converter) is used because it comprises buck/boost capabilities.
Moreover, QZsi combines a boost converter and an inverter. The MPRVS based P&O MPPT is
controlled through the SEPIC converter which provides MPP achievement and works effectively under
varying sun insolation and wind velocity. Moreover, the SEPIC converter works as an impedance
adapter between the PV panel and Z-source inverter. Jain et al. [35] have implemented QZsi based grid
PV system using a predictive controller in which the active and reactive power have been regulated.
However, this work is discussed only for the PV system which utilized the traditional INC MPPT with a
classical PI controller as a dc bus regulator. Liu et al. [36] have discussed QZsi based multilevel inverter
for grid PV power system, which provides precise MPPT and dc-link voltage regulation at the unity
power coefficient. However, during practical justification, voltage/current sensors and bulk resistor
models are required, which has a high cost. Nevertheless, this work only explains the performance of
QZsi based multilevel inverter for only the PV systems rather than the hybrid system. Amini et al. [37]
have discussed the cloud computing applications in micro grid clusters. A real time digital simulator
is employed for the physical interpretation of power routing which can be utilized for electrical grid
utility with the communication system. However, the application of the proposed scheme with hybrid
PV-Wind micro grid systems is missing in this research work. Ali et al. [38] have conferred game
theory structure for improvement of smart grid efficiency in which the Femtocell communication
system is employed. However, the main disadvantage of this proposed communication system is
interference in cross layer. Furthermore, the proposed game theory application with hybrid PV-Wind
micro grid system has not been discussed in this research work. Vignesyn et al. [39] have discussed the
hybrid micro grid for standalone/Grid mode operation with Z-source inverter. This paper discusses
the behavior of micro grid under varying loading conditions, solar insolation and wind speed using
simulation environment (MATLAB) only. The real time implementation is missing in this research
work. In this research work, to reduce multiple reverse conversions and for improving the efficiency of
the micro grid, hybrid PV-Wind with Quasi Z-source inverter has been implemented. Furthermore,
SEPIC converter acts as a dc link interface with MPPT functioning. This research work is organized
under 3 main sections. Section 1 discusses the micro-grid system with an extensive literature review of
MPPT techniques, dc-dc converters with benefits of Z-source inverter. Section 2 presents the complete
structure of the hybrid PV-Wind micro-grid system. It explains the PV generator modeling, wind
turbine model, MPRVS based MPPT algorithm, design specifications of SEPIC converter, battery
model as well as the modes of operations of the Quasi Z-source inverter. Section 3 presents the
experimental results which validate the performance of the proposed hybrid PV-wind micro-grid
system. The novelty of this research paper is MPRVS based advanced MPPT algorithm have neither
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been dis-coursed nor been utilized before for the hybrid PV-wind micro-grid with Quasi Z-source
inverter experimentally.

2. Hybrid PV-Wind Micro Grid Structure

The proposed structure of the PV-Wind micro grid system is shown in Figure 1. The micro grid
system contains a PV generator, a Wind Turbine, a battery system and the power electronic converter
topologies. To analyze the proposed system, the equivalent circuit with two diode models for the
PV generator has been used because of its better power extraction capability when compared with
the single diode model. The rotor of the wind turbine is mechanically tied to a generator to produce
electrical power. A wind turbine is a complex system, but a reasonably simple representation is possible
by modeling the aerodynamic torque or power based on turbine characteristics (non-dimensional
curves of the power coefficient). A battery solution is also necessary to balance the stochastic
fluctuations of photovoltaic (PV) power and wind power injected to the grid/load. In this section,
a short description about how these main components of the proposed micro grid system have been
modeled are presented.

Figure 1. A block diagram with the structure of Hybrid PV-Wind micro grid system.

2.1. PVG Mathematical Model

Figure 2 illustrates the basic PV cell schematic diagram, which is responsible for the transformation
of the solar energy into electric power using photoelectric effect which comprises numerous cells.
In this paper, the two-diode model is considered to deliver better accuracy compared to the single
diode model.

Figure 2. Equivalent circuit model of a PV cell with double diodes and a series and parallel resistance.
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The PV cell output current is expressed mathematically as:

IN = IPhoton − IDiode1 − IDiode2 −
(

VN + IN RSE
RParallel

)
(1)

Also, Photon current is evaluated mathematically as:

IPhoton = [IPhoton_STC + KS(TC − TSTC)]× G
GSTC

(2)

Diode saturation current can be expressed as:

IDiode1 = IDiode2 =
IShort_STC + KS(TC − TSTC)

exp [(
Vopen_STC+KVL(TC−TSTC))]

VThermal
− 1

(3)

2.2. Wind Turbine Modeling

A wind turbine is essentially a machine that converts the kinetic energy first into mechanical
energy at the turbine shaft, and then into electrical energy. The wind turbine power generation depends
mainly on wind velocity in which the rotors are mechanically linked to a generator. A simple model
can be achieved by using the power coefficient (CPR) as a function of tip speed ration and the blade
pitch angle. CPR (Performance/power coefficient) Vs tip speed (λT.S) curve is plotted for different βP.B
(Pitch blade angle) in Figure 3.

Figure 3. CPR (Performance coefficient) Vs tip speed (λT.S) curve is plotted for different βP.B (Pitch
blade angle).

Generated mechanical power output from the wind turbine can be written using Equation (4)
which is depending on wind velocity (VWind), RT (Turbine radius) and CPR (Performance coefficient) as:

PMechanical =
1
2

CPRπR2
Tρa.dV3

Wind (4)

Also, the ratio of tip speed (λT.S) can be described mathematically which is correlated with an
angular velocity of the blade (ωA.V), VWind and RT as:

λT.S =
ωA.V × RT

VWind
(5)
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And coefficient of performance is expressed with λT.S and βP.B (Pitch blade angle) as:

CPR(λT.S, βP.B) = 0.72

[
150
λj

− 2 × 10−3βP.B − 131 × 10−1

]
e
−185×10−1

λj (6)

where,
1
λj

=
1

(λT.S + 8 × 10−2βP.B)
− 35 × 10−3

1 + β3
P.B

(7)

λT.S =
ωG × RT

VWind × ηgear
(8)

ηgear =
ωGM × RT
λT.SVWind

(9)

2.3. Electric Equivalent Circuit of the Battery Model

A battery is a vital component for a hybrid system which provides the solution under fluctuating
action of renewable energy sources. In this work, the electric circuit-based battery model is employed,
which provides better dynamics for a state of charge operation mode. It comprises a voltage source
(ideal) with a series of internal resistance which evaluates the battery behavior as depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Electric equivalent circuit-based battery model.

Final voltage controlled is obtained mathematically as:

V = EB − VPO × QBat

QBat −
∫

IBatteydt
+ Aexp.e

(
Bexp

∫
IBatterydt

)
(10)

3. Power Electronic Converters used to Control the Proposed Micro Grid System. Description and
Mathematical Modelling

The power converters have been developed to manage the maximum energy harvesting and power
processing for the hybrid solution with Photovoltaic (PV) and wind power generators. The topologies
involved in this study contains two topologies of power electronic converters: a SEPIC converter and a
Quasi Z-Source Inverter (QZsi). The MPPT method for QZsi is introduced based on the P&O method to
minimize the voltage stress on the inverter. Moreover, it prevents overlapping between Shoot-Through
(ST) duty ratio and modulation index using DC-Link voltage controller. The output current is regulated
using the stationary frame current controller, achieving lower Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) as much
as possible. The SEPIC based soft switching for MPPT action is controlled through an advanced MPRVS
based P&O MPPT. A quasi Z-source inverter with the common grounding characteristics is employed to
get high voltage gain. Employed inverter operates in two modes of operation as the shoot through and
the non-shoot through the states.
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3.1. SEPIC Converter Model

Single ended primary inductor converter (SEPIC) is considered as an impedance adapter between
the PV module and the Z-source inverter as it provides high gain throughout the operation, better
voltage performance and high voltage rating for lower/higher power requirements. When boost
converter combines with the additional inductor and the capacitor, a SEPIC converter is developed.
In contrast with the buck boost converter, the polarity of SEPIC is kept positively as it is depicted in
Figure 5. Table 1 portrays the employed SEPIC converter parameters during an implementation.

Voutput = Vsupply ×
Dduty

1 − Dduty
(11)

LA =
Vsupply × Dduty

ΔILA × fswitching
(12)

LB =
Vsupply × Dduty

ΔILB × fswitching
(13)

CA =
Voutput × Dduty

RLoad × ΔVo × fswitching
(14)

CB =
Voutput × Dduty

RLoad × ΔVo × fswitching
(15)

Figure 5. SEPIC converter equivalent circuit.

Table 1. SEPIC converter parameter.

SI. No. Parameters Value

1. Inductors (LA = LB) 0.42 mH
2. Capacitors (CA = CB) 3.5 × 10−3 μF
3. Current ripple (ΔILA = ΔILB ) 0.5 A
4. Voltage ripple (ΔVo) 1 × 10−3 V
5. Switching frequency ( fswitching) 20 Hz

3.2. Modified Power Ratio Variable Step Based P&O MPPT

Figure 6 demonstrates the working model of MPRVS based P&O technique for optimal PV power
extraction from solar modules. The generation of gating pulses to the SEPIC converter is possible
without the action of the PI controller, which makes the reduction of power oscillation nearer to
MPP and forces operating point close to the MPP. It also prevents the battery charging system from
over voltage. The instantaneous power obtained through PVG [PPV(N)] at SEPIC output terminal is
calculated as:

PPV(N) = V0(N)× IPV(N) (16)

Also, the previous instantaneous power is mathematically described as:

PPV(N − 1) = VPV(N − 1)× IPV(N − 1) (17)
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And if
ΔPPV(N) = PPV(N)− PPV(N − 1) > 0, S = −1 (18)

&PPV(N)− PPV(N − 1) < 0, S = +1 (19)

Again,
D(N) = D(N − 1) + S × ΔD (20)

ΔD = Step perturbation of duty ratio = K × dT
dT = Fixed step size
K = Variable power ratio

K =
Pmax

PV − PPV(N)

PPV(N)
(21)

Figure 6. Working model of MPRVS based P&O technique.

3.3. Quasi Z-Source Inverter Mathematical Modeling

Figure 7 presents the equivalent power circuit of Quasi Z-source inverter which comprises of
LA, LB, CA, CB components with impedance circuit. The considered Z-Source Quasi inverter has no
filter requirement, better buck/boost characteristics, able to regulate the phase angle output, less size,
continuous conducting mode working, less harmonic content, high efficiency and with better power
performance over the conventional inverter as major advantages. The Quasi Z-source inverter operates
in two modes of operation. In the non-shoot mode, the equivalent circuit has 6 active states with
2 zero states. The TS is the total switched inverter with TA and TB as the shoot through the state and
the non-shoot through state, respectively. The duty ratio Dduty of SEPIC converter is mathematically
written as:

Dduty =
TA
TS

(22)

Mode I: The equivalent model of Quasi Z-source inverter is depicted in Figure 8 and mathematical
equations governing non-shoot through the state is expressed as:

VLA = VIN − VCA

VLB = −VCB (23)

VDIODE = 0

Mode II: Figure 9 illustrates the equivalent model of Quasi Z-source inverter in shoot through the
state mode with the mathematical expression as:

VLA = VIN + VCA

VLB = VCB (24)
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VDIODE = VCA + VCB

Figure 7. Equivalent power circuit of Quasi Z-source inverter.

Figure 8. The equivalent model of Quasi Z-source inverter governing non-shoot through the state.

Figure 9. Equivalent model of Quasi Z-source inverter in shoot through the state.

Under the steady condition, the average inductor voltage becomes zero.

VLA =

[(
VIN + VCB

)
TA +

(
VIN − VCA

)
TB

TS

]
= 0 (25)

VLB =

[
VCA TA +

(−VCB

)
TB

TS

]
= 0 (26)
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On solving the above equations, capacitor voltage (VCA &VCB ) is calculated mathematically as:

VCA =

(
TB

TB − TA

)
× VIN (27)

VCB =

(
TA

TB − TA

)
× VIN (28)

Maximum voltage across DC-link = VCA + VCB (29)

Putting Equations (26) and (27) in (28) we get

Maximum DC-link voltage =

∣∣∣∣∣ 1

1 − 2 TA
TS

∣∣∣∣∣VIN = K × VIN (30)

4. Experimental Setup Description and Results

4.1. Description of the Experimental Setup

The considered hybrid PV-Wind micro grid is tested using MPRVS based P&O MPPT with
employed Z-source inverter. Figure 10 depicts the developed practical structure of the proposed
hybrid micro grid based on a real-time platform, dSPACE. The SEPIC converter is controlled through
the MPRVS based P&O based MPPT, in which LV-25P and LA-25P, current and voltage sensors
are employed for measuring the PV panel parameters, VPV and IPV respectively. The power factor
coefficient and THD are evaluated using the power quality analyzer (FLUKE 43B), considering the
main components of the converter: IGBT (IRG4PH50U), diode (Freewheel RHRG30120), driver circuit
(HCPL 3120) etc. permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) based wind emulator system is
employed as the wind turbine generator and is mechanically coupled with the DC-motor. The switched
mode power converter makes the wind turbine to have varying wind speed which produces the
required mechanical torque by controlling wind turbine characteristics.

Figure 10. Developed experimental setup of the proposed hybrid micro grid system based on a
real-time digital simulator-dSPACE platform.
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4.2. Experimental Results and Scenarious Development

The accuracy of the proposed MPRVS based P&O MPPT has been tested with changing wind
operating condition depicted in Figure 11a. The employed controller works in MPP area and
provides optimal tracking of wind power under the sudden changes of wind velocity shown in
Figure 11b.The corresponding duty ratio of SEPIC converter is shown in Figure 11c. Furthermore,
the capability of proposed MPPT tracker is examined under the first scenarios with step varying
solar irradiation. Figure 12 demonstrates that the PV array has obtained parameters under the
step-changes in solar irradiation and the propped system has proved high accuracy and effective
PV tracking in MPP region. The obtained experimental results in Figure 13a illustrate that the
performance of the proposed hybrid micro grid under the second scenarios by varying wind velocity
and constant solar irradiation. Also, Figure 13b demonstrates the behavior responses of the hybrid
micro grid under varying solar irradiance and constant wind velocity with MPRVS based P&O MPPT
employed. The performance of the hybrid micro grid is also tested under the third proposed scenarios
in the absence of wind velocity and during this operation: the load is connected/disconnected to
the utility grid, which is shown in Figure 14a under the load cutting condition, and in Figure 14b,
under the load removing conditions. The performance of the wind generator is evaluated under
disconnecting/reconnecting operating conditions to the micro grid, which are depicted in Figures 15
and 16 and reveal that the accurate performance of the proposed hybrid micro grid in varying operating
situations (disconnecting operating conditions to the micro grid and reconnecting operating conditions
to the micro grid), respectively.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 11. Experimental results (a) during a step-changed in wind speed; (b) wind power; and (c) Duty
cycle of Cuk converter.
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Figure 12. PV system responses under step-changes in solar irradiation.

(a) (b)

Figure 13. (a) Capability of the proposed hybrid micro grid under varying wind velocity and constant
solar irradiation; (b) Behavior responses of the hybrid micro grid under varying solar irradiance and
constant wind velocity.

(a) (b)

Figure 14. The performance of the hybrid micro grid (a) load cutting condition; (b) Load removing condition.
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Figure 15. The performance of the wind generator is evaluated under disconnecting operating
conditions to the micro grid.

Figure 16. The performance of the wind generator is evaluated under reconnecting operating conditions
to the micro grid.

5. Conclusions

The proposed hybrid PV-Wind micro-grid system using Quasi Z-source inverter is established
practically and tested with the Real-time digital simulator dSPACE (DS 1104) platform.

The point wise findings that have been included in this section are as follows:

(i) The MPRVS based P&O MPPT performance with SEPIC converter has been validated effectively,
which delivers MPP achievement with low power oscillation for the PV system.

(ii) The performance of the Quasi Z-source inverter has been evaluated experimentally as
having better buck/boost characteristics with fast dc-link voltage regulation under different
operating conditions.

(iii) The proposed QZsi topology for a hybrid PV-Wind Turbine application in a micro grid enhanced
reliability, good output power quality and efficiency improvements.

(iv) Experimental results under dynamic conditions, such as step-changed in wind speed or solar
irradiation, reveal that optimal power has been tracked through the PV-Wind renewable sources
and proved the validity of the proposed solution.

(v) The two-diode model-based PV Generator provides high power extraction when compared to
the single diode model.
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As a future work, the paper can be extended by using the multilevel inverter with the application
of advanced intelligent MPPT algorithms viz. Jaya DE, hybrid ANFIS-ABC methods.

Author Contributions: All authors contributed equally and formulated the research work to present in current
version as full research article.
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Nomenclature

RSE Resistance in series
RParallel Resistance in parallel
TSTC Temperature at STC (Standard Test Condition)
GSTC Solar irradiance at STC
KS Coefficient of short circuit current
IPhoton_STC Photo current at STC
TC Ambient temperature
G Solar irradiation
IShort_STC Short circuit current at STC
Vopen_STC Open circuit current at STC
VThermal Diode thermal voltage
KVL Voltage temperature coefficient
ρa,d Air density ρa,d
ωG Speed of generator
ωGM Peak allowed generator speed
ηgear Gear ratio
EB Battery fixed voltage
VPO Polarized voltage
QBat Capacity of battery
IBattery Battery current
Aexp Amplitude of exponential zone
Bexp Inverse time constant exponential zone
ΔILA = ILB Current ripple
ΔV0 Ripple voltage
fswitching Switched frequency
V0(N)&IPV(N) Sensed voltage and current
ΔD Step perturbation of duty ratio
dT Fixed step size
K Variable power ratio
PI Proportional Integral
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Abstract: The increase in the emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) is one of the most important
problems in the world. Decreasing GHG emissions will be a big challenge in the future.
The transportation sector uses a significant part of petroleum production in the world, and this
leads to an increase in the emission of GHG. The result of this issue is that the population of the
world befouls the environment by the transportation system automatically. Electric Vehicles (EV)
have the potential to solve a big part of GHG emission and energy efficiency issues such as the
stability and reliability of energy. Therefore, the EV and grid relation is limited to the Vehicle-to-Grid
(V2G) or Grid-to-Vehicle (G2V) function. Consequently, the grid has temporary energy storage in
EVs’ batteries and electricity in exchange for fossil energy in vehicles. The energy actors and their
research teams have determined some targets for 2050; hence, they hope to decrease the world
temperature by 6 ◦C, or at least by 2 ◦C in the normal condition. Fulfilment of these scenarios requires
suitable grid infrastructure, but in most countries, the grid does not have a suitable background to
apply in those scenarios. In this paper, some problems regarding energy scenarios, energy storage
systems, grid infrastructure and communication systems in the supply and demand side of the grid
are reviewed.

Keywords: vehicle-to-grid; grid-to-vehicle; electric vehicles; batteries; harmonic distortion; IEEE
Bus standards

1. Introduction

The world population is growing rapidly, so the outcome is greenhouse gas (GHG) emission and
energy consumption increase year by year. There is not a traditional fuel for transportation systems at
hand that is both clear and efficient (mostly fossil fuels), while on the other hand, electric fleet systems
can work with lower GHG emissions and energy losses. Therefore, changing fuels seems the best idea
to get the best result here. To make this happen, in the first step, the electric grids that are used must be
smart (as is mostly the case in North America, Europe and pacific Asia) [1–3]. The Electric Vehicle (EV)
is one of the electric transportation technologies; therefore, EV and the smart grid have been integrated
to execute our plan. EVs should connect to the smart grid in the form of Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) or
Grid-to-Vehicle (G2V). In V2G technology, the EV and grid share energy from the vehicle to the grid,
and vice versa in G2V. Hence, it could be said that EVs are the subdivision of electric fleet systems
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and grids. The result of this integration is to have critical specific features such as having high storage
and low GHG emissions. According to some existing options, technologies and disadvantages, all the
energy arena actors have developed energy strategies. They have planned to change the transportation
system to an electric fleet system to meet the targets made by IEA 2030 and 2050. The Paris agreement
(UNFCCC, 2015a) has contributed to decrease GHG emissions in the world, so this agreement declares
that countries should come up with plans to decrease the global average temperature up to 2 ◦C.
The IEA 2DS trajectory sets the goal, which is reducing GHG emissions from 33 GtCO2 approximately
to 15 GtCO2 in 2050, which is roughly 45% of the CO2 that was emitted in 2013. Besides, in the 6DS
IEA trajectory, GHG emission is approximately 55 GtCO2. Some predictions of IEA and UNFCCC
until 2030 and 2050 on the EV plan are as follows [1]:

• About one billion electric vehicles, comprising above 40% of the total LDV stock, which is
trajectory 2DS.

• More than 400 million electric two-wheeler vehicle will be produced in 2030.
• All of the cars will be electric two-wheeler vehicles by 2050.
• The EVI members are comprised of 16 governments today.
• Between 2014 and 2015, new enrolment of EV (BEV, BEV) increased by 70% (more than 550 K

sold worldwide)
• The annual sale list of 2015 in comparison to 2014, increased more than 75% EVs in these countries:

France, Germany, Korea, Norway, Sweden, The UK and India.
• The cost of the PHEV batteries decreased from USD 1000/kWh in 2008 to USD 268/kWh in 2015,

and the target for 2022 is USD 125/kWh.
• The density of the PHEV batteries increased from 60 Wh/L in 2008 to 295 Wh/L in 2015, and the

target for 2022 is 400 Wh/L.

Some countries have taken actions to reach the IEA 2030 and 2050 targets. For example, Ireland
created a roadmap from 2011–2050. In this plan, 800K tons of oil and 4 million tons of CO2 emissions
will be reduced by 2050 per annum [4]. Renewable energies such as wind and solar are very important
because they produce energy with zero GHG emissions, and the grids supplied by both energy types
are more flexible than grids supplied by only fossil energy [5–7]. All types of renewable energies are
only available in special situations because they are not stable energy sources. However, all of them
can be constructed at any size and everywhere. V2G, the smart grid and micro grid are supplementary
to each other and also can expand one another. All of the renewable energy conversion procedures
include AC to DC or the inverse. The DC type of energy supplies batteries, and the EVs’ energy storage
system plays a big role in the grid when it needs energy exchange. EVs can save energy when the
demand side of the grid strongly decreases, for example a decrease between 23:00 and 05:00. Hence,
reducing the energy level immediately in power plants (in every condition) is not economical. Fossil
ICE efficiency in the best condition and with the latest technology is 18~20%. However, the fossil
power plant efficiency is 38~40%, and CHP energy efficiency is 60~75% [8]. This clearly shows that
EVs’ benefit is not limited only to having zero GHG emissions. Thus, the EVs are supplied with
electric energy, which is generated as 38~75%, which depends on the energy generating condition,
and all mentioned benefits (EVs are supplied by high efficiency energy and reduce GHG emissions)
can be improved by V2G technology or similar technologies. This is based on a bidirectional energy
transmission system, and some targets are easily reachable, such as peak reduction, stability and
reliability of energy. EVs’ batteries, the quantity of the EVs, the time of charge and the power electronic
systems’ topologies are forced to use an energy storage system in charging stations, and this is sensible
in grids that are used in the DC line. In this situation, energy is conveyed to the grid in critical
situations such as peaks and down time by the stable energy storage in charging stations and the
temporary energy storage in EVs [9–14].

This paper covers discussions about energy scenarios, storage systems and the infrastructure of
the grid related to V2G technology. The scenarios, policies and targets of the governments and agencies
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of the world for lower GHG emissions and high-energy efficiency have been suggested. They change
the grid target and duty, but the collection of infrastructures cannot respond to the requirements
mentioned in the scenarios. According to the scenarios (created for grid upgrades), storage systems
(such as batteries and chargers) and the infrastructures of the grid should be replaced by the latest
technologies in each section.

2. Energy Scenarios

Each energy plan has some scenarios. Energy efficiency and GHG emission are targets for energy
efficiency and GHG emission for each energy scenario in the world, and scenarios for V2G technology
depend on their own location, so different requirements and energy stocks exist all over the world. The
road maps created by IEA give the result for general scenarios for 2050. Table 1 gives the number of
EVs and PHEVs that will be sold in 2050. It is clear that EVs have lower GHG emissions than PHEVs.
According to the 2050 road map, the North American, European and Pacific countries will have less
PHEVs than China and India. This means that their fossil energy consumption in the transportation
sector will be lower than India and China.

Table 1. Electric vehicles that will be sold in 2050 according to the IEA scenario.

Location EV PHEV

North America 8800 K 3800 K
Europe 6400 K 3100 K
China 9400 K 11,400 K
India 8600 K 9600 K

Pacific 2400 K 1300 K

For example, China’s government has tried to reduce GHG emission more than other countries.
However, the mentioned countries updated their grid from the cyber security, smart and micro grid
side of the grid [15]. Energy efficiency is possible, if only the mentioned parameters are used together.
Today, energy providers provide energy in different forms such as oil, gas (LPG, CNG and LNG)
or electricity. The energy usage method is very important, and it must be observed in all parts of
the energy consumption. Energy use percentages, in some places, could be as follows: electricity
30%, heat 40% and transport 30%. In addition, they can be supplied with renewable energy by
the CEESA 2050 (Research project Coherent Energy and Environmental System Analysis (CEESA)
financed by the Danish Council for Strategic Research.) scenario [16]. Control of supply and demand
is the primary parameter of energy quality, so reduction of the GHG emissions and the efficiency of
energy are possible by assuming supply and demand accurately [17–19]. The control of the mentioned
items results in facilitates integrating the renewable energy network with the grid and EVs, but it
requires data from metrology, the supply and demand of the grid, the infrastructure of the grid and
some additional algorithms to provide good and predictable data [20–22]. V2G technology should
be economical, so all of the mentioned items should have a reasonable relation between technical
benefits and the economic condition of the investor. The performance of the V2G technology depends
on the grid infrastructure and the type of electric vehicle storage system. Their quality and size directly
influence the performance of the grid [23,24]. Hence, not all of them are completely controllable,
but they are predictable. Predictable means that the management team can modify the demand time
schedule [25–27]. Here, some scenarios are reviewed one by one, so all of them are issued for a special
location and condition, also any changes in the main scenario can generate different results. According
to the scenario (can be different in each location), the design of the grid have to be more developable,
flexible and manageable than what grids use currently, so grids after design, will be more complex and
comprehensive. Scenarios of the grid have some algorithms to use in normal and critical situations
and all sections of the grid have a connection with another section of the grid, which is very important
to control the grid and one of the grid designing protocols [28–30].
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3. Storage Systems in V2G Technology

3.1. Batteries Use on the Electric Vehicles

Energy storage types are different in each situation. For example, the hydro power plant uses the
pumping of water to save energy. The type of energy storage is categorized by some environmental
and advanced parameters, such as GDR or technical aspects, and both must consider each other [31,32].
The type depends on the rating of power, charge and discharge, the density of power and energy,
response time, efficiency, self-discharge and lifetime. EVs batteries must be solid and have the
mentioned parameters [33]. Today, four types of batteries are better used in electric vehicles, such as
Li-ion, NiCd, NaS and ZnBr. However, the specifics are different for each material. The properties of
EVs’ batteries are given in Table 2 [34]. The cost of each type of battery is different, but the technical
side of this issue clearly shows that Li-ion batteries are the best choice for EVs in every situation. Li-ion
batteries with some alloy such as Fe and Mn give the best performance, so they boost the battery
capacity and safety. In the latest measurements, EVs can travel between 250 and 350 miles with Li-ion
batteries. Generally, LiFePO4, LiCoO2 and LiMn2O4 types of batteries are used in EVs. All of them
are produced as anode and cathode types [31,34,35]. Table 3 illustrates the type of Li battery and
its specifications.

Table 2. Type of batteries and their specifications [34].

Battery Parameters NiCd NaS ZnBr Li-ion

Power rating (MW) 0~40 0.05~8 0.05~2 0~0.1
Discharge time S~h S~h S~10 h Min~h
Power density (W/I) 75~700 120~160 1~25 1300~10,000
Energy density (Wh/I) 15~8 15~300 65 200~400
Response time <S <S S <S
Efficiency (%) 60~80 70~85 65~75 65~75
Lifetime in years 5~20 10~15 5~10 5~100
Lifetime in cycles 1500~3000 2500~4500 1000~3650 600~1200
Cost $ (kW) 500~1500 1000~3000 700~2500 1200~4000
Cost $ (kW/h) 800~1500 300~500 150~1000 600~2500

Table 3. Some type of Li batteries and their specifications [35].

Type of Li-ion Practical Energy Density (Wh/kg) Cycle Life Safety

C/LiCoO2 110~190 500~1000 Poor
C/LiMn2O2 100~120 1000 Safer
C/LiFePO4 90~115 >3000 Very safe

LTO/LiCoO2 70~75 >4000 Extremely safe
LTO/LiFePO4 ~70 >4000 Extremely safe

The batteries’ performance depends on the alloy used, so to know the grade of battery quality,
manufactures of EVs or users of the Li battery check the result of tests performed on it. Current,
voltage, mechanical strike and temperature are important parameters to be considered in all tests on
the batteries, as these parameters fluctuate during the day.

3.1.1. Mechanical Strike Influence

Mechanical strike is an unavoidable problem, whether the EVs are in the normal or an abnormal
condition. In the normal condition, the EV battery is abused by the mechanical strike effect of the
road, but the EV batteries have an unreliable behavior in the case of an accident. Thus, it must pass
some tests such as the T4 and FMVSS 305 mechanical absorb tests or the battery should conform to
some standards such as SAE j2464 (Safety and Abuse Testing) [36,37]. The battery is strongly sensitive,
when the SOC ratio is up to 80%. Figure 1 shows how important mechanical strike and temperature
are. They influence the life and all other aspects of the battery [38–44].
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Figure 1. Effects of NMC battery mechanical strike [43].

For example in 2013, during flight JA829J, Japan Airline’s (JAL) Boeing 787 APU (Auxiliary
Power Unit) battery presented thermal runaway after 52,000 flight hours. Until grounding JA829J,
their battery type was lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2). According to the U.S. National Transportation
Safety Board (NTSB) report, this problem was a result of T5 and T6 mechanical absorbance in the APU
battery, and finally, a fire broke out [45].

3.1.2. Temperature Stability Significance

Temperature stability should be considered in all situations, as the battery has different behaviors
at each temperature. It does not work perfectly at very extreme temperatures such as −20◦C or
120–130 ◦C, in this situation, the runaway threat is greater than in the normal condition. Hence, the EV
battery must be protected against temperature (battery heating and cooling system) and the mechanical
strike issue [46–48].

3.1.3. Control on the Storage Systems

Grid integration contributes to the grid’s power efficiency in each branch of the electric grid.
The storage system needs more control than other parts of the grid, so the health of the storage systems
is critical and sensitive [49]. The storage control system is not limited to grid storages: EV batteries are
part of the grid storage, and thereby, it can control all EVs’ storage and the grid storage system, because
EVs represent a short-term energy storage for the grid. Therefore, local governments can achieve a
storage system without any payment. This is one of the economic benefits of V2G technology for the
grid. The control system and EVs’ storage systems protect the grid from shocks when the demand
strongly decreases or increases. For the infrastructure of the grid response control for V2G technology
and some environmental conditions, the control of the grid requires scenarios, plans and data about
the grid’s future, so the grid should predict data based on old data, plans and scenarios [49–52].

3.1.4. Longevity of the EVs’ Batteries

The lifetime of the Li-ion batteries is a complex issue, and it depends on the mentioned parameters
such as charge, discharge, thermal condition and some other parameters. Hence, the electric grid can
assume batteries’ life and capacity by controlling the grid fully [53,54]. EVs’ batteries are used in AM
and SM; however, they are used for both sides of the grid. This option encourages the economics and
eventually the cost of the electric power and energy system to change in each location [55–62]. Ageing is
one of the important problems in V2G technology and bidirectional energy systems. According to
battery aging, calendar ageing depends on standing time and SOC, and temperature and cycling
ageing depends on cycle number, DOD and charging rate. For V2G technology, it is recommended to
use LiFePO4/C cell battery and avoid LiNiCoAlO2/C-based batteries [63,64].
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3.2. Charging System

The charging system in the electric grid is a bidirectional system, which supports V2G technology.
The charging system quality has a special aspect: it is almost determined as the efficiency of the V2G
system. The charging system has almost covered the core of V2G. Charging systems are changed in
each grid, and this depends on the infrastructure of the grid. Some charging systems support only DC
or AC or both of them. Therefore, the chargers produce the considered infrastructure of the grid with
various power electronic parts. IEC 62196-2 Type 1, 2, hybrid, SAE J1772 (SAE Electric Vehicle and
Plug in Hybrid Electric Vehicle Conductive Charge Coupler) Type 1, 2, Combo and CHAdeMO are
types of the charger connectors. All of the connectors work in some critical scenarios. For example,
CHAdeMO only works in a DC system [65,66]. Table 4 gives some charger connectors and types of
charge models.

Table 4. EV charger connectors’ power types [65,66].

Type of Port AC DC

IEC 62196-2 * Hybrid version
SAE J1772 * Combo version

CHAdeMO *

*: its availability depends on the condition.

The bases of energies, like power plants or renewable energy, have to convert it to DC type
of energy, if the grid has a connection to the storage network. When increasing the number of DC
convertors, the ratio of the THD is automatically increased on the grid. The creation of DC lines in the
infrastructure of the grid is beneficial to the grid, which are used in smart grids and V2G technology;
for example, the DC line improves charging stations’ performance in public places with solar energy
or using a wireless charging system. Power electronic converters always change energy alongside
the loss of energy, especially when changing from DC to AC. The infrastructure of the electric grid
and THD issues are critical problems, and nowadays, countries are trying to reduce both problems.
Table 5 mentions that the balance of the energy is a big future challenge, and a number of EVs, chargers,
populations and spaces of the location have a crucial role in the load spread balance. All of them
are important for control and modelling of the grid. Computing their data accuracy contributes to
predicting the future of the grid. Nowadays, energy consumption should be efficient. Hence, heating,
cooling and transportation systems are eager to use the electric type of energy as much as possible.
The solutions of the grid modelling are different in each location. Creating energy nodes in the urban
environment and redistributing energy and DC reserve lines to supply DC base energy equipment
are ways to reinforce the infrastructure of the grid [67–71]. The support of the infrastructure and EVs
has induced positive opinions in people’s minds, so people are looking at all the facilities of V2G
technology [72].

Table 5. Some numerical location data related to V2G technology.

EV and Population Information US China Japan UK The Netherlands

EV (k) 404 312 126 49.67 87.53
Chargers (k) 28.15 46.65 16.12 8.716 17.78
Fast chargers (k) 3.524 12.1 5.99 1.158 0.465
Population (m) 324.6 1373.5 126.8 65.11 17.10
Population per square km 35 145 346 255 412
Area in square km 9,833,520 9,596,961 377,972 242,495 41,543

Potentials to Build Charging Stations for Renewable Energies

Having a sensible effect on people’s life is important. It is one of the effective factors. Charging
systems must be available at EV drivers’ homes or offices. In fact, the charging system converts energy
and transfers it from EV or grid to the storage system. The storage side of V2G technology (home, office,
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parking and some public places) might be one of the Virtual Power Plants (VPPs). VPPs can support
the grid, and their efficiency is at a medium–high level, such as WPP, solar energy and CHP. Renewable
energies can generate energy everywhere and at every scale [73]. Table 6 shows the major VPPs.
This means that EVs complete the energy circle by using V2G technology. In this circle, EVs perform
the transmission line and temporary storage duty. If both the home and office are equipped with VPP
and V2G technology and personal EVs could always be connected to grid, all of them would provide
some benefits to the energy sector, and these are mentioned below [74–77]:

� Low GHG emissions on the supply and demand side
� Strong reduction of grid shock
� Reduction of energy cost to help the economy of the home and office
� Reduction of fossil, coal and nuclear energy contribution

Table 6. Accessible VPP distribution by place and source type.

Home Office Parking Urban

Solar PV * * * *
Micro turbine * * *

Regular turbine *1
CHP *1

Battery * * * *

*: available/executable condition; *1: its availability depends on the condition.

Some projects related to V2G have been accomplished, and all mentioned parameters are
considered in projects; for example, Taiwan, the U.S. (Florida), The Netherlands and China [78–81].
The priority of the source to supply the charging station is local energy production. Electric storage
systems and their charging systems in V2G technology, as well as similar technologies (for which, the
energy transfer between them is bidirectional) are important part of the grid, so the reason for having
this technology is the electric storage systems, which have good energy efficiency. According to the
mentioned advantages and disadvantages, it seems that the LiFePO4 type of Li batteries is the best
choice between various types of batteries; it is very safe in comparison to other types of batteries.

4. Infrastructure

4.1. Strategy

The strategy of V2G technology works according to some plans and targets. Besides, the targets
have zero GHG emissions and energy efficiency, such as stability and reliability. Some parameters
cause changes in the plan. Infrastructure, energy sources, budget and some other parameters in each
country are determined by the energy plan, which is necessary to develop V2G technology. Energy
sources and the ability to generate renewable energy are determined with the benefits and market
share of V2G technology. Renewable energy developments, V2G technology and the smart grid are
impelled alongside [82,83].

4.1.1. Pricing of Energy

The energy sector pricing system is different from other sectors. The supply/demand and
determining the cost of the energy by time and other grid priorities give balance and discipline to all of
the grid. However, in the energy systems, the supply/demand balance is the second important factor.
Balancing is a means to distribute energy correctly in the electric grid. The density of the population
is not constant in each location, but the specification of the population is clear for governments.
Hence, the location and density of the population, the time of supply/demand, the measure of
supply/demand and the balancing of supply/demand [84–86] influence the price of the energy.
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The location and density of the population determines the average grid demand in all electric grids.
There is a high population density mostly located in the downtown of cities or the capitals of counties.
In this condition, the density of the transmission lines is increased, so the ratio of the loss energy
is increased. For example, when energy demands are at a high level and the energy generation
is low, the cost of energy in these locations is at the highest level [87–90]. The time of the electric
energy consumption is important; sometimes, all customers of the grid use energy. In this condition,
the grid works at full capacity, and this means that it is prone to overload. Hence, the electric
supervisors encourage people to use electric energy from the grid, except for the demand peak time
(18:00–22:00) [91–93] considering the peak/down time; in some countries, the time zones differs
between two and six hours across the country. Figure 2 gives some countries’ populations in 2016 and
2050 [94]. Today, everyone can generate energy in their own house or office by using renewable energies,
but this depends on the environmental condition. On the other hand, by using V2G technology, one can
share energy with customers or the grid. Generating energy contributing to the grid and supervising
of the pay cache for energies generated from customers [95], supervisors have to balance energy on the
grid, as an unbalanced grid can damage the grid. They use some methods such as building switching
centers to balance energy in the grid [96].

 

China India United State Indonesia Brazil Pakistan Nigeria
2016 1,378,000,000 1,329,000,000 324,000,000 259,000,000 206,000,000 203,000,000 178,000,000

2050 1,344,000,000 1,708,000,000 398,000,000 360,000,000 226,000,000 344,000,000 398,000,000
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Figure 2. Population from 2016–2050 in some countries [95].

This clearly shows that the mentioned issues influence the electric grid directly. Social infrastructures,
such as the economy, psychology, applied and cognitive science, should be prepared to use EVs with
people. People of the world have to use EVs, as fossil energies are going to deplete and people who
use the transportation system with fossil energies would increase if the world population continues
the present energy consumption method in the transportation system. For other types of energy,
consumption differs in each area depending on sunrise and sunset, where in some countries’ grids
work synchronously. The management group must organize this considering local time and other
local abilities [97–100] V2G technology helps to reduce the mentioned problems, and governments
can create prefect charging and energy-sharing designs and pricing and grid infrastructure control
plans with the challenging problems mentioned for the background and future targets. A good control
system must be tested in international sample electric grids, and each part of the grid must be tested
with international grid patents such as IEEE 33 Node, IEEE 34 Node and IEEE 300-Bus Network.
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Grid coordination under the mentioned standards provides a wide facility for development, such as
grid behavior prediction, charging scheduling and risk management [101–105].

4.1.2. Control System Communications

One of the control systems duties is online observation, as the EVs are mobile devices, and they
can be on the supply or demand side of the grid (charge/discharge). This provides some favorably
strong aspects for people. EVs users can see online the existing charging centers and their status.
In the online system, all variable parameters change in each condition. This gives facility to provide
fine pricing and a managing system via control system communications such as WAN, HAN, NAN,
SCADA, DSL, GSM, satellite and GPS [106]. In fact, they have a chain connection with other parts of
the grid. They are illustrated in Figure 3. This also depends on the location and situation, for example
using GSM, DSL and satellite as the connection method to connect some data centers with other parts
of the grid, and all of them are available everywhere [107–110].

Figure 3. Communication system in the electric grid.

Data of the EVs are sent to the EVs’ controller operator to control all EVs in each location. However,
in some situations, the grid works in uncertain conditions, and uncertain conditions result in different
behaviors of the grid. Some methods contribute to calculating the energy cost in uncertain conditions
such as the ENTRUST (Energy trading under uncertainty in smart grid systems) algorithm [111],
and some other algorithms estimate the active demand load on the grid; this means that the grid has
high reliability and is ready for uncertain threats and conditions.

4.2. Grid Modelling

The infrastructure of the model of the grid is based on V2G technology. The mentioned topics
are impelled toward the best efficiency and GHG emission targets. Thus, reforming some sections of
grid is too hard and needs to be investigated deeply. Fossil power planets, renewable energies and
V2G-G2V (subsets of renewable energies) are the inputs of grids. Today, the policy and planning of
countries are to require grids to be supplied by renewable energy, and it is subsets to consume green
and efficient energy. All energies injected to the grid should be managed, so all types of energies
have particularities. For example, convertors of the renewable energies such as DC to AC and reverse
generated THD or energies on the storage system should be controlled on the supply/demand side.
Electric distribution is the last node of grid electrification. In this section, the grid supplies all demand
side of the grid, and the energy distribution condition depends on the location. Grid modelling with
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V2G technology is the same as the smart grid, so the grid in both systems works unidirectionally.
The grid can supply both AC and DC electric energies [112]. Most of the electric devices work with the
AC type of electric power. In this situation, energy providers have to provide the AC type of energy
and the DC type of energy achieved by DC/AC convertors. The different types of energies are some of
the causes of the energy loss. Today, having one of the DC lines from the source to the consumer is
compulsory. In such a condition, the AC type of energy has the THD problem. The DC type of energy
can respond to a wide range of customers of the grid. Different chargers, different convertors and
different sources are examples of the energy type problems. AC and DC customers are also connected,
and energy exchange will result in loss of energy and increased THD; however, the DC line has some
critical advantages such as reducing energy loss, the response of the local renewable energy source
and the other sources that work with the DC type of energy, which can work in a hybrid manner.
For example, Egypt and India have tested DC lines in some projects [113–122].

4.2.1. Frequency Control

Electric power frequency is one of the most important parameters in the grid. The grid frequency
is not controllable when supply and demand are not balanced; usually, the demand side of the grid
overcomes the supply. In V2G technology, the charge and discharge influences the grid frequency,
especially in the charge condition. EVs have batteries with a large capacity, and the quantity of EVs
is high, which means overall energy exchange is homogenized; however, this is not true all the time.
All of this has a negative effect on the grid frequency. Hence, the solution of the frequency issue is to
control all parameters and equipment of the grid and demands such as the quantity of the EVs that
are active or the EVs’ energy capacity. Power systems must be controlled with special control nodes
depending on the area, demand and sources [123–127].

4.2.2. System Integration

A smart and unidirectional power system must be an integrated system. Therefore, all it is parts
should be connected and work synchronously. The process of the integration needs to provide the
capacity and limit some factors depending on the grid design. Each part of the materials mentioned
in this paper plays a big role in the power system integration. Why is power system integration
important? Because V2G technology disrupts the power system and V2G works correctly when the
supply/demand condition is fine. For example, the status of the charging station, the battery status of
the EVs and the grid supply/demand power are some aspects of V2G technology related to power
system integration. Figure 4 gives these facts clearly [128]. The power system is integrated to provide
low energy loss and high efficiency, so with this technology, the gap of the supply/demand is reduce
and the power of the control system is increased; For example, home or office grid integration to
generate energy by some local renewable energy sources [129–133].

The power system infrastructure should be designed according to some parameters such as
accessibility, reliability and being able to be developed. Result of this action is that the grid can be
updated with some technologies such as V2G and the subset technologies. The grid should support
the energy traffic, which is achieved by newer technologies such as V2G or energy storage systems.
The grid designers must care about communication between the grid and people. Therefore, in
emergency situations, the grid management group may increase or decrease the supply/demand
according to people. This is only a recommendation, which would work with the grid infrastructure.
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Figure 4. All grid energies connect to other sources and customers [128].

5. Conclusions

In the infrastructure of the world’s electric grid, some revisions have been made. In addition,
all energy scenarios after increasing GHG emissions in the world have changed according to some
agreements and conferences such as UNFCCC 2015a in Paris. The infrastructure of each system
should be changed when the enrolment scenarios change. The ratio of revisions depends on old
infrastructure conditions and future targets, which are mentioned in context. Storage systems are some
of the sensitive parts of the latest grid models such as micro and smart grids, but their development
does not satisfy and respond to the grid requirements. Hence, batteries need to be further developed
to comply better with the charge/life cycle and to provide more safety. At a glance, all mentioned
problems force the infrastructure of the grid to work with poor quality. Today, after the development
of the lithium type of batteries and power electronic systems, the researchers who are working on V2G
technologies can easily take some actions so that the battery and power electronic systems will provide
fast charging, on the supply and demand side of the grid. With those benefits, the grid could work
properly, so the lack of energy and temporary storage are solved.

� The life/charge cycle, energy density and safety problems are solved with some polymer types of
lithium batteries.

� The problems of the infrastructure of the grid can be detected quickly with a synchronized
communication system.

The V2G technology has received great acceptance from people, but a greater market share is
needed to develop this technology. The psychology of people is important, so people must have
satisfaction with and a great viewpoint of EVs. Hence, officials have to achieve people’s acceptance
and create encouragement plans. For example, in some countries the tax of EV is zero and in some
countries the benefits of V2G technology using Li batteries, mobile energy stations and ultra-capacitors
are explained for people so that they use them more.
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Nomenclature

GHG Green House Gas
ICE Internal Combustion Engine
EV Electric Vehicle
PHEV Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle
HEV Hybrid Electric Vehicle
V2G Vehicle-to-Grid
G2V Grid-to-Vehicle
GDR Generalized Demand-side Resources
IEA International Energy Agency
UNFCCC United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
IEC International Electro technical Commission
SAE Society of Automotive Engineers
GTCO2 Giga Tonnes of Carbon dioxide
2DS 2 ◦C Scenario
6DS 6 ◦C Scenario
W h/L Watt hour per liter
TWh Terra Watt hours
KWh Kilo Watt hour
EVI Electric Vehicles Initiative
AC Alternating Current
DC Direct Current
CHP Combined Heat and Power
CHAdeMO CHArge de Move
SOC State of Charge
AM Automotive Mode
LNG Liquefied Natural Gas
LPG Liquefied Petroleum Gas
IEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
WAN Wide Area Network
HAN Home Area Network
NAN Neighborhood Area Network
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
DSL Digital Subscriber Line
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications
GPS Global Positioning System
THD Total Harmonic Distortion
VPP Virtual Power Plant
WPP Wind Power Plant
LDV Light-Duty Vehicle
Fe Iron
Li Lithium
Li-ion Lithium-ion
NiCd Nickel–Cadmium
NaS Sodium–Sulfur
ZnBr Zinc–Bromine
LiFePO4 Lithium Iron Phosphate Oxide
LiCoO4 Lithium Cobalt Oxide
LiMn2O4 Lithium ion Manganese Oxide
NMC LiNiMnCoO2
DOD Depth of Charge
SM Storage Mode
CNG Compressed Natural Gas
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HAN Home Area Network
NAN Neighborhood Area Network
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
DSL Digital Subscriber Line
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications
GPS Global Positioning System
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Abstract: In this research paper, a hybrid Artificial Neural Network (ANN)-Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC)
tuned Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA) as a Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT) is employed
to amend root mean square error (RMSE) of photovoltaic (PV) modeling. Moreover, Gaussian
membership functions have been considered for fuzzy controller design. This paper interprets the Luo
converter occupied brushless DC motor (BLDC)-directed PV water pump application. Experimental
responses certify the effectiveness of the suggested motor-pump system supporting diverse operating
states. The Luo converter, a newly developed DC-DC converter, has high power density, better
voltage gain transfer and superior output waveform and can track optimal power from PV modules.
For BLDC speed control there is no extra circuitry, and phase current sensors are enforced for this
scheme. The most recent attempt using adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)-FPA-operated
BLDC directed PV pump with advanced Luo converter, has not been formerly conferred.

Keywords: ANFIS; artificial neural network; brushless DC motor; FPA; maximum power point
tracking; photovoltaic system; root mean square error

1. Introduction

As conventional energy sources are depleting day by day, the demand forrenewable energy
sources is raising [1–3]. Solar energy sources are promising renewable energy sources for developed
and developing nations due to being free, abundant, and environmentally friendly. Standalone
photovoltaic (PV) systems for water-pumping applications are employed in remote areas [4,5]. Because
of grid absence in remote places, standalone PV water pumping is installed for agricultural and
household applications. Various electric motors have been used to drive the pumping system [6,7].
The DC motor-based pumping system requires maintenance because of commutator and brush
presence. Therefore, DC motors are not frequently used for PV pumping applications. Single-phase
induction motors have also been used for driving low-inertia torque load. Due to a complex control
strategy, the induction motors are not efficient for pumping applications. Therefore, in this research
work, a brushless DC (BLDC) motor has been considered as it has simple design control, low power
range and requires maintenance-free operation compared to AC motors [8]. Distinct DC-DC converters
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were contenders for optimizing PV module generated power with a soft-starting and controlling motor
pump system [9–11]. The contemporary PV system has insubstantial converse competency. Therefore,
Maximum Power Point Trackers (MPPT) is the indispensable constituents required for optimal power
tracking from PV modules. Numerous MPPT methods have been occupied viz. Perturb and Observe
(P&O), Increment Conductance (INC), Fraction Short/Open circuit etc. [12–14]. Under steady-state
operating conditions, particular algorithms provide high outturn. However, these algorithms are found
lacking under adverse weather conditions showing slow convergence velocity and being unable to
achieve a global power point (GPP) for partial shading situations with high power oscillations around
this point. Recently, different intelligent techniques viz. Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) and Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) have been employed for PV tracking [15]. However, because of complex fuzzy
inference rules and individual sensor requirements, meta-heuristic algorithms have been employed
recently. Genetic algorithms and artificial immune systems (AIS) are meta-heuristic algorithms used
for non-linear stochastic problem solutions [16,17]. These algorithms are capable to resolve non-linear
complication. However, due to a large population size and adaptive immune cell mechanism, the GA
and AIS algorithms, respectively, have low velocity of convergence with large computational period.
However, the implementation of selection, mutation and crossover process is complex with reduced
convergence computational period. Currently, bio-inspired and swarm optimization have been
derived as MPPT techniques. The particle swarm optimization is an evolutionary methodology based
onthe nature of a swarm that can reduce oscillations around GPP [18]. The classical particle swarm
optimization PSO technique has randomness in acceleration value with high regulation parameters
as major problems. Nevertheless, variance of this algorithm is capitulated when randomness is
miniaturized. Surrogating to swarm techniques, current bio-inspired algorithms viz. Firefly Algorithms
(FA), Artificial Bee Colony (ABC), Cuckoo Search etc. are considered as bio-inspired MPPT and have
the advantages of high convergence speed, and less transience with fast tracked performance [19–21].
Nevertheless, because of a lower number of bees, ABC technique has a slow velocity of convergence
under fluctuating weather situations. Because of the deviating movement of a large number of fireflies,
the response of the system becomes slow with the prerequisite high computational period. The Cuckoo
search algorithm provides an efficient solution to non-linear problems. However, because of complex
nest population and inadequate contingency, the Cuckoo technique has slow convergence velocity
under varying environmental conditions. However, the implementation complexities with the tuning
of parameters are amajor hindrance of this finding. The above-mentioned algorithms’ drawbacks can
be handled by applying Flower Pollination (FPA) as an MPPT technique. Ram et al. [22] has discussed
the FPA algorithm for PV MPPT under dynamic operating conditions. This algorithm provides
single-stage global searching, simpler coding, and lower tuned specification requirements with low
cost implementation and has fast response compared to P&O and PSO techniques under dynamic
weather conditions. Included in this work, a novel flower pollination algorithm is contemplated and
associated with the hybrid ANFIS MPPT [23] algorithm. Compared to the FPA algorithm, the merits of
the hybrid ANFIS-Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA) are simple implementation, high convergence
speed with tune parameters and easier code compilation. Due to presence of parasitic components,
the voltage outcomes and power transform adequacy are restrained in classical switched-power
converters. However, re-lift/triple lift methodology is employed by Luo converter to enhance the
voltage balance and run-over the limiter issue. Equated with Zeta, single-ended primary-inductor
converter (SEPIC) and Cuk converters, the Luo converter has accurate steady and dynamic system
behavior. However, the Cuk converter comprises maximum transients and more settled periods with
average system performance of SEPIC and Zeta compared to the Luo converter, which is applicable for
upraised power utility and electrical drive operation [24,25]. In contrast with different employed power
converters, modern Luo convertershave been considered for this research approach as they deliver
better power/density ratio with economical implementation. The most recent attempt, using adaptive
neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)-FPA-operated BLDC directed PV pump with advanced Luo
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converter, has not been formerly conferred and examined using dSPACE (DS1104) platform under
changing weather conditions.

2. Complete System Formation

Figure 1 illustrates the Luo converter-employed BLDC-driven PV pumping for a remote location.
A hybrid ANFIS-FPA MPPT controller is operated to produce required pulse for power switched of
Luo converter. This converter delivers better power/density ratio with economical implementation
with interface between the inverter power circuit and solar system. Moreover, electronic commutation
methodology controls voltage source inverter (VSI) employed BLDC motor in which winding current
is adjusted with the help of a decoder in a proper sequence.

 

Figure 1. BLDC-driven Photovoltaic Complete System Formation.

2.1. PV Generator

In this research work, a two-diode PV cell model is considered (Figure 2) because it is a simple and
accurate model compared to the single-diode PV cell. By means of photoelectric effect, the conversion
of solar energy to electricity takes place and output power can be enhanced by connecting numerous
solar cells in shunt or series as required. Both diodes are employed to represent polarization occurrence
with current source exhibiting sun insolation, followed by power loss delivered by resistances
(series/Parallel) used. The prognosis of the overall system is calculated based on accurate equivalent
modeling. The output of the PV current is expressed mathematically as [26]:

IPVo = IPVG − IRSC
(

I′ + 2
)−(

VPVo + IPVo × Rseries
RParallel

)
(1)

where,

I′ = exp
(

VPVo + IPVo × Rseries
VThermal

)
+ exp

(
VPVo + IPVo × Rseries

A × VThermal

)
(2)

IPVG = Photo Current
IRSC = Diode reverse saturation current
IPVo = Output PV current
VPVo = PV output voltage
Rseries = Resistance in series
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RParallel = Resistance in parallel
VThermal = PV module thermal voltage
A = Ideality constant of diode

 

Figure 2. Two diode PV cell model.

2.2. Luo Converter Mathematical Modeling

Renewable technology comprises DC-DC topologies for yield of energy harvest with admissible
proficiency. With respect to other DC-DC converters, modern Luo topology depicted in Figure 3
delivers reasonable cost, better power/density ratio and enhanced transformation efficiency.
It comprises the least ripple content with geometric output voltage and surpasses the parasitic
element action. The auxiliary benefit of this topology is switched components, which take ground
as a reference. In addition to that, the input inductor smoothes the ripple present to input source.
Employed capacitors get charged to stated value to accomplish high voltage leveled. Table 1 presents
the designed parameters of Luo Converter used during practical implementation.

 

Figure 3. Power Circuit Luo converter.

Table 1. Luo converter parameter.

S.N Parameters Values

1. Inductor (L) 0.02 mH
2. Capacitor (C and C1) 20 μF, 15 μF
3. Switching Frequency (fpulse) 10 KHz
4. Duty Ratio (dduty) 0.58

Transfer gain voltage is evaluated as [24,25]:

V0

VS
=

2 − dduty

1 − dduty
(3)
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Relation between inductor ripple current and duty cycle is expressed as:

ΔILRipple =
VS × dduty

fPulse × L
(4)

Capacitors (C=C1) values are determined mathematically as:

C = C1 =

(
1 − dduty

)
× V0

fPulse × RLoad × ΔV0
(5)

where,

dduty = Duty ratio

fPulse = Frequency of Switched pulse
V0 = Output Voltage of Luo Converter

2.3. A Hybrid Proposed FLC-ANN Tuned FPA MPPT

In this proposed scheme, the hybrid ANFIS-FPA MPPT algorithm is realized for maximizing
PV outturn and accurate motion control with PV-pump interface. The FLC data is trained by ANN
which is finally optimized by FPA method, leading to minimum RMSE of FLC and ANN. It comprises
the dominance of both FLC and ANN. The threshold and weight of NN models are optimized
by FPA algorithm to produce minimum RMSE. Figure 4 depicts the complete structure of hybrid
learning in which learning data has been achieved from FLC architecture. The FLC architecture
comprises fuzzification, Inference Rule base and defuzzification as elemental constituents. Real
variables are converted to linguistic parameters using fuzzification. The requisite output is introduced
by the Mamdani fuzzy inference rule deployed by max-min composition. With the help of centroid
method, the defuzzification process converts the linguistic parameters to real values. Parameters
used in FLC and ANN are presented using Table 2. Employed membership values are illustrated
in Figure 5. The FPA method of MPPT is predicted by reproduction of flower of transferring pollen.
This convection is possible through biotic/cross and abiotic/self-pollination. In cross-pollination the
pollens are translated between two unlike flowers. On the other hand, abiotic pollination takes place
between distant species. It is noted that in flower pollination 90% possibility of cross-pollination
and only 10% possibility of self-pollination happen, which is limited in the probability range Rε[1,0].
Table 3 describes ANFIS-FPA parameters used for practical validation of BLDC-driven PV pumping.
The complete process is based on the following 4 rules [22]. The min-max composition (Mamdani’s
rule) is employed to calculate the fuzzy error (E) and change in error (dE/CE) input as [23]:

E(r) =
dPPV(r)
dVPV(r)

(6)

dE = E(r)− E(r − 1) (7)

μP→Q(xy) = min
[
μP(x), μQ(y)

]
, ∀P ∈ X, ∀Q ∈ Y (8)

where,

μP(x) = Membership function of P fuzzy set in X Universe of discourse
μQ(y) = Membership function of Q fuzzy set in Y Universe of discourse
X, Y = x, y variables defined in Universe X and Y, respectively
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Figure 4. Complete structure of hybrid ANFIS-FPA.

Table 2. Parameters used in FLC and ANN.

S.N Parameters Value

1 Total fuzzy rule base fired 25
2 Total number of Epoch 740
3 Types of membership function Gaussian type
4 Total layer (neural network) 5
5 Total neural network training data sets 200

 

Figure 5. Employed membership values.

Table 3. ABC-FPA Parameters.

S.N Parameters Values

1. Switched Probability (Pf) 0.7
2. Scaling Factor 1.25
3. No of Epoch 740
4. RMSE (Obtained) 106 × 10−6

5. Total Rule Based Fired 25
6. ANFIS Obtained (Training Error) 0.6255 × 10−6

Output D is calculated as:

D̂ =
D ∈ S

∫
μD(D)dD

D ∈ S
∫

μD(D)
(9)
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where,

D̂ = Crisp output
μD(D) = Membership function (Aggregated)
D = Fuzzy output
S = Subarea/Universe of discourse

Also, neural-fuzzy network output (D) expressed mathematically as:

D = μA(E)× μB(dE)× WLi (10)

where,

μA(E) = Membership function of fuzzy set A in E universe of discourse
μB(dE) = Membership function of fuzzy set B in dE universe of discourse
WLi = Weight of consequent ith layer

The ANFIS objective function is expressed mathematically as:

RMSE =

[
1
P

P

∑
i=1

(
D − D

)2
]1/2

(11)

where,

P = Total sample
D = Fuzzy output
D = Neural network output

Rule I: Biotic pollination uses levy flight for transferring pollens and is called global pollination
in which the ith pollen solution vector is expressed mathematically using Equation (12). The Levy
flight factor is accountable for pollens transport which improves the methodology of pollination where
scaling factor is responsible to limit step size.

XT+1
i = XT

i + L f × γscaling ×
(

XT
i − Gbest

)
(12)

where,

XT
i = Vector representing solution

T = No. of iteration
Lf = Levy flight factor

γscaling = Scaling factor

Gbest = Global best solution

Rule II: Self-pollination is termed as local pollination and characterized mathematically as:

XT+1
i = XT

i + Pf ×
(

XT
m − XT

n

)
(13)

XT
m and XT

n = two unlike pollen in the species
Pf = Switched probability

Rule III: The performance of the flower is assumed to be identical to the probability of reproduction
which is equivalent to resemblance of two concerned flowers.

Rule IV: Pollination is interchanged between global and local, which depends on switching
probability which lies between 0 and 1.
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The proposed nature-inspired FPA algorithms are responsible for providing proper learning of
the neural network to reduce root mean square error between outcomes of D(Fuzzy output) and D
(Neural network output). Pollen position (duty ratio) is updated using biotic/abiotic pollination for the
next iteration. Under step variation in solar insolation, the corresponding variance in voltage/current
threshold is expressed mathematically as [22]:

dPPV(n)
dVPV(n)

≥ 0.2 (14)

dIPV(n)
IPV(n)

≥ 0.1 (15)

where,

VPV(n) =nth iteration PV voltage
IPV(n) =nth iteration PV current
dVPV(n) = change in PV voltage (nth and (n − 1)th iteration)

2.4. Electronic BLDC Commutator and VSI Switching

Commutation in Permanent Magnet DC Motor (PMDC) is obtained by a commutator and brushes.
Nevertheless, hall sensors are important components employed in BLDC motors which sense the
position of a rotor as the commutation wave. Coils and permanent magnets are employed as stator and
rotor respectively, in which stator’s magnetic field rotates the rotor. Armature of a BLDC motor consists
of a permanent magnet as a substitute of the coil which does not require brushes. Figure 6 demonstrates
BLDC-driven structure with induced EMF and reference current. The electronic commutation process
is used to control the VSI-employed BLDC motor in which winding current is adjusted with the help
of decoder in proper sequence. In this method, symmetrical DC currents are situated in the phase
voltage at 120◦. Based on the motor alignment, the hall sensors produce signals of 60◦ phase difference.
The gating signal for 3-phase VSI generated by transforming hall signals using the decoder is illustrated
in Figure 7. The pulse width modulated pulses are generated by comparing triangular signal with duty
cycle produced through MPPT. Table 4 portrays Hall signals and Switching states of BLDC used with
electronic commutation. The high-frequency PWM pulses and six fundamental signals are operated
with an AND gate, which produces 6 gating pulses for VSI inverter. As the atmospheric conditions
change, the duty cycle is also regulated using MPPT methods which control the VSI and finally the
BLDC motor is adjusted accordingly.

The BLDC motor is analyses mathematically as [27]:⎡⎢⎣ Vap

Vbp
Vcp

⎤⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎣ RT 0 0
0 RT 0
0 0 RT

⎤⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎣ Iap

Ibp
Icp

⎤⎥⎦+

⎡⎢⎣ L1 − M1 0 0
0 L1 − M1 0
0 0 L1 − M1

⎤⎥⎦ d
dx

⎡⎢⎣ Iap

Ibp
Icp

⎤⎥⎦+

⎡⎢⎣ Eba
Ebb
Ebc

⎤⎥⎦ (16)

Developed electromagnetic torque (TEM) by BLDC motor can be expressed mathematically as:

TEM =
Eba × Iap + Ebb × Ibp + Ebc × Icp

ωrotor
(17)

where,

Vap, Vbp, Vcp = Phase voltage of a 3-Phase BLDC motor

Iap, Ibp, Icp = Phase Currents

Eba, Ebb, Ebc = Phase Back EMF of BLDC motor
L1 = Each Phase self-inductance
M1 = Two phase’s mutual inductance
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TEM = Developed Electromagnetic torque of BLDC motor
ωRotor = Rotor Speed

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. (a) BLDC driven structure (b) induced EMF and reference current.

 

Figure 7. Gating signal for 3-phase VSI.
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Table 4. Hall signals and Switching states.

Angle
Hall Signals Switching States

H1 H2 H3 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

0–π/3 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
π/3–2π/3 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0

2π/3–π 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
π–4π/3 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

4π/3–5π/3 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
5π/3–2π 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

3. Experimental Results

Performance justification of the BLDC-driven PV pumping-employed Luo converter has been
done through the dSPACE controller. For the purposes of MPPT operation, LA-55/LV-25 as
current/voltage sensors are employed during practical implementation. Figure 8 portrays the
BLDC-driven Luo converter-employed PV-pumping hardware developed in the laboratory. With the
help of an A/D converter, analog pulses are transformed to digital and fed to the dSPACE interface.
Electronic commutation/controlling BLDC has been executed by obtaining hall pulses from the
input/output terminal and then generated pulses are outturned to the inverter.

 

Figure 8. BLDC-driven Luo converter-employed PV-pumping hardware.

3.1. Steady-State Performance

The experimental behaviors of the PV module and motor pumping system have been tested
under steady-state condition of irradiance level 1000 W/m2. The proposed MPPT design technique is
working effectively and tracks optimal power from PV module with unity duty cycle at 1000 W/m2

solar insolation level depicted in Figure 9. Practical results obtained for the BLDC-driven Luo
converter-employed PV pumping are described in Figure 9a PVG at 1000 W/m2. (Figure 9b) BLDC
performance at 1000 W/m2. (Figure 9c) generated hall sensor pulses at 1000 W/m2 (Figure 9d) switched
and hall pulses at 1000 W/m2 (Figure 9e) BLDC performance at 300 W/m2 (Figure 9f) switched and hall
pulses at 300 W/m2.The corresponding BLDC motor and torque (1500 rpm) has been demonstrated
in Figure 9d presents the obtained hall sensor pulses with motor torque. The performance of the
BLDC motor-pumping system has been evaluated with 300 W/m2 solar irradiance. The motor torque
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is experimentally obtained, which is sufficient to operate PV water pumping. Based on duty cycle
generation using the MPPT algorithm, the corresponding hall signals have been generated to trigger
six switches of the inverter.

 
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

 
 

(e) (f) 

Figure 9. BLDC-driven Luo converter-employed PV pumping (a) PVG at 1000 W/m2;(b) BLDC
performance at 1000 W/m2; (c) generated hall sensor pulses at 1000 W/m2; (d) switched and hall
pulses at 1000 W/m2; (e) BLDC performance at 300 W/m2; (f) switched and hall pulses at 300 W/m2.
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3.2. Dynamic Behavior of PV System

The effective practice of recommended PV pumping system was proved under varying sun
insolation levels. In this experiment, solar irradiance level is varied from 300 W/m2 to 1000 W/m2.
According to variation in sun irradiance level, corresponding changes in PV current, DC link voltage,
BLDC stator current and motor torque have been verified (Figure 10) and PV pumping is running
without any interruption. The duty cycle for BLDC-PV pump control is generated with variation in
sun insolation accordingly and outstanding motion control has been comprehended.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. BLDC-driven Luo converter (a) increased solar irradiance (b) decreased solar irradiance.

3.3. Behavior at Starting

Practical results found in Figure 11 interpret the safe starting of the BLDC motor under irradiance
level 1000 W/m2 and 300 W/m2. Initially, the duty cycle is kept at 0.5 to run the motor. The sufficient
motor speed is obtained by controlling the starting current, which runs the motor-pump system
successfully. Figure 11 portrays the successful action of BLDC-PV pump at the start by limiting starting
current, which reveals the progression with safe and soft start. The obtained results prove the more
relevant performance conducted for the EMI reduction and soft starting for the experimental test
conducted in [28].

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 11. BLDC driven Luo converter employed PV pumping under soft starting (a) 1000 W/m2;
(b) 400 W/m2
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Table 5 portrays laboratory-adopted BLDC specification for a motion-controlled PV pump.
Figure 12 interprets the existing global nature of the PV system under divergent sun radiation, which
is demonstrated by the dark line. The operation begins with open-circuit voltage (VOPENCkt state) and
reaches a global power point with variable solar irradiance. With application of hybrid ANFIS-FPA
MPPT, steady GPP is attained over a complete day. The performance of the MPPT controllers for two
algorithms ANFIS-FPA and FPA are tested with stepped irradiance input. Figure 13a illustrates that the
proposed ANFIS-FPA imparts accurate and precise PV system outcomes with zero variation around
GPP with fluctuating sun insolation. However, the FPA employed algorithm provides inconsistent
and more oscillation nearby GPP that equates to the ANFIS-FPA algorithm described using Figure 13b.
Under these situations, ANFIS-FPA has high tracked PV power with proportionately less GPP time.
Practical results demonstrate that ANFIS-FPA algorithm contributes rapid and insignificant swinging
differentiated with FPA MPPT illustrated in Figure 13a,b. Figure 14 demonstrates the behavior of
numerous MPPT Viz. FPA, PSO, FLC and P and O control under standard test conditions. Under
standard test conditions, ANFIS-FPA has better PV tracking efficiency compared to ANFIS-PSO, FLC
and P and O methods, as illustrated with Figure 14. A hybrid ANFIS-FPA algorithm has global
power point trajectory with the most tracked power and has zero oscillation throughout, equated
with different controllers. The PV tracked trajectories are also examined under fluctuating weather
situations (Figure 15). Under dynamic weather conditions, the PV tracking trajectory is found to be
more accurate compared to conventional algorithms and has a zero GPP oscillation around this point,
which is explained by Figure 15. Practical results reveal that ANFIS-FPA-optimized MPPT provides
optimal tuning with high performance index.

Table 5. Laboratory adopted BLDC specification.

S.N Parameters Value

1 Resistance of stator 4.16 Ω
2 Inductance value of stator 2.2 mH
3 Speed rating 1500 rpm
4 Number of Pole pair 2
5 Constants(Voltage & torque) 86 VLL/KRPM & 0.85 Nm/Ampere

Figure 12. Existent global nature of PV system under divergent sun radiation.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Behavior of MPPT under stepped irradiance (a) Hybrid ANFIS-FPA; (b) FPA.

 

Figure 14. Behavior of numerous MPPT control under standard test conditions.

 

Figure 15. PV tracked trajectories examined under fluctuating weather situations.
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4. Conclusions

The Luo converter-based BLDC-driven PV pumping with ANFIS-FPA MPPT has been
demonstrated under varying weather conditions using the dSPACE platform. The Luo converter
has been proposed for desired GPP functions and is responsible for updating the duty ratio in each
iteration using biotic/abiotic pollination. The PV-fed BLDC motor drive pumping system operates
effectively under steady, dynamic states and soft-starting operating conditions, which have been
validated through experimentally obtained responses. The enforcement of the ANFIS-FPA MPPT
controller has been equated with the general P&O and ANFIS-PSO methods, which gives high
tracking efficiency, fast design, and rapid convergence time under varying solar irradiance level.
Performed experimental responses reveal that, compared to different bio-inspired, swarm-intelligence
and classical MPPT techniques reviewed in literature, the ANFIS-FPA has superior power tracking
ability, fast convergence velocity and accurate system response. The designed PV-based BLDC-driven
pumping system provides the following functions viz. Luo converter-based MPPT tracking reducing
switching losses based on electronic commutation/VSI switching, maintenance of the DC-link voltage,
and BLDC motor speed regulation under low sun insolation, validated through practical responses
using the dSPACE board.
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Abstract: Distribution systems can form islands when faults occur. Each island represents a subsection
with variable boundaries subject to the location of fault(s) in the system. A subsection with variable
boundaries is referred to as an island in this paper. For operation in autonomous mode, it is imperative
to detect the island configurations and stabilize these subsections. This paper presents a novel scheme
for the detection of island boundaries and stabilizing the system during autonomous operation.
In the first stage, a boundary detection method is proposed to detect the configuration of the island.
In the second stage, a dynamic voltage sensitivity factor (DVSF) is proposed to assess the dynamic
performance of the system. In the third stage, a wide area load shedding program is adopted
based on DVSF to shed the load in weak bus-bars and stabilize the system. The proposed scheme
is validated and tested on a generic 18-bus system using a combination of EMTDC/PSCAD and
MATLAB software’s.

Keywords: islanding; load management; power distribution; voltage fluctuations

1. Introduction

In recent decades, environmental concerns about greenhouse gases and global warming caused
by fossil fuels have attracted many countries to adopt renewable energy sources (RES). RES-based
micro grids are new structures in modern electrical distribution networks. Predefined clusters of
dispersed generator (DG) units associated with their vicinity loads provide the opportunity to form a
micro grid (MG), which functions as a subsystem in the distribution network. Two operation modes
can be defined for micro grids: grid-connected mode and autonomous mode. In a grid-connected
mode, MGs are able to exchange the energy with the upstream network. For the autonomous mode,
during a grid failure or islanding, MG assures continues power supply to local loads and increases
system reliability. A schematic diagram of a radial distribution network with MG and islands is shown
in Figure 1.

Electrical connections between unspecified number of bus-bars and main grid can be lost due to
faults in the electrical distribution system. Hence, provided that at least one DG unit remains in the
separated section, an active island can be formed. Based on IEEE-Standard 1547, islanding should be
detected and DG units must cease to supply within 2 s.

Due to the high penetration of RES in distribution systems, islanded operation mode for DG units
are considered by many utility providers as a suitable approach to maintain continuity and reliability
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of supply. However, as faults can occur at any point in a distribution system, the configuration of
the active subsections formed is unpredictable. As shown in Figure 1, there are several possibilities
to form islands via opening breakers BK1-BK37. The identification of the island configuration is one
of the important requirements for the power system analysis. Moreover, in order to stabilize the
system and to conduct a voltage stability study, it is important to detect new system configuration(s)
immediately after removing the faulty section. Furthermore, the new topology of the system is vital
for triggering the self-healing scenarios including load and generator tripping, generation controls,
intentional islanding and system reconfiguration.

Once islanding takes place, if the generation does not meet the load demand, load shedding is
unavoidable to prevent voltage collapse. In order to enhance the voltage stability of the island, less
stable bus-bars can be chosen for load shedding. Thus, different voltage stability indices (VSI) can be
used based on the system characteristics to determine weak bus-bars in the system. VSIs indicate the
stability status of the bus-bars and line sections. When islanding takes place in the system, an online
voltage stability index can be utilized based on the new system structure results to determine the
weakest bus-bars for load shedding. In order to detect islanding, three islanding detection methods
(IDMs) [1–9] have been developed; Active Detection Method (ADM) [1,8–20], Passive Detection
Method (PDM) and Remote Detection Method (RDM) [8,13,14,21–26].

The philosophy of the PDM is to measure the variables at PCC and compare with the reference
values to detect the islanding. The advantages of these methods include simplicity and low cost to
implement as they use conventional metering and protection devices to detect islanding. There are
also several passive methods such as over/under voltage/frequency ones [1–7,27,28]. The over/under
voltage and frequency detection methods are easy to implement but their speed is unpredictable,
moreover, they don’t have a detrimental impact on power quality [3–6]. The ROCOF detection method
is discussed in [8,9]. The ROCOF detection method is able to detect islanding in balanced conditions
and it does not have negative impact on power quality, however, any disturbance can result in
misdetection of islanding as well as it is hard to choose thresholds. The ROCOF Over Power detection
method is discussed in [9]. The ROCOF over Power method can detect islanding effectively when
the power imbalance is small and has a small non-detection zone. The characteristics of Phase Jump
Detection (PJD) are presented in [3,9]. PJD is difficult to implement and the threshold is hard to adjust.
The main drawback is that the PDMs have a large non-detection zone (NDZ), which leads to failure
in islanding detection when the load and power generation are balanced [29]. The performance of
ADM is based on the perturbation and observation concept. A DG parameter is chosen to be distorted
by injecting a perturbation. In a stiff grid, the amplitude of the variations at the DG unit terminal is
negligible since the grid parameters are dominant. However, injecting a disturbance into the terminal
results in a significant variation of the DG parameters during islanding phenomena.

The Impedance Measurement detection method [8,10–13] has a low performance in the presence of
multiple DG units, introduces harmonics and it is hard to adjust the thresholds. For Active Frequency
Drift (AFD), NDZ is decreased as well as the error ratio and it is sensitive to the load [1,8,14–16].
The Frequency Jump (FJ) detection method also is unable to detect the islanding in the presence
of multiple DG units [8]. The Negative Sequence Current Injection Method is not sensitive to load
changes and has a better performance in the presence of multiple DG units [8,9,18–20]. There are
several drawbacks for ADMs such as reduction in power quality via the injection of distortion into the
system and the possibility of interfering distortion signals in the presence of multiple DG units.
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Remote detection methods (RDMs) were developed to overcome the problems faced by existing
methods. The RDMs employ a communication pattern between DG units and the main grid to alert
and disconnect the DG units once unintentional islanding occurs. The Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) detection method provides more control signals to control DG units, as
well as detection speed dependent on the system characteristics [8,14,21,22]. Power Line Carrier
Signaling (PLCS) is applicable for both DG types, and uses the existing electrical network as a path for
signaling. The PLCS method is suitable for large networks with high penetration of DG units since it
is costly [8,23–25]. RDMs are applicable to the systems with multiple DG units which include both
inverter-based sources and synchronous generators.

In [30–36], different load shedding methods have been developed for micro grids. Measurement
of the system parameters such as voltages, frequency and rate of change of frequency reveals the
imbalance between generation and load demand. Hence, the load shedding method would assure the
stable operation. However, not all these methods are able to do the load shedding for the islands since
the bus-bars for load shedding cannot be predefined.

Since these IDMs monitor voltage, current, etc. at the point of common coupling (PCC), they
can detect the islanding of DG units. However, these methods are not capable of identifying the
boundary of the island. The method proposed here is able to detect the boundary of the island and
determine the available generation and load in each island. Moreover, the proposed method can be
applied on meshed networks. The proposed method is also applicable to systems with non-consecutive
bus-bar numbering.

In order to determine the system voltage stability status, various indices have been
developed [37–39]. Voltage stability analysis can be categorized as dynamic analysis and static analysis
and uses static voltage stability indices (SVSIs). Pre-islanding information or micro grid information is
used to assess the voltage stability of the system using SVSIs. Hence, SVSIs do not reflect the dynamic
operation of the power system during contingencies. However, dynamic analysis identifies the system
parameters during transient and steady state conditions. Thus, an index is required to identify dynamic
performance and system stability.

Modified graph theory is utilized to detect the boundary of each island. In the second step, in
order to perform a wide area load shedding, a dynamic voltage sensitivity factor (DVSF) is proposed
to specify the weak bus-bars in the system. The proposed DVSF shows the relevancy of reactive power
and voltage at each bus-bar. Thus, the most sensitive bus-bars based on new configuration of the
system are chosen for load shedding.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the methodology of the proposed algorithm.
Section 3 presents the boundary detection method for islands. Section 4 elaborates the calculation of
dynamic sensitivity factor for the islands. In Section 5, a practical test network is utilized to validate
the proposed scheme. Simulation results are investigated in Section 6 and the conclusion is presented
in Section 7.

2. Proposed Scheme to Stabilize the System

The proposed scheme assumes that voltage and current measurements are available at each
bus-bar. When islanding occurs in the system, the number of islands is identified using the proposed
detection method. The proposed algorithm also specifies the bus-bars belonging to each island.
A power system with many bus-bars can be divided into several active and reactive islands depending
on the availability of generation in islanded sections. The islands topology is not predictable due to
the nature of the fault. In Figure 2, an islanded network is shown. The main idea of this method is to
determine the configuration of the islands and maintain system stability. When island configuration is
determined, the amount of available generation and load demand are disclosed. Load shedding in the
weakest bus-bar prevents voltage collapse in the system.
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Figure 2. A Power system with four islands.

Weak bus-bars are chosen based on the dynamic voltage sensitivity factor. In order to conform to
IEEE-1547 standard, after the first round of load shedding, if the system frequency division exceeds
the ±1% of its rating, further load shedding will be done at the next weak bus-bar based on the new
DVSF. This procedure is repeated until a stable operation point for all islands is gained. A flowchart of
the proposed algorithm is depicted in Figure 3.

 

Figure 3. Flowchart of the proposed scheme to stabilize a system after islanding.
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3. Boundary Detection Using Graph Model

The focus of existing detection methods is to detect the islanding at PCC. However, in this paper,
a boundary detection algorithm based on modified graph theory is proposed to identify the islands
topology once they are formed. A simplified graph theory is utilized for different purposes such as
micro grid reconfiguration [40] and load flow calculation [41].

3.1. Node Integration Matrix

In this section, mathematical model of the proposed boundary detection method is presented.
For this purpose, a graph consisting of 10 edges and 8 vertices with three subsections is considered.
The graph is shown in Figure 4. As a first step, all the vertices should be numbered. Numbering of the
vertices is random and each vertex should get a number. In the second step, connections between each
vertex are investigated. In order to determine all connections in this graph, a node integration matrix
[NIM]n,n where n represents the number of vertices is defined as follows:⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

NIMi,j = 1, If there is a connection between i and j.
NIMi,j = 0, If there is no connection between i and j.
NIMi,i = 1.

If there is a connection between two vertices, the related elements will be unity. The value 0
indicates no connection between two vertices. Moreover, in this matrix, the diagonal elements are
assumed to be 1, since the proposed search algorithm will use these particular numbers and copy them
in [TMC] matrix. Equation (1) represents the [NIM] for the graph of Figure 4.

 

Figure 4. A graph consisting of 10 edges and 8 vertices with non-consecutive numbering.

This matrix represents the existence of edges between vertices of the graph. However, the topology
of the subsections still should be extracted from this matrix:

[NIM] =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(1)
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3.2. Topology Connection Matrix

Once the node integration matrix is calculated, the topology Connection Matrix [TCM]n,n is carried
out. The topology connection matrix represents the subsections and the vertices in each subsection.
The flowchart to calculate the [TCM] is depicted in Figure 5. Like the node integration matrix, [TCM] is
a square matrix and the number of rows and columns depends on the number of vertices. The [NIM]
is utilized to determine all routes in the system. The steps of determining the subsection is as follows:

(a) As a first step, vertex V1 is chosen and the route starting from this vertex to other vertices is
determined. For this purpose, existence of any edge between V2 and V1 is investigated. If any
connection is found between V2 and V1, then connection between V3 and V2 will be checked
and this will continue for the next vertex. Using this method, the route starts from V1 can
be determined.

(b) In the second step, since there is a possibility of more than one edge connected to V1, the
connection between other unchecked vertices and V1 should be investigated. This step is
repeated to find a link between all other vertices and V1.

The same steps are applied to the rest of the vertices to determine all the subsections. In Figure 5,
the flowchart for calculating the [TCM] is depicted. According to this flowchart, the following are the
steps to determine the island’s boundary:

(1) For a graph with n vertices, an identity square matrix is formed.
(2) Start to build the ith row.
(3) If NIMj,k = 1, there is a connection between jth vertex and upstream kth vertices. Then, set the

TCMi,j = TCMi,k.

(4) Repeat the procedure from step (2) to build the next row of [TCM] for all the vertices.

The proposed algorithm in Figure 5 is used to determine the routes connecting two or more
vertices. As explained above, the connectivity of each vertex with all upstream vertices is examined.
Using this method, all the routes connecting the examined vertices can be detected.

Since the connection between one vertex to other vertices is checked just once by this algorithm,
time will be saved. Moreover, since all the routes are determined using the above procedures, this
algorithm can be applied on graphs with loops as well. Equation (2) represents the [TCM] matrix for
the graph of Figure 4. When a consecutive numbering for vertices is used, The [TMC] can be calculated
using Equation (2):

[TCM] =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2)
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Figure 5. Flowchart for [TCM] calculation.

3.3. Boundary Detection Matrix

In the previous section, the topology connection matrix is formed and the subsections are marked.
In this step, vertices in each subsection are extracted and Boundary Detection Matrix [BDM]ns ,nv

is
formed. In this matrix, ns represents the number of subsections and nv represents the number of
vertices in the largest subsection. The maximum ns are equal to n when all the vertices are separated
and no edge in the graph. In contrast, the maximum value for nv is obtained for integrated graphs
without any subsection. As shown in Equation (2), each row indicates one subsection. The steps for
extracting the vertices and determining the boundary of each subsection are as follows:

(a) First, in the first row of [TCM], the column numbers of those elements that are equal to 1 are
taken to the [BDM].
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(b) Second, when column numbers (for example: column 1 and column 2) has been taken to [BDM],
all the elements in the in the [TCM] rows with same number (row 1 and row2) have been changed
to 0.

(c) Third, the next row with non-zero elements is checked with the same procedure that explained
in (a).

When the entire rows of the [TCM] are checked, the [BDM] matrix will be completed.
The flowchart to identify the subsections and vertices in each section is depicted in Figure 6.
The following are the steps to calculate [BDM]:

(1) Start with mth row of [TMC] to find if there is 1 in this row.
(2) Set the BDMi,j to m (ith is based on number of subsections).

(3) Set entire mth row of [TMC] to zero and go to step 1.

 

Figure 6. Procedure to extract subsections and bus-bars.
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Equation (3) shows the [BDM] matrix calculated using the procedures mentioned previously.
Three different subsections including the number of vertices in each section are shown using
Equation (3). One important advantage of the proposed method is the ability to detect the boundaries
in meshed networks with various loops and non-consecutive bus-bar numbering.

[BDM] =

⎡⎢⎣ 1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 0

10 11 12 0 0

⎤⎥⎦ (3)

4. Dynamic Voltage Sensitivity

In this paper, a novel dynamic voltage sensitivity factor is proposed to provide useful information
about the system’s dynamic performance during islanding. Online calculation of instantaneous static
voltage stability provides a pattern of points, which can be used as a dynamic index to determine
the system voltage stability for each bus-bar. The DVSF reflects the influence of changes in system
parameters on each bus-bar’s stability status and determines the weak bus-bar before and after
islanding. A conventional load flow Jacobian matrix is used to determine the DVSF. In order to
calculate the DVSF, bus-bar admittance matrix [Ybus] and the Jacobian matrix is re-calculated based on
the system configuration. A three-dimensional [Ybus] is defined according to the new configuration of
the system. Figure 7 demonstrates the [Ybus] for a system with ns islands. The size of the new [Ybus] is
(nv, nv, ns). In this matrix, mth layer represents the calculated elements for mth island.

(nv,n1,ns)
)1,,()1,1,(

)1,,1()1,1,1(

vvv

v

nnbusnbus

nbusbus

YY

YY

),,(),1,(

),,1(),1,1(

svvsv

svs

nnnbusnnbus

nnbusnbus

YY

YY

Figure 7. Three-dimensional admittance matrix.

Similarly, a new Jacobian matrix according to the new system configuration is calculated.
The dimensions of the new Jacobian matrix are (2nv × 2nv × 2ns). Equations (4)–(8) represents
the mth layer of the Jacobian matrix calculated for the mth island in the system:

[J](m) =

⎡⎢⎣ Jm
1 | Jm

2
−− −− −−
Jm
3 | Jm

4

⎤⎥⎦ (4)
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Jm
1 =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
∂Pi,m
∂δi,m

= ∑
j 	=i

|Vi,m|
∣∣Vj,m

∣∣∣∣Yi,j,m
∣∣ sin

(
θi,j,m − δi,m + δj,m

)
∂Pi,m
∂δj,m

= −|Vi,m|
∣∣Vj,m

∣∣∣∣Yi,j,m
∣∣ sin

(
θi,j,m − δi,m + δj,m

)∀j 	= i
(5)

Jm
2 =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
∂Pi,m

∂|Vi,m| = 2|Vi,m||Yi,i,m| cos
(
θi,j,m − δi,m + δj,m

)
+ ∑

j 	=i

∣∣Vj,m
∣∣∣∣Yi,j,m

∣∣ cos
(
θi,j,m − δi,m + δj,m

)
∂Pi,m

∂|Vj,m| = |Vi,m|
∣∣Yi,j,m

∣∣ cos
(
θi,j,m − δi,m + δj,m

)∀j 	= i
(6)

Jm
3 =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
∂Qi,m
∂δi,m

= ∑
j 	=i

|Vi,m|
∣∣Vj,m

∣∣∣∣Yi,j,m
∣∣ cos

(
θi,j,m − δi,m + δj,m

)
∂Qi,m
∂δj,m

= −|Vi,m|
∣∣Vj,m

∣∣∣∣Yi,j,m
∣∣ cos

(
θi,j,m − δi,m + δj,m

)∀j 	= i
(7)

Jm
4 =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
∂Qi,m
∂|Vi,m | = −2

∣∣Vi,m
∣∣∣∣Yi,i,m

∣∣ sin
(

θi,j,m − δi,m + δj,m

)
− ∑

j 	=i

∣∣∣Vj,m

∣∣∣∣∣∣Yi,j,m

∣∣∣ cos
(

θi,j,m − δi,m + δj,m

)
∂Qi,m

∂|Vj,m| = −∣∣Vi,m
∣∣∣∣∣Yi,j,m

∣∣∣ sin
(

θi,j,m − δi,m + δj,m

)
∀j 	= i

(8)

The new Jacobian matrix for the the system with m islands is shown in Equation (9):

,m ,m ,m ,m

,m n ,m ,m n ,m

n ,m n ,m n ,m n ,m

,m n ,m ,m n ,m

,m ,m ,m ,m

,m n ,m ,m n ,m

n ,m n ,m n ,m

,m n ,m

P P P P
|

V V

|
P P P P

|
V V

Q Q Q Q
|

V V

|
Q Q Q

|
V

δ δ

δ δ

δ δ

δ δ

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
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− − − − − − − − − − − − − −
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1

n ,m

,m n ,m

Q
V

∂
∂

1

1 1
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V V

|
Q Q Q
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δ δ

δ δ

δ δ

δ δ
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∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
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= − − − − − − − − − − − − − −
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

∂ ∂ ∂
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 ( ) ( )( )s

n ,

, n , n , n ,n

Q
V V

∂
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1 1

1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1

 

(9)

Accordingly, Equation (10) represents the relation between reactive power and the voltage for all
the bus-bars in islands when active power exchange is assumed to be zero (ΔP = 0):

[ΔQ]nv ,1,ns
= [JR]nv ,nv ,ns

[ΔV]nv ,1,ns
(10)

Equation (11) represents the reduced matrix calculated for the mth island in the system. In this
equation, [JR](m) is known as a reduced Jacobian matrix of the mth island in the system:
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[JR]
(m) =

[
J4
(m) − J3

(m) J−1
1

(m) J2
(m)

]
(11)

Change in voltage with regards to the injected reactive power for the mth island can be defined
by Equation (12):

[ΔV](m) =
[

J−1
R

](m)
[ΔQ](m) (12)

Diagonal values of the
[

J−1
R

](m)
, represents the voltage sensitivity for each bus-bar of the mth

island in the system. DVSF is defined individually for each bus-bar. Positive and small values for
DVSF indicate stable operation. On the contrary, high values for sensitivity factor are obtained when
the system is near its stability margins. Negative values represent unstable operation and very small
negative values represent very unstable operation. Since the relation between voltage and reactive
power is nonlinear, the magnitude of the sensitivity factor in different operating conditions does not
provide the degree of the stability [42].

5. Generic Test Distribution System

A modified 11 kV, 50 Hz generic network from a Malaysian electrical distribution utility was
modeled using EMTDC/PSCAD in order to investigate the proposed boundary detection method and
dynamic voltage sensitivity factor. The single line diagram of this network is presented in Figure 8.
The network has 18 bus-bars and 17 overhead lines. Both transformers in the main substation are
132/11 kV, Δ-Yg, rated at 30 MVA and impedance 10%. Fault level at 132 kV bus-bar is 14 kA and at
11 kV is 17.8 kA. Three 2 MVA synchronous generators were used as DG units as shown in Figure 8.
The DG units are equipped with droop control to adjust the voltage and frequency after islanding.
Each generator is connected to the distribution network via 0.4/11 kV, 3 MVA Yg-Yg transformer with
5% impedance. Simulation results are discussed in detail in the next section.

6. Results and Discussion

A case study with three islands was investigated to verify the performance of the proposed
methods. In order to model the system, PSCAD/EMTDC and MATLAB were utilized. The network
was modeled in PSCAD and the proposed algorithms were analyzed in MATLAB. A user defined
block was used as an interface to exchange the data between the software’s and to send the wide
area load shedding commands from MATLAB to PSCAD. Synchronous generator ‘start event’ was
simulated via releasing the rotor at 2 s. Intentional islanding was initiated in the system after 15 s via
opening the line sections L1, L9 and L13 as in Figure 8. The opening of three line sections split the
network to four subsystems. In the first step, results for the island boundary detection method were
investigated. In the second step, DVSFs were shown for one island. In the third step, the wide area
load shedding results based on dynamic voltage sensitivity factor were presented.
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6.1. Island Boundary Detection Results

The equivalent graph for the given test system is shown in Figure 9. It was assumed that the
voltage and current measurements were available in each bus-bar. After the tie line breakers opened,
current would be reduced to zero in that line section. Hence, all downstream bus-bars were considered
as an island, provided that a source existed. As explained in section (II), the node integration matrix
[NIM]18 × 18 was calculated as follows:

[NIM] =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(13)

 

Figure 9. Equivalent graph for the test system with four subsections.

In order to form the node integration matrix [NIM], the system topology was monitored using
current measurements. The line section with none zero current was considered as a closed line.
Using the procedure explained in Section 2, the calculated [TCM]18×18 is shown in Equation (14)
for the test distribution network. To extract the number of bus-bars and corresponding Islands, the
procedure, which is depicted in Figure 6, was applied on the calculated topology connection matrix.
The calculated topology matrix [TCM] for the test network is shown in Equation (14):
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[TCM] =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(14)

[BDM] =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 7 8 9 0
2 3 4 5 6

10 11 12 13 0
14 15 16 17 18

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (15)

The boundary detection matrix [BDM] shows that the system is divided into four subsystems.
The system with bus-bar (1) is not considered as an island as it is connected to the main grid.
As shown in the results, the proposed method is capable of detecting the configuration of Islands in the
distribution network. Moreover, the proposed method is capable of tracking any changes in the island
configuration. If the island’s configuration changed due to any reason such as faults in the system or
self-healing strategies, the proposed method can detect the new configuration without applying any
further modification.

6.2. Dynamic Voltage Sensitivity Factor

When intentional islanding event is initiated via opening the line sections L1, L9 and L13, the
stable operation of each island should be assured. The remaining generation and load in each island
should be balanced to avoid voltage collapse. A proposed dynamic voltage sensitivity factor is used to
identify weak bus-bars in each island. In Island-2, total available generation is 2 MVA while Table 1
shows the load demand in Island-2 bus-bars. In Table 1, the load consumption in each bus-bar is
presented. The total active load in island-2 is equal to 3.5 MW and total reactive load is equal to 1
MVAr. Hence, 1.5 MW of additional load should be shedded to maintain the stability of Island-2.

Table 1. Load demand in island-2.

Bus-bar Active Power (MW) Reactive Power (MVar)

Bus10 1.055 0.2842
bus11 0.5916 0.2615
Bus12 0.9267 0.2255
Bus13 0.9268 0.2278

Since the Island-2 is not stable due to lack of generation, the Island-2 was used to validate the
proposed DVSF. The bus-bar voltages for Island-2 are shown in Figure 10. As shown in Figure 10, the
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bus-bar voltages collapsed after islanding because the generation is not enough to cover the loads
in the vicinity. Similarly, generator angular velocity and system frequency as shown in Figures 10
and 11a also collapses. As seen in Figures 10 and 11, generator stalls due to heavy load in the system.
Hence, it is vital to identify the unstable bus-bars to perform the wide area load shedding.
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Figure 10. Voltage collapse in the island-2 after intentional islanding event.
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Figure 11. System parameters (a) synchronous generator angular velocity, (b) island-2 frequency.

The full window of the calculated conventional voltage sensitivity index using pre-islanding data
is shown in Figure 12a and the expanded window during the islanding is demonstrated in Figure 12b.
With reference to the results, the most stable bus-bar is Bus11, since it has the lowest sensitivity index
and the most sensitive bus-bar is Bus13. Hence, according to results calculated using conventional
method, load-shedding program should start with Bus13 by virtue of being the weakest bus-bar and
proceed to Bus10, 12 and 11. However, in the proposed scheme, once islanding occurs, the new system
topology is used to calculate the DVSF. The calculated DVSF for Island-2 is illustrated in Figure 13.
According to these results, once islanding takes place, the sensitivity of Bus13 is higher compared to
the other bus-bars. Hence, it can be concluded that Bus13 is still the weakest bus-bar followed by
Bus10, Bus11 and Bus12.
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6.3. Wide Area Load Shedding

In this section, Island-2 was used to verify the robustness of the proposed wide area load shedding
to improve the voltage profile of the micro grid. Once the weak bus-bars were identified, the load
shedding was performed to prevent voltage collapse. The amount of load shedding is related to
the system frequency. Moreover, the DG unit should be able to work ±10% of its rated value for
20–30 min [23].
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In order to control the voltage of the system, the power factor of the DG unit was varied between
0.85 lagging to 0.9 leading. According to the IEEE-Standard 1547, the system should be capable of
operating for 300 s when frequency deviation was less than ±5% of the rated value.

For the new topology, there is 1.82 MW of excess load in island-2. Thus, according to the previous
section, Bus13 as the weakest bus-bar and Bus10 as the second weakest bus-bar were chosen to perform
the load shedding. The results for the bus-bar voltages are shown in Figure 14. As seen in this figure,
the bus-bar voltages decreases after islanding. However, the load shedding prevents the voltage
collapse in the island and all the bus-bar voltages recover to the acceptable range.
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Figure 14. Voltage profile in island-2 recovers after load shedding.

Synchronous generator speed and frequency of the system are shown in Figure 15a,b.
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Figure 15. System parameters (a) synchronous generator angular velocity, (b) island-2 frequency.
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Figure 15a illustrates the angular velocity of the generator during contingency. The speed of the
generator recovers to 1 p.u. after load shedding. Similarly, the system frequency recovers to 50 Hz
after the wide area load shedding. By comparing Figures 10 and 14, it confirms that the proposed load
shedding prevented voltage collapse in the system. A full window of the dynamic voltage sensitivity
factor is shown in Figure 16a. An expanded window during ‘intentional islanding event’ and ‘load
shedding’ is shown in Figure 16b. As seen in Figure 16, the voltage sensitivity index of the bus-bars
change due to islanding and load shedding. Moreover, the DVSF for all bus-bars remained near zero,
which confirms the voltage stability in the Island-2.

Measurement of the system parameters such as voltages, frequency and rate of change of
frequency reveals the imbalance between generation and load demand. Since existing detection
methods monitor the point of common coupling, they can detect the islanding of DG units. However,
these methods are not capable of identifying the boundary of the island. The proposed method here
is able to detect the boundary of the island and determine the available generation and load in each
island. Moreover, the proposed method can be applied on a meshed network and for systems with
non-consecutive bus-bar numbering.

It can be concluded from the results of this section, that the proposed load shedding represented
a vast improvement to voltage stability by considering the dynamic performance of the system
during the islanding operation for Island-2. Hence, the proposed boundary detection method and the
corresponding load shedding have the ability to reconfigure the islands and improve the profile of the
voltages in all bus-bars.
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Figure 16. Dynamic voltage sensitivity factor (a) full window of DVSF for bus-bars in the island-2,
(b) Expanded window for DVSF during ‘intentional islanding event’ and ‘load shedding’.
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7. Conclusions

This paper presents a novel scheme to detect the configuration of islands in a power system.
The results show that the proposed boundary detection method is capable of accurately identifying
the system topology. Thus, the available generation and loads in each island can be calculated to
ensure the available generation meets the load demand in the islanded subsections. Furthermore, the
proposed dynamic sensitivity factor is calculated for all bus-bars in every island to determine the weak
bus-bars. The obtained results prove that the DVSF reflects the system’s dynamic performance and
can be used to detect the weakest bus-bar in the system. Wide area load shedding was performed on
weak bus-bars and the results conform to the IEEE-1547 standard in terms of voltage and frequency in
the islands. Accordingly, the proposed scheme assures stable operation of the islands using boundary
detection along with wide area load shedding during autonomous mode. The proposed method can
be used to reconfigure the islands to get an optimized operating condition.
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Abstract: In this article a new Transformer and Switched Capacitor-based Boost Converter
(T & SC-BC) is proposed for high-voltage/low-current renewable energy applications. The proposed
T & SC-BC is an original extension for DC-DC boost converter which is designed by utilizing a
transformer and switched capacitor (T & SC). Photovoltaic (PV) energy is a fast emergent segment
among the renewable energy systems. The proposed T & SC-BC combines the features of the
conventional boost converter and T & SC to achieve a high voltage conversion ratio. A Maximum
Power Point Tracking (MPPT) controller is compulsory and necessary in a PV system to extract
maximum power. Thus, a photovoltaic MPPT control mechanism also articulated for the proposed
T & SC-BC. The voltage conversion ratio (Vo/Vin) of proposed converter is (1 + k)/(1 − D) where, k is
the turns ratio of the transformer and D is the duty cycle (thus, the converter provides 9.26, 13.88,
50/3 voltage conversion ratios at 78.4 duty cycle with k = 1, 2, 2.6, respectively). The conspicuous
features of proposed T & SC-BC are: (i) a high voltage conversion ratio (Vo/Vin); (ii) continuous
input current (Iin); (iii) single switch topology; (iv) single input source; (v) low drain to source
voltage (VDS) rating of control switch; (vi) a single inductor and a single untapped transformer are
used. Moreover, the proposed T & SC-BC topology was compared with recently addressed DC-DC
converters in terms of number of components, cost, voltage conversion ratio, ripples, efficiency and
power range. Simulation and experimental results are provided which validate the functionality,
design and concept of the proposed approach.

Keywords: DC-DC boost converter; transformer; switched capacitor; maximum power point tracking;
renewable energy; high-voltage; low current

1. Introduction

In recent years the importance of using renewable energies has grown significantly due to the fact
that the usage of fossil fuels such as oil, coal, and gas results in environmental pollution and serious
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greenhouse effects which have a huge influence on the world [1,2]. The demands for energy and power
converters have been increasing for the last several decades, due to the greater industrialization, rising
population and increased living standards of society [3–9]. The International Energy Agency (IEA)
has anticipated that the developing nations are raising their energy utilization at a quicker pace than
developed ones and will need to nearly the double their present installed generation facility by the
year 2020 for fulfill their energy requirements. The total energy consumption of the world from 1980
to 2025 is depicted in Figure 1a [10–12]. The IEA has also details that more than 1.3 billion people in
the developing nations are living with insufficient or without any access to electricity because of the
unavailability of electric grid in these regions and other constraints [10–12]. Thus, there is a need for
new sources of energy that are cheaper and sustainable with less carbon emissions [13,14]. Photovoltaic
energy is considered as a reliable, promising and favorable source and it has various advantages such
as being pollution free, long life, low maintenance, etc. [15–18]. In Figure 1b the global cumulated PV
capacity (in Gigawatts) from 1996 to 2012, and an estimation (E) by 2020 is shown. It is observed that
PV is a fast emergent segment among renewable energy systems [19]. To increase the effectiveness
and efficiency of power conditioning to tracking Maximum Power Point (MPP) plays an important
role in increasing the conversion efficiency. A PV system has non-linear P-V and I-V characteristics
and the generated power depends on the environmental conditions such as solar irradiation and
temperature [20–22]. The power of a PV system is higher at the knee point of the P-V characteristic
curve, as the MPP keeps on changing according to the varying irradiation levels, a MPPT method is
used to track the MPP of the system. The PV grid-connected power system in domestic applications
is becoming a fast-rising segment in the PV market [23–26]. Unfortunately, the output voltage of the
PV arrays or panels is relatively low. Thus, PV series-connected configurations are generally used
in order to satisfy the demand and the high bus voltage requirements of the half and full-bridge,
multilevel inverters (MLI) needed to transfer energy to electric grid. This type of system suffers from
partial shading, reduced PV module efficiency, and mismatched MPPT control [27,28]. Thus boost
converters with high voltage conversion ratio and inverters are required to feed energy to the electric
grid. In practice DC-DC converters with high efficiency with low input voltage, high input current,
high output voltage and high voltage conversion ratio provide a practicable solution for photovoltaic
systems to transfer photovoltaic energy to the electric grid via inverters [29,30].

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Radar plot of energy consumption in quadrillion from 1980 to 2030; (b) Radar plot of
global cumulated photovoltaic capacity (in GW) from 1996 to 2020.

Additionally, traditional boost converters are not a practicable solution to achieve high conversion
ratios due to the leakage resistance of the inductor, high switch stress and the performance of a boost
converter is deteriorated by the high duty cycle of the power switch and thus, not able to achieve
conversion ratios of more than four. To operate the DC-DC converters for getting high output voltage
without using high duty cycles for power semiconductor controlled switches, isolated converters can
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be employed which contain transformers, coupled inductors, etc. [29–37], but the usage of such a large
number of magnetic components increases the size of the circuit as well as the leakage reactance of the
converter and also produces electromagnetic interference which reduces the converter function ability
and efficiency. Recently many boost converter topologies are addressed by extending the power circuit
of the traditional boost converter. In [38], a single switch n-stage Cascaded Boost Converter (n-stage
CBC) is discussed to achieve high voltage but it requires a large number of inductors, diodes and
capacitors. Figure 2a depicts the power circuit of a single switch n-stage Cascaded Boost Converter
(single switch n-stage CBC). In [38], a single switch boost converter with a voltage multiplier extension
to achieve high voltage is discussed, but it requires a large number of diodes and capacitor circuitry.
Figure 2b depicts the power circuit of a single switch boost converter with voltage multiplier. In [39],
a new coupled inductor-based step-up converter is discussed with a large pump. The voltage can be
easily achieved by modifying the turns-ratio of coupled inductors but the leakage energy induces high
voltage stress and switching losses. The power circuit of coupled inductor based step-up converter is
shown in Figure 2c. In [40], a new Quadratic Boost Converter (QBC) with coupled inductor in second
boost converter is proposed and shown in Figure 2d. This QBC achieves high step-up voltage gain
with an appropriate duty ratio and low voltage stress on the power switch.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 2. Recently addressed DC-DC power converter circuit (a) single switch n-stage Cascaded Boost
Converter (n-stage CBC) (b) single switch boost converter with voltage multiplier (c) coupled inductor
based step-up converter and (d) Quadratic Boost Converter (QBC) with coupled inductor.

In [41], a DC-DC non-inverting Nx Interleaved Multilevel Boost Converter (Nx IMBC) is proposed
to achieve a high voltage conversion ratio (Vo/Vin) and to reduce voltage/current ripple. Nx-IMBC
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provides N times more voltage conversion ratio compared to traditional boost converters but requires
large number of diodes and capacitors. In [42,43], DC-DC non-inverting 2Nx and 4Nx Interleaved
Boost converters (2Nx IMBC and 4Nx IMBC) are proposed to achieve high voltage conversion ratio
(Vo/Vin) and to reduce voltage/current ripple. 2Nx IMBC and 4Nx IMBC provide 2N and 4N times
more voltage conversion ratio compared to traditional boost converters, but also require large numbers
of diodes and capacitors. To achieve a high inverting voltage conversion ratio, a new inverting Nx
and 2Nx Multilevel Boost Converter (MBC) was proposed for renewable energy applications [44].
In [45,46], a new family of DC-DC converters called “X-Y Converter Family” was proposed to achieve
high conversion ratios for renewable applications. These converters are well suited to achieve high
voltage, but need more number of devices, thus increasing the size and cost of the converter.

In this article, a new T & SC-BC is proposed for high-voltage/low-current renewable applications
to overcome the drawback of recently addressed converters. The power circuit and block diagram
of proposed converter scheme system is shown in Figure 3. The proposed T & SC-BC is an original
extension for DC-DC boost converters which is based on T & SC. The proposed T & SC-BC converter
combines the features of a conventional boost converter and T & SC [47] to achieve high voltage
conversion ratios. In a PV cell model the current source is basically associated in parallel with the
reversed diode and also has series and parallel resistance as shown in Figure 3. Resistance in series (RS)
is due to barrier in the pathway of flow of electrons from n to p junction and resistance in shunt (RSh) is
due to the leakage current [48]. The relation between the currents of a PV cell is shown in Equation (1):

I = Iph − Id − ISh, Id = Io(e
V+IRS

nVT − 1), ISh = V+IRS
RSh

VT = kT
q , VT = 0.0259V at T = 25 ◦C

⎫⎬⎭ (1)

where Iph is the photocurrent generated by the cell, Id is the current flowing through the diode of the
solar cell, ISh is the shunt current flowing through the shunt resistance (RSh), I is the output current
or current flowing through the series resistance (RS), V is the voltage at the output terminal of the
cell, Io is the reverse saturation current, n is the diode ideal factor, VT is the thermal voltage, k is the
Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. When irradiance strikes the flat surface of a
PV module or cell, an electrical field is produced within the cell. In the presence of an electric field,
these charges can create a current that can be used in a peripheral circuit. This current depends on the
concentration and intensity of the incident solar radiation. The higher the level of the light intensity,
the more electrons can be allowed to run free from the flat surface, and the more current is created.
All the time it is necessary to track MPP due to deviation of hotness and irradiation of the array [49,50].
MPPT techniques to track MPP have been addressed and published over years of research [50–53].
Every MPPT method has its own merits and demerits like required sensors, complexity, cost, range
of effectiveness, convergence speed, correct tracking when the irradiation and temperature change.
The Perturb & Observe (P & O) algorithm and Incremental Conductance algorithm is the most popular
and simple methods to track MPP. The P & O algorithm is depends on hill climbing concept hence
also called “hill-climbing P & O Method”. This is one of most used algorithms due to its simplicity
and ease of implementation and low cost [49,53]. It operates with a cyclic perturbation (increase or
decrease) of the array terminal voltage and by comparing the PV power of last perturbation. If the
power increases the perturbation goes with the same direction otherwise it will goes with the reverse
direction. In this method, the sign of the last perturbation and the sign of the last increment in the
power are used to decide what the next perturbation should be [53]. The concept of the P & O MPPT
algorithm is shown in Figure 4a–c with the P-V and I-V characteristics. To extract the maximum power,
a P & O MPPT control mechanism is used to locate the MPP for the proposed T & SC-BC.
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Figure 3. Power circuit and block diagram of proposed converter system: Transformer and Switch
Capacitor Based Boost Converter (T & SC-BC) with Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) for
high-voltage/low-current renewable applications.

 

(b) 

(a) (c) 

Figure 4. Concept of Maximum Power Point Tracking for proposed T & SC-BC (a) Perturb and Observed
algorithm (b) PV and IV characteristics of photovoltaic cell and (c) Concept to track Maximum Power
Point (MPP) to extract maximum power.
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The conspicuous features of proposed T & SC-BC are:

(1) High voltage conversion ratio (Vo/Vin),
(2) Continuous input current (Iin),
(3) Single switch topology,
(4) Single input source,
(5) Low Drain to Source voltage (VDS) rating of switch,
(6) Single inductor and single untapped transformer.

Simulation and experimental result are provided which validate the functionality, design and
concept of the proposed approach.

2. Power Circuit and Operation Modes of Transformer and Switch Capacitor Based Boost
Converter (T & SC-BC)

A conventional boost converter with SC or Voltage Doubler (VD) is shown in Figure 5a. A circuit
connection of capacitor C1, C0 and diode D2, D0 forms a SC stage or VD stage. A transformer is
employed in the SC stage to provide a T & SC stage for high voltage conversion. The power circuit
of the proposed T & SC-BC is shown in Figure 5b. The proposed T & SC-BC is designed by using a
conventional/traditional boost converter by employing a T & SC stage at the output side. In Figure 5,
inductor L1, switch S, diode D1 and capacitor C01 form a conventional boost converter. The input
supply is directly connected to the conventional boost converter. Capacitor C1, C2, diode D0, D2 and
transformer form the newly designed T & SC stage. LP is the primary winding of the transformer
whose one terminal is connected via capacitor C1 at the inductor of conventional boost converter or
at the drain terminal of a switch and the other terminal is directly connected at the cathode of diode
D1 or at output capacitor C01 of the conventional boost converter. LS is the secondary winding of the
transformer whose one terminal is directly connected to the anode of diode D2 and another terminal
connected to capacitor C2.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Power circuit of converter (a) Conventional boost converter with Switched Capacitor or
Voltage Doubler stage and (b) Proposed Transformer and Switched Capacitor Based Converter.

The operation of the proposed T & SC-BC is divided into two main modes; one when switch S
is turned ON and another when switch S is turned OFF. These two modes are divided into five sub-
modes to explain the CCM operation of the proposed T & SC-BC in detail. The CCM characteristic
waveforms with the five sub-modes are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Characteristic waveforms of the proposed T & SC-BC in CCM Mode. (Mode-1: time ta to tb,
Mode-2: time tb to tc, Mode-3: time tc to td, Mode-4: time td to te and Mode-5: time te to tf ).

2.1. Mode-1 (Time ta–tb)

In Mode-1, switch S is turned OFF and inductor L1 is demagnetized. Thus, the energy stored
in the inductor L1 is transferred to capacitor C01 through diode D1. The energy of capacitor C1, C2,
transformer windings is also transferred through diode D0 to the output capacitor C0. The equivalent
circuit of the proposed converter for this mode is shown in Figure 7a. In this mode diode D1, D0 are
operated in forward biased condition whereas diode D2 are operated in reverse biased condition.

Loop − 1 → Vin − VL1 − VC01 = 0
Loop − 2 → Vin − VL1 + VC1 − VLP − VC01 = 0

Loop − 3 → VLS + VC2 − VCO + VC01 = 0

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (2)

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Equivalent circuit of proposed converter when switch S is in OFF state (a) Mode-1 (Time ta–tb);
and (b) Mode-2 (Time tb–tc).
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2.2. Mode-2 (Time tb–tc)

In Mode-2, switch S is turned OFF and inductor L1 is still demagnetized but the energy stored
in the inductor L1 is not directly transferred to capacitor C01 through diode D1 (diode D1 is acting
as an open circuit) but rather transferred through the windings. The energy of capacitor C1, C2,
transformer windings is also transferred through diode D0 to output capacitor C0. The equivalent
circuit of proposed converter for this mode is shown in Figure 7b. In this mode diode D0 are operated
in forward biased condition whereas diode D1, D2 are operated in reverse biased condition.

Loop − 1 → Vin − VL1 + VC1 = VLP + VC01

Loop − 2 → VLS + VC2 = VCO − VC01

}
(3)

2.3. Mode-3 (Time tc–td)

In Mode-3, switch S is turned ON and inductor L1 is magnetized through switch S. The energy
of capacitor C1, C2, transformer windings is transferred through diode D0 to output capacitor C0 but
the diode D0 current start decreasing and current slope (di/dt) is limited by the transformer. Hence,
the diode reverse current recovery problem is decreased. The equivalent circuit of the proposed
converter in this mode is shown in Figure 8a. In this mode diode D0 are operated in forward biased
condition whereas diodes D1, D2 are reverse biased.

Loop − 1 → Vin − VL1 = 0
Loop − 2 → VC1 − VLP − VC01 = 0

Loop − 2 → VLS + VC2 + VC01 = VCO

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (4)

(a) (b) 

(c)

Figure 8. Equivalent circuit of proposed converter when switch S is in ON state (a) Mode-3 (Time tc–td);
(b) Mode-4 (Time td–te); and (c) Mode-5 (Time te–tf ).
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2.4. Mode-4 (Time td–te)

In Mode-4, switch S is turned ON and inductor L1 is continuously magnetized through switch S.
The energy of the transformer windings Ls is transferred to capacitor C2 through diode D2. The energy
conversion takes place in a resonant approach and the leakage inductance confines the current.
The output capacitor C0 provides energy to load. At the end of the mode capacitor C2 is fully charged
and diode D2 is blocked. The equivalent circuit of proposed converter for this mode is shown in
Figure 8b. In this mode diode D2 are operated in forward biased condition whereas diode D1, D0 are
operated in reverse biased.

Loop − 1 → Vin − VL1 = 0
Loop − 2 → VC1 − VLP − VC01 = 0

Loop − 3 → VC2 = −VLS

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (5)

2.5. Mode-5 (Time te–tf)

In Mode-5, switch S is turned ON and inductor L1 is continuously magnetized through switch S.
The energy of transformer windings Ls is not transferred to capacitor C2 due to diode D2 is in reverse
biased. The output capacitor C0 provides energy to load. The equivalent circuit of proposed converter
for this mode is shown in Figure 8c. In this mode no diodes are operated in forward biased condition
whereas diodes D0, D1, D2 are in reverse biased condition.

Loop − 1 → Vin − VL1 = 0
Loop − 2 → VC1 = VLP + VC01

}
(6)

The voltage conversion ratio (Vo/Vin) and Drain to Source voltage of switch (VDS) of conventional
boost converter with VD (power circuit of converter shown in Figure 5a) is calculated by Equation (7),
where T is the total time of one switching cycle. The voltage conversion ratio (Vo/Vin) and (VDS/Vin)
of conventional boost converter with VD is shown graphically in Figure 9a. From graph it is observed
that drain to source switch voltage is exactly half of the output voltage (for example at D = 0.75,
Vo/Vin = 8 and VDS/Vin = 4). Hence the drain to source voltage rating of the switch must be above
four times of input to operate converter at 75% duty cycle.

Vo
Vin

= 2
1−D = 2T

T−ton

VDS = 1
1−D Vin = Vo

2 = T
T−ton

Vin

}
(7)

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Cont.
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(c) 

Figure 9. Graphical plot (a) voltage conversion ratio (Vo/Vin) and Drain to Source switch voltage (VDS)
of conventional Boost converter with Voltage Doubler (VD) versus duty cycle (D); (b) Drain to Source
switch voltage (VDS) of proposed T & SC-BC versus duty cycle (D); and (c) Relation between voltage
conversion ratio (Vo/Vin), turns ratio, and duty cycle of proposed T & SC-BC.

The voltage conversion ratio (Vo/Vin) and Drain to Source voltage of switch (VDS) of the proposed
T & SC-BC are calculated by Equation (8), where T is the total time of one switching cycle. The relation
of VDS/Vin with duty cycle (D) is graphically shown in Figure 9b. The relation of voltage conversion
ratio (Vo/Vin), turns ratio (k), and duty cycle (D) of the proposed T & SC-BC is shown graphically in
Figure 9c. From the graphs it is observed that voltage conversion ratio is linearly increased with duty
cycle and turns ratio. It is observed that the voltage conversion ratio is 16.67 at D = 0.784 when k = 2.6.
The voltage conversion ratio is 60 at D = 0.9 when k = 5. It is also investigated that the drain to source
switch voltage is exactly equal to the drain to source of a traditional boost converter with VD.

Vo
Vin

= 1+k
1−D = (1+k)T

T−ton

VDS = 1
1−D Vin = Vo

1+k = T
T−ton

Vin

k =
Turns of Secondary winding of transformer (NLS)
Turns of Primary winding of transformer (NLP)

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (8)

3. Steady State Analysis of Transformer and Switch Capacitor Based Boost Converter (T & SC-BC)

In this section a steady state analysis of the proposed T & SC-BC is explained and the conversion
losses, efficiency and voltage conversion ratio are calculated. In order to analyze the T & SC-BC,
we consider the T & SC is working in steady state and the following assumptions are considered
throughout the switching: (i) ripple free DC Source (Vin) (ii) diode D1 semiconductor loss is VD1;
(iii) forward conduction loss of diode D1 is modelled by ON-state resistance RD1 (efficiency of diode is
100% if VD1 and RD1 = 0); (iv) RS is ON-state resistance of controlled switch. RL1 is internal resistance
of winding of inductor L1; (v) fs is switching frequency (vi) ripple across capacitor is very small
(vii) T & SC cell losses include copper loss, iron loss and diode conduction loss (viii) RT&SC is the
equivalent resistance of the T & SC cell. The steady state equivalent circuits of the T & SC-BC ON and
OFF state are shown in Figure 10a,b respectively.

Consider iL1, is and ic01 current is flowing through inductor L1, switch S and capacitor C01

respectively. IL1, Is and IC01 average current is flowing through inductor L1, switch S and capacitor
C01 respectively.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Equivalent circuit of T & SC-BC (a) ON state and (b) OFF state.

When switch is in ON state, diode D1 is in reversed biased and inductor is charged by input
supply Vin:

Vin − vL1 − iinRL1 − isRs = 0, iin = is
vL1 = Vin − iin(RL1 + Rs) ≈ Vin − Iin(RL1 + Rs)

ic(t) = −Vc01/RT&SC

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (9)

when switch is in OFF state, diode D1 is conduct and inductor is discharged to charge capacitor C01:

Vin − vL1 − iinRL1 − iD1RD1 − VD1 − Vc01 = 0, iin = iD1

vL1 = Vin − iin(RL1 + RD1)− VD1 − Vc01 ≈ Vin − Iin(RL1 + RD1)− VD1 − Vc01

ic(t) = iin − Vc01/RT&SC

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (10)

Inductor volt second balance method and capacitor charge method is used to calculate the voltage
conversion ratio equation:

Vc01 = ( 1
1−D )(Vin − (1 − D)VD1)(

(1−D)2RT&SC
(1−D)2RT&SC+RL1+DRs+(1−D)RD1

)

Vc01
Vin

= ( 1
1−D )(1 − (1−D)VD1

Vin
)( 1

1+ RL1+DRs+(1−D)RD1
(1−D)2RT&SC

)

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (11)

Vo = Vc01(1 + k)− losses of transformer (12)

Vo = (1 + k)( 1
1−D )(Vin − (1 − D)VD1)(

(1−D)2RT&SC
(1−D)2RT&SC+RL1+DRs+(1−D)RD1

)

Vo
Vin

= (1 + k)( 1
1−D )(1 − (1−D)VD1

Vin
)( 1

1+ RL1+DRs+(1−D)RD1
(1−D)2RT&SC

)

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (13)

Conversion Losses = (
1 + k
1 − D

)
(1 − D)VD1

Vin
(

1

1 + RL1+DRs+(1−D)RD1

(1−D)2RT&SC

) (14)

η, e f f iciency =
(1 − (1−D)VD1

Vin
)

1 + RL1+DRs+(1−D)RD1

(1−D)2RT&SC

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (15)

If all the components efficiency is 100% (ideal components) then:

Losses = 0, η = 100% and
Vo

Vin
= (1 + k)(

1
1 − D

) (16)

The ideal voltage conversion ratio of T & SC-BC is given in Equation (16).

4. Comparison of Proposed Transformer and Switch Capacitor Based Boost Converter
(T & SC-BC) with Newly Addressed DC-DC Converters

In this section the proposed T & SC-BC is compared with recently addressed DC-DC converters.
Recently addressed converters are discussed in Section 1 of the article. In Table 1, the converter
comparison is summarized in terms of voltage conversion ratio, number of inductors, number of
switches, and number of diodes. First, it is observed that voltage conversion ratio of single switch
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n-stage CBC is depends on the number of cascaded stages (n) and duty cycle. To design single switch
n-stage CBC [30], n-number of inductors, n-number of capacitors and 2n − 1 number of diodes along
with single switch is required. Second, it is observed that voltage conversion ratio of single switch
boost converter with voltage multiplier is depends on the odd and even number of voltage multiplier
stage and duty cycle. To design single switch boost converter with voltage multiplier, 2 inductors,
2n + 1 number of capacitors and 2n number of diodes along with single switch is required. Third, it is
observed that voltage conversion ratio of coupled inductor based step-up converter is depends on the
coupling coefficient of coupled inductor (k = n2/n1) and duty cycle. To design coupled inductor based
step-up converter, 3 inductors (1 without coupling and 2 with coupled), 3 capacitors and 3 diodes
along with single switch is required. Fourth, it is observed that voltage conversion ratio of Quadratic
Boost Converter (QBC) with coupled inductor is depends on the coupling coefficient of coupled
inductor (k = n2/n1) and duty cycle. To design Quadratic Boost Converter (QBC) with coupled inductor,
3 inductors (1 without coupling and 2 with coupled), 3 capacitors and 4 diodes along with single
switch is required. Fifth, it is observed that to design conventional boost converter with VD 1 inductor,
3 capacitors, 1 switch and 3 diodes are required. Sixth, it is observed that voltage conversion ratio of
proposed converter (T & SC-BC) is depends on the transformer turns ratio (k) and duty cycle. To design
proposed converter (T & SC-BC), 1 inductor, 1 transformer, 4 capacitors and 3 diodes along with single
switch is required.

Table 1. Comparison summary of the proposed T & SC-BC with recently addressed DC-DC converters.

DC-DC Converter
Voltage Conversion

Ratio (Vo/V in)
Number of
Switches

Number of
Inductors

Number of
Capacitors

Number of
Diodes

Single switch n-stage CBC [38] 1
(1−D)n 1 n n 2n − 1

Single switch boost converter
with voltage multiplier [38]

n+D
1−D , n = 1, 3 . . .

n+1+D
1−D , n = 2, 4 . . .

1 2 2n + 1 2n

Coupled inductor based step-up
converter [39]

1+(1+k)D
1−D , k = n2

n1
1 3 (2 Inductor

are Coupled) 3 3

Quadratic Boost Converter (QBC)
with coupled inductor [40]

1+kD
(1−D)2 , k = n2

n1 1 3 (2 Inductor
are Coupled) 3 4

Boost converter with voltage
doubler (Figure 5a)

2
1−D 1 1 3 3

Proposed converter 1+k
1−D , k = nLS

nLP
1 1 Inductor with

1 transformer 4 3

n = Number of stages and k = Turns ratio.

Thus from Table 1 it is seen that the proposed converter required less components and has a
higher voltage conversion ratio compared to the other discussed converters. In Table 2 the cost of the
power circuit of the proposed T & SC-BC and recently addressed converters (discussed in Section 1) is
tabulated and it is observed that the proposed converter requires less cost.

Table 2. Comparison of the proposed T & SC-BC with recent DC-DC converters in terms of cost.

DC-DC Converter Cost of Converter

Single switch n-stage CBC [38] CS + [n × CL] + [n × CC] + [(2n − 1) × CD]
Single switch boost converter with voltage multiplier [38] CS + [2 × CL] + [(2n + 1) × CC] + [(2n) × CD]

Coupled inductor based step-up converter [39] CS + [(1 × CcL) + (1 × CL)] + [3 × CC] + [3 × CD]
QBC with coupled inductor [40] CS + [(1 × CcL) + (1 × CL)] + [3 × CC] + [4 × CD]

Boost converter with voltage doubler (Figure 5a) Cs + CL + [3 × CC] + [3 × CD]
Proposed T & SC-BC CS + [(1 × CcL) + (1 × CT)] + [4 × CC] + [3 × CD]

Cs = Cost of single switch, CL = Cost of single inductor, CC = Cost of single capacitor, CD = Cost of single diode, CT
= Cost of Transformer, CCL = Cost of two inductor with couple effect.

The plots of the voltage conversion ratio of a single switch CBC and single switch boost converter
with voltage multiplier versus duty cycle considering the number of stages, n = 1 to 5 is depicted in
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Figure 11a,b respectively. It is observed that the voltage conversion ratio increases with the increase
in the number of cascaded stages, but the quasi-linear region of the converter decreases. The plot of
the voltage conversion ratio of the coupled inductor based step-up converter and QBC with coupled
inductor versus duty cycle considering coupling coefficients, k = 1 to 5 is depicted in Figure 11c,d
respectively. It is observed that the voltage conversion ratio is greatly increased with the increase in
coupling coefficient (k), but the quasi-linear region of the converter decreases.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

 
(e) (f) 

Figure 11. Plot of Voltage conversion ration versus Duty cycle (a) single switch n-stage CBC;
(b) Single switch boost converter with voltage multiplier; (c) Coupled inductor based step-up converter;
(d) Quadratic Boost Converter (QBC) with coupled inductor; (e) Conventional boost converter with
Switched Capacitor (SC) or Voltage Doubler (VD) stage; and (f) Proposed Transformer and Switched
Capacitor Based Converter (T & SC-BC).
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The voltage conversion ratio and capacitor voltage plot of a conventional boost converter with or
without SC or VD stage is depicted in Figure 11e. It is observed that the conversion ratio is double with
the voltage doubler compared to without the voltage doubler but the quasi-linear region is slightly
reduced. The voltage conversion ratio plot of the proposed T & SC-BC versus duty cycle considering
transformer ratio, k = 1 to 5 is depicted in Figure 11f. It is observed that the voltage conversion ratio is
greatly increased with the increase in number of the transformer ratio (k) but the quasi-linear region of
the converter is decreased.

In Figure 12a, the plot of VCn/Vin (ratio of capacitor voltage to input voltage) versus duty cycle
for a single switch n-stage CBC is shown considering stages n = 1 to 5. It is observed that the capacitor
rating increases with the increase in stages and duty cycle. Thus, a single switch n-stage CBC requires
more rated capacitors compared to a single switch n − 1 stage CBC. In Figure 12b the plot of VCn1/Vin
and VCn2/Vin (ratio of capacitor voltage to input voltage) versus duty cycle for a single switch boost
converter with voltage multiplier is shown considering stage n = 1 to 5. It is observed that the rating
of the capacitor increases with the increase in voltage multiplier stages and duty cycle. In Figure 12c
the plot of VC2/Vin (ratio of capacitor voltage to input voltage) versus duty cycle for a coupled
inductor-based step-up converter is shown with coupling coefficients k = 1 to 5. It is observed that the
capacitor voltage is independent of the coupling coefficient but depends upon the duty cycle.

In Figure 12d the plot of VC02/VC01 (ratio of capacitor C02 voltage to capacitor C01 voltage)
versus duty cycle for the QBC with coupled inductor is shown with coupled coefficients k = 1 to 5.
It is observed that the capacitor voltage depends on the coupling coefficient and also on the duty
cycle. Thus, the rating of the capacitor is increased with an increase in coupling coefficient (k) and
duty cycle (D). In Figure 12e the plot of VC01/Vin (ratio of capacitor C01 voltage to input voltage (Vin))
versus duty cycle for the proposed T & SC-BC with transformer turn ratio k = 1 to 5. It is observed
that the capacitor voltage is independent of the transformer ratio but depends upon the duty cycle.
T & SC-BC is compared with recently addressed DC-DC converters (discussed in Section 1) in terms of
the voltage conversion ratio (Vo/Vin) and the comparison plot is shown in Figure 12f. It is observed
that the proposed T & SC-BC provides higher voltage conversion ratios compared to other DC-DC
converters. T & SC-BC is compared with recently addressed DC-DC converters in term of VDS/Vin
(ratio of Drain to source voltage and input voltage) and the comparison plot is shown in Figure 12g
and also tabulated in Table 3. It is observed that the proposed converter has a smaller VDS/Vin ratio
(ratio of Drain to Source voltage with respect input voltage), hence low rating components are suitable
to design the T & SC-BC compared to recently proposed DC-DC converters (discussed in Section 1).
Also in Table 3, T & SC-BC is compared in terms of efficiency; power range and output ripple with
recent DC-DC converters.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Cont.
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(c) (d) 

 
(e) (f) 

(g) 

Figure 12. (a) Plot of (VCn/Vin) versus duty cycle for single switch n-stage CBC; (b) Plot of VCn1/Vin

and VCn2/Vin versus duty cycle for single switch boost converter with voltage multiplier; (c) Plot
of VC2/Vin versus duty cycle for coupled inductor based step-up converter; (d) Plot of VC02/VC01

versus duty cycle for QBC with coupled inductor; (e) Plot of VC01/Vin versus duty cycle for proposed
T & SC-BC; (f) Comparison of T & SC-BC and recently addressed DC-DC converter (discussed in
Section 1) in terms of voltage conversion ratio (Vo/Vin); and (g) Comparison of T & SC-BC and recently
addressed DC-DC converter (discussed in Section 1) in term of VDS/Vin (ratio of Drain to source
voltage and input voltage) with considering n = 3 and k = 3. (A: single switch n-stage CBC, B: single
switch boost converter with voltage multiplier, C: coupled inductor based step-up converter, D: QBC
with coupled inductor, E: Traditional Boost Converter, F: Traditional Boost Converter with Voltage
Doubler (VD), G: Proposed T & SC-BC).
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Table 3. Comparison of the proposed T & SC-BC with recently addressed DC-DC converters in terms
of switch drain to source voltage.

DC-DC Converter
Switch Drain to Source

Voltage (VDS)
Efficiency Applications

Output
Ripple

Single switch n-stage CBC [38]
(Figure 2a)

Vin
(1−D)n , n = 1, 2, 3 . . . moderate (85–90%) low/medium

power high

Single switch boost converter with
voltage multiplier [38], (Figure 2b)

Vin
1−D moderate (85–90%) low/medium

power high

Coupled inductor based step-up
converter [39], (Figure 2c)

Vin
1−D high (90–95%) medium/high

power low

Quadratic Boost Converter (QBC)
with coupled inductor [40],

(Figure 2d)

VO
1+kD , k = n2

n1
= 1, 2, 3 . . . high (90–95%) medium/high

power low

Conventional boost converter
with voltage doubler (Figure 5a)

Vin
1−D high (90–95%) low/medium

power high

Proposed converter (Figure 5b) Vin
1−D high (90–95%) medium/high

power low

5. Simulation and Experimental Results

To verify the proposed converter functionality, the proposed converter is simulated in Matrix
Laboratory (MATLAB) and the parameters are tabulated in Table 4. The components are chosen and
designed according to Equations (17)–(24).

Duty cycle, D =
VO − Vin(1 + k)

VO
=

250 − 15(1 + 2.6)
250

= 0.784 or 78.4% (17)

Switch Voltage, VDS =
Vin

1 − TON
T

=
Vin

1 − f TON
=

Vin
1 − D

=
15

1 − 0.784
= 69.44V ≈ 70V (18)

Diode D0 Voltage, VD0 = nLS
nLP

× Vin

1− TON
T

= kVin
1− f TON

= kVin
1−D = 2.6×15

1−0.784 = 180.5V ≈ 181V

⎫⎬⎭ (19)

Diode D1 Voltage, VD1 =
Vin

1 − TON
T

=
Vin

1 − f TON
=

Vin
1 − D

=
15

1 − 0.784
= 69.44V ≈ 70V (20)

Diode D2 Voltage, VD2 = nLS
nLP

× Vin

1− TON
T

= kVin
1− f TON

= kVin
1−D = 2.6×15

1−0.784 = 180.5V ≈ 181V

⎫⎬⎭ (21)

Inductor, L1 =
Vin × TON

T
ΔiL1 × f

=
Vin × DT

ΔiL1
=

15 × 0.784
5 × 20000

= 117.6μH (22)

Trans f ormer Primary Winding, LP =
Vin × TON

T

ΔiL1 × 1
T

=
Vin × DT

ΔiL1
=

15 × 0.784
5 × 20000

= 117.6μH (23)

Trans f ormer Secondary Winding, LS = k2 × Vin × TON
T

ΔiL1 × 1
T

= k2 × Vin × DT
ΔiL1

= 794.97μH (24)

The capacitors value of the proposed converter is calculated with the help of parameters voltage
ripple through capacitors, switching frequency (fs), current through capacitor and turn ratio of
transformer (k). In Figure 13a the output voltage and input voltage waveform is depicted. It is observed
that a constant 250 V is achieved with an input voltage of 15 V, hence the conversion ratio is 16.67.

The transient period analysis is investigated and it is observed that the time constant (τ) of output
and input voltage waveforms is 0.006 s. The output and input voltage at 0.006 s is 157.5 V (63% of
250 V) and 9.45 V (63% of 15 V), respectively. It is observed that a constant 250 V is achieved at 0.035 s
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(approximately). In Figure 13b the output voltage and current waveform are depicted. It is observed
that the time constant (τ) of output voltage and current waveform is 0.006 s.

Table 4. Simulation parameters of the proposed T & SC-BC.

Parameter Value

Input voltage (Vin), Output voltage (Vo) 15 V, 250 V
Input current (Iin), Output current (I o) 3.34 A, 0.2 A

Power (P) 50 W
Duty cycle (D) 0.784

Switching frequency (fs) 20 kHz
Switch Drain to Source voltage (VDS) 70 V (Minimum Voltage)

Inductor (L1) 117.6 μH
Transformer windings LP = 117.6 μH, LS = 794.97 μHTurns ratio, k = 2.6

Capacitors (C1, C2) 2.5 μF, 250 V
Capacitor C0 and C01 100 μF, 400 V

The output voltage and current at 0.006 s is 157.5 V and 0.126 A (63% of 0.2 A), respectively. It is
observed that a constant 0.2 A is achieved at 0.035 s (approximately). In Figure 13c the output power
waveform is depicted and it is observed that the output power at 0.006 s is 19.84 W. It is observed
that a constant 50 W power is achieved at 0.035 s (approximately). In Figure 13d, the inductor (L1)
current waveform is depicted with gate pulse of the switch and slope of the waveforms is calculated
by Equation (17). It is observed that the inductor (L1) current slope is positive when switch S is in ON
state and slope is negative when switch S is in OFF state. In Figure 13e, the switch drain to source
voltage (VDS) waveform is shown and nearly 70 V appears across the switch when it is in OFF state.
A fluctuation is observed in the switch voltage due to the voltage across diode D1 in the sub-modes.
The voltage across capacitor C1, C2 and C01 is depicted in Figure 13f and it is observed that the voltage
across capacitor C01 is 70 V (approximately). The voltage across diode D0, D1 and D2 is depicted in
Figure 13g and it is observed that diode D0 is in forward biased when switch S is in OFF state. It is
also that the voltage across D1 is less than the voltage across diode D0 and D2. The proposed T & SC
boost converter is implemented and the details of parameters or components are provided in Table 5.
The experimental setup of the proposed converter is shown in Figure 14. The output voltage and
input voltage waveforms are shown in Figure 15a,b. It is observed that 249.6 V is achieved from 15.1 V
input supply.

diL1
dt = VL1ON

L1
= Positive Slope

diL1
dt = VL1OFF

L1
= Negative Slope

}
(25)

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Cont.
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(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

(g) 

Figure 13. Simulation result of the proposed T & SC-BC (a) Output and input voltage waveform;
(b) Output voltage and current waveform; (c) Output power waveform; (d) Inductor L1 current
waveform and gate pulse (VGS); (e) Drain to Source switch voltage (VDS) waveform; (f) Voltage
waveform across capacitor C1, C2 and C01; and (g) Voltage waveform across diode D0, D1 and D2.
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Table 5. Parameters and component details of the prototype of the proposed T & SC-BC.

Parameter Value

PV Panel 3 PV Panels (each of 18 V)
Input Voltage (Vin), Output Voltage (Vo) 15 V, 250 V
Input Current (Iin), Output Current (Io) 3.34 A, 0.2 A

Power (P) 50 W
Duty Cycle (D) 0.784

Switching frequency (fs) 20 kHz
Switch Drain to Source Voltage (VDS) 70 V (Minimum Voltage)

Inductor (L1) 120 μH
Transformer Windings LP = 120 μH, LS = 800 μH Turns ratio = 2.6
Capacitors (C1 and C2) 3.3 μF, 250 V
Capacitor C0 and C01 100 μF, 400 V

Diode (D1, D2, D0) MUR 860
Control Switch IRF 540

 

Figure 14. Experimental setup of the proposed T & SC Boost Converter.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 15. Experimental result (a) Output voltage waveform and (b) Input voltage waveform.

6. Future Extension and Combination of the Proposed T & SC-BC Topology with a
Voltage Multiplier

To obtain a high voltage, the proposed T & SC-BC also provides a suitable solution by combining
the features of a voltage multiplier. The power circuit of the proposed T & SC-BC with voltage
multiplier is depicted in Figure 16. The voltage conversion ratio is analyzed and provided in
Equation (26). The voltage across a switch is not affected by the voltage multiplier. The voltage
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multiplier level can be increased without disturbing the main power circuit of the T & SC to raise the
voltage conversion ratio more.

VC01
Vin

= 1+k
1−D = (1+k)T

T−ton
, VC03

Vin
= 2 × 1+k

1−D = 2 × (1+k)T
T−ton

VC05
Vin

= 3 × 1+k
1−D = 3 × (1+k)T

T−ton
,

VC02N−1
Vin

= Vo
Vin

= N( 1+k
1−D ) = N (1+k)T

T−ton

VDS = 1
1−D Vin = VCo1

1+k = Vo
N(1+k) =

T
T−ton

Vin

k = Turns o f Secondary winding o f trans f ormer (NLS)
Turns o f primary winding o f trans f ormer (NLP)

N = number o f voltage multiplier stage

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(26)

 

Figure 16. Power circuit of T & SC-BC with voltage multiplier (VM).

7. Conclusions

A new Transformer and Switch Capacitor-Based Boost Converter (T & SC-BC) is articulated
for high-voltage/low-current renewable energy source applications. Conventional boost converter,
transformer and switched capacitors functions are combined to design the proposed T & SC-BC for
high voltage conversion ratio. A (1 + k)/(1 − D) voltage conversion ratio (Vo/Vin) is achieved from the
proposed converter where, k is the turns ratio of the transformer and D is the duty cycle. Conspicuous
features of the proposed T & SC-BC are: (i) high voltage conversion ratio (Vo/Vin); (ii) continuous
input current (Iin); (iii) single switch topology; (iv) single input source; (v) low Drain to Source voltage
(VDS) rating of the switch; and (vi) single inductor and single untapped transformer. The proposed
T & SC-BC topology has low drain to source switch voltage, low stress on output diodes and requires
less components to achieve high voltage compared to recently addressed DC-DC converters. Moreover
the cost of the proposed T & SC-BC topology is less and it is also suitable for combination with a
voltage multiplier to achieve more voltage at the output. The proposed converter is designed for 50/3
voltage conversion ratio at 78.4% duty cycle and the turns ratio is 2.6. Simulation and experimental
results are provided which validate the functionality, design and concept of the proposed approach.
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Abstract: To mitigate the microgrid instability despite the presence of dense Constant Power Load
(CPL) loads in the system, a number of compensation techniques have already been gone through
extensive research, proposed, and implemented around the world. In this paper, a storage based
load side compensation technique is used to enhance stability of microgrids. Besides adopting this
technique here, Sliding Mode Controller (SMC) and Lyapunov Redesign Controller (LRC), two of the
most prominent nonlinear control techniques, are individually implemented to control microgrid
system stability with desired robustness. CPL power is then varied to compare robustness of these two
control techniques. This investigation revealed the better performance of the LRC system compared
to SMC to retain stability in microgrid with dense CPL load. All the necessary results are simulated
in Matlab/Simulink platform for authentic verification. Reasons behind inferior SMC performance
and ways to mitigate that are also discussed. Finally, the effectiveness of SMC and LRC systems to
attain stability in real microgrids is verified by numerical analysis.

Keywords: sliding mode control; Lyapunov redesign control; constant power load; robustness
analysis; variation of CPL power; microgrid stability

1. Introduction

Since the beginning of the 21st century, the conventional utility grid system has started to be
replaced by the newly adopted microgrid system due to several reasons. Microgrid systems offer
environment-friendly distributed generation by local renewable energy resources [1–10]. From an
economic aspect, it reduces the overall cost (combining the generation, transmission, and distribution)
considerably. Apart from that, it is a great tool to distribute electricity to those areas where the
utility grid-based electricity cannot be reached. However, though a microgrid is easy to construct and
implement, the stability maintenance of the microgrid system is a matter of concern to system engineers,
professionals, and researchers globally. The stability of the microgrid system is basically hampered
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due to the CPL (constant power load) based load in the system. The CPL exhibits negative incremental
load characteristics (shown in Figure 1) and easily creates exponential and random oscillation in the
system, thus instability is forming in the system [2,11–13]. For compensating the instabilities caused
by CPL, a lot of research has been conducted. Research regarding instabilities in microgrids started
during 1998–1999, but as the electrification industry and microgrid technology grew gradually, this
issue drew attention of researchers all over the world. Research timeline on CPL compensation is
shown in Figure 2. The increase in research on microgrid is easily noticeable from this figure. Figure 3
shows the research work done on CPL compensations techniques in different countries. The United
States of America is currently in the lead, but China, Norway, France, as well as India are churning up
significant contributions.

V
I

CPL Load

Source

- i + i

M

Figure 1. Negative impedance characteristic of constant power load.

 
Figure 2. Research timeline on Constant Power Load Compensation Techniques, considering the
published research works.

 

Figure 3. Contributions of different countries on Constant Power Load Instability Compensation research.
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Several investigations have been conducted by researchers and system engineers all over the globe
to ameliorate the stability scenario of microgrids. For direct current (DC) microgrid, several researches
are reviewed at [14–17]. Sliding Mode Control (SMC) and Lyapunov Redesign Control (LRC) techniques
are two of the most prominent nonlinear control techniques used to improve microgrid stability [18,19].
Prior to this, several studies have been carried out on the SMC technique. The stability characteristics
become harder to establish in large systems. Sliding mode control has been applied in direct current
(DC) microgrids to use the actual nonlinear models [20,21]. It has been accomplished by discovering
a sliding surface and employing a sliding mode controller, which is discontinuous, for making the
system voltage more stable. Later on, in [22], Vinicius Stramosk and Daniel J. Pagano presented a novel
Sliding Mode Controller for precise governing of DC bus voltage. In like manner, a non-linear sliding
surface is put forward by the two Indian Institute of Technology Jodhpur researchers: Suresh Singh and
Deepak Fulwani in [23–25] to moderate CPL instability. The non-linear surface that they had proposed
confirmed maintaining the constant power by the converter in practice. In this way, the proposed
controller succeeded in mitigating the oscillating effect of the CPL of Point of Loads (POL) which are
tightly regulated, and assured that the DC microgrids will operate stably under several disturbance
conditions. Researchers Aditya R. Gautam et al. demonstrated, in [23], a robust sliding mode control
technique to examine CPL instability. In like manner, in the case of alternating current (AC) microgrid,
several researches have been reviewed in [12,26–31].

To achieve better controlled performance for polynomial nonlinear systems, the Lyapunov
redesign of adaptive controller has been implemented by Qian Zheng and Fen Wu in [32]. Apart from
the microgrid system, Wen-Ching Chung et al has implemented the Lyapunov redesign technique in
vehicle dynamics to experience better steering control [33]. Then, Attaullah Y. Memon et al, in [34],
used conditional servomotor to experiment with output control of a nonlinear system. In this course,
they have implemented the Lyapunov redesign control technique. There are three basic compensation
techniques to handle the microgrid instability: (i) feeder side compensation technique, (ii) intermediate
circuitry based compensation technique, and (iii) load side compensation technique. In this paper,
the storage-based load side compensation technique is adopted due to superior robustness and cost
effectiveness among these techniques [35–42]. Adopting storage-based load side compensation in this
paper, a comparative performance analysis will be presented for SMC and LRC techniques with the
variation of the CPL power. The following are the contributions of this paper: besides modeling of the
storage-based load side compensation technique (Section 2), SMC and LRC theories will be presented
(Section 3), the robustness of the SMC and the LRC technique will be presented with the variation of
CPL power load (Section 4). Then, the comparative performance analysis will be presented between
SMC and LRC technique (Section 5) that will justify why the Lyapunov Redesign Control technique
shows better robustness than the former one in microgrid application with dense CPL loaded condition.
Reasons behind inferior SMC performance and ways to mitigate them will be discussed in Section 6.
Section 7 will present numerical analysis of the control systems in real microgrid situations which
verifies their effectiveness. Finally, the conclusion will be drawn in Section 8.

2. Modeling Microgrid with CPL

To mitigate purturbation caused by CPL loads, a compensation technique at the load side is the
rational choice rather than compensating at the feeder side or using the intermediate circuitry approach.
The load side compensation technique does required manipulation at the load side of the system to
shield it from experiencing the effects caused by constant power loads. To elucidate this method,
schematic models of storage-based real power compensation and reactive power compensation
techniques (load side) are presented below in Figures 4 and 5 [18].
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Figure 4. Real power compensation method at the load side, modeled for d-axis.

Figure 5. Reactive power compensation method at the load side, modeled for q-axis.

From the dq-axis models demonstrated above, the combined state space equation of the espoused
load side compensation technique is shown in Equation (1) [19].⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

didL
dt

diqL
dt

dVdC
dt

dVqC
dt

didV
dt

diqV
dt

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
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L1
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L1
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L1
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L1
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L1

+
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ωVqC + 1
C idL − 1

C
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VdC

− 1
C idV − 1

C idB

−ωVdC + 1
C iqL − 1

C
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Vqc

− 1
C iqV − 1

C iqB

ωiqV + 1
L VdC − R

L idV

−ωidV + 1
L VqC − R

L iqV

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (1)

3. Introduction to SMC and LRC

Sliding Mode Control (SMC) is a type of Variable Structure Control (VSC) in control theory. It gets
switched from one continuous structure to a different one, based on the current state-space location.
That makes SMC a variable structure control method. Its various control structures are configured
to move the trajectories to a switching condition all the time, and therefore, the final trajectory will
not be wholly within a single control structure. Instead of that, the final trajectory will slide along the
control structure boundaries. The system’s motion while sliding along such boundaries is known as a
Sliding Mode. The geometrical locus involving the boundaries is known as the sliding (hyper) surface.
The sliding surface is defined by σ = 0, and after the limited time when the trajectories of the system
have reached the surface, the sliding mode along the surface begins.
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3.1. Sliding Mode Controller (SMC)

3.1.1. Control Statement of Sliding Mode

Considering a nonlinear dynamic system affine in control:

.
x (t) = f (x, t) + B (x) u (t), (2)

x(t) ∈ �n, u(t) ∈ �m, f (x, t) ∈ �n, B(x) ∈ �nxm (3)

The components of the discontinuous feedback are given by:

ui (t) =

{
u+

i (x, t)i f σi(x) > 0
u−

i (x, t)i f σi(x) < 0
i = 1, 2, · · · , m, (4)

where σi(x) = 0 is the i-th component of the sliding surface, and σ(x) = [σ1(x), σ2(x), · · · , σm(x)]T = 0
is the (n − m) dimensional sliding manifold. The sliding mode control structure includes selecting a
manifold or a hypersurface (i.e., the sliding surface) so that the system trajectory demonstrates desired
performance when restricted within this manifold, and finding discontinuous feedback gains to make
the trajectory of the system intersect and stay on the manifold. Vicinity of the switching surface can be
viewed from Figure 6.

Figure 6. Vicinity of the switching surface.

A sliding mode exists, given that in the environs of the switching surface, σ(x) = 0, the state
trajectory’s velocity vector,

.
x (t), is always directed toward the switching surface. The control laws of

the sliding mode not being continuous, it is able of driving trajectories to the sliding mode in finite time
(i.e., the sliding surface’s stability is superior to asymptotic). Nevertheless, the character of the sliding
mode is taken on by the system (e.g., on this surface, the origin x = 0 can only possess asymptotic
stability) once the trajectories reach the sliding surface.

3.1.2. Chattering

Due to the presence of external disturbance—noise and inertia of the sensors and actuators—the
switching around the sliding surface occurs at a very high (but finite) frequency. The main consequence
is that the sliding mode occurs in a small vicinity of the sliding manifold, which is called boundary
layer, and which has a dimension that is inversely proportional to the control switching frequency.
The effect of high frequency switching is known as chattering (shown in Figure 7).
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Figure 7. The chattering effect of Sliding Mode Controller (SMC).

The high-frequency switching propagate through the system exciting the fast dynamics and
undesired oscillations that affect the system output. To prevent the chattering effect different techniques
are used. One of the techniques is the use of continuous approximations of sign(.) using sat(.) or tanh(.)
function in the implementation of the control law. A consequence of this method is that the invariance
property is lost.

3.1.3. Chattering Reduction

Nowadays, typical approaches have been developed to reduce the amount of chattering.
Slotine [43–45] based their original proposal on the generalized event of the nth-order single input variant
of nonlinear system: x(n) = f (x, t) + B (x, t) u ; here x is the state variable; x = [x,

.
x,

..
x, . . . , x(n−1)]; x(n) is

the x’s nth-order derivative; B is the gain; f is a nonlinear function and u is the control input. Furthermore,
a formula for the switching manifold of the above system and the distance between the state trajectory: s,

is stated as: s(t) = ( d
dt + λ)

(n−1)
x̃; while λ > 0 is a design constant, and x̃ is the tracking error defined

as: x̃ = x − xd; whereas xd is the state variable for the desired trajectory. Henceforth the corresponding
switching manifold is: s(t) = 0. Meanwhile, Slotine also proposed to smooth the previously mentioned
discontinuity via a thin boundary layer closely surrounding the switching manifold. In such case
continuous control within this boundary layer was attained by changing the switching term in the
control law to a saturation function. Although the system would be driven to the boundary layer, yet
the trajectory would not be staying on the switching manifold and thus the sliding mode would not
exist [46]. Later Hung and Gao [47] offered the technique of reaching mode and reaching law, which
was based upon nth-order m-input systems. To guarantee the state trajectory’s attraction towards
the switching manifold within the reaching mode, their suggestion was to control the reaching speed
by applying certain reaching law. They put forward three certain kinds of reaching laws besides the
general form. Among these types they claimed that the power rate reaching law would eliminate
chattering and provide fast reaching as well:

•
si = −ki|si|αsgn(si). The reaching time Ti was deduced

to: Ti =
|si(0)|1−α

(1 − α)ki
, i = 1, 2, . . . , m; where

•
si was the reaching speed;

•
si was defined as according to

Equations (6) and (7);
•
si (0) was the initial value of

•
si; ki >0 was the switching gain (in the i-th dimension),

and 0 < α < 1. Yet typically it has been found that chattering cannot be totally eliminated by such method.
The above approaches are bounded by defects. Besides, Luo & Feng’s switching zone [48] appears
mainly theoretical, whereas the Ground Validation System (GVS) of Hamerlan et al will have minimal
effect on speed and position of the controlled subject [49].
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3.2. Lyapunov Redesign Controller (LRC)

Unlike sliding mode controller (SMC), Lyapunov redesign controller, or LRC, is based only on
Lyapunov function [50,51]. Consider a nonlinear system that is described by:

.
x = f (x) + G(x)u, (5)

where x ∈ �n is the state and u ∈ �m is the controlled input. Assuming the matrix G(x) and the vector
field ƒ(x) each has two components: an unknown part and a known nominal part. Therefore,

f (x) = f0(x) + f ∗(x), (6)

G(x) = G0(x) + G∗(x), (7)

where ƒ0 and G0 represent the known nominal plant, and ƒ*, G* characterize the uncertainty. Later let
us assume the unknown portion to conform to a certain bounding condition. Additionally, it is
assumed that the uncertainty fulfills a so-called matching condition:

f ∗(x) = G0(x)Δ .
f
(x), (8)

G∗(x) = G0(x)Δ .
G
(x), (9)

The matching condition suggests that terms of uncertainty are present in the same equations with
the control inputs u, and consequently, it will be possible to control them by controller. By replacing
(6)−(9) in (5) we obtain:

.
x = f0(x) + G0(x)(u + η(x, u)), (10)

which includes all of the uncertainty terms, and is defined by:

η(x, u) = Δ∗
f
+ Δ ∗

G
u, (11)

The Lyapunov redesign method works on the ensuing problem: supposing the equilibrium of
the nominal model

.
x = f (x) + G(x)u been made asymptotically stable uniformly by employing a

feedback control law u = p0(x), the goal is to devise a control function p*(x), which is corrective in nature,
so that the enhanced control law u = p0(x) + p*(x) can stabilize the system (defined by Equation (10))
faced by the uncertainty (x, u) getting constrained by a known function.

Then, let us think about the specifics of the Lyapunov redesign technique, that is comprehensively
offered for a more common case. Let us assume a control law: u = p0(x) to exist so that x = 0 becomes
a stable equilibrium point which is uniformly asymptotically of the closed-loop nominal system
.
x = f (x) + G0(x)p0(x). We also assume to know a Lyapunov function V0(x) that fulfills:

α1(||x||) ≤ V0(x) ≤ α2(||x||), (12)

∂V0

∂x
[ f (x) + G0(x)p0(x)] ≤ −α3(‖x‖), (13)

where α1, α2, α3 : �+ → �1 are stringently increasing functions that satisfy αi(0) = 0 and αi(r) → ∞ as
r → ∞. These types of functions are sometimes called as class K∞ functions. The term of uncertainty is
presumed to satisfy the bound

||η(x, u)||∞ ≤ _
η(t, x), (14)

where the bounding function
_
η is presumed to be known ‘a priori’, or accessible for measurement.

At this point, let us proceed to designing the corrective “control component” p*(x) so that the system
classes described by (10) and conforming to (14) are stabilized by u = p0 + p*. An approach adhering
to the nominal Lyapunov function V0 is used as the base to design the corrective control term, thus
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the name ‘Lyapunov redesign method’ is justified. Considering the exact same Lyapunov function
V0 guaranteeing the nominal closed-loop system’s asymptotic stability, let us think about the time
derivative of V0 which is alongside the solutions of the full system (10). We have:

.
V0 =

∂V0

∂x
[ f0(x) + G0(x)(u + η(x, u))]

=
∂V0

∂x
[ f0(x) + G0(x)p0(x)] +

∂V0

∂x
G0(x)p∗(x) + η(x, u)) ≤ −α3(‖x‖) + ω(x)T p∗(x) + ω(x)Tη(x, u)

(15)

where,

ω(x) = [
∂V0

∂x
G0(x)]

T
∈ �m, (16)

which is a recognized function. We obtain by taking limits:

.
V0 ≤ −α3(‖x‖) + m

∑
i=1

ωi(x)p∗i (x) + ‖ω(x)‖1
.
||η(x, u)||∞

= −α3(‖x‖) + m
∑

i=1
ωi(x)p∗i (x) +

_
η(x, t)|ωi(x)|)

(17)

The second term at the right-hand side of (17) can be made equal to zero if p∗i (x) is taken as:

p∗i (x) = −_
η(x, t)sgn(ωi(x)), (18)

Every term of the corrective control vector p*(x) is chosen to be of the form p*(x) = ±_
η(x, t), where

the sign of p*(x) is contingent on the sign of i(x) and changes as i(x) changes its sign. Substituting
Equation (18) in Equation (17), the desired "stability" property is obtained.

.
V0 ≤ −α3(||x||); which infers that the closed-loop system is stable asymptotically. The augmented

control law u = p0(x) + p*(x) is discontinuous since each element p∗i (x) is discontinuous at i(x) = 0.
Moreover, the discontinuity jump

_
η(x, t) → −_

η(x, t) can have great magnitude if the bound of
uncertainty

_
η is large. As demonstrated earlier, chattering can be caused by discontinuities in the

control law; hence smoothing the discontinuity is desirable and is expected to retain some degree the
nice stability properties at the same time from the original discontinuous control law. It is achievable
by replacing Equation (18) with

p∗i (x) = −_
η(x, t)tanh(

ωi(x)
ε

), (19)

where ε > 0 is a small design constant. It can be noted with ε approaching zero, the function tanh(ωi
ε )

gets converged to the sgn(i) function, which is discontinuous. By substituting Equation (19) in
Equation (17) we obtain:

.
V0 ≤ −α3(||x||) + _

η(x, t)
m

∑
i=1

(|ωi(x)| − ωi(x)tanh(
ωi(x)

ε
)), (20)

Using Lemma:
.

V0 ≤ −α3(||x||) + εmk
_
η(x, t), (21)

α3 being a strictly increasing class k∞ function, for all r > 0 and any uniformly bounded function
_
η, there can exist a sufficiently small ε, so that

.
V0 ≤ 0 for x outside of a region Dε = {x V(x) ≤ r}.

Consequently, the trajectory becomes convergent to the invariant set Dε. A Lyapunov function’s level
surfaces are shown in Figure 8. It demonstrates the Lyapunov surfaces for increasing values of k.
The condition

.
V0 ≤ 0 suggests that the a trajectory moves within the set Ωk = {x ∈ �n|V(x) ≤ k}

when it crosses the Lyapunov surface V(x) = k, and it cannot ever come out. The trajectory moves to an
inner Lyapunov surface with smaller values of k when V < 0. The Lyapunov surface V(x) = k reduces
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back to the origin as k decreases, which shows that the approach of the trajectory to the origin with
progressing time.

Figure 8. A Lyapunov function’s level surfaces.

4. Implementation and Robustness Analysis of SMC and LRC

The intended outputs, or control objectives of the proposed controllers (each of SMC and LRC
controller) is:
Y1 = VdC ≈ Vd ≈ 480 Volt
Y2 = VqC ≈ Vq ≈ (the lowest possible) Volt

Equation (22) gives the general system form affined within the control(s):

.
x = f (x) + g(x)u, (22)

4.1. Implementation and Robustness Analysis of Sliding Mode Controller against Parametric Uncertainties
Including Uncertainties in Power of CPL

Sliding mode control, or SMC, is an advanced non-linear control technique featuring prominent
characteristics of accuracy, robustness, and ease of tuning. By using the discontinuous control signal
that forces the output of the system to ‘slide’ along with sliding surface or a distinct cross-section of
the minimal behavior of the system, it can adjust the dynamics of the system in a way [47]. The state
feedback control law is a discontinuous time function here, and can shift from one structure to the
next depending on the prevailing location in space in a continuous manner. Hence, sliding mode
control can be described as a control technique with variable structures. As the system’s certain
operation mode slides along the predetermined control structure boundaries, it is called the sliding
mode. The geometrical locus, which consists of the boundaries, is called the system’s sliding surface.
To implement the sliding mode controller, the state space model equation below can be rewritten as
Equation (23). In this section, the robustness will be enhanced by considering the uncertainties in
active power of CPL (P0) and reactive power of CPL (Q0). When P0 is unknown in case of designing
u1, we will also consider x3 as unknown to avoid any complexity. Similarly, in case of u2, we will also
consider x4 as unknown.

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

.
x1
.

x2
.

x3
.

x4
.

x5
.

x6

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ωx2 − R1
L1

x1 − x3
L1

−ωx1 − R1
L1

x2 − x4
L1

ωx4 + 1
C x1 − 1

C
P0
x3

− 1
C x5

−ωx3 + 1
C x2 − 1

C
Q0
x4

− 1
C x6

ωx6 + 1
L x3 − R

L x5

−ωx5 + 1
L x4 − R

L x6

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
0

− 1
C u1

− 1
C u2

0
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

r1
L1
r2
L1

0
0
0
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (23)
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Although P0 and Q0 are unknown, they satisfy P0 ≤ δP and Q0 ≤ δQ for some known bounds δP
and δQ. The variation on CPL power can be summarized as:

dP = ΔP/ Δx3, (24)

dQ = ΔQ/ Δx4, (25)

where dP represents the uncertainties of P0, dQ represents the uncertainties of Q0, Δx3 is the
uncertainties in x3, and Δx4 is the uncertainties in x4. As x3 and x4 are in the denominator, we
need lower bounds of these parameters. Power uncertainty is expressed in term of current. We know
that x3 is the voltage of “d-axis” and it satisfies Δx3 ≤ δx3 for some known, stringently positive bound
δx3. Similarly, x4 is the “q-axis” voltage. It satisfies Δx4 ≤ δx4 for some known, stringently positive
bound δx4. Overall, there are six unknowns with known bounds. The Sliding Mode Control input, u1

will be designed first, with the similar method adopted to design u2, the other control input. Using the
similar method as discussed in the previous section, let

e1 =
∫
(x3 − x3d)dt, (26)

e2 =
.
e1 = x3 − x3d, (27)

.
e2 =

.
x3 − .

x3d = f3(x) + g3(x)u1 − .
x3d, (28)

Expanding f3(x) and g3(x)

.
e2 = ωx4 +

1
c

x1 − 1
c

P0

x3
− 1

c
x5 − 1

c
u1 − .

x3d, (29)

Let, the sliding surface be
s = e1 + e2, (30)

After differentiating and considering the uncertainties:

.
s =

.
e1 +

.
e2, (31)

.
s = e2 + (ω(x̂4 + Δx4) +

1
c
(x̂1 + Δx1)− 1

c
(

P0

x3
+ dP)− 1

c
x5 − 1

c
u1 − .

x3d), (32)

where x4 = x̂4 + Δx4. Then the total parametric uncertainty including uncertainty of CPL power can
be represented as:

d =
1
c

Δx1 + ωΔx4 − 1
c

dP; ‖d‖ ≤ dmax, (33)

here dmax is the limit of the total disturbance d.

dmax =
1
c

δx1 + ωδx4 − 1
c

δP/ δx3, (34)

Then,
.
s = e2 − 1

c
x5 − .

x3d + ωx̂4 +
1
c

x̂1 − 1
c

P0

x3
− 1

c
u1 + d, (35)

Let it be considered as the Lyapunov candidate function.

V =
1
2

s2, (36)

.
V = s

.
s = s(e2 − 1

c
x5 − .

x3d + ωx̂4 +
1
c

x̂1 − 1
c

P0

x3
− 1

c
u1 + d), (37)
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We use u1.

u1 = −c
[
−e2 +

1
c

x5 +
.
x3d − ωx̂4 − 1

c
x̂1 +

1
c

P0

x3
+ v

]
, (38)

Now, we can obtain: .
V = s(d + v), (39)

‖d‖ ≤ dmax, put into consideration,
.

V will be made negative by the subsequent discontinuous
control, v. Consequently, it will guarantee stability.

v = −dmax ∗ sat
( s

ε

)
; ε > 0, (40)

In total, the control input is:

u1 = −c
[
−e2 +

1
c

x5 +
.
x3d +

1
c

P0

x3
− ωx̂4 − 1

c
x̂1 − dmax ∗ sat

( s
ε

) ]
, (41)

Such an analysis is also presented here for u2, let,

e3 =
∫
(x4 − x4d)dt, (42)

e4 =
.
e3 = x4 − x4d, (43)

.
e4 =

.
x4 − .

x4d = f4(x) + g4(x)u2 − .
x4d, (44)

Taking the sliding surface as:
s = e3 + e4, (45)

After differentiation and considering the uncertainties:

.
s = e4 +

(
−ω(x̂3 + Δx3) +

1
c
(x̂2 + Δx2)− 1

c
(

Q0

x4
+ dQ)− 1

c
x6 − 1

c
u2 − .

x4d

)
, (46)

where x3 = x̂3 + Δx3. Then the total parametric uncertainty including uncertainty of CPL power can
be represented as:

d =
1
c

Δx2 − ωΔx3 − 1
c

dQ; ‖d‖ ≤ dmax, (47)

where dmax is the limit for d, the total disturbance.

dmax =
1
c

δx2 − ωδx3 − δQ/δx4, (48)

Then,
.
s = e3 − 1

c
x6 − .

x4d + ωx̂3 +
1
c

x̂2 − 1
c

Q0

x4
− 1

c
u2 + d, (49)

Considering this as the Lyapunov candidate function:

V =
1
2

s2, (50)

.
V = s

.
s = s(e3 − 1

c
x6 − .

x4d + ωx̂3 +
1
c

x̂2 − 1
c

Q0

x4
− 1

c
u2 + d), (51)

We then use u2.

u2 = −c
[
−e3 +

1
c

x6 +
.
x4d − ωx̂3 − 1

c
x̂2 +

1
c

Q0

x4
+ v

]
, (52)
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Then, we can obtain: .
V = s(d + v), (53)

Considering ‖d‖ ≤ dmax,
.

V will be made negative by the subsequent discontinuous control, v.
Consequently, it will guarantee stability.

v = −dmax ∗ sat
( s

ε

)
; ε > 0, (54)

In total, the control input is:

u2 = −c
[
−e3 +

1
c

x6 +
.
x4d − ωx̂3 − 1

c
x̂2 +

1
c

Q0

x4
− dmax ∗ sat

( s
ε

)]
, (55)

4.2. Implementation and Robustness Analysis of Lyapunov Redesign Controller against Parametric
Uncertainties Including Uncertainties in Power of CPL

The LRC is based only on Lyapunov function. Its nominal controller is designed to ensure the
nominal system or disturbance-free system to be stable by forcing the Lyapunov function derivative
of the nominal system to be negative. If there is disturbance in the system, the discontinuous
control is used alone to handle the disturbance. The discontinuous controller is formulated by
redesigning the Lyapunov function of the nominal system. In the redesigning process, the disturbance
is introduced to the Lyapunov function of the nominal system and then solved for the discontinuous
control to overcome that disturbance and force the new derivative Lyapunov function or be negative
and consequently, the system to be globally stable. It has some chattering issues because of the
discontinuous controller. The chattering magnitude is dependent on the magnitude of dmax.
Having large dmax makes the system stable against large disturbance but it can cause larger chattering
if it is set as a very large value. If the disturbance happens to be greater than the set dmax, the system
can become unstable. But, the LRC has greater margin for stability because its nominal system is also
ensured to be stable, thus provides better performance for large disturbance.

First of all, the Lyapunov Redesign Control input, u1 will be designed, with the same approach
followed next to design the other control input, u2. Using the similar method as discussed in last
section, we introduce new state variables:

e1 =
∫
(x3 − x3d)dt, (56)

e2 =
.
e1 = x3 − x3d, (57)

.
e2 =

.
x3 − .

x3d = f3(x) + g3(x)u1 − .
x3d, (58)

Expanding f3(x) and g3(x):

.
e2 = ωx4 +

1
c

x1 − 1
c

P0

x3
− 1

c
x5 − 1

c
u1 − .

x3d, (59)

Considering the uncertainties:

.
e2 = ω(x̂4 + Δx4) +

1
c
(x̂1 + Δx1)− 1

c

(
P0

x3
+ dP

)
− 1

c
x5 − 1

c
u1 − .

x3d, (60)

Then the total parametric uncertainty including uncertainty of CPL power can be represented as:

d =
1
c

Δx1 + ωΔx4 − 1
c

dP; ‖d‖ ≤ dmax, (61)

here dmax is the limit of d, the total disturbance.
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dmax =
1
c

δx1 + ωδx4 − 1
c

δP/ δx3, (62)

Following the methodology of Lyapunov redesign, the over-all input is u1 = u0 + v; where u0 is
the nominal stabilizing controller and v is to handle the disturbances. We get the linear state space of
error as in Equation (63):

.
e =

[
0 1

−k1 −k2

]
e, (63)

Now, we define the desired Eigen values for the linearized system. Desired Eigen values would
be −10.

Let, Equation (63) be written as
.
e = Ae and A =

[
0 1

−k1 −k2

]
Generalized Eigen values of matrix “A”:

sI − A =

[
s −1
k1 s + k2

]
, (64)

|sI − A| = s2 + k2s + k1, (65)

Characteristic polynomial (desired):

(s + 10)(s + 10) = s2 + 20s + 100, (66)

Comparing Equations (65) and (66):

k2 = 20, k1 = 100

So, the values of k1 and k2 will become +100 and +20 respectively.

.
e =

[
0 1

−100 −20

]
e, (67)

A =

[
0 1

−100 −20

]
, (68)

PA + AT P = −I, (69)

P =

[ 21
8

1
200

1
200

101
4000

]
, (70)

V(e) = eT Pe, (71)

w = 2eT PG = 2
[

e1 e2

][ 21
8

1
200

1
200

101
4000

][
0
1

]
, (72)

w =
1

100
e1 +

101
2000

e2, (73)

Then, we can choose the Lyapunov function for the nominal system or disturbance-free system
to be:

V =
1
2

e2
2, (74)

.
V = e2

.
e2 = e2

(
ωx̂4 +

1
c

x1 − 1
c

P0

x3
− 1

c
x5 − 1

c
u0 − .

x3d

)
, (75)
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If we choose,

u0 = −c
[

1
c

P0

x3
− ωx̂4 +

1
c

x5 +
.
x3d − k1e1 − k2e2

]
, (76)

then,
.

V < 0. The terms [−k1e1 − k2e2] guarantee the global stability of the nominal system which is
absent in SMC method. The overall system is stabilized using the discontinuous control in the presence
of disturbances. Redesigning the Lyapunov function considering disturbances,

V =
1
2

e2
2, (77)

.
V = e2

.
e2 = e2(

(
ωx̂4 +

1
c

x1 − 1
c

P0

x3
− 1

c
x5 − 1

c
u0 − .

x3d

)
+

(
1
c

v + d
)
), (78)[

ωx̂4 +
1
c x1 − 1

c
P0
x3

− 1
c x5 − 1

c u0 − .
x3d

]
is assured to be negative, then the discontinuous control can

be designed as:

v = −c ∗ dmax ∗ sat(
dmax ∗ ω

μ
), (79)

Then, the overall input is:

u1 = −c

⎡⎣ 1
C

P0

x3
− ωx̂4 +

1
C

x5 +
.
x3d − 100e1 − 20e2 − dmax ∗ sat

⎛⎝dmax
(

1
100 e1 +

101
2000 e2

)
μ

⎞⎠⎤⎦, (80)

Therefore, there is μ > 0 so that for μ < μ∗, the closed-loop system’s origin is asymptotically
stable globally according to absolute stability theorem. Similarly, we have Equation (81), when we
design a controller for u2 with same desired points.

u2 = −c

⎡⎣ 1
C

Q0

x4
+ ωx̂3 +

1
C

x6 +
.
x4d − 100e3 − 20e4 − dmax ∗ sat

⎛⎝dmax
(

1
100 e3 +

101
2000 e4

)
μ

⎞⎠⎤⎦, (81)

where,
e3 =

∫
(x4 − x4d)dt, (82)

e4 =
.
e3 = x4 − x4d, (83)

d =
1
c

Δx2 − ωΔx3 − 1
c

dQ; ‖d‖ ≤ dmax =
1
c

δx2 − ωδx3 − δQ/ δx4, (84)

5. Results

Here, the parameters and the parametric values regarding the simulation done for comparative
analysis by varying the CPL power have been shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Table of Parameters.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Ω 60 Hz δx4 100 V
X3 600 V δP 30 kW
X4 50 V δQ 2 kVar
dP 50 A ρx3 200 V
dQ 20 A ε 100
δx3 1000 A Req 0.25 Ohm
Leq 0.5 × 10−3 H Ceq 10 × 10−6 F

RCVL 15 Ohm LCVL 5 × 10−3 H
RB 10 Ohm CB 1 × 10−6 F
LB 1 × 10−3 H
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In Figure 9a,b, performance comparisons have been illustrated between SMC (colored in blue)
and LRC (colored in green) for d-axis output voltage and q-axis output voltage respectively. The control
objective for d-axis output voltage has been considered as 480 Volt, for normal conditions—where
the variance value has been set as 10% to simulate noise. From Figure 9a, it is evident that the
LRC controller shows considerably superior performance than that of the SMC controller, as its
output stayed closer to the control objective. For q-axis output voltage, the control objective has
been considered as low as possible and negligible in practice. In Figure 9b, the q-axis output voltage
fluctuates more in the case of the SMC controller than that of the LRC controller. To determine
the controller behaviors in a very noisy environment, more noise is added by setting the variance
value as 100%, and noise rejection capabilities of SMC and LRC are tested. The results are shown in
Figure 10a,b, which demonstrate LRC’s superior capability to stick to the reference value with close
proximity, whereas SMC has fluctuations of great magnitudes. For nonlinearity, LRC is capable of
attaining the reference d-axis value with negligible time-delay, but SMC needs some time to reach
that (Figure 11a). However, for q-axis, both controllers exhibit a similar performance (Figure 11b).
In case of parametric uncertainties, LRC again proves to be the better suited one, displaying less
fluctuations than SMC to maintain the control objective (Figure 12a,b). Hence, LRC offers appreciable
stability considering CPL power variation and parametric uncertainties. In Figure 13a,b, performance
comparisons have been presented between SMC (blue colored) and LRC (green colored) in the case of
d-axis control input current, Id (u1) and q-axis control input current, Iq (u2) respectably considering CPL
power variation and parametric uncertainties. Here, the more the fluctuation in control input current,
the more the stress will be imposed on the storage system to compensate, consequently degrading
the storage performance and overall life time. This situation, in practice, makes it harder to retain
microgrid stability. The mean squared errors (MSE) obtained from these analyses for both SMC and
LRC controllers are presented in Table 2. It is obvious from the presented values that LRC is the
better controller, and in a noisy environment, SMC is no match for LRC, as the former displays error
significantly greater than LRC. This observation also leads to believe that, for practical applications,
LRC can provide better performance than LRC. Therefore, from the comparative analysis presented
here, the Lyapunov Redesign Controller shows better performance to retain system stability in face of
CPL power variation. Hence, the LRC controller is preferred to be adopted for storage-based load side
compensation technique for microgrid stability improvement with dense CPL loads present.

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Comparison of performance between SMC (blue colored) and LRC (green colored) for normal
condition in case of (a) d-axis output voltage; (b) q-axis output voltage considering CPL power variation
and parametric uncertainties. LRC controller shows considerably better performance than SMC by
staying closer to the reference voltage.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Comparison of performance between SMC (blue colored) and LRC (green colored) for very
noisy environment in case of (a) d-axis output voltage; (b) q-axis output voltage considering CPL power
variation and parametric uncertainties. LRC controller shows far better performance than SMC, as the
latter shows high fluctuations from the reference voltage, while LRC stays close to it.

(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Comparison of performance between SMC (colored in blue) and LRC (colored in green) for
nonlinearity in case of (a) d-axis output voltage, (b) q-axis output voltage. Unlike SMC, LRC is capable
of attaining the reference d-axis value with negligible time-delay.

(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Comparison of performance between SMC (colored in blue) and LRC (colored in green) in case
of (a) d-axis output voltage, (b) q-axis output voltage considering parametric uncertainties. LRC controller
shows considerably better performance than SMC by staying closer to the reference voltage.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Comparison of performance among SMC (colored in blue) and LRC (colored in green) in
case of (a) d-axis control input current, Id (u1); (b) q-axis control input current, Iq (u2) considering CPL
power variation and parametric uncertainties. LRC fluctuated less than SMC, causing less stress on the
system and thus providing a longer lifetime.

Table 2. Mean squared error (MSE) values of SMC and LRC controllers for the different conditions.

Conditions Parameter
Mean Squared Error

Relative Error (SMC-LRC)
SMC LRC

Noise Rejection (normal condition) X3, d-axis voltage 0.00270320 0.00139074 1.31246 × 10−3

X4, q-axis voltage 0.00138790 0.00113038 2.5752 × 10−4

Noise Rejection (very noisy condition) X3, d-axis voltage 0.03661991 0.00139411 3.52258 × 10−2

X4, q-axis voltage 0.00818637 0.00112001 7.06636 × 10−3

Nonlinearity X3, d-axis voltage 0.00321589 0.00002730 3.18859 × 10−3

X4, q-axis voltage 0.00942499 0.00924679 1.782 × 10−4

Parameter Uncertainty X3, d-axis voltage 0.00116666 0.00011259 1.04076 × 10−3

X4, q-axis voltage 0.00126333 0.00017554 1.08779 × 10−3

6. Reason behind Inferior SMC Performance and Solutions

Sliding Mode Control presents many fascinating challenges to the mathematicians. It is also
extensively used in engineering applications because of the comparatively easy implementation
which does not require a deep understanding of the complex mathematical background. These two
reasons put it in a unique position among control theories. There are three main stages of designing
a Sliding Mode Controller: designing the sliding surface, selecting the control law that will hold
the system trajectory on the sliding surface, and implementing in a chatter-free setup—which is
the most important one of these three. Although in theory, Sliding Mode Control is a robust one,
experiments show otherwise—SMC has some serious shortcomings. The most prominent one of
them is chattering—the high frequency oscillation around the sliding surface. It reduces the control
performance significantly. As an example, the following second-order system can be considered:

.
x1 = x2, (85)

.
x2 = ax1 + bx2 + csinx1 + du, (86)
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a and b are negative constant values here whereas c and d are positive constants. For c > |a|, the system
is known to be unstable. For the actuator, existence of fast dynamics is posited, and it is stable.
These are not considered in the ideal model. The equations governing them are:

w1 = w, (87)

.
w1 = w2, (88)

.
w2 = − 1

μ2 w1 − 2
μ

w2 +
1

μ2 u, (89)

μ is a constant, considered to have a positive, sufficiently small value. As demonstrated in Figure 14,
with actuator unmodeled dynamics present, w(t) is the actual input of the system, not u(t) directly
from the sliding mode controller. The sliding mode surface and the control input is chosen as:

u = −Msign(σ), (90)

σ = λx1 + x2, (91)

where λ and M are positive constants, with M is required to be large enough to enforce sliding mode
into the ideal model (

.
σσ > 0).

.
x becomes a continuous time function in real system, thus making the

expectation of sliding mode to occur invalid; and causes chatter.

Figure 14. An example system demonstrating sliding mode control for systems as described in
Equations (85) and (86). There are actuator dynamics that are not included in the ideal system.
Chattering is caused from the excitation of these unmodeled dynamics by the high frequency
switching action.

According to theory, the unmodeled dynamics present in the system causes the chattering effect.
A sliding mode control, which is “chattering free”, is not attainable as the model used in designing the
controller can never capture all the system dynamics. But, the chattering can be curtailed. The sliding
mode is normally implemented with a relay—which represents the sign function. It creates a common
problem with relative degree equal to one. An alternative to this approach is using approximations of
the sign function, which is widely used. Sigmoids, saturation, and hysteresis functions are used often
too, providing a continuous or smooth control signal, but also losing the invariance property of the
sliding mode control along the way. Table 3 shows some methods to improve the effectiveness of SMC.
Fuzzy Sliding Mode Control (FSMC)—which uses a low pass filter, and estimates the sliding variable
through a disturbance estimator—is the one with the least effectiveness. Integral Sliding Mode Control
(ISMC), High Order Sliding Mode (HOSM), and Sliding Mode Extended State Observer (SMESO)
offers better effectiveness. However, Type-2 Fuzzy-Neural Network Indirect Adaptive Sliding Mode
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Control (T2FNNAS) is the way to achieve the best performance, which is based on the synthesis
approach of Lyapunov [52,53].

Table 3. Methods to improve SMC technique.

Technique Name Base of the Technique Working Principle Effectiveness

ISMC Has a equal dimension to the state space
Control signal composed by a linear
term with a continuous low excitation
of the unmodeled dynamics

**

HOSM

High-gain control with saturations used
for overcoming the effect of chattering
by approximation of the sign function
within a boundary layer around the
switching manifold

The order of the mode is determined by
the smoothness of tangency of the
sliding manifold

**

T2FNNAS Type-2 Fuzzy Neural Network
Based on the synthesis method
Lyapunov, the adaptive FNN’s free
parameters are tuned on-line

***

SMESO
Extended state observer with active
disturbance rejection control

Dramatically reduced chattering
phenomenon on the control input
channel with respect to Linear
Extended State Observer

**

FSMC Low pass filter Estimation of the sliding variable via a
disturbance estimator *

*** = Excellent, ** = Satisfactory, * = Acceptable.

7. Numerical Verification of Results for Microgrid Application

The results obtained so far demonstrate the capabilities of both SMC and LRC to maintain
microgrid stability. To ascertain the effectiveness of these methods in real-life conditions, both of them
are simulated numerically with data obtained from physical microgrids. These simulations confirm
the efficacy of these control systems to sustain stability in real microgrids.

7.1. SMC Technique

To verify the global stability, we have to calculate the equation below:

.
V = s(d + v), (92)

where,

d =
1
c

Δx1 + ωΔx4 − 1
c

dP, (93)

v = −dmax ∗ sat
( s

ε

)
; ε > 0, (94)

So,
.

V = s
(

1
c

Δx1 + ωΔx4 − 1
c

dP − dmax ∗ sat
( s

ε

))
, (95)

where,

dmax =
1
c

δx1 + ωδx4 − 1
c

δP/ δx3, (96)

Putting these all together,

.
V = s

(
1
c

Δx1 + ωΔx4 − 1
c

dp −
(

1
c

δx1 + ωδx4 − 1
c

δP/ δx3

)
∗ sat

( s
ε

))
, (97)

Now let,

ω = 60 Hz, Δx1 = 200 A, Δx4 = 50 V, dP = 50 A, δx1 = 4000 A, δx3 = 100 A, δx4 = 100 V,
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δP = 30 kW, ε = 100, c = 10 μF

Putting these values, we get:

.
V = s

(
1

10μ (200) + (60)(50)− 1
10μ (50)−

(
1

10μ (4000) + (60)(100)− 1
10μ

(
30k
100

))
∗ sat

( s
100

))
, (98)

.
V = s

[
15.003 × 106 − [370.006 × 106

]
sat

( s
100

)]
, (99)

Now, if s is either positive or negative, we will obtain
.

V ≤ 0, which guarantees global stability.

7.2. LRC Technique

We have, .
V = e2

.
e2, (100)

where,
.
e2 =

(
ωx4 +

1
c

x1 − 1
c

P0

x3
− 1

c
x5 − 1

c
u0 − .

x3d

)
+

(
1
c

v + d
)

, (101)

And here,

v = −c ∗ dmax ∗ sat(
dmax ∗ w

μ
), (102)

d = Δωn4 + Δωx4 + ωn4 +
1
c

Δx1 − 1
c
(n5 + Δx5)− 1

c
dP , (103)

And,

dmax =
1
c

δx1 + δωδn4 + δωδx4 + ωδn4 − 1
c

δ5 − 1
c

δP/ δx3, (104)

If we choose

u0 = −c
[

1
c

P0

x3
− ωx̂4 +

1
c

x5 +
.
x3d − k1e1 − k2e2

]
, (105)

Putting it all together,

.
V = e2

((
ωx4 +

1
c x1 − 1

c
P0
x3

− 1
c x5 − 1

c u0 − .
x3d

)
+
(

1
c

(
−c ∗ dmax ∗ sat( dmax∗w

μ )
)

+ (Δωn4 + Δωx4 + ωn4 +
1
c Δx1 − 1

c (n5 + Δx5)− 1
c dP)

))
,

(106)

.
V = e2

((
ωx4 +

1
c

x1 − 1
c

P0

x3
− 1

c
x5 − 1

c

(
−c

[
1
c

P0

x3
− ωx̂4 +

1
c

x5 +
.
x3d − k1e1 − k2e2

])
− .

x3d
)

+

(
1
c

(
−c ∗

(
1
c

δx1 + δωδn4 + δωδx4 + ωδn4 − 1
c

δ5 − 1
c

δP/ δx3

)

∗sat

⎛⎜⎜⎝
(

1
c

δx1 + δωδn4 + δωδx4 + ωδn4 − 1
c

δ5 − 1
c

δP/ δx3

)
∗ w

μ

⎞⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎟⎠

+(Δωn4 + Δωx4 + ωn4 +
1
c

Δx1 − 1
c
(n5 + Δx5)− 1

c
dP)

))
(107)

Now let,
ω = 60 Hz, x3 = 600 V, x4 = 10 V, Δx1 = 200 A, Δx2 = 200 A, Δx5 = 10 A, n3 = 50 V, n4 = 50 V,

n5 = 30 A, n6 = 30 A, Δω = 10 Hz, dP = 50 A, dQ = 20 A, δx1 = 4000 A, δx3 = 200 A, δx4 = 100 V,
δω = 70 Hz, δP = 30 kW, δQ = 20 Var, δn3 = δn4 = δn5 = δn6 = 100 A, ρx3 = 200 V, and μ = 100,
δx5 = 50 A, δx6 = 3 A, δ5 = 150 A and δ6 = 13 A, c = 10 μF.
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Putting the values, we get:

.
V = e2((−(100)(600 − 480)− (20)(0)) +

(
1

10μ (−10μ∗
(

1
10μ (4000) + (70)(100)

+(70)(100) + (60)(100) − 1
10μ (150)− 1

10μ

(
30k
200

))
∗sat(

(
1

10μ (4000)+(70)(100)+(70)(100)+(60)(100) − 1
10μ (150)− 1

10μ (
30k
200 )

)
∗(60)

100

))
+((10)(50) + (10)(10) + (60)(50) + 1

10μ (100)− 1
10μ (30 + 10)− 1

10μ (50))
))

,

(108)

.
V = e2[988900 − [370.02 × 106] ∗ sat(222.012 × 106)] (109)

As we are getting
.

V ≤ 0 from this equation, the system is globally stable.

8. Conclusions

A microgrid system has several advantages over the conventional utility grid system, such as
unlimited renewable fuel resources, environment-friendly power generation, easy implementation,
cost effectiveness, and so on. However, the maintenance of the microgrid electrification has been
confronted by the challenge of continually increasing instability issues due to the growth of modern
electronic devices. For improving the stability scenario of the microgrid system despite the presence of
dense CPL loads, a storage-based load side compensation technique has been adopted in this paper.
Besides that, Sliding Mode Controller (SMC) and Lyapunov Redesign Controller (LRC), two of the
most prominent nonlinear control techniques, have been implemented individually to retain microgrid
system stability. After that, SMC and LRC controller robustness analysis have been presented with
the variation of CPL power. Next, the comparative analysis between the SMC controller and the
LRC controller robustness has been illustrated which ascertains that Lyapunov Redesign Controller
has a superior performance than the former one to retain microgrid stability in dense CPL-loaded
conditions. Reasons for inferior SMC performance and ways to overcome them have been discussed
afterwards, followed by numerical analysis of both of the control techniques to verify their performance
in real microgrids. All the necessary results have been simulated in Matlab/Simulink platform with
appreciable aftermath.
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Abstract: The introduction of electric vehicles into the transportation sector helps reduce global
warming and carbon emissions. The interaction between electric vehicles and the power grid
has spurred the emergence of a smart grid technology, denoted as vehicle-to grid-technology.
Vehicle-to-grid technology manages the energy exchange between a large fleet of electric vehicles
and the power grid to accomplish shared advantages for the vehicle owners and the power utility.
This paper presents an optimal scheduling of vehicle-to-grid using the genetic algorithm to minimize
the power grid load variance. This is achieved by allowing electric vehicles charging (grid-to-vehicle)
whenever the actual power grid loading is lower than the target loading, while conducting electric
vehicle discharging (vehicle-to-grid) whenever the actual power grid loading is higher than the
target loading. The vehicle-to-grid optimization algorithm is implemented and tested in MATLAB
software (R2013a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The performance of the optimization algorithm
depends heavily on the setting of the target load, power grid load and capability of the grid-connected
electric vehicles. Hence, the performance of the proposed algorithm under various target load and
electric vehicles’ state of charge selections were analysed. The effectiveness of the vehicle-to-grid
scheduling to implement the appropriate peak load shaving and load levelling services for the
grid load variance minimization is verified under various simulation investigations. This research
proposal also recommends an appropriate setting for the power utility in terms of the selection of the
target load based on the electric vehicle historical data.

Keywords: electric vehicles; energy management; load variance; optimal scheduling; optimization;
vehicle-to-grid

1. Introduction

Electric vehicles (EVs) have gained popularity due to their emission free and fuel independence
characteristics. Governments across the nations have established several schemes and organizations
to facilitate the electrification process of roadway vehicles in terms of the technology, market, policy
and finance. The efforts from numerous parties have successfully stimulated the deployment of the
EV market. The recent Global EV Outlook report showed improved signs of EV adoption. In the
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near future, the global EV stock is predicted to reach more than one hundred million by the year
2050 [1–5]. As a result, the anticipated large scale of EV charging will bring technical challenges to the
power grid. Extensive studies on the harmful impacts of large scale EV charging on the power grid
had been performed. The potential impacts include the overloading of power equipment, harmonics,
voltage drop, voltage instability and power losses [6–16]. A review in [17] concluded that the main
impact of EV integration into the power grid was the overloading issue, which further led to equipment
overheating and rapid aging issues. Meanwhile, the grid power quality was assessed under various
EV penetration and charging level scenarios in [18,19]. The results revealed that a large number of fast
charging EVs would introduce serious voltage deviations and voltage instability problems.

EVs utilize relatively large capacity batteries as their energy source for the vehicle propulsion.
Hence, the large scale of the grid-connected EVs can be considered as an enormous distributed energy
storage in the power grid. Moreover, the potential of EVs to share energy with the power grid has
created a new opportunity to improve the system reliability and sustainability. This concept, known as
Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) technology, was firstly introduced by Kempton and his research team in [20–24].
The authors proposed the adoption of V2G technology to improve the reliability of the power grid,
as well as to facilitate the large scale integration of renewable energy [20]. The economic potential of
EVs in providing energy support to the power grid was also studied by Kempton in [25]. The findings
assured a significant revenue stream to the EV fleet for providing the V2G support. For a more accurate
revenue estimation, the authors had developed a calculation model in [26] to evaluate the cost and
profit in providing V2G support, mainly in the form of peak load shaving, spinning reserves and
energy regulation services. Kempton and his research team also paid attention to the willingness of
people to pay for EVs and their attributes in [27]. The research results suggested that EV cost needs
to be reduced significantly in order to have higher EV adoption in the marketplace. Additionally,
V2G management strategies and implementation steps were proposed in [28] to assist the transition of
V2G technology.

The potential of the V2G concept has urged other research and development in the supporting
technology for V2G application. The literature has presented many potential benefits for the power grid
by adopting V2G technology. These benefits include peak load shaving, load levelling, grid voltage
regulation, improvement in energy efficiency and mitigation of renewable energy intermittency [29–32].
For instance, a Vehicle-to-Home (V2H) concept was presented in [33], where EVs collaborated with
the renewable energy in a smart home system to minimize the pollution, fossil fuel depletion and
investment cost. In addition, a study in [34] utilized EVs to support the autonomous operation mode
of microgrids. During the transition to separate from the power grid, the available EVs were used by
the system frequency controller as a buffering feature to stabilize the microgrid operation.

Nevertheless, the V2G implementation requires frequent charging and discharging processes
which can cause extra deterioration to the EV batteries [35]. This downside has created a strong
social barrier that can prevent public support for the V2G concept. Hence, optimal V2G charging
and discharging scheduling with compensated incentives given to the participating EV owners will
be especially crucial for the realization of this technology. Research has been carried out to develop
the optimal planning and scheduling for the proper V2G execution. The complexity in managing the
large amount of energy exchange between the power grid and EVs represents a challenge for a power
utility. The first logical step to implement the V2G technology was proposed in [36]. The proposed
unidirectional spinning reserve V2G algorithm was able to modulate the EV charging rate according
to a Preference Operating Point (POP), where the minimal preliminary investment and EV batteries
degradation were achieved.

On the other hand, the bidirectional V2G technology has tremendous flexibility to accomplish
the EV scheduling according to the preferences of the EV owners and power grid requirements.
Many researchers have proposed EV scheduling that utilizes the Grid-to-Vehicle (G2V) and
Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) operations to help the power grid in achieving various benefits [37–39]. From the
economic standpoint, the authors in [40,41] emphasized the maximization of power utility profit while
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developing the V2G algorithm. Meanwhile, the minimization of power system losses is also a popular
topic in the V2G application. In [42], EVs were used as reactive power resources to reduce the power
grid energy losses. Furthermore, V2G technology was also utilized to maximize the renewable energy
generation by solving the renewable energy intermittency issue [43,44]. Intelligent optimization
algorithms were proposed by the authors in [45–47] to solve the renewable energy intermittency
problem while maximizing the power grid energy efficiency.

Various optimal V2G scheduling strategies have been introduced in the literature to minimize the
power grid load variance [48,49]. This concept is well known for its effectiveness in reducing power
grid operation losses [50]. In general, this is achieved by enabling the grid-connected EVs to absorb the
extra electricity during the power grid valley load period and feed the energy back to the power grid
during the peak load period [51–54]. For instance, a V2G scheduling algorithm was proposed in [55] to
perform power grid load shaving and valley filling operations using grid-connected EVs. The operation
was achieved by regulating the power grid load at the target load pre-determined in the scheduling
algorithm. A similar demand side management concept was adopted in [56], where considerable
savings and emissions reduction were demonstrated by the results. Meanwhile, the authors in [57]
proposed a peak shaving algorithm to reduce the peak demand of the power grid. The application
of this algorithm has shown good potential in extending the lifespan of transformers, as well as
maintaining a healthy grid operation voltage profile. Another peak shaving strategy was introduced
in [58,59], which provided dynamic adjustments in EVs discharging rate without affecting the battery
usage for EV traveling purpose. This strategy limited the maximum load demand by utilizing the extra
energy in the grid-connected EVs for power grid support. In these literatures, many of the proposed
V2G scheduling for power grid load variance minimization utilized a preset target loading in the
scheduling algorithm. Nevertheless, most of the related studies have not discussed the methodology
used in determining these targets. Inaccurate setting of this target loading will reduce the effectiveness
of the V2G algorithm to achieve the minimization of load variance. The selection of this target loading
can be a challenging task, as the power grid and grid-connected EVs are dynamic in nature. Thus,
this paper will focus on the development of a V2G optimization algorithm, as well as analyzing the
influence of different target load curves on the performance of the proposed algorithm.

This paper presents a G2V/V2G optimization algorithm, which is focused on the minimization
of grid load variance by performing load levelling and peak load shaving using the available
grid-connected EVs. During the event where the actual power grid loading is lower than the target
loading, EVs are allowed to receive charging power from the power grid. This G2V operation falls
under the load leveling scenario. Meanwhile, when the actual power grid loading is larger than
the target loading, EVs are encouraged to discharge for power grid support. This V2G operation is
called the peak load shaving scenario. In general, this paper will present the proposed algorithm,
which consists of G2V and V2G operations as the V2G optimization algorithm. The V2G algorithm
instructs EV charging and discharging operations according to the proposed objective function with
the aim of minimizing the difference between the actual power grid loading and target loading.
The V2G optimization algorithm includes thorough consideration of both power grid and EV
constraints. The algorithm can also deliberate the V2G scheduling by considering the uncertain
mobility characteristics of EVs, which have random initial State of Charge (SOC) and grid connection
duration, as well as the dynamic grid connection probability. In addition, extensive analyses are
conducted to investigate the effect of different target load curves and various average initial SOC of
EV batteries on the performance of the proposed V2G optimization algorithm. A performance index
was introduced to compare and evaluate the success rate of each optimized scenario. Then, a proper
selection of the V2G target load curve based on the average initial SOC of the available grid-connected
EV batteries is recommended. In summary, the contributions of this paper include: (i) the development
of a V2G optimization algorithm to minimize grid load variance via peak load shaving and load
levelling, and (ii) a performance analysis of the proposed V2G optimization under various target load
and average initial SOC of EV batteries.
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The rest of the paper is organized into sections. Section 2 describes the power grid model for the
implementation of V2G optimization algorithm. In Section 3, the detailed formulation of the objective
function, constraints and optimization algorithm are presented. The simulation results to validate
the effectiveness of the proposed V2G optimization algorithm are discussed in Section 4. Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. Power Grid Model for V2G Implementation

The implementation of V2G technology requires extensive planning and careful management
in order to ensure the reliability of the power grid. In the initial stage of the V2G implementation,
the V2G location shall be well planned for the proper V2G application. For instance, the quantity of
EV mobility within the V2G location is crucial for the practicality of V2G technology. In this paper,
an adequate quantity of the grid-connected EVs was required to ensure the proper amount of EV
batteries’ storage capacities was available to absorb or deliver the power during the interaction with
the power grid. This is to ensure an average distributed amount of EVs shall be accessible within the
V2G location throughout the day. Thus, the selected V2G location shall be a relatively large township,
which consisted of both residential and commercial areas to ensure a sufficient and consistent EV
mobility throughout the day. Figure 1 presents an intelligent township for the V2G implementation
consisting of the commercial offices, residential areas and smart V2G car parks. The components to
realize the V2G technology are also shown in Figure 1. For instance, the township was equipped with
the dual communication system across all the commercial loads, residential loads and smart V2G car
parks with the local aggregator. Furthermore, the bidirectional V2G chargers were installed in the
smart V2G car parks, which allowed each EV to charge from and discharge to the power grid.

Figure 1. Intelligent Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) township.

Figure 2 shows the single-line diagram of a generic township used in this paper for the
implementation of V2G technology. The generic township was a typical radial configured power
distribution grid. This township had a total of 200 units of the commercial offices and 800 units of the
residential condominiums. The maximum demand for each commercial office was 15 kW, whilst 10 kW
for each residential condominium. All the loads within the generic township were supplied via the
22 substations, where each substation had a step down transformer rated at 1 MW. Several assumptions
were made for the V2G optimization algorithm and are listed as follows:

• All the residential, commercial and EV loads were evenly distributed to each substation in the
proposed generic township.
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• The town had a total of 1800 EV mobility daily, which includes EVs from the generic and
nearby townships.

• The smart car parks had sufficient parking spaces equipped with the bidirectional V2G chargers.
• The aggregator had the appropriate bidirectional communication system to monitor the load

profile of each substation and access the information of each EV, such as the EV availability and
SOC level of EV battery.

• The aggregator was given the full authority to manage and control the amount of power sharing
between the EVs and power grid.

Figure 2. Single-line diagram of a generic township.

3. Problem Formulation

The implementation of V2G technology in the power grid usually involves multiple conflicting
objectives, which are plagued with numerous uncertainties and nonlinearities. Therefore, the utilization
of the optimization technique is crucial to execute the V2G concept in the power grid. In this paper,
the Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimization technique is employed to solve the V2G optimization
problem. This section discusses the objective function and constraints for the optimization problem.

3.1. Objective Function

In this paper, the proposed V2G optimization algorithm has the objective to optimize the
grid-connected EV charging and discharging power in order to minimize the power grid load variance.
A generalized daily power load curve is depicted in Figure 3. Besides, the desired grid loading is
achieved by performing peak load shaving and load levelling to minimize the variance between the
power grid loading and target loading as illustrated in Figure 3. The proposed V2G optimization
algorithm is performed by enabling the EV charging during the period where the power grid loading is
less than the target loading (G2V operation). On the contrary, EVs are required to discharge the energy
from the batteries when the power grid loading is larger than the target loading (V2G operation).
No power flows between the EVs and power grid when the target loading is equal to the power
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grid loading. Equations (1) and (2) express the objective function in terms of grid load variance,
target loading, charging and discharging rate:

min ΔP = Ptarget(t) − Pload(t)− PEV(t) (1)

PEV(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
N
∑

n=1
AnKn

)
× PEV,charging , when Pload < Ptarget(

N
∑

n=1
AnKn

)
× PEV,discharging , when Pload > Ptarget

0 , when Pload = Ptarget

(2)

where ΔP is the grid load variance, t is time, Ptarget is the target loading, Pload is the existing load of
the power grid, PEV is the total power of EV loads/sources, n is the EV index, N is the maximum
EV index, An is the availability of nth EV for the V2G application, Kn is the indicator of nth EV
for V2G application, PEV,charging is the EV charging rate, and PEV,discharging is the EV discharging rate.
In Equation (1), the grid load variance (ΔP) was minimized by optimizing the number of grid-connected
EV to charge or discharge during valley load and peak load period, respectively. The determined
optimal grid-connected EV numbers are then reflected in the indicator of nth EV for V2G application
(Kn). Meanwhile, An refers to the availability of nth EV to the power grid prepared for the V2G
application. This variable depends on the dynamic EV mobility characteristics, where the detailed
EV grid-connection probability is discussed in Section 3.2.3. In the condition where Kn and An are
available, the nth EV will be instructed to charge or discharge the battery.

Figure 3. The concept of peak load shaving and load levelling.

3.2. Optimization Constraints

The operation of V2G system is restricted under plenty of system constraints and uncertainties.
Therefore, the proposed V2G optimization algorithm required the compliance with these power grid
and EV constraints.

3.2.1. Power Balance

The important power grid constraint to be considered in the proposed V2G optimization algorithm
is the power balance between the grid generation and demand. The supplied power from the
generation plants and distributed EV battery sources must satisfy the power grid load and EV
charging demands:

Pgrid(t) +
N

∑
n=1

AnKnPEV,discharging(t) = Pload(t) +
N

∑
n=1

AnKnPEV,charging(t) (3)

where Pgrid is the active power from the generation plant.
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3.2.2. SOC of EV Battery

The SOC level of EV battery is one of the EV constraints which must be kept within certain limits
during the V2G operation. It is important to establish these limits for two reasons. The first reason is
to protect the health of the battery. Studies show that the SOC level of a lithium ion battery should
best to be limited to a 60% swing (between 30% and 90% or 25–85%) to minimize the battery health
degradation [60,61]. The second reason to keep the SOC level of the EV battery within certain limits is
to reserve a certain amount of energy for the EV travel usage. Therefore, by taking both reasons into
consideration, each EV is prevented from discharging if the battery SOC is lower than the SOCmin which
is set at 55%. Meanwhile, the EV charging process is only allowed if the SOC level of each EV battery is
below the SOCmax, which is set at 90% to prevent the battery overcharging issue. Both of the EV charging
and discharging processes are allowed if the battery SOC is within the SOCmin and SOCmax:

SOCn ≤ SOCmin, allow for charging only (4)

SOCmin ≤ SOCn ≤ SOCmax, allow for charging and discharging (5)

SOCn ≥ SOCmax, allow for discharging only (6)

where SOCn is the battery SOC for nth EV.

3.2.3. EV Grid Connection Probability

The feasibility of V2G technology requires EVs to be connected to the power grid. Nevertheless,
each EV can be connected to the power grid at different arrival and departure times in the car park,
which will lead to the dynamic EV mobility characteristics [62–69]. Hence in this paper, the EV grid
connection probability is estimated based on the driving behaviour of the township’s residents and
commercial workers. In Figure 4, the EV grid connection probability of the residential car park showed
that more EVs are available in the car park, since the beginning of the day until 06:00 o’clock in
the morning.

Figure 4. Electric Vehicle (EV) grid connection probability of the township.

Later on, most of the EV owners are away to their workplaces and schools. From 18:00 o’clock
onwards, the residents started to return home and occupied the residential car park. On the other
hand, the EV grid connection probability of the commercial car parks depicted that most of the parking
spaces are occupied during the daytime office hours. Other than these periods, the commercial car
park is almost empty. The combination of the EV grid connection probability of the residential and
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commercial car parks gave the total EV availability in the proposed generic township, as shown in
Figure 4.

An = 1, when nth EV was connected to the power grid (7)

An = 0, when nth EV was not connected to the power grid (8)

3.2.4. EV Power Exchange Rate

The power exchange rate between the EV batteries and power grid shall be restricted within
a safe margin to protect the safety and health of EV batteries throughout the power exchange periods.
A common EV battery available in the market is considered in this research. The EV battery used in
this paper a lithium-ion battery, which has the rated capacity of 50 Ah. The power exchange rate of
each EV battery is limited below 3.3 kW, which is the typical power rating for slow charging:

PEV,charging ≤ PEV,max (9)

PEV,discharging ≤ −PEV,max (10)

where PEV,max is the maximum EV exchange rate.

3.3. Optimization Algorithm

The proposed V2G optimization algorithm is implemented in MATLAB software tool (R2013a,
MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) as shown in Figure 5.

In order to handle a large number of parameters, the GA optimization technique is adopted.
The GA is an iteration method that is capable of searching for the global optimal solution within an
execution time limit. Furthermore, the GA is inspired by the living organism evolutionary process,
which requires the representation of a potential solution as the genetic chromosome. A proper fitness
function is utilized to compute and evaluate the score of this genetic chromosome. After the evaluation,
the GA principle is repeated again to reproduce a new generation of chromosome until this iteration
converges to an optimal solution.

In the initial stage of the proposed V2G algorithm, the system parameters are obtained and
updated into the database. With this information, the GA algorithm evaluates the fitness function
of the grid load variance minimization, which later produce the next generation of solution. The
evaluation repeated itself until the iteration converged to an optimal EV charging or discharging
power. This optimization process is bound by the power grid and EV constraints. Meanwhile, the V2G
optimization algorithm is executed for every hour.

With respect to the constraint limits, the proposed V2G optimization algorithm performed the
peak load shaving and load levelling services by utilizing the EV battery storages in order to minimize
the load variance, as it is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Flowchart for the proposed V2G optimization algorithm.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, the feasibility of the proposed V2G optimization algorithm that was investigated
under different scenarios was elaborated. Various average initial SOC of EV batteries (SOCi,ave) and
target load curve in percentage (TLCpct) were considered to examine the performance of the proposed
V2G optimization algorithm. The definitions of the SOCi,ave and TLCpct are shown in Equations (11)
and (12), correspondingly:

Average initial SOC of EV Batteries (SOCi,ave) =

N
∑

n=1
Kn AnSOCn

N
(11)

Percentage of Target Load Curve (TLCpct) =
target load curve

peak load
× 100% (12)

All the scenarios were conducted in the generic commercial-residential township as depicted in
Figure 2. Figures 6–8 present the comparison between the optimized power load curves and original
power load curves, where the TLCpct were set at 50%, 55% and 60%, respectively. In each scenario,
different SOCi,ave of 40%, 50%, 60%, 70% and 80% were applied. Based on the preset values of the
SOCi,ave and TLCpct, different optimized power load curves were acquired with the implementation
of the proposed V2G optimization algorithm. For instance, the scenario in Figure 6a shows that the
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SOCi,ave was set at 40% and the TLCpct was kept at 50% of the peak loading of the power load curve.
Since the SOCi,ave was low, the proposed V2G optimization algorithm can perform the load levelling
service by the EV charging operation, but not the EV discharging operation for the peak load shaving
service. In contrast, reversed outcomes can be observed for scenario in Figure 8e due to higher SOCi,ave
and TLCpct.

Figure 6. Optimized power load curves with 50% TLCpct and SOCi,ave of (a) 40%, (b) 50%, (c) 60%,
(d) 70% and (e) 80%.
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Figure 7. Optimized power load curves with 55% TLCpct and SOCi,ave of (a) 40%, (b) 50%, (c) 60%,
(d) 70% and (e) 80%.
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Figure 8. Optimized power load curves with 60% TLCpct and SOCi,ave of (a) 40%, (b) 50%, (c) 60%,
(d) 70% and (e) 80%.

The consideration of various values of SOCi,ave and TLCpct had led to different optimization
results. In certain scenarios, the optimized load curves were not completely flat due to the fact the
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required energy demand for peak load shaving and load levelling services exceeded the available
energy capacity of the EV batteries. In other words, EV batteries cannot supply or absorb the required
energy for the minimization of grid load variance. Therefore, an index denoted as Performance Index
was introduced to allow better comparison among the optimized power load curves. The Performance
Index indicated the percentage of successful operations of the peak load shaving, load levelling or
combination of both to achieve the preset target load curve over a day. The Performance Index can
range from zero to one, where greater value indicates higher successful rate. Table 1 presents the
Performance Index of the proposed V2G optimization algorithm for all the scenarios depicted in
Figures 6–8. Three sets of the Performance Index were calculated for peak load shaving, load levelling
and both services together.

With reference to the Performance Index in Table 1, the capability of peak load shaving
was enhanced while the capability of load levelling was reduced with the increase of SOCi,ave.
These situations were due to the increase in the available EV energy to be discharged for the peak
load shaving, as well as the reduced need of EV batteries to receive charging from the power grid and
thus limited the load levelling. Likewise, the occurrence of similar trends can be determined with
the increase of the TLCpct, where more peak load shaving service can be accomplished while fewer
load levelling can be achieved using the proposed optimization algorithm. The reason was due to the
required EV discharging energy for the peak load shaving was greatly reduced when the set point
of TLCpct was increased. However, the load levelling became more difficult to be achieved due to the
significant increase of energy required to be charged into the EV batteries.

Table 1. Performance Index of the V2G optimization algorithm under various scenarios.

Region Percentage of Target Load Curves (TLCpct)
Average Initial SOC of EV Batteries (SOCi,ave)

40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Peak load shaving
50% 0.429 0.496 0.724 0.870 0.872
55% 0.571 0.590 1.000 1.000 1.000
60% 0.751 0.809 1.000 1.000 1.000

Load levelling
50% 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.956 0.713
55% 0.953 0.950 0.937 0.818 0.623
60% 0.830 0.826 0.791 0.694 0.526

Overall
50% 0.667 0.706 0.839 0.905 0.806
55% 0.785 0.792 0.965 0.898 0.789
60% 0.805 0.821 0.858 0.793 0.679

Other than the two individual set of Performance Index values for peak load shaving and load
levelling, the overall Performance Index shows the success percentage for both peak load shaving
and load levelling. The shaded region of the overall Performance Index in Table 1 indicates the best
TLCpct to be selected with respect to the SOCi,ave. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the Performance Index
under various scenarios and gives a clearer perception on the overall optimized scenarios. The peak
point in Figure 10 shows the best optimized scenario with the overall Performance Index of 0.965,
which dropped under the 60% of SOCi,ave and 55% of TLCpct category. This has verified that the
selection of target loading for the V2G optimization algorithm played a significant role in ensuring the
performance of the algorithm.

A detailed analysis on the best scenario is further presented in Figure 11. With the implementation of
the proposed V2G optimization algorithm, the achieved optimized power load curve for the category of
60% of SOCi,ave and 55% of TLCpct is shown in Figure 11a. The optimized power load curve has almost met
all the target loadings throughout the day, except during the periods from 05:00 to 08:00 o’clock.

Figure 11b presents a clearer insight to explain the operations during these periods. The bar
graphs in the positive and negative regions in Figure 11b depict the maximum available capacity of
the EV batteries and stored energy for the load levelling and peak load shaving, correspondingly.
These bar graphs were obtained by considering all the constraint limits as specified in Section 3.2 and
therefore, served as the limits for the optimization process. The curve shown in Figure 11b presents the
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optimized EV charging and discharging power required to achieve the optimized power load curve as
shown in Figure 11a. During the periods from 05:00 to 08:00 o’clock, the optimized EV charging power
had reached the maximum limit of the available capacity of EV batteries for the load levelling service.
Consequently, the load levelling service was not completely achieved in the optimization process.

Figure 9. Performance Index under various scenarios: (a) peak load shaving and (b) load levelling.

Figure 10. Overall Performance Index under various scenarios.
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Figure 11. Detailed description of the best optimized scenario: (a) optimized power load curve
(b) optimized EV charging and discharging power within constraint limits.

Figure 12 shows the SOC status of some random selected EVs under the best optimized scenario.
During the load levelling periods, all the EVs experienced the charging process, except for the EVs
with the SOC level higher than the SOCmax of 90%. Meanwhile, all the EVs discharged their battery
energy during the peak shaving periods, due to having all the SOC levels of EV batteries higher than
the SOCmin of 55%. Another observation from Figure 12 is that the EVs participating in the V2G
optimization program had the tendency to reach to a similar SOC level at the end of the optimization
process. These findings indicated that the proposed V2G optimization algorithm can flatten the power
load curve with respect to the pre-determined SOC constraints.

The performance of the proposed V2G optimization algorithm was compared with other
algorithms in the latest literature. A comparative parameter defined as the percentage improvement of
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peak and valley load difference, Pi was introduced to assess the algorithm performances that were
conducted under different scopes and conditions. The formulation of Pi is expressed in (13):

Pi =

∣∣∣∣∣Pd,a f ter − Pd,be f ore

Pd,be f ore

∣∣∣∣∣× 100% (13)

where Pd,after is the peak and valley load difference after V2G optimization and Pd,before is the peak and
valley load difference before V2G optimization.

Figure 12. The SOC status of random selected EVs under the best optimized scenario.

Both Pd,after and Pd,before can be calculated using Equations (14) and (15), respectively:

Pd,a f ter = Pp,a f ter − Pv,a f ter (14)

Pd,be f ore = Pp,be f ore − Pv,be f ore (15)

where Pp,after is the peak load value after V2G optimization, Pv,after is the valley load value after V2G
optimization, Pp,before is the peak load value before V2G optimization, and Pv,before is the valley load
value before V2G optimization.

The V2G algorithm proposed in [55] was capable of performing peak shaving and valley filling
control. The power grid loading before the implementation of V2G algorithm had Pp,before of 1090 MW
and Pv,before of 855 MW. With the execution of V2G algorithm, the power grid loading presented Pp,after of
1080 MW and Pv,after of 950 MW. Hence, the computed Pi using (13) was 44.68%. A similar investigation
was conducted for the researches in [56,57], where the computed Pi acquired was 46.89% and 36.84%,
respectively. The analysis was also investigated on the best scenario (V2G optimization with 60% of
SOCi,ave and 55% of TLCpct) in this paper. The power grid loading before the implementation of the
proposed V2G algorithm presented Pp,before of 4.6 MW and Pv,before of 1.3 MW. Meanwhile, the power
grid loading after the employment of the V2G algorithm achieved Pp,after of 2.5 MW and Pv,after of
2.1 MW. Thus, Pi was acquired to be 87.88%. By comparing with the other literatures, the proposed
algorithm in this paper shows a better performance in terms of the percentage improvement of peak
and valley load difference. The details of the comparative analysis are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Comparative analysis of the proposed algorithm with other approaches for grid load
variance minimization.

Parameter Ref. [55] Ref. [56] Ref. [57] Proposed Algorithm

Pp,before (MW) 1090 188 0.56 4.6
Pv,before (MW) 855 98 0.37 1.3
Pd,before (MW) 235 90 0.19 3.3
Pp,after (MW) 1080 159.8 0.49 2.5
Pv,after (MW) 950 112 0.37 2.1
Pd,after (MW) 130 47.8 0.12 0.4

Pi (%) 44.68 46.89 36.84 87.88

5. Conclusions

This paper has presented the development of a V2G optimization algorithm with the objective
of minimizing the grid load variance by utilizing the grid-connected EVs to provide the peak load
shaving (V2G) and load levelling services (G2V). The proposed algorithm was examined under various
scenarios of varying TLCpct and SOCi,ave while complying with the crucial constraints, such as the
grid power balance, initial SOC of EV battery, EV grid connection probability and EV grid connection
duration. The simulation results had verified the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in achieving
the objective of the grid load variance minimization in all scenarios. A Performance Index was
introduced in this paper to provide an excellent indication on the overall performance of the proposed
V2G optimization algorithm. The best optimized scenario was achieved at 55% of TLCpct and 60% of
SOCi,ave, with a Performance Index of 0.965. Moreover, all the participated EVs had complied with
the preset SOC limits and tended to reach to a similar SOC level at the end of the V2G scheduling.
This analysis aims to serve as a recommendation for the selection of TLCpct based on the available
historical data of SOCi,ave. As a future work, the optimal energy scheduling of an integrated system of
EVs and renewable energy resources will be investigated.
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Abstract: In this article a new distinct winding scheme is articulated to utilize three phase
induction machines for multifunctional operation. Because of their rugged construction and reduced
maintenance induction machines are very popular and well-accepted for agricultural as well as
industrial purposes. The proposed winding scheme is used in a three phase induction machine to
utilize the machine for multifunctional operation. It can be used as a three-phase induction motor,
welding transformer and phase converter. The proposed machine design also works as a single phase
induction motor at the same time it works as a three-phase to single phase converter. This new design
does not need any kind of special arrangement and can be constructed with small modifications to
any standard three-phase induction motor. This modified induction machine is thoroughly tested to
determine its efficiency and other parameters and also hardware implementation results are provided
in the article, which validate the design and construction.

Keywords: three phase; induction machine; winding scheme; multifunctional; welding transformer;
phase converter

1. Introduction

Alternating current (AC) systems are employed in most countries due to their benefits like ease in
high voltage (HV) transmission and distribution (T and D) of electricity. Because of the AC at the input
side, power modulators are required to convert it into direct current (DC) or leave it as alternating
current (AC) to operate DC and AC machine-based drives, respectively [1–4]. The overwhelming
disadvantage of DC brushed machines (both series wound and other types) are the brushes themselves.
The mechanical nature of this rotary switching of high power produces considerable electrical arcing
and also mechanical wear of the carbon brushes and the copper segments of the commutator. Brushes
bear mechanical force in the form of friction which causes wear of the brushes and increases the
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maintenance of the machine and additionally the carbon dust produced from wear is conductive
and may cause unintended contacts between high voltage terminals. Induction AC motors are
employed to avoid these types of problems [5–8]. They are generally more efficient, offering virtually
maintenance-free operation, they are sealed or splash resistant, and with modern power electronic
(PE) devices [9–11] it is possible to operate the machine at desired varying speeds. Also, these motors
are available for three-phase or single-phase supplies and also available in multiphase Nowadays
open winding induction machines are more popular for drive applications [2,9–11]. Even though the
induction machine is less costly, most of its practical use is for limited types of load at constant speeds
although multiphase concepts and advanced control schemes have recently also been proposed [12–26].
In [27], an integrated converter for a 48 V micro/mid hybrid electric vehicle (HVE) was proposed.
The integrated converter is a compact DC-DC converter specially designed for the belt driven
starter generator in a 48 V HVE and with less electromagnetic interference (EMI) problems. In [28],
a multifunctional induction motor (IM) using double winding motor concepts and modified stator
windings for motoring as well as for welding operations was proposed, but this IM has a drawback of
high winding stress. In [29], high power transformer faults were diagnosed by using the networking
vibration mode based on integrated signal processing. The diagnostic system performance is observed
by vibration measurements on the high power three phase transformer used in railways. This paper
also deals with railway interlocking signaling installations with Uninterrupted Power Supply UPS
capability for safety applications and predictive diagnostics. In [30], fault diagnostics of electric motors
by non-invasive methods utilizing acoustic signals generated by the motor are proposed. The proposed
approached reduces the cost and faults in motors.

In this paper, a new adaptation of the winding scheme of a standard three-phase induction
machine (IM) is proposed to utilize the motor for multifunctional operation. The proposed
multifunctional induction machine is able to run on single-phase supply at the same time it can
also be used as a phase converter. When it runs as a three-phase induction motor it also can be cast to
work as a welding transformer. Both single-phase and three-phase windings are placed in the same
slots to allow the rotor to move on both types of supply. While performing the single phase operation,
the capacitor can be used to produce a starting torque then after acceleration, the starting winding can
be disconnected by a simple arrangement.

When three-phase supply is given to the motor, an electromotive force (EMF) is induced in the
single phase winding as it is also placed in the same slots. Start and end connections of these coils are
taken out which when connected in parallel step downs the voltage value, thereby producing high
currents ideal for welding purposes. On the other hand, if the motor is operated on a single-phase
supply, the voltage across the open circuit phases of the three phase winding terminals is stepped up.
The operation mode of proposed induction motor is discussed in the next section.

2. Multifunctional Operation of the New Induction Machine Based on a New Winding Scheme

This proposed induction machine (IM) has all the advantages of AC or induction machines and
with some modifications, in it can be made multi-functional. The proposed design can work as:

1. A three-phase induction motor,
2. A single phase induction motor (capacitor start),
3. A rotary phase converter and
4. A welding transformer.

2.1. Working as a Three-Phase Induction Motor

The proposed induction machine (IM) is derived from the standard three-phase induction motor
which functions on the principle of rotating magnetic fields. When a three-phase supply is applied to
the stator windings separated electrically by 120◦ in space, a rotating magnetic field is established in
the stator winding. This voltage is induced in the rotor conductors to cause motion. The proposed
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induction machine (IM) has three phase winding in the stator and a cage rotor which makes the
machine operate as a three-phase induction motor. The winding connection is similar to that of a
conventional three-phase induction machine.

2.2. Working as Single-Phase Induction Motor

In operation of a single phase induction motor starting and running windings are placed in the
same slot as the three-phase winding slots. The starting or auxiliary winding and running winding
are separated electrically by 90◦ in space. An external capacitor is provided for starting the motor.
The single-phase motor connection diagram is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Proposed induction motor winding arrangement for working as a single-phase motor.

2.3. Working as a Welding Transformer

Figure 2 describes the working diagram of the machine configured to run as a welding transformer.
In welding transformers high currents are produced at the secondary side. In the welding transformer
operation, the running windings of the single-phase motor are taken into consideration to get a voltage
step down. Four running windings are then connected in parallel to meet the high current requirements
sufficient for welding.

 

Figure 2. Proposed induction motor winding arrangement working as a welding transformer.

2.4. Working as a Phase Converter

If there is only single phase supply then the motor cannot operate as a three-phase machine or if
there is only three-phase supply then the motor cannot operate a sinlge-phase machine. Then phase
conversion is possible from 1-phase to 3-phase and 3-phase to 1-phase and vice-versa. Phase converters
are applied where it is difficult to erect a three-phase loading system because of arrangement
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requirements and cost. The proposed induction motor consists of three-phase as well as single-phase
windings in its stator. When the machine is supplied at the stator EMF also gets induced in single-phase
windings across which a single-phase voltage occurs. Figure 3 shows an equivalent diagram of the
proposed IM winding design operating as a phase converter.

 

Figure 3. Proposed induction motor winding arrangement working as a phase converter.

3. Design of the Proposed Multifunctional Induction Machine Based on a New Winding Scheme

To design the proposed multifunctional induction machine, the original windings of the
conventional induction motor (IM) are divided into three distinct windings with four groups on
the basis of the number of turns. The first winding is with the same gauge wire and half of the original
number of turns. Hence, this is a winding of a 3-phase induction motor and as the number of turns
is half the motor has only half the capacity. The other windings are used for the purpose of welding
and act as a tap of the welding transformer. As the welding application requires high current rating,
a triple layer winding is used to improve the current rating. The same motor is used for a 1-phase
induction motor. Hence, these windings are also used as starting and running windings of the 1-phase
induction motor.

The winding factor initially assumed is 0.955, which is the value of the winding factor for infinitely
distributed winding with full pitched coils. Flux per pole and stator winding per phase are calculated
by Equations (1) and (2) respectively, where θm is flux per pole, Vs is stator voltage per phase, Bav is the
average value of fundamental flux density, τ is pole pitch, d is the inner diameter of stator, l is length
of the induction motor, P is number of poles, VS is stator voltage per phase, f is supply frequency in
Hz, TS is the number of turns per phase in stator and KWS is stator winding factor.

The current density in the stator winding is usually between 3 to 5 A/mm2. For a lower current
value round conductors would be more convenient to use while for higher current bar or stripped
conductor with 1 cm2 in cross sectional area should be adopted [22]. The area of each stator winding
(A) is calculated by Equation (3) where, IS is stator current per phase and ∂S is the current density in
the stator. The approximate area of each slot is equal to ratio of copper area per slot to space factor.

The space factor ordinarily varies from 0.25 to 0.4. High voltage machines have a lower space
factor owing to the large thickness of insulation. After obtaining the area of the slot, the dimensions
of the slot should be adjusted. The width of the slot should be within limits to maintain the required
width of the teeth. The width of the slot should be so adjusted such that the mean flux density (Wb/m2)
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in the teeth lies in between 1.3 to 1.7. Table 1 shows the ratings and the parameters of the IM designed
as a multifunctional motor:

θm = Bavτl = Bav
πdl
P

(1)

VS = 4.44 f θmTSKWS (2)

A = IS∂S (3)

Table 1. Designed ratings and parameters of the proposed multifunctional induction machine (IM).

Parameter Value

Rated voltage 400 V (L-L)
Power Supply Three Phase

Frequency 50 Hz
Phase Voltage 230 V

Winding Delta Connected
Power rating 2.5 HP = 1865 W
Power Factor 0.8 (lagging)
Rated current 3.05 A

3.1. Three-Phase Winding Design

With the help of measuring instruments the slot pitch is calculated and the type of winding is
decided from it. It will be easy to do coil groups of both single and double layer windings. The film
papers with the proper size are first inserted in order to protect the conductor insulation, which may
be damaged by rubbing stator. Again the coils are also covered on the upper portion.

Then the free space will be added in order to do the single-phase connection. In this way
the three- phase winding can be designed. For three-phase winding there are 17 turns per coil
and hence for 36 slots, 12 slots per phase, hence 12 coils per phase and total number of 3-phase
winding turns = 17 turns × 36 slots = 612 turns. For good conductivity super enameled wire is used
(“super” is marketing name given by the enameled wire manufacturer). It is of class B type insulation.
For designing the motor, there will be double layer winding with consideration of the stator winding
parameters given in Table 2. Figure 4a,b depict the three-phase winding arrangement of the motor in
slots and the actual placement of the three-phase windings on the stator, respectively. A three-phase
2.5 HP IM current is calculated by Equation (4).

2.5hp = 1865Watt
P =

√
3VIph cos φ

1865 =
√

3 × 440 × Iph × 0.8
Iph = 3.05A

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ (4)

Table 2. Design values of the stator winding of the proposed multifunctional induction machine (IM).

Parameter Value

No. of poles 4
No. of slots 36

No. of slot/pole 9
No. of slots/pole/phase 3

Slot pitch 1 to 8
Coil pitch 1 to 8
Turns/slot 17
Total turns 612 (17 × 36)
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. (a) Arrangement of the three-phase windings of the motor in slots. (b) Placement of the
three-phase windings on the stator.

3.2. Single-Phase Winding Design

The rated current and voltage for the single-phase motor is 10.15 A, 230 V while the power and
frequency remain same. Here, design of the single-phase winding is very important as the same
single-phase winding is used for welding purposes, so during the welding process the current carrying
capability of the winding should withstand the current demands. At that time the machine should
withstand high currents without any problems like over-heating, over-current/voltage or insulation
damage. For this reason conductors having a current capacity double than the rated current are
employed. The winding arrangement of the proposed motor is done with the placement of 90◦

electrical degree separation between the starting and running windings. Four coil groups of starting
windings and four coil groups of running windings are designed. There are two starting and running
windings placed electrically at 90◦ with the capacitor star arrangement in the single-phase induction
motor. There are 17 turns per coil, meaning that the double layer turns per coil is equal to 34. Running
winding having three layers is selected, so the total number of running winding turns is equal to 408
turns. Figure 5 shows the actual placement of the single phase windings on the stator.

  

Figure 5. Placement of single phase windings on the stator.

A single-phase 2.5HP IM current is calculated by Equation (5):

P = VIph cos φ

1865 = 230 × Iph × 0.8
Iph = 10.15A

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (5)
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3.3. Welding Transformer Design

For this application the three-phase winding functions as the primary of the transformer and the
running winding of the single-phase motor works as the secondary of the welding transformer. Hence,
the welding transformer application is only related to running windings and it is also possible to use
the starting winding for higher current rating welding applications. The transformation ratio of the
welding transformer is given in Equation (6) where N1, N2 are the turns of the primary and secondary
windings and I1, I2 are primary and secondary winding currents of the welding transformer:

Transformation Ratio,
N2

N1
=

I1

I2
(6)

N2
N1

= E2
E1

= I1
I2

102
612 = E2

400 = 3.05
I2

, I2 = 18.30A

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (7)

From the above Equation (4), I2 can be calculated by using Equation (7) and is equal to the current
in each winding of single phase which is 18.30 A, as three-phase winding turns (welding transformer
primary winding turn) N1 is equal to 612 turns, single-phase winding turns (welding transformer
secondary turn) N2 are equal to 102 turns and the rated three phase current I1 = 3.05 A. From this
calculation the welding transformer current is 18.31 A per coil, hence by connecting these four coils in
parallel this current is added and finally the welding transformer gets nearly 70 to 75 A current for
welding. This current is able to provide a smooth output for welding with 2.5 mm welding rods.

3.4. Phase Converter Design

Phase converter calculations can be done with the same procedure as the welding transformer.
Here the complete single-phase winding is considered in a circuit including auxiliary winding which
states that the total number of single-phase windings is equal to the number of three-phase windings,
i.e., primary turns is equal to secondary turns and the transformation ratio is 1. However, the input is
three-phase line voltage of 400 Volts, so the output phase voltage, Vph = 400/1.7321 = 230 Volts are
achieved as single-phase output. Hence single-phase supply can be obtained from a proposed design
of the motor. The phase converter calculation is similar to transformer calculation because here the
energy transformation is achieved by mutual induction; hence the transformation ratio (Equation (7))
and the EMF equation of the transformer are used to calculate voltages.

4. Hardware Assembly and Testing Results of the Proposed Induction Machine

An old scrap inductor motor (IM) was used to verify the proposed concept. In Figure 6a the old
IM is depicted and its windings are redesigned as shown in Figure 6b.

  

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6. (a) Old scrap motor. (b) Redesigned winding arrangement for the proposed multifunctional
motor. (c) Squirrel cage rotor (rotor of the old machine).
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In Figure 6c the rotor of old machine which is a squirrel cage type is shown. In Table 3 the
specifications of the old IM are given. Figure 7a depicts the hardware implementation of the stator
winding of the proposed machine design. Figure 7b depicts the complete stator winding arrangement
which consists of both windings. Figure 7c depicts the end terminals of the proposed designed
machine. A conventional two wattmeter (W1 and W2) open circuit test (OCT) and blocked rotor test
(BRT) are performed on the three-phase and single-phase induction motor to calculate its efficiency.
The multiplying factor is calculated for three-phase and single-phase operation by using Equation (8).
Tables 4 and 5 describes the OCT and BRT results of the proposed IM as a three-phase induction motor
and single-phase induction motor, respectively.

Multiplying factor =
Voltage rang × Current Range × Power factor

Maximum Scale Deflection
(8)

(a) (b) 

(c)

Figure 7. Design of the proposed induction machine: (a) hardware implementation of the
stator winding; (b) complete stator winding arrangement; (c) proposed induction machine end
terminal connection.
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Table 3. Parameters of the old induction machine (IM).

Parameter Value

Speed 1430 rpm
Connection delta
Insulation Class-B
No of slots 36

No of pole-4 4
Slot pitch 1 to 8

No of conductor per slot 72
Old wire guige 18
Total no of coils 12 × 3 = 36.

Name plate rating 3.7 kW (5 HP).
Voltage, Current and Frequency 415 V, 3.5 A, 50 Hz

Table 4. Testing of the three-phase proposed induction machine (IM).

TEST
VO for OCT IO for OCT

W1 (W) W2 (W)
Wo (W1 + W2)

VBR for BRT in (V) IBR for BRT in (V) Multiplying Factor = 8

OCT 390 3.1 −60 105 45 × 8 = 360
BRT 61 3.0 0 20 20 × 8 = 160

Table 5. Testing of the single-phase induction machine (IM).

TEST
VO for OCT IO for OCT

Wo (W) Multiplying Factor = 4
VBR for BRT in (V) IBR for BRT in (V)

OCT 220 7.3 170 × 4 = 680
BRT 60 7 130 × 4 = 520

In Tables 4 and 5, VO is the line to line voltage, IO is the stator phase current, VBR is the stator line
to line voltage in blocked rotor mode, IBR is the stator phase current in a blocked rotor mode, W1 and
W2 are the readings of two wattmeters used in the OCT and BRT test. Table 6 shows the output voltage
and current of the welding transformer which is sufficient to perform arc welding and Table 7 shows
the output voltages of the phase converter at an input of 230 V. In Table 8 the welding transformer
winding specifications are given.

Table 6. Output of the welding transformer.

Connection Secondary Winding Voltage (Volts) Secondary Current (Amperes)

Running winding 61.3 79.8

Table 7. Output voltages of the phase converter.

Serial Number Terminals Voltage (L-L) in Volts

1 R-Y 402
2 Y-B 395
3 B-R 400
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Table 8. Welding transformer winding specifications.

Winding Layer No. of Turns Guage

3 Ph. I.M. Single 17 21
Running Winding 1 Triple 17 × 2 = 34 21
Starting Winding 2 Triple 17 21

For three phase operation:

Input power (Pin) = 1.7321 × 440 × 3.05 × 0.8 = 1860 W
Output power (Pout) = 1860 − losses (no load + block rotor) = 1860 − (360 + 160) = 1340
Hence, Efficiency (ή) = Pout/Pin × 100 = (1340/1860) × 100 = Efficiency (ή) = 72.64%

For Single phase operation:

Input power (Pin) = 220 × 10.5 × 0.8 = 1860 W
Output power (Pout) = 1860 − losses (no load + block rotor) = 1860 − (680 + 520) = 660 W
Hence, Efficiency (ή) = Pout/Pin × 100 = (660/1860) × 100
Efficiency (ή) = 35.48%

5. Merits and Applications of the Proposed Induction Machine

The following are the noticeable merits of the proposed induction machine:

• The multifunctional motor is simple and robust in construction.
• The motor is able to do at a time two operations, i.e., motoring and welding.
• The motor requires less space.
• Another advantage is that it has less weight compared to separate combinations of welding

transformer and induction motor as well.
• Hence, the cost required for two different machines is reduced, with high efficiency.
• The cost is less.

The following are a few applications of the proposed induction machine.

• The use of multipurpose motors is very convenient for use in mega workshops where both
welding and motoring applications are required.

• These types of motors are also useful in an electric traction systems where the space requirements
is small.

• Metal cutting workshops are another example where multifunctional motors would be useful.
• It can also be used in heavy fabrication industry.
• Multifunctional motors are very useful in the steel industry.

6. Conclusions

A new winding scheme is articulated to utilize a three-phase induction machine for
multifunctional operation. The proposed motor provides an operative solution for agricultural as well
as industrial purposes because of rugged construction and less maintenance needs. The proposed
winding scheme is adapted to utilize a three-phase induction machine as a three-phase induction
motor, single-phase induction machine, and welding transformer and phase converter. This new
design does not need any kind of special arrangement and can be constructed with small modifications
of any standard three-phase induction motor. The proposed concept is verified by designing a motor
by modifying the windings of an old induction motor (IM) and the proposed motor is well tested
to find its efficiencies and the experimental results are provided in the article to validate the design
and construction.
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Abstract: This paper introduces a sliding mode control (SMC)-based equivalent control method to a
novel high output gain Ćuk converter. An additional inductor and capacitor improves the efficiency
and output gain of the classical Ćuk converter. Classical proportional integral (PI) controllers are
widely used in direct current to direct current (DC-DC) converters. However, it is a very challenging
task to design a single PI controller operating in different loads and disturbances. An SMC-based
equivalent control method which achieves a robust operation in a wide operation range is also
proposed. Switching frequency is kept constant in appropriate intervals at different loading and
disturbance conditions by implementing a dynamic hysteresis control method. Numerical simulations
conducted in MATLAB/Simulink confirm the accuracy of analysis of high output gain modified Ćuk
converter. In addition, the proposed equivalent control method is validated in different perturbations
to demonstrate robust operation in wide operation range.

Keywords: closed loop control; Ćuk converter; sliding mode control; robustness; active
hysteresis control

1. Introduction

Direct current to direct current (DC-DC) converters play a vital role in electrical systems due to
the increasing penetration of renewable sources in electrical networks. In addition to high efficiency
and reliability requirements, robust performance of the converter in a wide operating range is of great
importance, since DC-DC converters are also used in diverse special-purpose applications, such as
electrical vehicles, DC motor drives, and telecommunication systems.

Different DC-DC converter topologies can be encountered in the literature. Classical converter
topologies suffer from the lack of voltage gain ratio. Higher output voltage gain ratio with
improved efficiency increases the performance of the converter, which is especially crucial for solar
applications [1]. Diverse DC-DC converter topologies are proposed in [2–9] to improve the voltage
gain ratio and efficiency. Important voltage lift methods are also reviewed and compared in [10].

A DC-DC converter circuit topology must be upgraded for higher voltage output gain and
improved efficiency, lowering the conduction losses, designing a smaller size converter, and minimizing
voltage and current stress on the semiconductor switch. In addition to circuit modification for achieving
the above goals, controller structure is also of great importance to improve the performance, robustness,
and reliability in a wide operation range. Unfortunately, these converters are still bottlenecked in terms
of system reliability and performance [1]. In addition to circuit and controller design requirements,
the availability and reliability of a complete system in harsh environments is also an important task to
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be considered. The studies given in [11–14] outline the harsh environment requirements of electronic
circuits and implement different types of electronic circuit applications for automotive systems.

High performance control of a DC-DC converter is a challenge for both control engineering and
power electronics practitioners due to the highly nonlinear nature of DC-DC converters. Furthermore,
fast response in terms of rejection of load variations, input voltage disturbances, and parameter
uncertainties is mandatory for robust operation.

A Ćuk converter is a kind of buck/boost converter topology; the inverted output is either lower
or higher than the input voltage. Different modifications are applied to classical Ćuk circuit [15,16] to
enhance the performance. Modeling and control of Ćuk converters has been investigated with different
approaches. Linear methods [17,18] and proportional integral (PI) controllers [19] are well-known
design procedures with ease of implementation. However, these classical methods do not guarantee
the stability and high performance in different perturbations due to highly nonlinear behavior of Ćuk
converters. Thus, different nonlinear control algorithms are also implemented in Ćuk converters to
overcome this drawback, such as passivity-based control [20], neural networks [21], direct control
methods [22], fuzzy logic [23], and sliding mode control (SMC) [24].

SMC for variable structure systems [25] is a robust control method of nonlinear systems due
to its insensitivity to parameter variations, fast dynamic response, and ease of implementation.
SMC was first applied to DC-DC converters in [26,27], and many diverse implementation examples
are available in [27]. Design criteria for SMC application to DC-DC converters is outlined in [28].
SMC-based equivalent controllers are applied to buck/boost and Ćuk converter topologies in [29,30].
However, SMC is not popularly implemented in DC-DC converters due to its unavailability
of integrated circuit forms for power electronic applications. Moreover, its variable switching
frequency (SF) behavior depending on the converter parameters and operation regions complicates
electromagnetic interference filter design and practical implementation. A scheme given in [31]
outlines the SF fixing and reduction methods in SMC applications. In addition, it is known that DC-DC
converters are unwanted noise generators, and this problem can be overcome with fixed frequency
operation [28].

Different control techniques have been proposed to achieve constant SF operation to DC-DC
converters. An equivalent controller is designed and the output of the controller is compared with
a saw-tooth signal to fix the SF in [32]. Frequency locking techniques are applied in [33] to achieve
constant SF operation of SMC for buck converter. An analog circuit design perspective for fixed
frequency operation of SMC is given in [34]. Dynamic hysteresis control [35,36] is another contribution
which is commonly used for fixed SF operation.

This study aims to improve the output voltage gain of a Ćuk converter circuit by inclusion of a
single inductor and capacitor. The efficiency of the overall system is increased, and it is verified that
voltage transformation ratio (Vo/Vi) is increased to 1/(1 − δ), just as in classical boost converters, where
δ is the duty ratio of the converter. The proposed model is mathematically analyzed, and numerical
simulations conducted on MATLAB/Simulink validate the accuracy of the analysis.

Moreover, an SMC-based cascaded equivalent controller is implemented for robust operation
of the proposed converter. The general structure of SMC for DC-DC converters consists of external
voltage controllers to achieve the desired output voltage requirements, and inner SMC performs the
control of input current [26]. In general, a PI controller is sufficient for voltage requirements. Therefore,
cascaded PI+SMC structure achieves robust operation of a novel high output gain Ćuk converter
in a wide operation range. Constant SF operation is achieved at different loading and disturbance
conditions by using a simple dynamic hysteresis controller. The control algorithm is implemented in
the MATLAB/Simulink environment in different scenarios: (1) A high value of output reference voltage
step; (2) Output resistance variation; (3) Input voltage drop; (4) Input inductor parameter variation.
The proposed method effectively achieves performance goals for all aforementioned perturbations.
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2. High Output Gain Modified Ćuk Converter

The developed Ćuk converter is depicted in Figure 1. A classical Ćuk converter was modified
with an additional inductor (L3) and capacitor (C2). Figure 2a and b provides the equivalent circuit
representation of the modified Ćuk converter with the semiconductor switch S turned ON and
OFF, respectively.

 
+

Figure 1. Topology of proposed novel Ćuk converter.
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Figure 2. Circuit configuration (a) ON state; (b) OFF state.

When the switch S is turned ON and OFF, the following inductance voltage equations can be
written to the circuit over one period for steady-state conditions. When the S is ON:

VL1 = V1, VL2 = Vo − VC2 − VC1, VL3 = − VC2 (1)

When the S is OFF:

VL1 = V1 − VC1, VL2 = − Vo + VC2, VL3 = VC1 + VC2 (2)

According to Faraday’s Law, the average voltage across an inductor is zero at steady-state. Hence,
the voltage gain ratio of the converter can be obtained by starting the commonly used equation
given below.

δ VL(ON) = (1 − δ)VL(OFF) (3)

The term δ means the duty ratio of the switch S. Equation (3) will be written for L1, L2, and L3,
and required voltage gain ratio equation will be obtained.

First, (3) is written for L1, and the equation given below is obtained;

δ V1 = (1 − δ)(V1 − VC) (4)
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The above Equation (4) can be simplified as:

(2 δ − 1)V1 = (δ − 1) VC1 (5)

Second, (3) can be written for L2 as given below:

δ (Vo − VC2 − VC1) = (1 − δ)(Vo + VC2) (6)

Equation (6) can be arranged as given below:

Vo (2 δ − 1) = VC2 + δ VC1 (7)

Finally, (3) can be written for L3:

δVC2 = (1 − δ)(VC1 + VC2) (8)

This simplifies to:
VC2 = (1 − δ)VC1 (9)

If (5), (7), and (9) are combined, the duty ratio of the converter can be obtained. If (9) is inserted
into (7),

Vo (2 δ − 1) = VC1 (10)

If (10) is inserted into (5), the duty ratio of the system can be finalized.

Vo

Vi
= − 1

1 − δ
(11)

A sample design circuit can be conducted by using the circuit parameters given in Table 1 in
MATLAB/Simulink. Different δ values are applied in the simulation, as shown in Figure 3c. Output
voltage (Vo) and input current (ii) curves change accordingly, as shown in Figure 3a,b, respectively.
Output voltage and input currents are zoomed; it is observed in simulations that the frequency of the
ripples is equal to the SF (150 kHz).

Table 1. Design parameters of Modified Ćuk Converter.

Symbol Quantity Unit

Input Voltage 15 V
Duty Ratio (Δ) 0.1–0.9 –

Switching Frequency 150 kHz
Inductances (L1, L2, L3) 100 μH
Capacitors (C0, C1, C2) 5 μF

Load Resistance 100 Ω

The performance of the modified Ćuk converter was compared to classical Ćuk and buck/boost
converter circuits. Figure 4a shows δ comparison of converters. A simulation platform is constructed in
MATLAB/Simulink with the same parameters given in Table 1. Theoretical and simulation values of the
modified Ćuk converter validate the results. Efficiency comparison of simulated buck/boost, Ćuk, and
modified Ćuk converter is depicted in Figure 4b. Modified Ćuk converter efficiency is higher than classical
Ćuk and buck/boost converter. It can be stated that the proposed modified Ćuk converter produces
higher efficiency due to the inclusion of additional passive elements. This reduces several parasitic effects
and switching/conduction losses and increases voltage gain ratio, as emphasized in [37].
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Figure 3. Simulation of modified Ćuk converter. (a) Output Voltage (V); (b) Input Current (A); (c) δ.

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Comparison of buck/boost, Ćuk, and modified Ćuk converter. (a) Duty Ratio; (b) Efficiency.

3. Equivalent Control of Modified Ćuk Converter

A cascaded PI+SMC controller structure could be used for ease of implementation to modified
Ćuk converter as depicted in Figure 5. A simple external voltage controller can generate input current
reference, while equivalent controller controls the input current [29,30].

 
Figure 5. Cascaded control of modified Ćuk converter. PI: proportional integral; SMC: sliding
mode controller.
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Although the modified Ćuk converter is a third-order nonlinear model, only an input current
equation is required to construct an equivalent controller. This is the main advantage of SMC-based
equivalent controllers, since the performance is independent of all system dynamics and parameter
variations. Input current of the modified Ćuk converter in terms of Kirchhoff’s voltage law can be
written in the following form:

diL1

dt
=

1
L1

(Vi − (1 − u)VC1) (12)

The terms Vi and Vc1 are input C1 voltages, and u is the switching signal of semiconductor switch
as explained below.

u(t)

[
1 Switch → ON Do → OFF
0 Switch → OFF Do → ON

]
(13)

The external PI controller aims to achieve the reference voltage target, and the output of the PI
controller acts as reference current (i*). The internal SMC-based equivalent current controller aims to
track current trajectory, and the analytical design procedure is detailed below. The switching surface
can be given as [29,30]:

σ = iL1 − i∗ (14)

The time derivative of the switching surface is:

.
σ =

.
iL1 −

.
i∗ (15)

If the input current equation of the modified Ćuk converter in (12) is written to derivative of the
switching surface in Equation (15), the following equation can be obtained:

.
σ =

Vi
L1

− 1
L1

(1 − u)
.

Vc1 −
.

i∗ (16)

If
.
σ is assumed to be zero at steady-state, the equivalent control signal can be generated as

given below.

ueq = 1 +
L1

Vc1

.
i∗ − Vi

Vc1
(17)

The switching surface can be simplified as given below, considering
.
σ is zero at steady-state.

The continuous function ueq will be converted into discontinuous form as follows:

.
σ = u − ueq (18)

Closed loop control signal from switching surface can be given as:

u = ûeq − Kσ (19)

The term K is positive definite control gain, and if (19) is inserted in (18), the switching surface
can be written as follows:

.
σ = ûeq − Kσ − ueq (20)

where ûeq is the estimated equivalent control input. It can be written in steady-state that ûeq = ueq.

.
σ = −Kσ (21)
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Finally, stability and existing conditions for sliding mode control must be clarified [18].
The definition

.
σσ < 0 must be satisfied, and it can be derived from (21) that;{

σ > 0
.
σ < 0

σ < 0
.
σ > 0

(22)

Thus, the stability of the sliding surface is satisfied. Controller structure can be constructed by
estimating ûeq. Estimation of the equivalent control can be formed as:

ν = ûeq + lσ (23)

Where the term l is the filter gain of the estimator. It is assumed that ûeq is constant, and the time
derivative of (23) can be written as given below:

.
v = l

.
σ (24)

The time derivative of
.
σ in (18) can be inserted into (23) as given below:

.
v = l

(
u − ueq

)
(25)

It can be stated that ûeq = ueq in steady state:

.
v = l

(
u − ûeq

)
(26)

If (26) is written in the form of ûeq = v − lσ, the following equation can be obtained [29,30]:

.
v = l(u − v + lσ) (27)

Finally, the simple equivalent controller structure in Figure 6 can be obtained from the definitions
written above.

 
Figure 6. SMC-based equivalent controller.

As detailed in [25,29,30], Figure 6 shows that a dynamic system can be formed as a series of
integrators, and it can be assumed that the output of this system can be estimated by an upper bound
of the integral. Finally, a dynamic relay with hysteresis function as given in Figure 7 can be applied to
control a signal to generate a sliding surface which oscillates with the magnitude of M.
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Figure 7. Dynamic relay with hysteresis function.

The main disadvantage of the SMC-based equivalent controller is variable switching frequency
(SF), because the magnitude of oscillations in sliding surface is highly dependent on circuit parameters
and operating conditions due to the nonlinear behavior of the converter. One of the methods that can
constrain the sliding surface to constant SF operation can be a dynamic hysteresis controller [35] which
dynamically changes the magnitude of sliding surface σ according to the desired switching frequency
value. An additional PI controller which intermittently operates to bring back the SF to the desired
value can be a simple and practical solution. The output of the PI controller dynamically changes the
hysteresis of dynamic relay (M). Thus, SF can settle to a desired interval accordingly.

Another drawback of the method is the requirement of the SF measurement. A SF measurement
algorithm could be implemented by counting the rising edge of the gate signals at certain instants.
If the number of rising signals is divided into a predefined time interval, SF can be easily calculated.
As a result, an intermittent PI controller structure can keep the SF constant at a specified interval as
shown in Figure 8. The output of the intermittent PI controller is the resultant M value of the dynamic
relay with hysteresis function.

Figure 8. Switching frequency (SF) measurement and intermittent PI controller.

4. Simulation Results

Four different scenarios are implemented in a single simulation in MATLAB/Simulink
SimPowerSystem platform at different time instants. Variable Step Ode23tb (stiff/TR-BDF2) solver
is used in simulations. Circuit parameters given in Table 1 are used in simulation. Stable gains for
external PI controller and equivalent controller are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Controller parameters of modified Ćuk converter.

Symbol Quantity

Kp of voltage PI controller 0.001
KI of PI voltage controller 90

Target switching frequency 140–160 kHz
K of equivalent controller 0.01
L of equivalent controller 1
Kp of hysteresis controller 0.00005
KI of hysteresis controller 0.6
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Standard Routh–Hurwitz criterion for determination of PI gain values is omitted in this paper,
and all gain values are determined using trial–error methods. For further details of Routh–Hurwitz
criterion for external PI controllers, one can refer to [24]. The target SF value was selected as 150 kHz,
and intermittent PI hysteresis controller was only enabled when the absolute value of error exceeded 10,
as shown in Figure 8. It is not possible to realize a precise controller for SF control in all perturbations
due to unexpected oscillations in M value.

Applied step and disturbance instants are given below.

0.03–0.06 s: Output voltage reference is changed from −150 V to −50 V.
0.08–0.11 s: Load resistance is decreased from 100 Ω to 50 Ω (100% load increase)
0.13–0.16 s: Input voltage is decreased from 15 V to 12 V (20% input voltage dip)
0.18–0.21 s: Input inductor (L1) is decreased from 100 μH to 85 μH (15% L1 reduction)

Figure 9 shows the output voltage and input current response at different perturbations. Required
trajectories are successfully tracked at all disturbances. Figure 9a shows the output voltage trajectory
at all peak values at the instants of perturbations. The controller successfully passed all perturbations.
Figure 9b,c shows the input and output currents of the converter. All ripple values are zoomed, and
matches the design circuit results of Figure 3.

Figure 9. Performance of proposed equivalent controller. (a) Output Voltage (V); (b) Input Current (A);
(c) Output Current (A).

Figure 10 shows the performance of the intermittent hysteresis controller. Figure 10a shows the
load resistance variation to validate the applied load variation. Figure 10b shows the SF variations at
all perturbations. Target SF is achieved at all different perturbations by changing M value as shown
in Figure 10c. SF exceeds the target value at transient conditions, but settles to target interval at all
steady-state instants of perturbations. Figure 11 shows the output voltage and input current ripples
at the instants of semiconductor ON and OFF states in simulation. Figure 11a shows the instants of
the gate signal, and Figure 11b shows the control signal u generated by the SMC-based equivalent
controller. Figure 11c,d show the ripple contents of output voltage and input current. The ripple values
verify the ripple values at design circuit simulation in Figure 3.
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Figure 10. Performance of the proposed equivalent controller. (a) RL; (b) SF; (c) M.

Figure 11. Output voltage and current ripple transients. (a) Gate Signal; (b) Control Signal (u); (c)
Input current; (d) Output voltage (Vo).

A comparison between classical linear control methods and the proposed equivalent controller
was also attempted to show the effectiveness of proposed method. A cascaded controller structure
which consists of voltage and current PI controllers is depicted in Figure 12. In particular, some studies
use single voltage PI controllers to control a DC-DC converter. However, this type of controller has
a very limited operational range, and comparison of a single PI controller would be inconsistent
due to the cascaded controller structure of the proposed equivalent controller. An additional current
controller introduces additional left half plane zeros to the controller and increases the performance of
the controller structure. It is a difficult task to design a linear controller for a third-order modified Ćuk
converter, and all states must be observed or measured. Perturbations applied to the controller are
given below.

0.03–0.06 s: Output voltage reference is changed from −145 V to −45 V.
0.08–0.11 s: Load resistance is decreased from 100 Ω to 85 Ω (15% load increase)
0.13–0.16 s: Input voltage is decreased from 15 V to 12 V (20% input voltage dip)
0.18–0.21 s: Input inductor (L1) is decreased from 100 μH to 85 μH (15% L1 reduction)
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Figure 12. Comparison controller structure.

Higher perturbations as applied to proposed SMC equivalent controller could not be accomplished
due to stability problems. Maximum allowable δ is 0.9, and higher δ values could not be achieved.
Therefore, −150 V output voltage reference could not be accomplished.

PI controller gain values are optimized with trial and error methods, which are given in Table 3.
Controllers are tuned at maximum allowable proportional and integral coefficients to achieve the
highest dynamic performance. Higher proportional and integral gains could not be achieved due to
higher oscillations in voltage output.

Table 3. Controller parameters of comparison PI controller.

Symbol Quantity

Kp of PI voltage controller 0.001
KI of PI voltage controller 50
Kp of PI current controller 0.001
KI of PI current controller 500

Switching Frequency 150 kHz

Figure 12 shows the performance comparison of PI controller. Figure 12a shows that output
voltage performance could not be achieved for all perturbations. Dynamic response is more sluggish
compared to proposed SMC based equivalent controller, and load resistance change at 0.11th second
causes steady state error and oscillations. Input voltage perturbation cannot be responded due to
unavailability of higher δ than 0.9. Steady state error exists at the instant of input voltage perturbation
due to sluggish dynamic performance and unavailability of higher δ. Figure 12b shows the responded
input currents, and Figure 12c depicts the resultant δ.

Finally, performance indices of the proposed controller structure at PI controller. Figure 13a shows
that output voltage performance could not be achieved for all perturbations. Dynamic response is
more sluggish compared to the proposed SMC-based equivalent controller, and load resistance change
at the 0.11th second causes steady-state error and oscillations. Input voltage perturbation cannot be
responded due to the unavailability of higher δ than 0.9. Steady-state error exists at the instant of input
voltage perturbation due to sluggish dynamic performance and unavailability of higher δ. Figure 13b
shows the responded input currents, and Figure 13c depicts the resultant δ. All perturbations are
summarized in Table 4. Maximum peak overshoots are outlined and it is shown that the controller
passed high load impact values and other disturbances. The value of M is dynamically changed
according to SF requirements at different conditions. Input current and output voltage ripples changed
according to varying M value.
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Figure 13. Comparison controller performance. (a) Output voltage; (b) Input current (u); (c) δ.

Table 4. Performance indices of modified Ćuk converter.

Perturbation Vo Peak Overshoot M ii Ripple (A) Vo Ripple (V)

Steady State (No Perturbation) N/A 0.3750 0.9 0.15

0.03 s: Vo −150 to −50 V 5.2 V
0.3476 0.7 0.140.06 s: Vo −150 to −50 V 0

0.08 s: RL 100 to 50 Ω 37.5 V
0.3748 0.9 0.170.11 s: RL 50 to 100 Ω 50.5 V

0.13 s: Vi 15 to 12 V 12.8 V
0.297 0.6 0.120.16 s: Vi 12 to 15 V 14.5 V

0.18 s: L1 100 to 85 μH 0
0.435 1.8 0.160.21 s: L1 85 to 100 μH 0

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a modified high output gain Ćuk converter with an SMC-based equivalent
controller. The efficiency and performance of a classical Ćuk converter was improved by the simple
inclusion of a single inductor and capacitor. Moreover, a constant switching frequency cascaded
equivalent controller structure is proposed. Simulation results show the effectiveness and robustness
of the proposed method, and the constant switching frequency approach to the SMC-based controller
provides the opportunity of simple application to real systems.
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Abstract: In this paper, a novel co-ordinated hybrid maximum power point tracking (MPPT)-pitch
angle based on a radial basis function network (RBFN) is proposed for a variable speed variable
pitch wind turbine. The proposed controller is used to maximise output power when the wind speed
is low and optimise the power when the wind speed is high. The proposed controller provides
robustness to the nonlinear characteristic of wind speed. It uses wind speed, generator speed, and
generator power as input variables and utilises the duty cycle and the reference pitch angle as the
output control variables. The duty cycle is used to control the converter so as to maximise the power
output and the reference pitch angle is used to control the generator speed in order to control the
generator output power in the above rated wind speed region. The effectiveness of the proposed
controller was verified using MATLAB/Simulink software.

Keywords: wind energy conversion system; permanent magnet synchronous generator; maximum
power point tracking; pitch angle; radial basis function network

1. Introduction

Renewable energy systems (RES) have drastically increased their contribution in the production
of electrical energy, which is environmentally friendly, and thus minimising the dependency of the
fossil fuel based power generation technique. Among the renewable based energy production systems,
wind energy conversion systems (WECS) are mostly preferred for their wide availability and enhanced
technology in implementation of the large capacity wind turbine. Due to steady growth in the increase
of the power rating of wind turbines (WT) and integration to the power grid, additional advanced
control strategies are required to make the wind energy systems more reliable and feasible for grid
integration [1].

Currently, variable speed wind turbine (VSWT) systems are mostly preferred over fixed speed
wind turbines (FSWT) because VSWT can harness the electrical power from all wind speed regions
by controlling their shaft speed based on the wind velocity. Various variable speed turbines are
commercially available on the market such as the doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) and the
permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG). Among the VSWT, PMSG based WECS has
received much attention because of its several advantages such as gear-less operation, high efficiency,
low maintenance, less noise, and high robustness. Direct driven PMSG provides higher power output
and lower mechanical stress [2]. The typical diagram of direct driven PMSG with basic topology and
control strategies is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Basic topology of wind energy conversion systems (WECS) with control strategies.

The trend of installing large scale wind turbines will increase in the near future. Regardless of
this, there are numerous challenges for the effective generation of wind power from the available wind
speed as wind velocity is highly non-linear. Thus to optimise the WECS, various control strategies
have been presented in the literature such as maximum power point tracking (MPPT), pitch angle and
grid and machine side controller as shown in Figure 1 [1]. The machine and grid side controller are
mainly used to penetrate the stabilised power in the grid following the grid code. The MPPT control
strategy is employed to extract the maximum available power from the available wind whereas the
pitch angle controller is used to regulate the power within the rated power when the power exceeds
the rated power of the wind generator, which may lead to serious damage to the system [3]. The
operating regions of MPPT and the pitch angle controller can be seen in Figure 2.

 

 

Figure 2. WECS operating regions based on wind speed.

The rapid variation and frequent discontinuity of wind pattern is one of the major operational
problems which exist in WECS. The older wind turbines are equipped with basic control strategies
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which are not suitable for the current scenario [4]. The repowering of an existing wind turbine with
modern technology is the most preferred solution to upgrade wind farms. The new innovation in wind
power technology should be installed in each wind turbine in order to achieve maximum efficiency
and to be capable enough for grid integration [5]. The repowering of a wind turbine with the new
technology is very costly which is an additional burden to the country or power producers.

In this paper, a novel hybrid MPPT and pitch angle control strategy is employed which can be
equipped with the existing wind energy conversion system. The older wind turbines are usually of
low rating. Thus they are usually not operated when the wind speed exceeds the rated wind speed.
Thus to prevent this, pitch angle control strategy is employed. Pitch angle control strategy regulates
the power when the wind velocity exceeds the rated speed and hence WECS is operated in that region.
The MPPT strategy is used to increase the power yield when the wind velocity is below the rated wind
speed. The MPPT control technique extracts the maximum available power which is present in the
available wind speed. Thus by employing this intelligent hybrid control, the performance of WECS is
improved as the system becomes robust and further the cost of repowering an existing wind turbine is
also eliminated. This controller works on all the operating regions of the wind system.

2. Modelling of the Wind Energy Conversion System

The configuration of the proposed WECS is shown in Figure 3. The system consists of a direct
driven PMSG, diode rectifier, boost converter and a proposed hybrid control strategy for a standalone
system. The boost converter is incorporated with the MPPT control strategy which generates duty
cycle according to the available wind speed [6]. The pitch angle is initiated when the wind velocity
exceeds the rated wind speed. The pitch angle command controls the angle of the blade in such a way
that the rotational speed of the shaft is kept at the optimum value.

 

 

Figure 3. Proposed configuration for the permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) based
wind energy conversion system.
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2.1. Wind Turbine Aerodynamic Model

The mechanical power (Pm) that can be extracted from the available wind by the wind turbine is
given by [7],

Pm =
1
2

ρACp(λ, β)v3 (1)

where ρ is the air density, A is the total area swept by the blades, v is the wind velocity and the power
coefficient (Cp) of the wind system is determined using the tip speed ratio (λ) and the blade pitch
angle (β). The pitch angle is always kept constant when the MPPT control strategy is operational. The
optimal value at which the wind turbine extracts the maximum power (Pmax) for the available wind
speed is given by [8],

λ =
ωrR

ν
(2)

Pmax =
1
2

ρA
Cpmax R

λ3
opt

3
∗ ω3

r (3)

where ωr is the rotor rotational speed, R is the rotor radius and Cpmax is the maximum power coefficient
at the optimal tip speed ratio (λopt). Figure 3 represents that the power generated (Pm) by the turbine
purely depends upon the power coefficient (Cp) at a particular wind speed. The tendency of the wind
turbine to extract the maximum power from the available wind speed declines by 9% after a life span
of five years of operation [8]. Thus an efficient and intelligent control strategy should able to cope with
the deficiency and extract the maximum power for an entire operational period.

2.2. PMSG Modelling

PMSG based WECS is the mostly preferred wind turbine for its flexibility and efficiency. The
PMSG can deliver power at the desired power factor based on the requirement [9]. The dynamic
equations of the three-phase salient pole PMSG in the d–q reference frame are described as [10],

νq = Riq + pλq + ωsλd
νd = Rid + pλd − ωsλq

}
(4)

where νd, id represents the stator voltage and current in the d axis and νq, iq in the q axis respectively. R
denotes the stator resistance of PMSG. λq, λd are the stator flux linkages of the d, q axis respectively
given as,

λq = Lqiq
λd = Ldid + Lmd I f d

}
(5)

where Lmd, I f d are the mutual inductance and magnetising current in the d axis. Ld, Lq are the self
inductances of the d axis and q axis respectively. ωs is the stator frequency, which is represented as,

ωs = npωr (6)

where np is the number of poles and ωr is the rotation rotor speed.

3. Control Strategy of WECS

Wind energy conversion systems demonstrate the challenges of rapid variation in wind speed,
nonlinearity and uncertainty. Thus an advanced controller is required to solve them efficiently.
Integrating an advanced controller into WECS is done in order to increase efficiency in terms of power
conversion and blade control design. Many researches have been carried out to develop a control
strategy of WECS which can be integrated into the grid. The controllers must be simple, reliable, and
cost effective. Moreover, they must able to withstand the fluctuations caused during their operation.
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The most preferred control strategy for producing optimal and quality power from WECS are the
MPPT and pitch angle controller [1].

3.1. Maximum Point Tracking Controller

To improve the energy capture efficiency in a modern WECS, an efficient and advanced MPPT
technique is required. To operate the WECS at that specific point, various MPPT algorithms have been
proposed in the literature [9,11–13]. The foremost controllers which are widely used are power signal
feedback (PSF), hill climb search (HCS) or perturb and observe (P&O), tip speed ratio (TSR), optimal
torque control (OTC), and soft-computing based techniques like fuzzy logic control (FLC) and artificial
neural network (ANN) [1].

The power signal feedback (PSF) based MPPT controller technique tends to reduce the error
between actual power and reference power. The PSF controller requires pre knowledge of the wind
turbine. The value is recorded in a lookup table and the optimal power is obtained based on the
available wind speed. The most advanced PSF controller uses DC voltage and DC current as an input
rather than a power and speed shaft which reduces the use of a speed sensor. The major drawback of
this system is the complexity in implementation. The HCS or P&O method is the widely preferred
MPPT algorithm for its simplicity and low cost. This method is based on comparing the obtained
power from the previous power and generating the appropriate duty cycle based on the comparison.
The major drawback of this methodology in tracking the maximum power in the wind energy system
is that it fails to follow the rapid variation in wind velocity. The convergence speed and efficiency is
reduced when the P&O algorithm is subjected to the highly non-linear system. OTC control strategy
adjusts the generated torque of the wind turbine based on the reference torque where the maximum
power can be extracted at the particular wind speed. The reference torque is compared with the actual
torque and an error signal is generated which is fed into the controller to maintain the optimal torque
of the generator. OTC control strategy is simple, fast and efficient but the major drawback in this
control strategy is that it does not measure the wind speed directly and hence the change in wind
speed is not observed in the reference directly.

Thus to overcome the above issues, a soft computing based MPPT strategy like FLC and ANN
controllers is implemented. Soft computing controllers do not require the mathematical knowledge
of the system. Soft computing control strategy has a faster convergence speed and is highly reliable.
Fuzzy logic based MPPT controller is suitable for a region where there is rapid and continuous variation
in wind velocity. FLC technique has a fast response towards a change in system dynamics without the
knowledge of system parameters. The FLC can overcome the high non-linearity of the system which
is an important parameter for wind power system. The efficiency of FLC is based purely based on
the selection of the input parameters and rule implementation. Thus an error caused by the control
designer can have a severe effect on the efficiency. The major setback of FLC is the flexibility towards
the changing of system parameters after implementation. To overcome this issue an ANN based
controller is used. The ANN controllers use reference values to determine the maximum power of the
system. The ANN method has a faster convergence speed than that of previous MPPT controllers. To
realise an MPPT operation a power electronic converter (PEC) is necessary. In this paper, the boost
converter is used as the PEC to interface the wind generator with the load.

3.2. Pitch Angle Controller

The pitch angle controller is implemented to limit the aerodynamic power captured by the
wind turbine when the wind velocity is above the rated value [14]. Several pitch angle controllers
have been suggested in past literature [1,15–18]. The most common pitch angle controllers are
the proportional-integral (PI) controllers. They are simple and cost effective. However, the major
disadvantage of the system in the performance of the controller is minimised due to frequent changing
of the operating point because of the rapid variation in the wind speed. Another method to vary blade
angle is the H-infinity. This controller gives enhanced performance of output power and provides
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robustness to the variation of the wind. However, the major problem is that it is a complex system
to design and when a constraint changes, the redesigning process is time consuming and difficult.
Linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) based pitch angle controller is robust in nature towards wind turbine
parameter but it lacks in adaptation to the non-linearity of the wind system. The other technique which
is employed in controlling the speed of the shaft is the sliding mode control. It is suitable for a highly
non-linear system. The major disadvantage of the system is the requirement of a mathematical model
of the system as well as sudden large changes in the wind turbine which increase the mechanical stress
of the WECS thus damaging the mechanical parts associated with it.

To vary the pitch angle of the blade a more feasible and accurate soft computing technique is
implemented. The fuzzy logic controller and artificial neural network are some of the soft computing
based control strategies which are implemented to control the blade angle. These methods are reliable
and robust with regard to the non-linear characteristics of pitch angle with wind speed. These
controllers require wind speed information which uses an anemometer thus the cost of the overall
system is increased. The reliance of the system on the sensor degrades the performance of the overall
efficiency. In addition, installation of the anemometer is not feasible for old wind turbines when
repowering is considered a primary agenda.

3.3. Proposed Coordinated Hybrid MPPT-Pitch Angle Control Strategy

The operating regions of the wind turbine are generally classified into two regions based on the
wind speed as shown in Figure 2. In the region where the wind speed is lower than that of the rated
wind speed, the turbine speed is controlled at the optimal value using MPPT strategy so that the
maximum power can be extracted from the wind system based on the available wind speed (Region 2).
In the region where the wind speed exceeds the rated value, the pitch angle control strategy optimises
the output power by controlling the blade angle which limits the turbine speed (Region 3). The block
diagram of the proposed control strategy using the radial basis function network (RBFN) is shown
in Figure 4. The proposed topology consists of the boost converter and PMSG generator. The DC
link capacitor (CL) and output capacitor (CO) are also present in the topology. The inputs for the
RBFN control techniques are wind speed, generated speed, and generated power. The outputs of the
proposed control are the duty cycle which is activated in the low wind speed region and the pitch
angle which is triggered in the high wind speed region. In a region where the wind speed is below the
rated wind velocity, the reference power (Pre f ) is determined using Equation (3),

Pre f = Kopt ∗ ω3
r (7)

where

Kopt =
1
2

ρA
Cpmax R

λ3
opt

3
(8)

The pitch angle during Region 2 is kept near zero so as to increase the power co-efficient (Cp).
In the high wind speed region, the reference power (Pre f ) is considered the same as the rated

power of the wind turbine. The pitch angle should increase so as to decrease the power coefficient (Cp)
thus limiting the power to the nominal value. In Region 3, the output power is maintained constant at
the rated power of the wind turbine. Equation (3) is used to determine the relation between the power
coefficient (Cp) and the pitch angle which is deduced in Equation (9)

Cp(λ, β) =
2Pmax

ρAv3 (9)
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Figure 4. Proposed coordinated maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control strategy.

By replacing the nominal value of power, the optimal value of the power coefficient Cp opt

which maintains the power at the nominal (Pnom) value for variable wind speed is obtained from
Equation (10).

Cp(λ, β) = Cp opt(λ, β) =
2Pnom

ρAν3 (10)

Thus by optimising the power coefficient value and obtaining the new Cp(λ, β) value the
corresponding value of the pitch angle can be obtained using Equation (11),

Cp(λ, β) = (0.5 − 0.0167(β − 2)) sin
[

π(λ + 0.1)
18 − 0.3(β − 2)

]
− 0.00184(λ − 3)(β − 2) (11)

From Equation (11), the corresponding pitch angle value is obtained and fed to the system when
the wind speed is higher than that of the rated wind speed.

Thus by utilising the Coordinated hybrid MPPT-Pitch angle control strategy, the output power
can be maximised in the low wind speed region and optimised in the high wind speed region. Thus
improving the overall efficiency of WECS and eliminating the need for repowering.

The WECS is highly non-linear in nature, thus an efficient and complex problem solving controller
is required to enhance the overall performance. In this paper, RBFN based ANN control strategy was
used to predict the precise duty cycle for the MPPT controller when the wind speed was below the
rated speed as well as the specific angle for the blade for the pitch angle control strategy when the
wind velocity exceeded the rated value.

Radial Basis Function Network

RBFN is a type of feed forward neural network which uses radial basis network as an activation
function. The radial basis network is determined by the distance between the input and the prototype
vector [19]. The RBFN is similar to the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) network. RBFN has three layers
of input layer, hidden layer, and output layer as shown in Figure 5. The network neurons are connected
to each other. From Figure 5, it can be seen that there is no weight coefficient between the input layer
and the hidden layer. Hence the neuron in the hidden layer receives the same variables as in input
layer. The training process of the RBFN network is carried out in two stages [20]. In the first stage, the
unsupervised method is implemented where the parameter is governed by the radial basis function.
In the second stage, the supervised training method is employed to train the weights which are the
same as the back propagation algorithm [21].
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Figure 5. Proposed architecture of radial basis function network (RBFN) based hybrid control strategy.

In this paper, the RBFN controller is implemented to control the WECS based on the wind speed
regions. In Region 2 where the wind speed is lower than that of the rated wind speed, the RBFN
network generates the duty cycle for the PEC based on the corresponding wind speed to maximise
the output power of the system. In Region 3 where the wind speed is greater than that of the rated
wind velocity, the RBFN gives the appropriate pitch angle to the blades of the wind turbine to limit
the output power. The wind speed, generated output power, and generator speed are fed to the
input neurons of the RBFN which are used to compute the duty cycle and pitch angle as the output
neuron based on the wind speed. The key considerations of the selection of input variables are the
relevant data, training network, computational effort, dimensionality, and comprehensibility. The
important parameters which are suggested for input selection in the neural network are the availability
of the variables, correlation between the selected input variables, and inputs with minimum or zero
prediction [22].

The basic nodes of operation are characterized into three layers [23],
The inputs of the three neurons in this layer are transmitted directly to the next layer. The net

input and output are represented as,

net1
i = x1

i (N)

y1
i (N) = f 1

i
(
net1

i (N)
)
= net1

i (N)

}
i=1,2,3

(12)

where x1
i is the input layer which consists of x1

1 as the wind speed, x1
2 as the generator power, and x1

3
as the generator speed. The net1

i represents the net sum of nodes of the input layer and y1
i is the output

of the input layer which is fetched to the hidden layer with respect to the node i.
The neurons in the hidden layer perform using the Gaussian membership function in RBFN. The

net input and output of the hidden layer are represented as,

net2
j (N) = −(

X − Mj
)T

∑
j

(
X − Mj

)
y2

j (N) = f 2
j

(
net2

j (N)
)
= exp

(
net2

j (N)
)

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭
j=1,2,...,800

(13)

where Mj =
[
m1j, m2j, . . . , mij

]T is the mean of the Gaussian function and the standard deviation of

the Gaussian function is denoted as ∑
j
= diag

[
1/σ2

1j, 1/σ2
2j, . . . , 1/σ2

ij

]T
.
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The output layer computes two neurons which are determined by node k. The MPPT control
signal and pitch angle control signal are generated in this layer by summing all the incoming signals
with the linear activation function. The node k-1 represents the duty cycle based on the wind speed
and node k-2 represents the pitch angle.

net3
k = ∑

j
wjy2

j (N)

y3
k(N) = f 3

ki
(
net3

k(N)
)
= net3

k(N)k=1,2

⎫⎬⎭ (14)

where wj is the weight which connects the hidden layer and output layer.
Supervised learning is implemented once the RBFN is initialised to train the system. The training

method is the same as the back propagation algorithm which is used to adjust the RBFN parameters
using the training patterns. The error of each layer is calculated and updated by the supervised
learning algorithm in order to track the performance of the wind system and act appropriately. The
error of each output neuron is calculated using the squared error function. The total error of the system
is given as [24,25]

Etotal = ∑
1
2
(target − output)2 (15)

where the target refers to the pre-defined data and the output is the data obtained.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed controller, the RBFN based controller is utilised for

the system when only the MPPT controller and pitch angle control strategy are employed as shown
in Figures 6 and 7. The wind speed and generated power are taken as the input parameters of the
controller technique whereas the duty cycle is generated as the output of the power electronic converter
(PEC) when only MPPT control strategy is used. The RBFN based MPPT control strategy implemented
in this topology is shown in Figure 6 [25].

The wind speed and generated speed are considered as the input for the pitch angle control
strategy. The ripple components of the generator speed and the output power are also eliminated
and the parameters are subjected within the rated value. Figure 7 shows the pitch angle control
strategy [26–33].
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Figure 6. RBFN based MPPT control strategy.
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Figure 7. RBFN based pitch angle control strategy.

4. Results and Discussion

To validate the proposed system, the simulation is performed in MATLAB/Simulink for the
AEOLOS 3kW wind turbine system. The parameters of AEOLOS 3kW wind turbine and PMSG are
given in Table 1. To verify the performance of the coordinated hybrid MPPT-pitch angle control
strategy, the simulation is carried out and compared with the control technique employing only the
MPPT technique and only the pitch angle control technique when subjected to rapid variations in
wind velocity as shown in Figure 8. The rated wind speed considered here is 12 m/s. The performance
of the proposed system was validated and compared using the system employing only MPPT and
pitch angle control technique as shown in following sections.

Table 1. Parameters of the Aeolos 3 kW system.

Parameters Rating

Rated power 3 kW
Rated wind speed 12 m/s
Cut-in win speed 3.0 m/s

Cut-out wind speed 25 m/s
Frequency 50 Hz

Voltage 220–240 V
Rotor diameter 5.0 m
Generator type Three phase PMSG
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Figure 8. Wind speed—Input pattern.

4.1. Only MPPT

The performance of WECS when subjected to wide wind speed region employing RBFN based
MPPT control strategy is discussed in this section [26]. The input parameters are the wind speed
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and generator power to bring uniformity in the selection of parameters. The WECS comprises the
same wind turbine parameters and wind speed as stated earlier. The pitch angle at this operation
is kept fixed at −5◦. The MPPT technique is utilised in both the operating regions (Region 2 and
Region 3). In Region 2 where the wind velocity is below the rated value, the MPPT tends to extract the
maximum available power at the present wind speed and when the speed surpasses the rated value
the MPPT technique optimises the voltage and power to the rated value by adjusting the duty cycle.
The performance of the MPPT controller in Region 2 is far better than when compared to Region 3.

Figure 9 shows the DC voltage obtained when the MPPT control strategy is used as the control
strategy. As the wind variation is between 9 m/s to 16 m/s the DC voltage obtained is constant. The
rated value of the DC voltage is kept as 380 V.

Figure 9. DC voltage—MPPT control strategy.

The maximum power extracted from the available wind speed is shown in Figure 10. The MPPT
control strategy can also optimise the power when the wind speed is above the rated speed.
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Figure 10. Output power—MPPT control strategy.

The generated power when the wind velocity is above the rated speed is optimised to some
extent but still, there is a peak which may increase the turbine stress and damage the system. The PEC
associated with the WECS also is designed to withstand up to 5% of the rated value as when there
is a sudden hike in the power the whole power electronic components will also be damaged. Thus
the wind turbine is subjected to freewheel once the threshold wind speed is obtained thus generating
no or very low power during high wind speed conditions. The zoom-in view of the results are also
presented between the time range 6 s to 7 s, where the wind input is subjected to sudden gusts in order
to validate the performance of the control strategy.
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4.2. Only Pitch Angle

The performance of pitch angle control strategy using RBFN control technique is discussed in
this section. The input parameters are chosen as wind speed and generator speed. The duty cycle
during this strategy is kept constant at an optimum value of 42.1%. The pitch angle control strategy is
employed for both the operating regions. In Region 2 the pitch angle control strategy tends to extract
the maximum available power from the wind turbine by controlling the power coefficient of the wind
turbine. The main application of the pitch angle controller is to optimise the output power beyond the
rated power so as to keep the generator producing power in high wind speed conditions. Since the
pitch angle is mostly preferred for Region 3, their performance suffers in Region 2. Thus operation of
the pitch angle frequently at the all wind speed regions also increases the stress in the system hence
the occurrence of break downs is also increased.

Figure 11 shows the output voltage obtained when the pitch angle control strategy is implemented.
A constant rated DC voltage of 380 V is obtained at the load despite the high non-linearity.

Figure 11. DC voltage—Pitch angle control strategy.

The generated power obtained when the pitch angle control strategy is implemented is shown
in Figure 12.The comparison of maximum power obtained when the system is operating in Region 2
is low compared to when MPPT control strategy is used. However, in Region 3, where the system is
operating at high wind speed the pitch angle control strategy successfully optimises the output power
without any fluctuations or peaking.
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Figure 12. Output power—Pitch angle control strategy.

The pitch angle control strategy when operated to obtain maximum power is subjected to the
power coefficient of the turbine. Thus the power coefficient obtained when the pitch angle control
strategy operates in the stated system is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Power coefficient—Pitch angle control strategy.

The performance analysis of the individual controller in the wide wind speed operating region is
shown in Table 2. Thus from the analysis, it is observed that to operate the WECS in all wind speed
operating regions efficiently it is necessary to develop a new intelligent control strategy.

Table 2. Performance analysis of individual maximum power point tracking (MPPT) and pitch angle
control strategy.

Control Strategy
Average Output Power Average Output Voltage

Below Rated
Wind Speed

Above Rated
Wind Speed

Below Rated
Wind Speed

Above Rated
Wind Speed

MPPT 2921 W 3097 W 376 V 382 V
Pitch angle 2883 W 3002 W 377 V 380 V

4.3. Proposed Coordinated Hybrid MPPT-Pitch Angle Control Strategy

The proposed control strategy utilises the MPPT control technique when the wind speed is lower
than that of the rated wind speed and the pitch angle control strategy when the wind velocity surpasses
the rated value. Thus by combining both the control strategies the drawbacks of each individual
strategy in maximising and optimising the power can be eliminated. Taking high non-linearity
into account, RBFN based ANN control technique can be considered for this technique. The input
parameters considered for the proposed technique are wind speed based on which the control technique
is decided, generator power to determine the maximum power obtained, and generator speed to obtain
the speed of the system in order to optimise it to the rated value. As stated earlier, to fairly evaluate the
performance of hybrid control strategy and compare it with the individual control technique the same
input parameters are considered. The output of the RBFN based control strategy is the duty cycle for
the below rated wind speed condition and the pitch angle for the above rated wind speed condition.

The DC voltage of WECS obtained at the load when the proposed controller is used is shown
in Figure 14. The DC voltage which is kept constant at the rated value of 380 V is achieved by using
this control strategy. The wind speed variation considered here varies only from 9 m/s to 16 m/s.
Thus the rated voltage is obtained and kept constant throughout the operation. In standalone wind
systems when the wind speed drops below the transition region (7 m/s in this topology), the rated
voltage value also dips. Thus the wind speed should be above the transition value in order to generate
a constant DC voltage.
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Figure 14. DC voltage—Proposed controller.

The output power which is obtained by using the proposed control strategy is shown in Figure 15.
The output power which is achieved in Region 2 is similar to that of the system which uses only MPPT
control strategy. Additionally, the output power obtained when operating the WECS in Region 3
is similar to the system which is employed for only pitch angle control strategy. Thus by using the
proposed coordinated controller, the performance and efficiency can be enhanced over a wide speed
range and prevent the future damage caused by over speeding of the turbine due to high wind speed.
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Figure 15. Output power—Proposed controller.

The important parameter which is used to maximise the output power and determine the
optimisation of the power in Region 3 is the power coefficient (Cp) which is shown in Figure 16.
When the wind speed is lower than the rated wind speed, the generated power is lower than the rated
power thus MPPT control strategy is applied in the range of 42.1% to 46.5% for wind speed ranging
from 9 m/s to 16 m/s with the pitch angle tuned to −5◦. Thus the power co-efficient is fixed at 0.456.
When the wind speed is higher than that of the rated wind speed (Region 3) the duty cycle of the
system is fixed at 42.1% and the optimal pitch angle in the range −5◦to 18.4◦ is generated based on
the wind speed in order to limit the output power. Region 4 is a no generation region. The WECS
produces no power in that region. The optimal power coefficient is obtained using Equation (10) where
the corresponding pitch angle is generated using Equation (11).
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Figure 16. Power coefficient—Proposed controller.

The overall performance of the proposed control strategy is shown in Table 3. The optimum
voltage of 380 V is kept as the rated voltage for WECS which is termed as the standard value for
the DC microgrid. A rated power of 3 kW is used which is suitable for both standalone and grid
connected application.

Table 3. Performance analysis of individual MPPT and pitch angle control strategy.

Control Strategy

Average Output Power Average Output Voltage

Below Rated
Wind Speed

Above Rated
Wind Speed

Below Rated
Wind Speed

Above Rated
Wind Speed

Proposed
coordinated MPPT

and Pitch angle
2943 W 3008 W 376.5 V 381 V

5. Conclusions

In this research, a novel coordinated hybrid MPPT-Pitch angle control strategy employing RBFN
based ANN technique for PMSG based WECS was proposed to enhance the overall efficiency of wind
power generation in all operating regions. The proposed controller tracks the maximum power when
the wind speed is below the rated wind speed and limits the output power in the high wind speed
region. To develop the controller, a highly non-linear wind speed input was considered. The wind
speed, generator speed, and generated power were selected as the control input variables. The duty
cycle and pitch command to the blade were considered as the controlled output variables. The selection
of which output variable to be activated is based on the wind speed. In the low wind speed region, the
duty cycle is generated to control the power electronics converter thus obtaining maximum available
power from the wind speed. When the wind speed exceeds the rated wind velocity, the blade tends
to change its angle in order to limit the output power. Thus by using the proposed hybrid control
strategy, the output power is maximised with an efficiency of 98.1% compared to 97.3% achieved using
an individual MPPT control strategy and 96% using an individual control strategy in below rated wind
speed; generator power can be optimised and regulated it the rated value of 3 kW in high wind speed
regions. The proposed controller is a suitable alternative for the repowering of small scale WECS,
many of which have been installed in developing countries.
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Abstract: In this paper, a robust energy management solution which will facilitate the optimum
and economic control of energy flows throughout a microgrid network is proposed. The increased
penetration of renewable energy sources is highly intermittent in nature; the proposed solution
demonstrates highly efficient energy management. This study enables precise management of power
flows by forecasting of renewable energy generation, estimating the availability of energy at storage
batteries, and invoking the appropriate mode of operation, based on the load demand to achieve
efficient and economic operation. The predefined mode of operation is derived out of an expert rule
set and schedules the load and distributed energy sources along with utility grid.
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system

1. Introduction

The traditional bulk power generation, transmission and distribution system is facing a lot
of technological challenges to fulfil the growing demand and increased penetration of distributed
energy resources. The existing infrastructures are also outdated, which hinders the integration of
newer technology for capacity enhancement and sophisticated monitoring and control. Hence the
need has arisen for distributed generation which can co-exist with existing bulk power networks [1].
In recent years, there has been significant growth in renewable energy generation through wind
and solar resources. A microgrid is a miniature version of the bulk power system with distributed
energy resources capable of serving as an independent electrical island separated from the bulk
power system [2]. Microgrids employ environmentally benign energy sources like solar, wind, and
fuel cells [3]. The higher the penetration of sustainable energy sources the more the socio-economic
benefits will be. The recent advances in control and communication technology facilitate robust and
intelligent control of microgrids [3–5]. In emerging economies, to encourage independent sustainable
energy generation, there is a strong regulatory framework which in turn will constitute the microgrid
building blocks.

The Figure 1 depicts the microgrid architecture under consideration for an energy management
system (EMS). The proposed microgrid system comprises sources like the utility grid, a diesel generator,
photovoltaic (PV) generator, and a battery energy storage system (BESS) [3,6]. The loads are classified
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into secure and non-secure loads [7]. All secure loads are supplied from an uninterruptible power
supply (UPS), while the rest of the loads are supplied directly either from the utility grid or from
distributed energy sources (DES) [8,9]. All the sources and loads are connected through appropriate
circuit breakers. The current and voltage feedback signals from the loads and local feeder lines are fed
to the EMS controller. The control signals to circuit breakers are sent from the EMS controller. The input
and output data of the EMS is shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 depicts the typical data flow between
sources, load and controller. The main controller receives active power, reactive power, voltage, and
current data from the local/embedded controller from the DES. Table 1 lists the specification of loads
and sources used in this analysis. The cost of energy data from the grid is fed from the utility side.
The cost of energy for local generation using DES within the microgrid are fed manually into the
EMS for decision-making purposes to achieve economic operation. The user interface of the EMS will
allow users to manually enter the specific parameters based on which the power flow decisions to be
made. The central database which stores historical load demand, and the actual forecast data will be
processed in the EMS for effective load management and power delivery.

Figure 1. Microgrid schematic diagram.
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Figure 2. EMS controller Input and Output data.

Figure 3. EMS controller data flow between controller, load and sources.

Table 1. System specification considered for analysis.

Serial No. Type of Source/Load Specification

1 Total Network capacity 100 kVA, 400 V, 3 PH, TT grounding system

2 PV Generator 25 kW

3 Diesel Generator 50 kW

4 BESS 25 kW, 50 kWh

5 UPS 15 kVA, 400 V, 3 PH

6 Managed Loads 400 kVA, Air conditioner, Heater, & Standard 16 A Loads, 10 kVA

7 Priority unmanaged loads (Single phase)
PH 1-N 230 V, Lighting: 13 kVA, PF 0.7 & Loads: 12 kVA, PF 0.8
PH 2-N 230 V, Lighting: 8 kVA, PF 0.55 & Loads: 7 kVA, PF 0.6

PH 3-N 230 V, Lighting: 16 kVA, PF 0.8 & Loads: 3.5 kVA, PF 0.67

8 Priority unmanaged loads (Three phase) 400 V, 3 PH + N: 20 kVA, PF 0.85 (Motor Loads)

9 Critical unmanaged loads (Three phase) 400 V, 3 PH + N: 6.45 kVA, PF 0.85 (Miscellaneous Loads)

The communication network will carry the control and feedback signals over the network.
This will facilitate having proper co-ordination and control among the loads, sources and utility. All the
measured critical parameters of the respective devices connected to the network will be transmitted
to the central/local controller over the specified communication protocol for processing and take
appropriate decisions and actions based on the control algorithm. The parameters to be measured
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are defined in the EMS data flow diagram in Figure 2. The Modbus RTU protocol has been deployed
to acquire the data from various sources and loads. The EMS controller gets the weather forecast
and cost of energy from the utility and then computes the energy forecast based on the historical
consumption patterns. The forecast of renewable energy generation is estimated by the EMS controller
using the weather data input. The decisions for controlling loads and DES are sent to the respective
devices through RS485 or the TCP/IP protocol based on the device compatibility. Table 2 lists various
parameters that are acquired from the sources and loads connected in the microgrid system to EMS
controller and the respective output command. Figure 3 presents the single line representation of the
data flow from all the connected devices in the microgrid network to the EMS controller. Figure 4
presents the communication architecture used in the microgrid system. The communication is divided
into three parts: (i) device level; (ii) unit level and (iii) system level. Device level communication is
point to point data transfer, unit level communication is controller to controller data exchange, and
system level communication is like unit level, but over a long distance and bulk data exchange between
microgrid networks. For system level communication, the IEC 61850 protocol has been considered,
whereby the IEC 61850 9-2 process bus protocol facilitates Generic Object Oriented System Event
(GOOSE) messages for data exchange with the EMS controller. For device level, since it is shorter
distance the RS485 Modbus protocol has been considered. Modbus TCP has been considered for
unit level communication. Further, this proposed communication architecture has a provision to be
expanded for ZigBee and Wi-Fi protocols as per IEEE 802.15.4.

Figure 4. EMS controller data flow between controller, load and sources.

Table 2. List of parameters acquired from loads and sources to EMS controller and corresponding
output control from EMS.

Serial No. Type Description Acquired Data to EMS Control Command from EMS

1 Source PV Generator P, Q, I, V, F P, Q
2 Source BESS V, I, SOC Charge/Discharge
3 Source DG P, Q, I, V and Fuel level P, Q
4 Load Cooling T, C, Occupancy On/Off
5 Load Lighting L, Occupancy On/Off
6 Load Pump Water level On/Off

Presently there are many microgrid architectures under research, and the focus is
predominantly on developing energy management solutions through sophisticated artificial
intelligence technologies [5] for achieving superior economic benefits, but the same amount of focus is
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not present in developing coordinated control of DER, grid and loads with centralized controllers [10].
Having precise control at the individual device or source level and at the network controller level
will facilitate the faster response, seamless transition of load sharing between sources, and more
reliable operation of microgrids [4]. Keeping this in mind, the authors proposed a microgrid energy
management system (EMS) to establish control at the device level and overall system level with
the help of state of art communication technology [11,12]. In load level control, the proposed EMS
enables precise management of power flows by forecasting renewable energy generation, estimating
the availability of energy at storage batteries, and invoking the appropriate mode of operation, based
on the load demand to achieve efficient and economic operation. The predefined mode of operation is
derived out of an expert rule set and schedules the load and distributed energy sources along with
the utility grid. In system level control, the focus is mainly on system stability and power sharing.
The proposed new controller ensures the stability of the system during transition modes and steady
state operating conditions which are validated with different load and source dynamics within the
microgrid system. The connection and disconnection of PV generator from the grid in islanded mode
and corresponding power sharing of diesel generator (DG) and battery energy storage system (BESS)
are recorded and validated for conformance to the intended operation to ensure optimum power flow
from different sources to loads.

2. Load Management

2.1. Classification of Loads

The connected loads in the microgrid are classified into multiple clusters to have efficient
load management. The major classification is in three clusters: (i) secured critical loads; (ii)
non-secured-critical loads and (iii) non-secured, non-critical loads [13]. Typically, all critical loads are
a non-shedable loads, which must be served at all the time irrespective of the source of generation
and cost of energy [14]. Loads that are classified as non-critical can be scheduled to achieve economic
operation. Under these two major classifications, there are subsets that are distinguished as forecastable
and non-forecastable loads [15]. This piece of information will help in realizing economic demand and
response management (DRM) [16].

2.2. Control of Air Conditioning Loads

The cooling system is one of the major and critical energy consuming loads in any premise.
Efficient management of this critical load is important to achieve economic operation. The control
algorithm of a cooling system is based on an analogy between the caloric behaviour and electro kinetics
and steady state operating conditions have been considered for modelling. The generation of cold
source is equivalent to the cold energy stored in the walls and in the atmospheric air, during this
process, there will be a loss of energy. The cooling production can be derived using Equation (1),
where Tout is the outdoor temperature, T(t) is the indoor temperature, C is the total thermal building
Capacity, Rth is the total thermal building resistance, φs is the building cooling production. In Equation
(3), τ = RthC is the building time constant.

φs = C
dT(t)

dt
+

1
Rth

(T(t)− Tout) (1)

During load shedding operation, the cooling production is stopped: φs = 0.

Tout = RthC
dT(t)

dt
+ T(t) (2)

T(t) = Tout + (T0 − Tout)× e−t/τ (3)
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Figure 5 shows the cycle diagram for cooling system load management, where based on the
occupancy and temperature sensor input the load will be operated as per the cycle diagram. During
time interval T1, the shedding command for the cooling system is activated, which will allow the room
temperature to rise, but this will be maintained so as to not to reach the discomfort zone. The entire
cooling system will remain shut off during the time interval T2, this is the maximum time interval for
shedding affecting the comfort of occupants. During time interval T3, the shedding command will
be withdrawn and temperature will start reducing till the cool set limit is reached. T4 time interval
is minimum time duration required to restore the comfort temperature level. Equation (4) helps to
calculate T2, while the production is stopped: φs = 0 and Equation (5) helps to calculate T4. The main
objective of this algorithm is to determine the time interval to attain Tcool after T2 duration, where
temperature is equal to Twarm. The flow chart for the cooling system control based on the mode of
operation and cost of energy is shown in Figure 6. When the grid is available (Is Grid ok = 1), then the
controller will look for the cost of energy, and based on the user set point for high, low and medium
cost values through the user interface, the controller will activate the respective mode of operation.

Figure 5. Cooling load management cycle diagram.

 

Figure 6. Cooling system control flow chart.
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dT(t)
dt

= − 1
RthC

(T(t)− Tout(t)) (4)

dT(t)
dt

=
φs

C
− 1

RthC
(T(t)− Tout(t)) (5)

Figure 7 shows the typical cooling load control during time interval T2, where the load will be in
off condition. Here the Tcool limit is set to 25 ◦C, Twarm limit is set to 30 ◦C, Total thermal resistance
Rth = 0.00018 K/W, building time constant τ = 30, with these parameters, the experimental results are
confirmed to be 38 min of T2, which means the cooling load was in off state with the occupancy of
two people.

Figure 7. Typical cooling load off cycle during T2 time till discomfort level.

2.3. Control of Lighting Loads

Figure 8 shows the lighting system controller. And the Figure 9 shows the control flow chart for
lighting load control. The lighting load control algorithm is based on the input from a photo sensor,
occupancy sensor and the energy tariff. The EMS also has the provision to override the control by
selecting manual mode of operation. If daylight is partially available, then dim control mode will be
invoked to reduce the energy consumption. If occupancy is not sensed, then all the lighting loads
will be turned off. The lighting controller is designed using the natural light availability from the
photo sensor. The optimum required illumination is derived for the total area of surface using the
standard lumen method. The availability of natural light is derived from Equation (6). The lighting
controller actuator command for illuminating artificial light is calculated from the difference between
the required illumination and natural light availability.

Figure 8. Lighting system controller.
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Figure 9. Lighting load control flow chart.

Lxin =
AwτEv

Ain(1 − ρ)
(6)

where Aw is surface area of window in square meter, τ is the light transmittance of the window, Ev is
the luminance available on the window in lux, Ain is the total indoor area of surfaces in square meter,
and ρ is the mean reflectance of the weighted area of all indoor surfaces. For design purpose, the
following parameters have been considered in the analysis: building with a south-facing glass window
of area (2.75 m2), and total room area of 48 m2, volume 138 m3 with reasonable thermal inertia, good
light transmittance of the window glazing with τ = 0.817, the reflectance of all room inner surfaces
considered as ρ = 0.4. Total electric lights of 13 lamps, 0–1000 lux, 950 W total, and a shading beam.
The controller’s reference set point for indoor Illuminance = {500–800} lux. With these values the
controller was validated to maintain the luminous intensity to the preferred set value based on the
other input parameters. Figure 10 shows the integration of lighting load control system into the EMS.
If the user decides to disable automatic lighting control through EMS, override option can be used.
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Figure 10. Lighting load control integration with EMS.

2.4. Control of Water Pump Loads

Water pumps constitute a considerable amount of load in a microgrid system. Hence the efficient
control and scheduling of water pump control is critical for EMS. The level of water from the storage
will be detected using a water level sensor, and this input is compared with the set point of the required
level and the error signal is supplied to PID controller, the output of this controller is fed to servo
motor and in turn operates the gave valve to increase or decrease the water flow to maintain the
required level of water. Normally the set point is derived from the upper level sensor, and there will be
a provision in the user interface to enter a manual value to supersede the sensor input limit. Figure 11
shows the control system block diagram for the pump controller. The input to the controller comes
from the EMS, and Figure 12 shows the flow chart for the control algorithm based on real time pricing.

Figure 11. Water pump control system block diagram.
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Figure 12. Water pump motor control flow chart.

3. Modes of Operation

The microgrid operation has been classified into two major categories: On grid mode and Off
grid mode. During On grid mode of operation, the entire system is powered by the utility grid as
well as sustainable energy sources. The sharing of loads between DES is controlled by the EMS as per
the defined control algorithm. In Off grid mode of operation, the entire microgrid will be in islanded
mode from the utility grid, all the connected loads will be served from the local energy sources and
storage system connected in the network. In Transition mode, all the critical loads are served by the
UPS and this mode is a state in between On grid mode and Off grid mode [17].

3.1. On Grid Mode of Operation

Table 3 shows the power flow control between DES and loads based on the cost of energy. The EMS
is designed for three main tariff classifications. When the cost of energy is low and PV generation is
available, then all the loads are shared between the utility grid and PV source, and any surplus power
is used for charging the UPS and BESS based on their SOC [4,18]. When the cost of energy is medium,
the available power from the PV source is completely utilized to serve the load and only for any power
requirement deficit, the utility grid is used partially. BESS will also share the loads from the stored
energy. During this tariff mode, no power is being used for charging UPS and BESS, assuming there
are no surplus power available from DES. When the cost of energy is high, the load demand is shared
by the DES as a priority and then partially from the utility grid for the deficit. Since the cost of energy
is high, non-critical loads will be removed from the network and will be scheduled to operate later
during off-peak time. Also, the critical loads will be operated at optimum power consumption mode
to reduce the energy bill, like the cooling system will be operated to exploit thermal inertia without
compromising comfort levels along with using natural cooling to the possible extent. During this
mode, all forecastable loads will be served as the energy will be preserved in storage devices for the
loads based on the demand pattern.
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Table 3. Power sharing between DES, Grid and Loads during On Grid mode of operation.

Cost of
Energy

Grid
Power

PV
State of

UPS
UPS
SOC

Battery
Storage
(BESS)

DG
Critical
Secure
Loads

Non-Secure &
Critical Loads

Non-Secure &
Non-Critical

Loads

Low Full Share load &
charge BESS Online Charge Charge Off Grid Grid Grid

Medium Partial Share load &
charge BESS Online Off Supply Off Grid Grid + BESS Grid + BESS

High Partial Share load only Online Off Supply Off UPS BESS Shed All loads

3.2. Off Grid Mode of Operation

During Off Grid mode of operation, the utility gird will be completely shut off from the microgrid
network, and only DES will be present. There are three different combinations of DES operation in
Off Grid mode [3,19]. Considering sufficient PV generation is available, during this time, UPS will
serve all secured critical loads and BESS will be charged to serve during intermittency periods. All
non-critical loads will be erased from the network as it will be scheduled during surplus power flow.
When the BESS is drained, then the DG will be turned on and during this period, PV and DG will
share the load. UPS will serve all the secured critical loads and simultaneously will charge its back
up. Non-critical loads will be curtailed as they will only be served partially due to higher cost of DG
power generation. Table 4 shows the power sharing among DES during Off Grid mode [20].

Table 4. Power sharing between DES, Grid and Loads during Off Grid mode of operation.

DES
Availability

Grid
Power

PV
State of

UPS
UPS
SOC

Battery
Storage
(BESS)

DG
Critical
Secure
Loads

Non-Secure,
Critical Loads

Non-Secure,
Non-Critical

Loads

PV Off Share load &
charge BESS

Serve
Secure
load

Dis
charge Charge Off UPS PV Shed all loads

PV and
BESS Off Share load

Serve
Secure
load

Dis
charge Supply Off UPS PV + BESS Curtail

PV and DG Off Share load &
charge BESS

Serve
Secure
load

Charge Charge ON UPS PV + DG Curtail

Stability and Power Sharing

In Off Grid mode it is essential that all the connected DES synchronize properly and form a
grid. For grid tied inverters, a reference voltage source is required for pumping PV power into the
microgrid [21]. In the proposed network, the UPS will provide the reference voltage and help the PV
inverter to build power. Once the grid is formed, the stability of the grid is to be maintained by proper
control of voltage (V), frequency (F), active power (P) and reactive power (Q). The grid impedance will
be checked by PV inverters to sense the grid presence. The PV inverter’s active power (P) is controlled
as a function of frequency (F) to ensure sustained operation in islanded mode. Figure 13 shows the
graph for power versus frequency control to maintain the microgrid stability. When the microgrid
frequency reaches a Fstart (50.2 Hz) then the PV inverter starts to reduce the active power generation.
Further, if the microgrid frequency increases and reaches a maximum allowable limit Fstop (54 Hz),
then the PV inverter disconnects from the microgrid network. The slope will define the derating as %
power reduction with regards to change in frequency. The slope can be configured by the user through
the HMI.

Pe =
E · V

X
sin δ ∼= E · V

X
δ (7)

E − V ∼= XQ
E

(8)
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dδ

dt
= ω(t)− ωMG (9)

Figure 13. Power gradient diagram for active power (P) versus frequency (F) control function in the
PV inverter.

The generic power equation for a generator and corresponding output is given in Equation (7),
where Pe is electric power delivered to Load, E and V are generated voltage and terminal voltage at
load respectively. δ is the angular displacement between E and V. From Equation (8), it is understood
that, the reactive power (Q) controls the voltage (V), when reactive power increases, the output voltage
decreases. Figure 14 shows the relation between frequency versus active power and voltage versus
reactive power.

Here, ω is the angular velocity of the generator (DG or PV generator output), ωMG is the angular
velocity of the microgrid at the point of common coupling (PCC) [22]. The microgrid output power
(P) is controlled by changing the frequency of the PV inverter or prime mover input to the DG, and
similarly the reactive power (Q) is controlled by changing the output voltage or excitation to the DG.
In Off grid mode, the secondary control is vital to ensure the stability as the sources are not stiff and
will easily fall out of sync [23]:

f − fo = −kp(P − Po) (10)

V − Vo = −kQ(Q − Qo) (11)

 

Figure 14. Active power (P) vs Frequency (F) relation and Reactive power (Q) vs. Voltage (V) relation at PCC.

Table 5 lists the voltage and frequency trip limits and corresponding disconnection and
reconnection time for an Indian grid; these limits are critical for both on grid and Off grid mode
of operation [24]. When the line to neutral voltage limit falls below 195.5 V, then within two seconds
the system should disconnect, similarly when the line to neutral voltage goes above 310 V, then within
2 s the system should cease operation to avoid any damage to the connected equipment. The same
conditions have been tested and validated for reliable operation and control.
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Table 5. Power sharing between DES, grid and loads during Off Gr.

Parameter Limit Value

Voltage limits and disconnection time

Under voltage LV1
Tripped value (V)

195.5
V

Under voltage LV1
Tripping Time (s) ≤2 s

Over voltage LV2
Tripped value (V)

310.5
V

Over voltageLV2
Tripping Time (s)

≤50
ms

Under voltage LV2
Tripped value (V)

195.5
V

Under voltage LV2
Tripping Time (s)

≤100
ms

Over voltage LV1
Tripped value (V) 253 V

Over voltage LV1
Tripping Time (s) ≤2 s

Grid frequency limits and disconnection time

Under frequency LV1
Tripped value (Hz) 49 Hz

Under frequency LV1
Tripping Time (s)

≤200
ms

Over frequency LV1
Tripped value (Hz) 51 Hz

Over frequency LV1
Tripping Time (s)

≤200
ms

Reconnection Time (s) 20–300
s

4. Simulation Results

The proposed microgrid network shown in Figure 1 has been modelled in MATLAB/Simulink
brick by brick and the simulation results are presented in Figures 15 and 16. In the simulation, all
the individual sources and loads are modelled using the Simulink libraries. The sources and loads
are integrated and simulated for the different operating scenarios. Figure 15 shows the simulation
results of On grid mode. From 0 to 0.6 s, only the utility grid and PV generation sources are supplying
the entire load and charging the storage units, at t = 0.6 s, the storage unit started sharing loads by
discharging its stored energy, hence reducing power drawn from the utility grid. Initially BESS charge
was 77 percentage of its full capacity and UPS was at 80 percentage of full charge. From 0 to 0.6 s, the
cost of energy from utility is low, at 0.6 s; the system goes to islanded mode of operation, hence the
utilization is optimized to ensure reliable operation. During this entire period, DG is in off condition,
and the results are captured for active and reactive power supply from all the sources.

Figure 16 shows the simulation results for change in mode of operation from Off grid to On grid
mode of operation. From 0 to 0.6 s, the system operates in islanded mode, at t = 0.6 s, the utility
grid is restored and the entire network is supported by PV and utility. In the absence of the utility
grid, the UPS will continue to provide the reference voltage to the PV inverter and that will ensure
continuity of PV generation. All the secure loads are served from the UPS and non-critical loads are
curtailed to preserve energy. DG is in off condition during this period. Initially the SOC of the BESS is
considered as 77 % and that of the UPS is 80 %. From time 0 to 0.6 s, the BESS discharges and load
consumption is optimized to serve all critical loads for a longer duration. The results are confirmed
to match the intended results and the transition from one mode to other mode is achieved smoothly
without disturbing the system stability and dynamics. Figure 17 shows the results for a change in
utility energy tariff, the moment the tariff increases, immediately the EMS controller changes the load
sharing pattern and Figure 18 presents the results for load sharing by DES.
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Figure 15. Simulation results in On Grid mode during low cost of energy tariff.

 

Figure 16. Simulation results in Off Grid mode with PV and BESS as source.
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Figure 17. Simulation results for power transition in on grid mode during utility tariff change from
low to high.

Figure 18. Simulation results for load sharing by DES in on grid mode during tariff change from low to high.
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Figures 17 and 18 present the response of various sources and the control action by the EMS for
the change in tariff for the cost of energy from low to high. Figure 17 shows the grid availability; it is
available throughout the simulation period. From 0 to 0.6 s the cost of energy is low and during this
period, the BESS stores energy and PV source and grid share the entire load and changes the storage
units connected in the network. At 0.6 s, the tariff changes and cost of energy becomes high, the change
in graph 1 to 3 represents per unit value, as the increase denotes the change is three times the cost
that was present till 0.6 s. Immediately the EMS controller activates economic mode of operation to
optimize the consumption and save cost of operation. The charging of BESS and UPS is stopped and
the load sharing is done by the BESS, PV and grid. This enables minimum consumption from the
utility and facilitates economic operation. However, the consumption from the PV source is unchanged.
Figure 18 shows the active and reactive power supplied by PV, BESS and utility grid for the change in
tariff condition at 0.6 s.

5. Experimental Results

To test and validate the proposed microgrid energy management system, an experimental
prototype microgrid setup has been developed comprising a PV generator (25 kW), BESS (10 kW),
UPS (8 kW) and utility grid [25]. The control of individual bricks is achieved by a TMS320F28335
programmable digital signal processor chip from Texas Instruments (Dallas, TX, USA). The overall
centralized controller was developed using a model M258LF42DT Programmable Logic Controller
(PLC, Modicon, Schneider Electric, Reuil-Malmaison, France). For communication between the
subsystems, a TSXETG100 (Schneider Electric, Reuil-Malmaison, France) serial to TCP/IP converter
communication module is used.

To set the parameters, a FDM 121 Human Machine Interface (HMI) has been used (Schneider
Electric, Reuil-Malmaison, France). The energy management control algorithm has been programmed
in the PLC. To emulate the load conditions, lamp load and resistive load banks were used. Figure 19
shows the experimental set up used for this analysis. Detailed testing has been done to validate the
performance of EMS under different load and source operating conditions. Figure 20 shows the active
power output from the PV generator in islanded mode of operation. In islanded mode of operation,
with the reduction in load, the network voltage will increase. To ensure stability of operation, the
active power to be derated for the increase in voltage, if the voltage increases to the cut-off limit, the
PV generator to be shut off. Figure 21 shows the control of active power as a function of grid frequency
in islanded mode of operation [26]. Under this condition, if the generated power from DES is more
than the load demand, the surplus power generated from PV source will be diverted to charge the
BESS. Immediately after the battery reaches full charge level, the BESS unit will increase the frequency
of its output. On detecting this increase in frequency, PV inverter active power to be curtailed as
a function of frequency to follow the predefined gradient. The PV generation will ramp up if the
BESS voltage level goes down. The results are in conformance to the design. Figure 22 presents the
oscilloscope waveform for under frequency fault condition in islanded mode of operation, at instance
‘a’ the frequency has been reduced to 48.9 Hz, immediately all the loads got shut down command
from EMS controller within 120 ms. Figure 23 shows a snapshot of the EMS control screen where the
user can activate and deactivate the sources, and loads and change the modes of operation and set the
operating parameters.
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Figure 19. Experimental test set up with EMS controller and DES with load banks.
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Figure 22. Microgrid system disconnection during under frequency fault in Off-grid mode of operation.

 

Figure 23. EMS control screen snapshot from HMI.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a detailed study of a microgrid system has been carried out with the objective to
formulate an efficient control algorithm to integrate, manage and control the various power generation
sources like PV, DG, BESS, UPS and utility grid with the connected loads. The complexity lies in the
smooth transition of load sharing from the PV source to a BESS or the utility grid during the clouding
effect on the PV source. Since the penetration of PV sources are on the rise, the intermittency will
pose a bigger concern to ensure the stability of microgrid operation during those conditions [27–30].
This problem was tackled by having coordinated control of PV generation and BESS management
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for sharing of loads in the network. The authors have proposed a solution to effectively manage
the DES and load to achieve stable operation and economic load dispatch in the entire microgrid
network [15]. Faster communication topologies were deployed to achieve better response time for the
control commands at local as well as centralized controllers. This work can be enhanced by interlinking
multiple microgrid networks with a more complex source and load system. The load management and
control can be further improvised by using artificial intelligence and optimization techniques as future
work. A robust control methodology has been developed and demonstrated in a deterministic way to
operate the microgrid network in a sustainable mode. The proposed methodology largely depends on
the historical data of load consumption pattern, power generation forecast, and demand forecast.
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Abstract: A study of the fundamental of operation of a three-phase AC-DC power converter that
uses Zero-Voltage Transition (ZVT) together with Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation (SVPWM) is
presented. The converter is basically an active rectifier divided into two converters: a matrix converter
and an H bridge, which transfer energy through a high-frequency transformer, resulting in a modular
AC-DC wireless converter appropriate for Plug-in Electric Vehicles (PEVs). The principle of operation
of this converter considers high power quality, output regulation and low semiconductor power loss.
The circuit operation, idealized waveforms and modulation strategy are explained together with
simulation results of a 5 kW design.

Keywords: PEV’s; AC-DC converter; ZVT; SVPWM; matrix converter; H bridge

1. Introduction

AC-DC power converters are typically used in Plug-in Electric Vehicles (PEVs) that require high
reliability, reduced total harmonic distortion (THD) of the drawn currents and output regulation to
charge batteries or supercapacitors with high performance and satisfy stringent power quality and
density standards [1–3]. Electric Vehicle (EV) systems need to consider power quality regulations
that typically include the harmonic emission during the charging and transient states, which have
been analyzed with different standards and methods as the works described in [4,5]. Moreover,
high-frequency switching techniques can increase the power quality, density and energy transfer
reliability of AC-DC power converters without altering the basic topology configuration, keeping
output controllability and reliability [6]; however, high AC line currents, drawn by the converter to
rapidly charge the storage devices distributed along the traction DC link of the EV, may endanger the
EV charger operator or impair the charger connector and, therefore, the supply drawn currents are
limited to gain reliability causing slow energy transfer [7].

An available method of ensuring operator reliability with high currents, obtaining a simple way
of connecting the charge uses wireless power transfer [8–10]. This is a twofold method, since the
technique commonly uses a transformer to effectively isolate the power transfer from the user, and
provides possible circuit splitting since the transformer is operated as an intermediary between two
modules. For example, the converter presented in [11] uses a Medium-Frequency-Transformer for
wind power conversion applications; however, the system uses an indirect matrix converter with three
output phases that increases the circuit complexity and the magnetic components. EVs typically us two
modules, where the first module is located on a charging station and the other on board the vehicle,
improving the power density of the converter and increasing the EV distance range since the on-board
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section may be free of heavy devices [12]. The use of a single-phase high-frequency transformer was
proposed in [13] as a wireless device to convert power from the utility to a DC-link capacitor bank;
however, the circuit incurs in the use of several power stages required to generate high-frequency
power signals from the utility supply to the transformer, limiting the efficiency of the converter and
causing high complexity.

This paper presents the principle of operation of a modular AC-DC converter with Zero-Voltage
Transition (ZVT), whose aim is to produce high-quality current waveforms, output regulation and
soft switching of the semiconductor devices through the use of an off-board current-feed matrix
converter and an on-board high-frequency H bridge, in such a way that the size of the converter
located inside the vehicle becomes reduced in contrast with other topologies, [14–16]. The method
potentially exhibits the following advantages: first, the current-feed matrix converter is used for
straightforward generation of low-ripple, AC line currents without the need of several power stages;
second a high-frequency transformer is used to isolate the matrix converter from the H bridge and
regulate the output voltage; and third, the circuit uses a ZVT technique together with Space Vector
Pulse Width Modulation (SVPWM) to achieve soft commutation of the power semiconductors and
generate high-quality sinusoidal currents. Simulation results obtained in Saber with a 5 kW model are
provided in the article, demonstrating the correspondence with the developed theoretical background
and idealized waveforms to verify its feasibility.

2. ZVT AC-DC Converter

2.1. Circuit Description

The topology arises from the idea of splitting a conventional active rectifier in two modules as is
shown in Figure 1. The off-board module of the converter is a three-phase current fed matrix converter
that generates a single phase high-frequency current. This converter is intended to be located outside
the electric vehicle in the charging station. The matrix converter has six bi-directional switches (Q1–Q6)
and is fed by the line current of inductors L. The primary side of a high-frequency transformer is
connected at the output of the matrix converter to allow wireless power transfer between the matrix
converter and the second module.

 

Figure 1. (a) Conventional active rectifier; (b) Circuit diagram of the proposed modular
AC-DC converter.

The on-board module uses the secondary side of the high-frequency transformer and a series
inductor, Ls, partially formed by the transformer leakage inductance and an additional inductor,
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together with an H bridge to regulate the output voltage, Vo. The H bridge inverts the output voltage
with a phase-shifted Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) technique, such that a quasi-square with a ±nVo

amplitude is generated on the primary side of the transformer, vprim. In this way, the conventional
SVPWM technique is modified to obtain three-level PWM voltage waveforms which are used to control
the line currents together with the supply voltage.

2.2. Principle of Operation

The control strategy used in the AC-DC converter is based in a SVPWM technique allowing DC
output voltage regulation using an index modulation, being easy to implement with a fast response
compared to other methods of PWM [17–19]. The conventional SVPWM technique is modified with a
ZVT strategy, in such a way that the semiconductor devices are soft switched. The fundamental of
operation of the SVPWM technique with ZVT is described below assuming negligible output voltage
ripple and lossless components. Figure 2a–c show the active rectifier switching states, Sa, Sb and Sc, of
a conventional SVPWM scheme for one switching period in the first sector, which ranges from 0◦ to
60◦, where 1 and 0 indicate on and off states respectively. These switching states are splitted to define
the switching states of the H bridge and those of the matrix converter.

 

Figure 2. Derivation of the transistor switching states of the modular active rectifier of Figure 1b
together with their voltage converter waveforms: (a) switching state Sa; (b) switching state Sb;
(c) switching state Sc; (d) switching state Sx; (e) switching state Sy; (f) voltage vxG; (g) voltage vyG;
(h) voltage vsec; (i) switching state Sam; (j) switching state Sbm; (k) switching state Scm; (l) voltage vacG;
(m) voltage vbcG; (n) voltage vccG.
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The H-bridge switching states Sx and Sy are presented in Figure 2d,e, with a duty cycle of 50% and
a short-circuit period, TSV0H, that generates the voltages vxG (Figure 2f), and vyG (Figure 2g) referred to
the G node of the DC rail. The H-bridge voltage (Figure 2h), vxy = vxG − vyG, clamps the secondary
side of the transformer to zero Volts when the H bridge is in the short-circuit state. During the first
semi cycle, ΔT/2, the voltage in the secondary side of the transformer, vsec, is clamped to Vo and the
switching states of the matrix converter legs, Sam, Sbm and Scm (Figure 2i–k) are equal to Sa, Sb and Sc

respectively. When Sa, Sb and Sc are equalized in the three inverters legs, a short-circuit occurs; which
is caused in the modular version through the H bridge during TSV0H, such that the matrix converter
retains the last switching state combination. During the second semi cycle, a mirrored state sequence
occurs, since the output voltage in the H bridge becomes vsec = −Vo and the switching states in the
matrix converter are the complement of Sa, Sb and Sc. The H-bridge short-circuit is caused again and
the matrix converter retains the last switching states when Sa, Sb and Sc are equal. In this way, the
neutral combination is again caused by the H bridge instead of the matrix converter.

The matrix converter voltages referred to the DC rail node G, vacG, vbcG and vccG are shown in
Figure 2l–n, which are the product of the primary voltage vprim (vprim = nvsec) and the individual
switching state of each leg. When the short-circuit is caused by the H bridge, the matrix converter
voltages are clamped to zero Volts.

2.3. SVPWM Technique

Six active voltage space vectors, sv1 to sv6, are obtained at the central nodes of the matrix converter
shown in Figure 1b by using six switching states combinations, SQ1 to SQ6, which are listed in Table 1,
with respect to the states of Sam, Sbm and Scm. These space vectors are plotted in the bi-dimensional α-β
plane of Figure 3 using the Clarke transform [20]. sv1 to sv6 are generated using the switching states of
the matrix converter together with its output voltage ±nVo. A neutral space vector, sv0, is produced by
using any state combination of the matrix converter together with the H-bridge short-circuit. sv0 is
located at the origin of the α-β plane.

Table 1. Switching states vectors of matrix converter.

Switching State Combination Sam, Sbm and Scm States

SQ1 (1, 0, 0)
SQ2 (1, 1, 0)
SQ3 (0, 1, 0)
SQ4 (0, 1, 1)
SQ5 (0, 0, 1)
SQ6 (1, 0, 1)

An arbitrary averaged voltage vector, vcav = Vcpk θc, can be generated at the converter input
using a Volts-seconds balance to control the input line currents together with the supply voltages.
Since the matrix converter output voltage reverses its biasing during half of the switching cycle, the
Volts-seconds balance utilises the operating sector and its opposite sector of the α-β plane. For example,
during the first semi cycle of a switching period in sector S1, vcav is determined by:

vcav = a1sv1 + a2sv2 + a0sv0 (1)

where α1 = Tsv1
ΔT
2

, α2 = Tsv2
ΔT
2

and α0 = Tsv0H
ΔT
2

.

Whereas, during the second semi cycle, vcav is defined by:

vcav = a4sv4 + a5sv5 + a0sv0 (2)

where α4 = Tsv4
ΔT
2

, α5 = Tsv5
ΔT
2

, since vprim = −nVo.
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The same procedure applies for the rest of the sectors. Table 2 summarizes the switching states
according to the sector location of θc together with the biasing of vprim.

 

Figure 3. Space Vector Bi-dimensional plane.

Table 2. Switching states vectors.

Angle θc Sector
vprim (+) vprim (−)

Switching State Switching State

1–60◦ S1 SQ1, SQ2 SQ4, SQ5

61–120◦ S2 SQ2, SQ3 SQ5, SQ6

121–180◦ S3 SQ3, SQ4 SQ6, SQ1

181–240◦ S4 SQ4,SQ5 SQ1, SQ2

241–300◦ S5 SQ5, SQ6 SQ2, SQ3

301–360◦ S6 SQ6, SQ1 SQ3, SQ4

vxy and vsec are shown in Figure 4a,b respectively for straight comparison to describe the
generation of the secondary transformer current, iLS, shown in Figure 4c. During the first semicycle,
iLS is assumed positive together with vsec clamped to Vo. The slope of iLs is negative since the converter
voltage is greater than the AC supply voltage even when the matrix converter switches from SQ1 to
SQ2; whilst during the H-bridge short circuit the matrix switching state SQ2 is retained, such that the
slope of iLS is inverted. A current reversal occurs in iLs since vxy is clamped to −Vo and vsec to zero
during an overlap period Tovl that is calculated with Equation (3):

TovL =
nIprimpkLs

Vo
(3)

where Iprimpk is the peak magnitude of the current in the primary side of the transformer, iprim.
In this way, the ZVT is performed in the semiconductor devices during the current reversal to

obtain soft commutation. The overlap period finishes when iLS reaches the same magnitude with an
opposite sign, such that the first semi cycle becomes to an end. The second semi cycle is a mirror of the
first since the complementary switching states of SQ1 and SQ2, SQ4 and SQ5 respectively, are used to
operate the matrix converter and because the H bridge has clamped vxy to −Vo.
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iLs is equal to niprim, where iprim depends on the switching of the line currents. Table 3 lists the
equivalence of iprim respective to the line currents and the matrix switching states.

 

Figure 4. Ideal wavfeorms: (a) Voltage vxy; (b) voltage vsec; and (c) current through the transformer, iLS.

Table 3. iLS magnitude for each switching state.

Switching State iprim

SQ1 iprim = ia − ib − ic
SQ2 iprim = ia + ib − ic
SQ3 iprim = ib – ia − ic
SQ4 iprim = ib + ic – ia
SQ5 iprim = ic − ib – ia
SQ6 iprim = ia − ib + ic

3. ZVT AC-DC Converter

A block diagram for the AC-DC operation of the circuit of Figure 1b is shown in Figure 5. In this
figure θc and the index modulation, Ma, are the inputs required for the SVPWM scheme. Since the
converter of Figure 1b is divided into two parts, a sequenced operation is used and described below:

(a) The conventional active rectifier switching states are generated using Ma and θc. These are
equivalent to the control signals of Figure 2a–c.

(b) Sam, Sbm and Scm, shown in Figure 2i–k, are generated and multiplexed to assign the control
signals for each bi-direccional switch.

(c) Sx and Sy, shown in Figure 2d,e, are generated from the active periods of the conventional
active rectifier.

(d) An overlap is required to turn on and off the bidirectional switches during the reversal of
current iLS.
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Figure 5. Block diagram for AC-DC operation of the modular converter of Figure 1b.

3.1. H-Bridge and Matrix Converter Switching States

The derivation of the H-bridge and matrix converter control switching states is described using
the block diagram of Figure 6, which are obtained from the switching states of the conventional
active rectifier, as described in Section 2.2. Firstly, Sa, Sb and Sc are generated using θc and Ma.
The conventional SVPWM active periods, Ta, Tb and Tc, are compared with a high-frequency carrier
triangular waveform to produce three digital signals, PWMa, PWMb and PWMc, which are shown
in Figure 7. These signals are multiplexed with respect to the sector location to derive the switching
states Sa, Sb and Sc, (Figure 7e–g). The H-bridge switching states, Qa, Qc, Qb an Qd, are obtained with a
sequential circuit using Sa, Sb and Sc as inputs.

 

Figure 6. Block diagram to generate the switching states for the matrix converter and the H bridge.

Other set of multiplexers are utilized to derive three digital signals, Sa’, Sb’ and Sc’, that produce
the active switching states by using off and on states instead of the short and long pulse trains of
PWMa and PWMc respectively, as is shown in Figure 7h–j. Sa’, Sb’ and Sc’ are also multiplexed with
respect to the sector location and are processed to derive the switching state of each matrix converter
leg. The digital circuit to generate the matrix converter control signals for the first leg, Q1a, Q1b, Q4a
and Q4b, is shown at the right-hand of Figure 6. This circuit commutates the switching states to the
opposite side of the α-β plane, sending the complement states when vsec is clamped to negative voltage.
The same circuit is used to generate the control signals for the second and third matrix converter legs.
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Figure 7. Generation of PWM signals, and conventional active rectifier switching states.
(a) High-frequncy triangular carrier signal; (b) digital signal PWMa; (c) digital signal PWMb; (d) digital
signal PWMc; (e) switching state Sa; (f) switching state Sb; (g) switching state Sc; (h) digital signal S’a;
(i) digital signal S’b; (j) digital signal S’c.

3.2. Neutral-to-Active Switching Transition in the Matrix Converter

Since each bi-directional switch in the matrix converter is built with two semiconductor devices
with a common collector configuration that allows the current flow in both directions, an overlap in
all the matrix converter legs is required to commutate the flowing of current in one direction to the
opposite direction during the negative biasing of vsec. Figure 8 shows the switching sequence of Q1a,
Q1b and Q4a, Q4b to turn off Q1 and turn on Q4.

 

Figure 8. Switching sequence in the on-to-off transition from neutral-to-active switching state. (a) initial
current flow; (b) overlap time; (c) current flow in the opposite direction.
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In Figure 8a, Q1a and Q1b are conducting the current in the blue or red arrow direction, iQ1. When
Q1 and Q4 are commutated to the on and off states respectively, Q1b is turned off and Q4b is turned on
when the current is flowing in the blue arrow direction; and Q1a is turned off and Q4a is turned on
when the current is flowing in the red arrow direction (Figure 8b). Finally, when the current flow stops
due to the biasing inversion of vsec through the corresponding arrow, the transistors of Q4 are turned
on, (Figure 8c), and, therefore, the current in Q4, iQ4, flows in the opposite direction through the matrix
converter leg.

The logic circuit that generates the overlap in the first matrix converter leg is included in the
right-hand of Figure 6. This diagram shows the zero crossing detector signals Cz1 and Cz2 that are
used to indicate the end of the overlap.

3.3. Active-to-Active Switching Transition in the Matrix Converter

The transition between two active vectors takes place twice in a switching period. In Figure 2a the
transition occurs from SQ1 to SQ2 during the first semi cycle; whereas in the second semi cycle, the
transition occurs from SQ5 to SQ4. The transition between adjacent active vectors implies a switching
state change in one matrix converter leg. By instance, the state of the second matrix leg, Sbm in Figure 2,
switches from the off to the on state producing an active-to-active transition. The turn on-to-off
sequence of Q3 and Q6 is shown in Figure 9.

 

Figure 9. Switching sequence in the on-to-off transition from active-to-active switching state. (a) initial
current flow; (b) overlap time; (c) current flow in the opposite direction; (d) bidirectional switch in
on state.
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In Figure 9a, Q6a and Q6b are firstly turned on and the current flows in the red or blue arrow
direction, iQ6; then, in Figure 9b Q6a and Q3a are turned off and on respectively to allow the current
reversal in the matrix converter leg when the current is flowing in the blue arrow direction; or Q6b and
Q3b are turned off and on respectively to allow the current reversal when the current is flowing in the
red arrow direction. In this figure, the transistors of Q6 are turned on for a period of time tD longer
than the turning off time of the semiconductor device, tr, to guarantee that the current stops flowing
through it. This bidirectional switch configuration comes to an end when the transistor of Q6 is turned
off as shown in Figure 9c. Lastly, the sequence finishes by turning on transistors of Q3, as shown in
Figure 9d, with iQ3 flowing in the opposite direction.

4. Steady-State Analysis and Parameters Selection

A steady-state analysis of the AC-DC modular converter is derived using the generalized diagram
of Figure 10, where vs is the three-phase source voltage vector, L is the line inductor, vL is the line
inductor voltage vector, vcav is the converter voltage vector, n:1 is the transformer turns ratio that
links the off-board AC-AC module with the AC-DC module; Vo is the DC output voltage and R is the
output load.

 
Figure 10. Generalized diagram for steady-state analysis

Assuming a vectorial current control to drive the phase and magnitude of the line current iL and
produce high power factor, a phasorial diagram is shown in Figure 11 which describes the behavior of
the AC-DC converter of Figure 1. In this diagram, vs, vL and vcav are defined by:

vs = Vspk 0◦, (4)

vL = VLpk 90◦, (5)

vcav = Vcpk ϕ◦ (6)

In Figure 11 the amplitudes of vcav and vL are defined by:

Vcpk =
Vspk

cos ϕ
(7)

VLpk = Vcpk sin ϕ (8)

Whereas the current iL is obtained with Equation (9):

iL =
vL
ωL

(9)

Considering the phasorial diagram of Figure 11, vL is calculated using Equation (10):

vL = vs − vc (10)

Equations (9) and (10) are used to derive the amplitude of iL, ILpk, which is defined by:

ILpk =
Vspktgϕ

ωL
(11)
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where ω = 2πf. Assuming ideal conditions, a power balance is derived:

Pin = Pout (12)

where Pin and Pout are the input and output power converter respectively and are equivalent to
Equation (13):

3Vspk ILpk

2
=

V2
o

R
(13)

Substituting Equation (11) in (13), the power balance becomes:

3Vspk
2tgϕ

2ωL
= Po (14)

According to Figure 11, the AC-DC converter can operate under two extreme conditions; a
minimum supply voltage, Vspkmin, obtaining a maximum phase, ϕmax, with a maximum power demand
at the output, Pomax; and a maximum supply voltage, Vspkmax obtaining a minimum phase, ϕmin,
with a minimum power demand at the output, Pomin. Therefore, ϕmax and ϕmin are obtained using
Equations (15) and (16) respectively:

ϕmax = tg−1 2PomaxωL
3V2

spkmin
(15)

ϕmin = tg−1 2PominωL
3V2

spkmax
(16)

Considering Pomax = 5 kW, Pomin = 500 W, Vspkmin = 144 V and Vspkmax = 216 V, ϕmax and ϕmin are
obtained for different values of L. Figure 12 is used to select the optimal L that allows an appropriate
range of phase control. L was judged to be 3 mH, in such a way that ϕ can be ranged from 0.46◦

to 10.3◦.

 
Figure 11. Phasorial diagram for the AC-DC converter operation.

 

Figure 12. ϕmin and ϕmax obtained for different values of L.
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The voltage Vcpk is expressed in function of the modulation index, Ma, when the converter operates
with a SVPWM scheme [14], as follows:

Vcpk = ManVo

√
3

4
(17)

The minimum and maximum converter voltages, Vcpkmin and Vcpkmax, are utilized to obtain the
minimum and maximum modulation indexes, Mamin and Mamax respectively, which are shown in (18)
and (19):

Mamin =
4Vcpkmin√

3nVo
(18)

Mamax =
4Vcpkmax√

3nVo
(19)

where Vcpkmin = 144.004 Volts and Vcpkmax = 219.53 Volts were calculated using Equation (7) for Vspkmin
and Vspkmax respectively. An optimal value for n was determined by using Equations (18) and (19) and
ranging n from 2 to 10, such that the results are plotted in Figure 13. n was selected to be 5 since Ma

can be set between 0.66 and 1 to control the amplitude of the converter input voltage. It was judged
in this work that n should be 5 to allow the converter an appropriate SVPWM operation and leave a
small upper range of Ma for the ZVT effects since the maximum value of Ma is 1.16 for SVPWM [20].

 
Figure 13. Mamin and Mamax obtained for different n.

Equations (14) and (17) show that there is a compromise between the selection of the parameters
n, ϕ and L to reach a wide range of Ma within the conventional active rectifier operation range.

5. Numerical Verification

To verify the principle of operation of the modular AC-DC converter and the SVPWM with ZVT
control strategy, a simulation in Saber was performed using ideal components and the parameters
listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. Simulation Parameters.

Parameter Value

Source voltage va, vb and vc 180 V peak
Source frequency 60 Hz

Switching fequency 7.2 kHz
Input inductor L 3 mH

Index modulation Ma 0.628
Input resistor R 0.1 Ω

Leakage Inductance Ls 50 μH
Turns ratio n 5:1

Output voltage Vo 100 V
Output Power Po 5 kW

5.1. Verification of the Modified SVPWM

A Saber simulation was performed synchronizing the operation of the divided rectifier control
signals with the fundamental frequency of the supply, using the scheme of Figure 14. ILpk is the current
reference used to define θc and Ma for the SVPWM operation of the rectifier and cause high power
factor as shown in Figure 11. The converter voltage was phase shifted to align the line currents with
the supply using the vectorial control system of Figure 14. A reference current of ILpk = 19.54 A was
used to obtain a 100 V, 5 kW output with high power factor supply. The component of Vcav in the q
axis, Vcavq, was determined using Equation (7) and the phasorial diagram of Figure 11, Vcavq = 22.1 V,
such that Vcavd = Vspk = 180 V, therefore, the phase between vs and vcav was ϕ = 7◦.

 
Figure 14. General scheme used in simulation.

To confirm the correct operation of the scheme shown in Figure 14, Figure 15 shows a Saber
result plot of the supply and converter phases, θS and θC, for current references of 9.4 A and 19.54 A
and cause 2.5 kW and 5 kW respectively. In Figure 15a a phase shift of 3◦ is obtained, whereas in
Figure 15b the phase shift becomes of 7◦ since the current reference was increased. The effectiveness of
the SVPWM rectifier operation of the circuit of Figure 1b was verified analyzing the Saber simulation
results of the line currents and input voltages of the converter. Figure 16a shows Saber results of
the source voltage vaN and the line current ia. The resultant line current ia is sinusoidal with a 3.3%
ripple. Figure 16b shows the five-level converter voltage, vacN, to verify the correct operation of the
space vector strategy. The current and voltage in the primary side of the transformer, iprim and vprim
are shown in Figure 16c, where iprim is the rectified version of the line currents, but, inverted in one
quadrant of the switching cycle producing a high-frequency AC square current.

The operation of the H bridge was verified contrasting the conventional SVPWM states with
the phase-shifted control signals of the H bridge. Figure 17 plots the Saber results of Sa, Sb and Sc

(Figure 17a–c, respectively) in contrast to Sx and Sy (Figure 17d,e). The H-bridge input voltages vxG
and vyG are shown in Figure 17f,g, respectively, and its difference vxy is shown in Figure 17h. In the
latter figure, vxy is a ±Vo quasi-square waveform, whose zero level is effectively produced by the
H-bridge overlap, which can be used to produce the neutral vectors required by the conventional
rectifier states in a switching cycle.
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Figure 15. Variation of ϕ: (a) ϕ = 3◦; (b) ϕ = 7◦.

Figure 16. Simulation results (a) Supply voltage vaN and line current ia; (b) converter voltage in phase
a; and (c) High-frequency current and voltage in the primary side of the transformer. Supply: 127 V,
60 Hz, Output: 100 V, 5 kW.
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Figure 17. Simulations results: conventional switching states (a) Sa, (b) Sb and (c) Sc; H-bridge switching
states (d) Sx and (e) Sy and voltages (f) vxG (g) vyG and (h) vxy. Supply: 127 V, 60 Hz, Output: 100 V,
5 kW.

The SVPWM strategy for the divided AC-DC converter of Figure 1b was verified by contrasting a
switching cycle of the states Sam, Sbm and Scm with Sa, Sb and Sc. The upper plot of Figure 18 shows Sa,
Sb and Sc together with Sam, Sbm and Scm; whilst the three-phase input converter voltages with respect
to the G node of the DC link, vacG, vbcG and vccG, are shown in the lower plots of Figure 18 (Figure 18g–i)
for straightforward comparison with those plotted in Figure 2. In these plots vacG and vccG are positive
and negative rectified waveforms of vxy; furthermore, vbcG becomes a fully AC waveform due to
the state reversals of the matrix converter leg since this switching cell utilizes the active-to-active
switching transition.

 

Figure 18. Simulations results: (a) conventional switching states Sa; (b) Sb; and (c) and Sc; (d) matrix
converter switching states Sam; (e) Sbm; and (f) Scm; (g) Voltage vacG; (h) vbcG; and (i) vccG. Supply: 127 V,
60 Hz, Output: 100 V, 5 kW.
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5.2. ZVT Verification

The effects of the ZVT in the transistors of the matrix converter were initially verified analyzing
the quasi-square voltages vxy and vsec together with the transformer secondary current, isec = iLs, as
shown in Figure 19 for direct comparison with Figure 4. In Figure 19a,b, during the first semi cycle, vxy

and vsec are clamped to Vo such that iLs (Figure 19c) has a smooth negative slope; however, this slope
becomes positive when the H bridge is in its overlap state to produce a neutral voltage vector at the
converter AC input. A expanded portion of the first semi cycle of iLs is shown in Figure 19d.

Figure 19. Simulation results: (a) voltage vxy; (b) vsec; (c) current iLs; (d) Expanded portion of the first
semicycle; (e) expanded portion of TovL; and (f) expanded portion of the second semicycle. Supply:
127 V, 60 Hz, Output: 100 V, 5 kW.

At the beginning of the second semicycle, iLs is reversed in an overlap period of TovL = 3 μs, as
shown in the expanded portion of Figure 19e, which was confirmed using Equation (3), since vxy

and vsec are now clamped to −Vo and zero respectively; whereas the rest of the second semicycle iLs
becomes a mirrored wave of the first, which is shown in the expanded portion of Figure 19f. iLs is an
AC trapezoidal waveform that is shaped by the switched operation of the H bridge and the matrix
converter, which needs to be controlled to ensure stability and prevent saturation by the aid of a DC
blocking capacitor, or a peak current control [21], since a high-frequency transformer is used in the
proposed converter.

A zero-voltage switching transition is achieved in the matrix converter legs due to the zero-voltage
biasing of its bidirectional switches whilst iLs is being reversed. This was verified analyzing the voltage
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and current waveforms in the first matrix leg switches Q1 and Q4 when an iLS reversal occurs. Figure 20
depicts the simulated switching transition result described in Figure 8 to turn on Q4 and turn off
Q1.Initially in Figure 20, the switches of Q1, Q1a and Q1b, and those of Q4, Q4a and Q4b, are in the
on and off states respectively. Later in Figure 20a, Q1a and Q4a have an overlap period that cause to
the voltage of Q4, vQ4, decrease to zero, and then iQ4 increases as shown in Figure 20b, achieving a
ZVT turn on in Q4 during the current reversal. Whereas iQ4 increases, iQ1 falls to set Q1 to the off
state, as shown in Figure 20c, which depicts a hard switch off transition. During the overlap, vsec is
clamped to zero and then biased to −Vo at the end of the overlap, whilst the current reversal in iLs
occurs (Figure 20d).

 

Figure 20. Simulation results to verify ZVT during the switching transition to turn on Q4, (a) control
signals Q1a, Q1b, Q4a, Q4b; (b) iQ4 and vQ4; (c) iQ1 and vQ1; and (d) vsec and iLs. Supply: 127 V, 60 Hz,
Output: 100 V, 5 kW.

Figure 21a shows the simulated results of the opposite switching transition to turn on Q1 and turn
off Q4. Mirrored waveforms are obtained for iQ1, iQ4, vQ1 and vQ4 in contrast to Figure 20. The ZVT is
shown in Figure 21b when iQ1 becomes positive during the zero voltage in Q1. vsec is clamped to +Vo

whilst iLs is reversed.
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Figure 21. Simulation results to verify ZVT during the switching transition to turn on Q1, (a) control
signals Q1a, Q1b, Q4a, Q4b; (b) iQ1 and vQ1; (c) iQ4 and vQ4; and (d) vsec and iLs. Supply: 127 V, 60 Hz,
Output: 100 V, 5 kW.

5.3. Steady-State Power Balance Verification

To verify the input-to-output active power balance, the DC output power was calculated by the aid
of the H-bridge output current irect. The current iLs and irect are shown in Figure 22a,b, respectively. In
these figures iLs is seen to be rectified by the H bridge since irect may become either ±iLs, during the ±Vo

clamping of vxy respectively or zero when the H bridge is in its short-circuit state. The average or irect,
Irect, was calculated using the simulation results shown in Figure 22, and it was found that Irect = 50 A
and, therefore, the output power is 5 kW, since the Saber simulation was performed assuming a
constant DC output voltage of Vo = 100 Volts. In this fashion, the output power equalizes the active
supply power, demonstrating the principle of operation of the AC-DC divided converter of Figure 1b.

 

Figure 22. Simulations results for (a) iLs; (b) irect. Supply: 127 V, 60 Hz, Output: 100 V, 5 kW.

To verify the high-quality supply currents the harmonic content in the line current ia was
calculated, as shown in Figure 23; the measured current THD was 4.43%, being the power rated
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at 5 kW. Two main current harmonic clusters were found at the harmonic order of n = 242 and n = 488,
corresponding to the frequencies of 14.5 kHz and 29.28 kHz, which were increased in amplitude since
four switching transitions take place between space vector combinations during a switching period.

Figure 23. Harmonic content for line current ia.

The low order harmonic content of the input current was compared with the Standard
EN61000-3-2 [22], for the limits of Class A converters. Figure 24 shows that the components are
within the standard limits; for example, for n = 3, the amplitude is 0.39 A, 2% of the fundamental, that
is less than limit, 2.3 A.

 

Figure 24. Low Harmonic content for line current ia for comparison with Standard EN 61000-3-2.

6. Comparison of the Proposed Converter with Other AC-DC Topologies

Table 5 presents a detailed comparison of the proposed topology with four other AC-DC
converters of different levels. The first row of this table is referred to the charging power levels
for EVs, which are currently three according to the International Electrotechnical Commission standard
IEC61851 [23]. Level 1 is for small on-board battery chargers with typical use in home or office; Level
2 is for medium power battery chargers that can be used in private or public outlets, and Level 3 is
generally designed for a recharging station for commercial and public transportation. The proposed
topology is intended for Level 3 applications, which justifies the use of a three-phase voltage supply.
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Table 5 shows that the number of switching devices used in the proposed converter is
slightly higher in contrast to the topologies described in [14–16]; however, only four of them are
located on-board the vehicle. The use of the bidirectional switches in the matrix converter allows
the possibility power flow reversal through the converter, being more suitable to future smart
grids. The implementation of the proposed AC-DC modular converter is considering the use of
high-frequency, nanocrystal magnetic materials for the transformer core. In this fashion, higher power
capability may be obtained with distributed gapped cores, such as the used in [15], increasing the
efficiency limit by the actual wireless coupling techniques used in actual AC-DC chargers for wireless
electric vehicles [22].

7. Conclusions

The splitting of a conventional active rectifier into a matrix converter and an H bridge linked
through a high-frequency transformer resulted in an AC-DC modular converter topology ideal for
high power density applications. The converter portion on board makes the topology particularly
attractive for PEV’s; nevertheless, the technique is suitable for other applications. A SVPWM technique
with ZVT was proposed for the described converter which allows symmetric generation of virtually
square current waves that are attractive for high-frequency wireless transmission of high power.

The topology was verified using a numerical prediction performed in Saber which resulted in
high-quality supply currents with a current THD of 4.43%. An input-to-output power balance was
verified ensuring reliable power transmission. The high-frequency switching of 7.2 kHz allowed
ZVT of the semiconductor devices, since a short overlap period was caused by a simple sequential
logic circuitry which aids to the reduction of the switching power losses of typical SVPWM schemes;
nevertheless, semiconductor current monitoring is required to obtain correct switching behavior of the
matrix converter.

Future aims of research of this topology consider its practical development at higher switching
frequencies, allowing further reduction of size and weight, possibility of wireless power transmission,
which would be particularly attractive for reliable and risk free charging of electric vehicles.
Furthermore, the application of the proposed topology could be examined for other power
electronic topologies.
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Nomenclature

Cz1, Cz2 Zero crossing detector signals
ia, ib, ic Line current in phase a, b and c respectively
iL Three-phase line current vector
iLS Current through the leakage inductance
iQ1, iQ4, iQ3, iQ6 Current through switches Q1, Q4, Q3 and Q6 respectively
iprim Current in the primary side of the transformer
isec Current in the secondary side of the transformer
Iprimpk Peak magnitude of the current in the primary side of the transformer
irect H-bridge output current
Irect Peak magnitude of H-bridge output current
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L Line inductor
Ls Transformer leakage inductance
Ma Modulation index
Mamin, Mamax Minimum and maximum modulation index variation
n Transformer turns ratio
Pin, Pout Input and output power
Pomin, Pomax Minimum and maximum output power variation
PWMa, PWMb, PWMc Digital signals obtained from the comparison between conventional active periods and

a high-frequency carrier triangular waveform
Q1-Q6 Bi-directional switches in the matrix converter
Qa, Qb, Qc, Qd H-bridge control signals
Q1a, Q1b, Q4a, Q4b Control signals in the first matrix converter leg
Q3a, Q3b, Q6a, Q6b Control signals in the second matrix converter leg
R Output load
Sa, Sb, Sc Conventional active rectifier switching states
Sa’, Sb’, Sc’ Intermediate signals to obtain the matrix converter switching states
Sam, Sbm, Scm Matrix converter switching states
Sx, Sy H-bridge switching states
sv1 to sv6 Active voltage space vectors
sv0 Neutral voltage space vector
SQ1 to SQ6 Vector of matrix converter switching states combinations
S1 to S6 Sectors in the α-β plane
T Switching period
Ta, Tb, Tc Conventional SVPWM active periods
tD Overlap period required in the active-to-active switching transition
TovL Matrix converter legs overlap period
tr Turning off time in the semiconductor devices
TSV0H Short-circuit period in the H-bridge
TSV1, TSV2, TSV4, TSV5 Active times of the space vectors sv1, sv2, sv4 and sv5 respectively
va, vb, vc Phase a, b and c voltages
vacG, vbcG, vccG Matrix converter voltages referred to the G node
vcav Averaged converter voltage vector
Vcpk Peak magnitude of the averaged converter voltage vector
vcavd, vcavq Converter d-q-axis voltage
Vcpkmin, Vcpkmax Minimum and maximum peak converter voltage variation
vL Line inductor voltage vector
VLpk Peak magnitude of line inductor voltage vector
Vo Output voltage
vprim Voltage in the primary side of the transformer
vQ1, vQ4 Voltages in switches Q1 and Q4 respectively
vsec Voltage in the secondary side of the transformer
vs Three-phase source voltage vector
vsmin, vsmax Minimum and maximum three-phase source voltage vector variation
Vspk Peak magnitude of the three-phase source voltage vector
Vspkmin, Vspkmax Minimum and maximum voltage supply variation
vxy Voltage generated by the H bridge
vxG, vyG H-bridge legs voltages referred to the G node
θc Converter operation phase
θs Source phase
ϕ Phase between vs ad vcav vectors
ϕmin, ϕmax Minimum and maximum phase ϕ variation
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Abstract: A novel and flexible interconnecting framework for microgrids and corresponding energy
management strategies are presented, in response to the situation of increasing renewable-energy
penetration and the need to alleviate dependency on energy storage equipment. The key idea is to
establish complementary energy exchange between adjacent microgrids through a multiport electrical
energy router, according to the consideration that adjacent microgrids may differ substantially in
terms of their patterns of energy production and consumption, which can be utilized to compensate
for each other’s instant energy deficit. Based on multiport bidirectional voltage source converters
(VSCs) and a shared direct current (DC) power line, the energy router serves as an energy hub, and
enables flexible energy flow among the adjacent microgrids and the main grid. The analytical model
is established for the whole system, including the energy router, the interconnected microgrids and
the main grid. Various operational modes of the interconnected microgrids, facilitated by the energy
router, are analyzed, and the corresponding control strategies are developed. Simulations are carried
out on the Matlab/Simulink platform, and the results have demonstrated the validity and reliability
of the idea for microgrid interconnection as well as the corresponding control strategies for flexible
energy flow.

Keywords: interconnection of microgrids; energy storage equipment; energy router; voltage
source converter

1. Introduction

Increasing amounts of distributed renewable energy sources (RESs), such as solar and wind, are
expected to be integrated into the power system to meet the ever-growing energy demand, and more
importantly, to meet the need to preserve fossil fuel resources. As a result, the existing electrical power
grid will be experiencing a shift from the traditional single-sourced, radial framework network to the
multi-sourced, meshed network of the next generation—the Internet of Energy (IOE) [1–4]. However,
as the demand keeps rising for higher penetration of RESs, there are many technical challenges yet
to be overcome [5]. One of them is that existing technologies rely heavily on energy storage (ES)
systems to maintain instant power balance and minimize the impact to the power grid due to the
intermittent nature of the RES outputs [6–9]. Unfortunately, the costs of ES units (such as batteries)
still remain high and are not yet economically practical for large scale deployment [10]. For example,
the capital cost of lithium-ion batteries for microgrid and residential implementations are up to $1000
and $1500 per kWh, respectively [11]. Besides batteries, there are other types of energy storage
technologies such as the flywheel, pumped hydro power, compressed air [12], vehicle-to-grid [13] and
power-to-gas [14]. Each technology has unique features, but none of them can meet all the requirements
of being robust, reliable and economically competitive [15–17]. Therefore, there is a need to develop
flexible and sophisticated energy management strategies as a way of maintaining the energy balance
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and operational stability of the power system, and to alleviate the dependency on large-scale energy
storage units for the time being.

Owing to technical advances in the fields of power electronics and communication, in recent
years, research on intelligent and multi-functional energy converter—the energy router (ER)—has
been booming rapidly [18–21]. With the functionalities of flexible power flow control and wide area
information interaction, the energy router has demonstrated great potential to serve as the “energy
hub” in the Internet of Energy. More encouragingly, it is now technically and economically feasible for
the energy router to serve as the “energy and information sink node” at the levels of the microgrid [22]
and home-area network [23,24], by providing multiple functionalities: (1) working as a smart electrical
interface, by enabling flexible, adjustable and bidirectional energy flow between the microgrid and the
power grid [25,26]; (2) facilitating optimal energy management within the microgrid and improving the
efficiency, reliability and economy of the system [22]; and (3) enabling wide-area data collection from
various devices (including RESs, electric equipment and loads) in real time, and providing these data
to the control center of the microgrid or to the main grid for load forecasting [27], operational status
monitoring [28] and fault diagnosis [29,30]. With all these functionalities, the energy router is naturally
considered to be a perfect candidate to deploy flexible and sophisticated energy management strategies.

This paper elaborates on a novel and flexible interconnecting framework for microgrids,
and corresponding energy management strategies are presented, in response to the situation of
increasing renewable energy penetration and the need to alleviate dependency on energy storage
equipment. Different from the traditional manner of connection, this framework distinguishes itself by
interconnecting the main grid and multiple microgrids via the energy router, and enabling flexible
energy exchange among them.

The key idea is proposed based on the following considerations: (1) microgrids serving different
purposes may differ substantially in terms of network architecture, type of RESs and loads within
them; and therefore, their energy profiles of power production and consumption of the day may
also differ; (2) this difference in the profiles of energy production and consumption usually leads to
“complementarities” in their time periods of peak and valley demand. These complementarities can
thus be utilized to compensate for each other’s instant energy deficiency. For example, residential areas
with rooftop solar energy will have an energy surplus during the day and peak demand in the evening,
while commercial or office areas have different peak times of power consumption. If their locations are
adjacent, it would definitely be beneficial for both communities if the surplus energy from the rooftop
solar supply can be transferred to the areas in short energy supply. It is also beneficial to the main grid,
since excessive solar power injections into the distribution network will lead to overvoltage in low
voltage (LV) feeders [31]. Therefore, in comparison to the existing microgrid control methods, the work
of this paper is focused on a novel framework to establish electrical interconnection and energy trade
between microgrids. This work also presents a new paradigm to utilize direct energy consumption to
suppress the impact of DER output fluctuations on the stability and reliability of the power system.

The rest of the paper will be arranged as follows: the analytical model is established for the whole
system including the interconnected microgrids and the main grid, as well as the energy router, which
is based on multiport bidirectional VSCs and a shared DC power line. Various operational modes of
the interconnected microgrids facilitated by the energy router are analyzed, and corresponding control
strategies are developed. Simulations are carried out on the Matlab/Simulink (R2014b, MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA) platform to demonstrate the validity and reliability of the presented interconnection
framework and the corresponding energy control strategies.

2. Energy Router-Based Interconnecting Framework for Microgrids

The energy router-based framework for microgrid interconnection is demonstrated in Figure 1,
where the energy router serves as an energy hub to establish electrical connections between the
microgrids and the main grid. Its beneficial effects include: (1) the problem of instant energy surplus or
deficiency can be resolved with “complementary” energy exchanges between the adjacent microgrids,
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thus relieving dependency on large-scale energy storage deployment. The impacts caused by the
uncertainties and intermittencies of the DER outputs to the microgrid system, and also to the main grid,
can further be alleviated to some extent; (2) the VSC converters and shared DC bus facilitate electrical
isolation (in voltage, frequency and phase angle) between the microgrids and the main grid [32]. Each
microgrid can have "stand-alone" voltage, frequency and phase angle according to its own operational
situation, savingefforts for synchronization with the power grid or the other microgrids; (3) this
isolation ensures that any voltage or frequency fluctuation at one end of the energy router (either on
the microgrid side or the main grid side) will have no direct impact on the systems on other sides
of the energy router, thus guaranteeing power quality and operation reliability; and (4) widespread
implementation of the energy routers will promote the shift of the power system architecture from the
traditional “tree-structure” hierarchical framework to a more connective and interactive framework.
This final consequence will help to improve the power supply quality and the reliability of the whole
system, which is an essential step in building the Internet of Energy of the future.

 

Figure 1. Energy router-based interconnecting framework for the microgrids system.

As shown in Figure 2, the schematic of the power router is based on multiport bidirectional voltage
source converters (VSCs) and a shared DC power line. In this paper, we instigate the implementation of
a three-port schematic—one port for connection to the main grid, and the other two for interconnections
to adjacent microgrids. The VSCs in each port can operate in either rectifier or inverter mode, thus
enabling bi-directional power flow control between the alternating current (AC) and shared DC
power lines.

DC 
600V

Energy router

AC 
380V

AC 
380V

AC 
10kV

Power grid Microgrid 1

Microgrid 2

Figure 2. Schematic block diagram of the energy router.

With the DC power line serving as an “energy pool”, autonomous energy trade can be performed
between the interconnected microgrids without the intervention of the VSC on the main grid side.
Energy flow management is easy and flexible, enabled by the multiport energy router. Besides
the existing tied and islanded operational modes, there will be a new operational mode for the
microgrids—the Parallel Mode. This will happen when a microgrid is having energy exchange (either
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input or output) only with the adjacent microgrid. For example, a microgrid providing excessive
energy to its neighboring microgrid is working in the parallel mode; it does not have any energy
exchange with the main grid, even when the VSC on the grid side is still in operation.

The various operational modes enabled by the energy router are demonstrated in Figure 3. According
to the energy flow indicated in this figure, the operational modes of each microgrid can be summarized as:

(1) as for the case in Figure 3a, both microgrid 1 and microgrid 2 are taking energy from the main
grid, as the direction of power flow is from power grid to the microgrids. In this situation, both
microgrid 1 and microgrid 2 are operating in the grid-connected mode;

(2) as for the case in Figure 3b, microgrid 1 can be self-sufficient while microgrid 2 is taking energy
from the main grid, as the direction of power flow is only from the power grid to microgrid 2.
In this situation, microgrid 1 is operating in the islanded mode while microgrid 2 is operating in
the grid-connected mode;

(3) as for the case in Figure 3c, microgrid 1 is taking energy from both the main grid and microgrid 2,
while microgrid 2 can not only operate on its own energy production, but provides surplus power
to microgrid 1 as well. The direction of power flow is from both the main grid and microgrid
2 to microgrid 1. In this situation, microgrid 1 is operating in the grid-connected mode, while
microgrid 2 is operating in the parallel mode;

(4) as for the case in Figure 3d, microgrid 1 is providing surplus power to microgrid 2, while no
power needs to be transferred from the main grid to the DC power line. The direction of power
flow is from microgrid 1 to microgrid 2. In this situation, both microgrid 1 and microgrid 2 are
operating in the parallel mode.

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

 
(d)

Power grid Microgrid 1
(Grid-connected Mode )

Microgrid 2
(Grid-connected Mode )

Power grid Microgrid 1
(Islanded Mode )

Microgrid 2
(Grid-connected Mode )

Power grid Microgrid 1
(Grid-connected Mode )

Microgrid 2
(Parallel Mode )

Power grid Microgrid 1
(Parallel Mode )

Microgrid 2
(Parallel Mode )

Figure 3. Operational modes enabled by the energy router: (a) case 1: grid-connected mode; (b) case
2: grid connected mode vs. islanded mode; (c) case 3: grid connected mode vs. parallel mode; and
(d) case 4: parallel mode.
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3. Topology and Mathematical Model of the Energy Router

3.1. Topology of the Energy Router

The topology of the energy router considered in this paper is shown in Figure 4. In practice, it
can be regarded as a tri-port energy converter that comprises three VSCs with their RLC filters and a
shared common DC power line.

 

Figure 4. The detailed topology of the energy router.

Let VSCi (i = 0, 1, 2) represent the VSCs of the energy router, in which VSC0 is on the power grid
side, while VSC1 and VSC2 are on the microgrid side. Assume that the VSCs and the corresponding
RLC filters are three-phase symmetry circuits. As shown in Figure 4, eabci and iabci (i = 0, 1, 2) are the
three-phase voltages and currents on the AC side, k is the transformer ratio, Ci = Cai = Cbi = Cci are the
single-phase capacitance of the RLC filters, Li = Lai = Lbi = Lci are the single-phase inductance of the
RLC filters, Ri = Rai = Rbi = Rci are the equivalent single-phase resistance of the RLC filters, vabci are the
three-phase output voltage of the VSCi, Cdc is the capacitance of the DC power line, udc is the DC-link
voltage and idci is the DC current flowing in or out of the VSCi.

3.2. Analytical Model of the Energy Router

Because the VSC on the main grid side shall be working in a different pattern from the VSCs on
the microgrid side, the model of the VSCs shall be described differently. According to the operation
modes enabled by the energy router, as shown in Figure 3, VSC0 only works in the rectifier status,
whereas VSC1 and VSC2 can work in either the rectifier or inverter statuses (which should be described
by different model representations). Hence, the case in Figure 3c is taken as an example to formulate
the state-space representations of the VSCs. In this situation, VSC0 and VSC2 work as rectifiers, and
VSC1 works as an inverter.

The uni-polar logic switching function sj is defined as:

sj =

{
1 upper bridge legs are on and lower off
0 upper bridge legs are off and lower on

j = a, b, c. (1)
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Then, the three-phase circuit equations of the VSC0 are established and transformed into the dq
rotating coordinate system, as shown in the following equations:{

LΣ
did0
dt = −R0id0 + ω0LΣiq0 +

1
k ed0 − udcsd0

LΣ
diq0
dt = −R0iq0 − ω0LΣid0 +

1
k eq0 − udcsq0

, (2)

in which LΣ = LT + L0 is the equivalent inductance on the AC side of VSC0, LT is the equivalent
inductance of the transformer, idi and iqi are the components of iabci in the d and q axes, ωi is the
angular frequency of the AC system, edi and eqi are the components of eabci in the d and q axes, k is the
transformer ratio, and sdi and sqi are the components of the switching function in the d and q axes of
the dq rotating coordinate system.

The current flowing in or out of the VSCi can be calculated by:

idci =
3
2
(
sdiidi + sqiiqi

)
. (3)

The current balance equation of the DC power line is:

Cdc
dudc

dt
= idc0 − (idc1 + idc2). (4)

Substituting Equation (3) into Equation (4), Equation (5) can be derived:

Cdc
dudc

dt
=

3
2
(
sd0id0 + sq0iq0

)− 3
2
(
sd1id1 + sq1iq1 + sd2id2 + sq2iq2

)
. (5)

Similarly, the mathematical models of the VSC1 working in the inverter status and VSC2 working
in the rectifier status can be derived as:{

L1
did1
dt = −R1id1 + ω1L1iq1 − ed1 + udcsd1

L1
diq1
dt = −R1iq1 − ω1L1id1 − eq1 + udcsq1

, and (6)

{
L2

did2
dt = −R2id2 + ω2L2iq2 + ed2 − udcsd2

L2
diq2
dt = −R2iq2 − ω2L2id2 + eq2 − udcsq2

. (7)

Equations (2) and (5)–(7) constitute the analytical model of the energy router in the situation
represented in Figure 3c, in which the microgrid 1 is in the grid-connected mode and microgrid 2 in the
parallel mode. Models of the energy router operating in the other situations represented in Figure 3
can also be derived in the same way.

4. Energy Control Strategies of the Energy Router

4.1. Control Schematic of the VSCs

The VSCs in the energy router are under dual-loop control, and the controller structure of the
VSCs is shown in the Figure 5.

The dual-loop controller mainly consists of four modules: (1) the inner-loop controller, also
known as the current feedback loop; (2) the outer-loop controller, which can either be a DC voltage
controller or an active/reactive power controller, depending on the control objective of each VSC;
(3) the phase-locked loop (PLL), which can be used to obtain the phase angle of the AC voltage for
Park’s Transformation; and (4) the pulse width modulation (PWM) controller.

As shown in Figure 5, iidref and iiqref are the references of idi and iqi, while Udcref is the reference of
udc. As the VSC1 and VSC2 are identical in their structures, the detail of the controller of VSC2 is not
shown in the Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Control schematic of the VSCs.

4.2. Control Patterns for the VSCs

The VSCs of the energy router are working in the master/slave mode. For the master VSC, its
outer-loop controller shall be working as the DC voltage controller, with its goal being to maintain
stable and constant DC-link voltage. The rest of the VSCs shall be the slave converters, working
in the manner of power transfer following up. Their out-loop controllers shall be working as the
active/reactive power controllers, with the goal being to keep their power transfer following up the
needs of the microgrids in connection.

The rules to choose the master converter are thus: (1) when the main grid is involved in power
transfer, VSC0 is preferred as the master converter and the VSCs on the microgrid side are the slave
converters; (2) when the main grid is not involved in energy exchange, the master converter shall be
the VSC in connection with the microgrid which provides energy to its neighbor, while the VSC which
intakes energy shall be the slave converter.

As defined in Table 1, there are three control patterns for the VSCs according to the operational
status of their inner- and outer-loop controllers. The various operational modes of the microgrids are
realized by choosing appropriate control patterns for the VSCs, which will also determine the roles
of the VSCs (master or slave) in the process of power flow. For the master converter, the outer-loop
controller shall be working as the DC voltage controller while the inner-loop controller will keep the
H-bridge of the converter working in the rectifier status. Thus, the master converter should be working
in control pattern 1. Meanwhile, a slave converter can be selected to work in either pattern 2 or pattern
3, according to the role it plays in the process of power flow. In other words, the control pattern of a
VSC is determined by the operational mode of the microgrid in connection with it.

Table 1. Definition of the control patterns for VSCs under different operational conditions.

Control Pattern Inner-Loop Controller Outer-Loop Controller

Pattern 1 (master control) Rectifier DC voltage loop control
Pattern 2 Rectifier Active/reactive power control
Pattern 3 Inverter Active/reactive power control

The control patterns of the VSCs can be listed as follows:

(1) once the main grid is involved in power transfer, VSC0 is chosen to be the master converter, working
in pattern 1;
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(2) for a microgrid working in the grid-connected mode, the VSC beside the power grid must be working
in pattern 3;

(3) for a microgrid working in the parallel mode, the corresponding control pattern of its VSC is
determined according to the other microgrid’s operational mode. For example, when microgrid 2
works in parallel mode and microgrid 1 is in the grid-connected mode, which corresponds to the
case represented in Figure 3c, VSC2 must be working in pattern 2, because the surplus energy of
microgrid 2 is transferred to the DC power line through it;

(4) when both microgrid 1 and microgrid 2 are in parallel mode, as in Figure 3d, VSC2 is working in
pattern 3 and VSC1 is working in pattern 1, because the direction of energy flow is from microgrid 2
to microgrid 1.

The corresponding control patterns of each VSC, along with the operational modes of the
microgrids, in the four cases of Figure 3 can thus be summarized as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Operational modes of the microgrids vs. VSC control patterns in Figure 3a–d.

Operational Cases
Operational Mode of

Microgrid 1
Operational Mode of

Microgrid 2
VSC0 VSC1 VSC2

Case 1 (Figure 3a) Grid-connected mode Grid-connected mode Pattern 1 Pattern 3 Pattern 3
Case 2 (Figure 3b) Islanded mode Grid-connected mode Pattern 1 None Pattern 3
Case 3 (Figure 3c) Grid-connected mode Parallel mode Pattern 1 Pattern 3 Pattern 2
Case 4 (Figure 3d) Parallel mode Parallel mode None Pattern 1 Pattern 3

4.3. Control Patterns for the Energy Router

For the RESs, ESs and loads in the microgrids, the required active power of microgrid 1 and
microgrid 2 can be calculated by:

P1 = PDG1 + Pbat1 − Pload1, P2 = PDG2 + Pbat2 − Pload2, (8)

where the DG outputs in microgrid 1 and microgrid 2 are denoted by PDG1 and PDG2, the energy stored
in ESs are Pbat1 and Pbat2, and power demand from the loads are Pload1 and Pload2, respectively.

PMG = P1 + P2. (9)

The total sum of active power for microgrid 1 and microgrid 2 is denoted by PMG. When the power
grid is involved in the energy exchange, the supplied power denoted by P0 is:

P0 = −PMG. (10)

Based on the above analysis, seven operational states can be summarized for the energy router, as
shown in Table 3. The related state-transition diagram is demonstrated in Figure 6.

Table 3. All the states of the energy router.

State Operation Case Power Grid Microgrid 1 Microgrid 2

1 Case 1

Include

Grid-connected mode Grid-connected mode

2
Case 2

Grid-connected mode Island mode
3 Island mode Grid-connected mode

4
Case 3

Grid-connected mode Parallel mode
5 Parallel mode Grid-connected mode

6
Case 4

Exclude
Parallel mode Parallel mode

7 Parallel mode Parallel mode

8 Downtime Island mode Island mode
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Figure 6. State-transition diagram of the energy router.

5. Dual-Loop Feedback Control

5.1. Inner Loop Controller

Based on Kirchhoff’s law, the voltage equation of VSC0 in the synchronous dq coordinate system
can be derived, and the items coupling between the d and q axes can be removed by the decoupling
feed forward control method. Assuming that the energy router operates in case 3 (in Figure 3c),
the voltage control equations of the VSCi inner-loop controller can be written as:{

vd0 = −(KP0 +
KI0

s )(i0dre f − id0) + ω0LΣiq0 +
1
k ed0

vq0 = −(KP0 +
KI0

s )(i0qre f − iq0)− ω0LΣid0 +
1
k eq0

(11)

where KPi and KIi are the proportional and integral regulation gain in the inner loop, respectively.
Similarly, the voltage equation of VSC1 working in the inverter status can be written as:{

vd1 = (KP1 +
KI1

s )(i1dre f − id1)− ω1L1iq1 + ed1

vq1 = (KP1 +
KI1

s )(i1qre f − iq1) + ω1L1id1 + eq1
, (12)

while the voltage equation of VSC2 working in the rectifier status can also be derived as:{
vd2 = −(KP2 +

KI2
s )(i2dre f − id2) + ω2L2iq2 + ed2

vq2 = −(KP2 +
KI2

s )(i2qre f − iq2)− ω2L2id2 + eq2
. (13)
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5.2. Outer-Loop Controller

The outer-loop is used to generate the inner-loop current reference signal and input to the
inner-loop control. According to different control objectives, the outer-loop controller can be classified
as active/reactive power controller or DC voltage controller.

5.2.1. Active/Reactive Power Controller

The active/reactive power controller is used to keep the VSC working such that its active/reactive
power output on the AC side shall follow the reference command value issued by the microgrid
controller, with zero steady-state error. Classical proportional-integral (PI) regulators are used in the
outer-loop control to calculate the current commands to the inner-loop with the power deviations.

Define the power direction symbol function sgn as:

sgn =

{
+1 power out AC system
−1 power in AC system

. (14)

The d-axis is in the same direction to the voltage vector, which leads to eqi = 0. The active power
Pi and reactive power Qi, absorbed from the AC system to VSCi, can be expressed as:{

Pi = ediidi × sgn
Qi = −ediiqi × sgn

. (15)

According to Equation (15), the control between active power and reactive power can be
decoupled. Then, Pi and Qi are compared with their reference inputs Piref and Qiref, respectively,
and the result of the comparison is used by the PI controller to calculate the current command value.
The control structure of the active power controller is shown in Figure 7.

 

PIiP

idrefP
idrefi

Figure 7. Control structure of the active power controller.

As a matter of fact, when the AC systems are injected with excessive power, the corresponding
AC voltage ei will rise. Conversely, the corresponding AC voltage will decline when the AC systems
lack power energy. Hence, compared to the ordinary zero steady-state error tracking control, AC
voltage-limiting controllers are added so that the internal stability of the AC systems can be maintained.

The purpose of the AC voltage-limiting controller is to keep the amplitude of AC voltage within a
set range. When ei exceeds the upper-limit value Eimax, the AC voltage-limiting controller outputs a
negative value, which serves as the disturbance quantity and adds to the Qiref. Thereby, the inner-loop
current command value iiqref decreases, so that the absorbed power in the AC system can be reduced.
On the other hand, when ei exceeds the lower-limit value Eimin, the AC voltage-limiting controller
outputs a positive value and adds to the Qiref. Thus, the inner-loop current command value iiqref
increases, so that the absorbed power in the AC system can be augmented. The control structure of
reactive power control within the AC voltage controller is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Control structures of reactive power controller.

5.2.2. DC Voltage Controller

The DC voltage controller is responsible for keeping the DC-link voltage within an adequate
range around the command value issued by the microgrid controller. For VSCi (i = 1, 2) controlled by
the DC voltage controller, the active power Pi exchanged with the AC systems is identical to the DC
power Pdc stored in Cdc.

Pdc =
1
2

Cdc
du2

dc
dt

= ∑
i=1,2,3

Pi. (16)

The current command input to the d-axis of the inner-loop current controller is

iidre f =

(
KPdc +

KIdc
s

)(
u2

dcre f − u2
dc

)
, (17)

where KPdc and KIdc are the proportional and integral regulation gains, respectively. Under this
controller, the d-axis current command is derived from Equation (17), and the control structure is
shown in Figure 9. Meanwhile, the q-axis current command is derived from Equation (15), while the
control structure is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 9. Control structure of the DC voltage controller.

6. Simulation Studies

The simulation model of the interconnected microgrid system was built on the MATLAB
R2014b/Simulink platform. The simulation model of the overall system and the sub-models of
VSC0 and its controller are demonstrated in Figure 10a–c, respectively. Apart from the transformer, the
simulation models of VSC1, VSC2 and their controllers are similar to VSC0.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

(c) 

Figure 10. Simulation model of the interconnected microgrid system in MATLAB R2014b/Simulink
platform: (a) overall simulation model; (b) VSC0 simulation model; and (c) VSC controller
simulation model.

In this section, four simulation scenarios are presented to investigate the dynamic characteristics of
the interconnected microgrids in all the operation modes defined previously, and to verify the feasibility
of the proposed control strategies. The transient responses of the energy router for operational-mode
shifting of the microgrids, the power balancing in Parallel Mode and the suppression of AC voltage
disturbances are all demonstrated by these four simulated scenarios. The simulation parameters are
listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. Simulation parameters.

Parameters Value

AC voltage of main grid 10 kV
AC voltage of microgrid 0.38 kV

DC-bus voltage 600 V
DC-bus capacitance 1 mF

Inductance of the filter 0.25 mH
Capacitance of the filter 250 μF

Switching frequency 10 k Hz

6.1. Scenario 1

In this paper, a new operational mode—the Parallel Mode—is defined for the interconnected
microgrids. Microgrid 2 does not need to have any energy exchange with the power grid, because
its power deficit can be met by the surplus power of the adjacent microgrid 1. In this scenario, both
microgrid 1 and microgrid 2 are operating in the parallel mode, which the energy router is operating
in case 4. Microgrid 1 is supplying its surplus energy to microgrid 2, so VSC1 is the master converter
and VSC2 is the slave converter. The detail of the power flow from microgrid 1 to microgrid 2 and the
DC-link voltage variation of the transient process are demonstrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Simulation results of scenario 1: (a) active power curves; (b) reactive power curves;
(c) DC-link voltage curves; and (d) frequency curves.

(1) The process of active power flow within the interconnected microgrids is as follows:

t = 0 s, 50 kW active power is provided to microgrid 2 by microgrid 1; t = 1 s, the active power
transfer from VSC1 to VSC2 increases from 50 to 80 kW; t = 2 s, the command value of the active power
transfer changes from 80 to 60 kW. The active power variations of the VSCs and the command value
curves are shown in Figure 11a.

(2) The reactive power flow between the interconnected microgrids is as follows:

t = 0 s, 15 kVar reactive power is provided to microgrid 2 by microgrid 1; t = 1 s, the absorbed
reactive power command value changes from 15 to 25 kVar; t = 2 s, the reactive power transfer changes
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from 25 to 20 kVar. The reactive power variations of the VSCs and the command value curves are
shown in Figure 11b.

As demonstrated in Figure 11a,b, when the power transfer command value changes abruptly
at t = 1 s and t = 2 s, there are only slight fluctuations in the output power curves, and the stable
state is restored quickly. The active and reactive power transfer of VSC0 remains zero as the main
grid is not involved in any power transfer through the energy router. As is shown in Figure 11c,
the fluctuation range of the DC-link voltage is minor and can be ignored. Figure 11d shows that
frequency fluctuates in an acceptable range for both microgrid 1 and microgrid 2 at the moments that
energy exchange occurs. However, due to the electrical isolation of the energy router, the fluctuation
does not have an impact on the frequency of the power grid, which remains stable at 50 Hz during the
whole process. Note that the DC-link voltage is an indicator of instant power balance; the simulation
results in Figure 11 have clearly verified the effectiveness of the control strategies in this scenario.

6.2. Scenario 2

This scenario demonstrates the dynamic characteristics of the interconnected microgrids during
the transition process from the situation of case 1 (shown in Figure 3a) to case 2 (in Figure 3b),
during which microgrid 1 switches from grid-connected mode to islanded mode, while microgrid
2 remains grid connected. The variations in power flow and AC frequency, as well as the DC-link
voltage during the whole process, are demonstrated in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Simulation results of scenario 2: (a) active power curves; (b) reactive power curves;
(c) DC-link voltage curves; and (d) frequency curves.

• t = 0–1 s

The energy router is working under the situation of case 1 (shown in Figure 3a). Both microgrid 1
and microgrid 2 are operating in the grid-connected mode, during which VSC0 serves as the master
converter while VSC1 and VSC2 work as slave converters. During this period, the active power
transferred from VSC0 to both VSC1 and VSC2 is 60 and 40 kW, respectively, and the reactive power
transferred to VSC1 and VSC2 is 20 and 15 kVar, respectively.

• t = 1–2 s
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The operational situation of the energy router switches to case 2 (shown in Figure 3b). During this
period, the operational mode of microgrid 1 is changed from grid-connected to islanded, and VSC1 is
not involved in any energy-exchange process. Meanwhile, the operational mode of microgrid 2 remains
unchanged, with VSC0 serving as the master converter and VSC2 working as the slave converter.
The active and reactive power transferred from the power grid to microgrid 2 remains unchanged.

• t = 2–3 s

In this period, the energy router is operating in the situation of case 2 (shown in Figure 3b), and
the active power and reactive power imported from the power grid to microgrid 2 increases to 60 kW
and 20 kVar, respectively.

As is shown in Figure 12a,b, the active and reactive power flows can track their command value
accurately and rapidly after a small fluctuation. Instant power balance between the power grid and the
interconnected microgrids is guaranteed in this case, which has verified the effectiveness of the presented
control strategies. The active and reactive power transfer from VSC1 remains zero when microgrid 1 is not
involved in the energy exchange. Shown in Figure 12c, the fluctuation range of the DC-link voltage at the
moments of power transfer is minor and can be ignored. As for the frequency curves shown the Figure 12d,
it can be seen that the frequencies of the power grid and microgrid 2 appear to be fluctuant at the moments
that power exchange occurs. However, there is no frequency fluctuation of microgrid 1 at t = 2 s, since that
microgrid was not involved in the energy exchange at that moment. The simulation results in Figure 12
have clearly verified the effectiveness of the control strategies in this scenario. Meanwhile, the feasibility of
the control scheme in the island mode can also be verified.

6.3. Scenario 3

The microgrid with surplus power production (microgrid 2 in this scenario) may change from
grid-connected to parallel mode, while the energy router needs to shift to the situation of case 3. In this
scenario, operation of the energy router is switched from the situation of case 1 (shown in Figure 3a) to
case 3 (in Figure 3c).The power flow from microgrid 1 to microgrid 2, the DC-link voltage and the AC
frequency variations during the whole process are demonstrated in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Simulation results of scenario 3: (a) active power curves; (b) reactive power curves;
(c) DC-link voltage curves; and (d) frequency curves.
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At t = 1 s, the status of microgrid 2 changes from energy consumption to energy production.
Along with the power grid as energy provider, microgrid 2 transfers 20 kW active power and 5 kVar
reactive power to microgrid 1. The situation of curve variations in Figure 13 is similar to that in
Figure 12.

6.4. Scenario 4

In this scenario, the characteristics of the microgrids are investigated when a disturbance occurs
on the grid side. While the energy router is operating in the situation of case 1, it is assumed that
voltage variation occurs on the power-grid side.

As shown in Figure 14, the disturbance on the grid side starts from t = 0.2 s and continues for the
next 0.1 s. The amplitude of the grid voltage decreases by 5%, due to the disturbance. The variations
in active/reactive power, DC-link voltage and AC frequency on the microgrid side during the process
are shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 14. Three-phase voltage curves on the grid side at the moment of disturbance.
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Figure 15. Simulation results of scenario 4: (a) active power curves; (b) reactive power curves;
(c) DC-link voltage curves; and (d) frequency curves.

When the disturbance occurs at t = 0.2 s, the power supplied from the power grid fluctuates
within a narrow range. The DC-link voltage also fluctuates along with it, but recovers from the
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disturbance rapidly. More importantly, due to the electrical isolation functionalities of the energy
router, the AC frequency and voltage on the microgrid side are not affected by the disturbance, as
shown in Figure 15d.

7. Conclusions

This paper focused on a novel and flexible interconnecting framework for microgrids and
corresponding energy management strategies, with the aim to maintain the energy balance and
operational stability of the power system, and also alleviate the dependency on energy storage
equipment. The presented framework enabled direct energy exchange between microgrids via the
multiport energy router, based on the thought that adjacent microgrids may have complementarity
in terms of the pattern of energy production and consumption, which can be utilized to compensate
for each other’s instant energy deficiency. Facilitated by the energy router, the energy management
patterns of the interconnected microgrids were expanded considerably. The operational modes
were analyzed, and corresponding control strategies were developed for the energy router-based
interconnected microgrids. Four scenarios were investigated based on the MATLAB R2014b/Simulink
platform, whichdemonstrated that:

(1) apart from the grid-connected mode and the islanded mode, microgrids interconnected with
the energy router can operate in the parallel mode when flexible energy flow among adjacent
microgrids is enabled by the energy router. Therefore, energy surpluses or deficits can be
compensated by complementary energy exchanges on the microgrid side without interference of
the main power grid;

(2) facilitated by the energy router with the presented control strategies, the microgrids can switch
freely and flexibly among the multiple operational modes, according to their energy demands
and operational statuses;

(3) The VSC converters and shared DC bus of the energy router facilitate electrical isolation between
the microgrids and the main grid, which ensures that any voltage or frequency fluctuation at one
end of the energy router will have no direct impact on the systems on other sides of the energy
router, thus guaranteeing power quality and operational reliability.

Widespread implementations of the presented energy router-based interconnected microgrid
scheme will promote the shift of the power system architecture from the traditional hierarchical
framework to a more connective and interactive framework, which will be an essential step to build
the Internet of Energy of the future.
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Abstract: The aim of this investigation is the analysis of the opportunity introduced by the use of
railway infrastructures for the power supply of fast charging stations located in highways. Actually,
long highways are often located far from urban areas and electrical infrastructure, therefore the
installations of high power charging areas can be difficult. Specifically, the aim of this investigation is
the analysis of the opportunity introduced by the use of railway infrastructures for the power supply
of fast charging stations located in highways. Specifically, this work concentrates on fast-charging
electric cars in motorway service areas by using high-speed lines for supplying the required power.
Economic, security, safety and environmental pressures are motivating and pushing countries
around the globe to electrify transportation, which currently accounts for a significant amount,
above 70 percent of total oil demand. Electric cars require fast-charging station networks to allowing
owners to rapidly charge their batteries when they drive relatively long routes. In other words,
this means about the infrastructure towards building charging stations in motorway service areas
and addressing the problem of finding solutions for suitable electric power sources. A possible and
promising solution is proposed in the study that involves using the high-speed railway line, because
it allows not only powering a high load but also it can be located relatively near the motorway itself.
This paper presents a detailed investigation on the modelling and simulation of a 2 × 25 kV system
to feed the railway. A model has been developed and implemented using the SimPower systems tool
in MATLAB/Simulink to simulate the railway itself. Then, the model has been applied to simulate
the battery charger and the system as a whole in two successive steps. The results showed that
the concept could work in a real situation. Nonetheless if more than twenty 100 kW charging bays
are required in each direction or if the line topology is changed for whatever reason, it cannot be
guaranteed that the railway system will be able to deliver the additional power that is necessary.

Keywords: electric vehicles; fast-charging stations; simulation; railway system

1. Introduction

In order to meet future mobility needs, decrease greenhouse gas and toxic emissions, and eliminate
dependence on fossil fuels, nowadays automotive technologies require to be substituted by further
effective, efficient and clean environmentally alternative energy sources. On the evolution to a
sustainable society, proficient mobility technologies are mainly desirable worldwide. Electric vehicles
have been recognised as being such a technology. In parallel, some nations, like Denmark, Germany
and Sweden have agreed to replace electricity production from fossil fuel to renewable energy sources,
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hence further advancing sustainability and viability of electric vehicles when compared with internal
combustion engine vehicles.

People realised in the 1950s and 1960s that trains could compete with commercial flights if
travelling time by train was shorter than by plane. Two things have to be remembered when comparing
trains and planes: the location of the airports and train stations; and the boarding procedures.
Most airports are on the outskirts of the city and an additional trip by public transport or taxi
is required to get to the city centre, while railway stations typically are located in the city centre [1].
Boarding procedures are also very different between trains and planes. Usually the boarding procedure
for trains requires getting to the station in time to catch the train and proceeding through passport
control, while flying requires getting to the airport at least one hour before the flight departure for
national flights (two hours when flying internationally) to dropping off luggage and passing extensive
security checks in addition to passport control [2]. Flying requires time after landing as well, especially
for the luggage claim, which is not needed for train travel. This means train travelling can be much
faster than flying for short distance travel. An example of this is the Tokaido Shinkansen line between
Tokyo and Osaka. Built in 1964, today it carries, on a daily basis, more than 400,000 passengers on
average, with 330,000 available seats on limited stop trains compared to 30,000 seats of airlines capacity.
This is also due to the fact trains can carry far more passengers than any airliner, making trains more
energy efficient. This led other developed countries to establish their own high-speed train services
and to build a high-speed network. Because of the high-power demands of high-speed trains, it became
clear that traditional electrification schemes were not very good at delivering that much power, so the
2 × 25 kV autotransformer system was used for new lines and new electrifications [3,4]. This system
allows for having a relatively low number of substations while delivering a lot of power to the trains,
with the advantage of minimising energy losses and voltage drops [5].

The issue of climate change and greenhouse effects led governments and regulating agencies
to enforce stricter emission limits on traditional internal combustion engines [6]. This led to the
rediscovery of the electric car. Invented in 1830, the electric car became a research topic when it was
clear that internal combustion engines were the best solution available. Recent developments in battery
technology, especially the lithium ion batteries, and in electronics led to the modern electric car, which is
comparable with traditional cars in terms of performance. Despite the technological developments,
the long charging times mean that electric vehicles are mostly used in cities and towns [6].

The increase in popularity of electric vehicles requires the construction of a suitable fast-charging
infrastructure to allow driving longer distances. Usually high-speed lines are built (or designed to
be built) near existing motorways [7–9]. Since the best place to install fast-charging facilities are
motorways service areas because the necessary services are already there, it is interesting to study the
possibility of connecting these charging facilities to the neighbouring high-speed line rather than the
high-voltage transmission grid [10].

Electric vehicles need to have their batteries recharged to gain extra range, just as a traditional
gasoline car needs to have its tank filled up at a gasoline station. There are three ways to get the
batteries charged [11–13]. Battery swapping consists in swapping the depleted batteries with fully
charged ones. In practice, almost no current electric car (except Tesla’s) allows for it and has lost much
of its appeal when a service provider went bankrupt in 2013. Wired charging brings electricity to the
vehicle using cables and plugs. It is the most widely used technology. Induction charging transmits
electricity through high frequency variable magnetic fields. It is still in development and it is only
used in a few pilot locations [14].

The CENELEC EN 61851-1 standard on wired charging requires that the Electric Vehicle (EV)
shall be connected to the EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment) so that in normal conditions
of use, the conductive energy transfer function operates safely [15,16]. In particular, the standard
defines four charging modes but they are not all legal in every country. The four charging modes
are: (a) Mode 1; (b) Mode 2; (c) Mode 3; and (d) Mode 4. Mode 1 charging requires connecting the
EV to the Alternating Current (AC) supply network (mains) utilizing standardised socket-outlets not
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exceeding 16 A and not exceeding 250 V single-phase or 480 V three-phase, at the supply side, and
utilizing the power and protective earth conductors [17–19]. Mode 2 charging requires a connection of
the EV to the AC supply network (mains) not exceeding 32 A and not exceeding 250 V single-phase
or 480 V three-phase utilising standardised single-phase or three-phase socket-outlets. It requires
also utilising the power and protective earth conductors together with a control pilot function and
system of personnel protection against electric shock (RCD) between the EV and the plug or as a part
of the in-cable control box. The in-line control box needs to be located within 0:3 m of the plug or the
EVSE or in the plug. Mode 3 charging requires connecting the EV to the AC supply network (mains)
using dedicated EVSE where the control pilot function extends to control equipment in the EVSE,
permanently connected to the AC supply network (mains). Mode 4 charging needs a connection of the
EV to the AC supply network (mains) utilizing an on-board charger where the control pilot function
extends to equipment permanently connected to the AC supply [20,21].

It is possible to classify the four charging modes according to the charging speed: Modes 1 and 2
are generally used for slow charging from the household plug, while Mode 4 is usually used for fast
DC charging at a charging station. Mode 3, on the other hand, can be used both for slow charging and
for fairly quick charging depending on the capability of the car and the infrastructure. The existence
and the differences between Modes 1–3 are due to different factors: the consumer representatives want
something cheap and feel that the stock household plugs are acceptable for home charging, while the
industry feels that a purpose-built solution would be better thanks to higher safety and reliability.

There are three connectors standardised for AC charging: the US, Japan, and other countries that
have a predominantly single-phase distribution network use the type 1 (or SAE) connector. Europe has
settled on the Mennekes type 2 connector, which supports both single and three-phase power supplies
up to 40 kW, and China uses its own standard. DC fast charging (Mode 4) sees a different situation,
because there are four standards available on the market and the question has not been fully settled
yet. The available standards are: (a) Tesla’s Supercharger [22,23]; (b) the Chinese GB/T [24,25];
(c) the Combined Charging System (CCS) [26]; and (d) the CHAdeMO [27].

The power quality analyses carried out are also useful to predict the aging of the power devices
as substation transformers [28,29].

A limited number of research studies propose different concepts for EV charging stations powered
by renewable energies, including architectures, control strategies and infrastructure planning [30–37].
Despite the above efforts, the authors did not find detailed information on the modelling and simulation
of electric vehicle fast charging stations powered by high-speed railway lines in Italy [38–40]. In order to
further investigate the characteristics of the concept, a model of a 2 × 25 kV system to feed the railway
was proposed and simulations of the battery charger were presented in detail. It is hoped that this
contribution will lead to optimisation of the system design and characterisation and to encourage its
widespread improvement and applications.

Moreover, many current researchers are focused on power electronic converters and devices for
automotive applications [41,42].

The aim of this work is the analysis of the opportunity introduced by the use of railway
infrastructures for the power supply of fast charging stations located in highways. In fact,
long highways are often located far from urban areas and electrical infrastructure; hence,
the installations of high power charging areas can be problematic.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents a detailed description of the 25 kV railway
electrification, dividing the section in two different parts, a focus on the configuration and design of the
2 × 25 kV systems and another focus on the mathematical model of the 2 × 25 kV system, respectively.
The specifications and configuration of the charging facility used in this analysis and the simulation
model of the load are given in Section 3. Section 4 provides details of the system simulation of the
charging system and results. Finally, the conclusions are reported in Section 5.
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2. The 25 kV Railway Electrification

2.1. Configuration and Design of the 2 × 25 kV System

The 25 kV AC single phase is the most common electrification system for new high speed lines
in the variant 2 × 25 kV autotransformer feed. This electrification system is commonly used with the
industrial frequency (50 or 60 Hz) but it may be used for the railway frequency as well [43].

The 25 kV electrification schemes are single-phase electrification systems that are powered from
the three phase industrial grid. This poses some problems due to the unbalance that a high power
single-phase load creates on the grid’s voltage. The degree of unbalance on the grid is limited to reduce
the possibility of damage to generators and electric motors and it is measured though the unbalance
coefficient, which is defined as follows:

K =
Vi
Vd

(1)

where Vi is the negative sequence voltage and Vd is the positive sequence voltage. In practice, the
unbalance coefficient is measured through the following Equation (2):

K =
Psp

Psc
(2)

where Psp is the power of the single-phase load and Psc is the three-phase short circuit power of
the connection node. International standards and transmission system operators set the maximum
degree of unbalance between 1 and 2% that means that the load has to be connected to a high-voltage
node with sufficiently high short-circuit-power. This later is not a problem where a high-power
grid is available, but can be difficult on islands characterised by weak networks. The railway line
is powered by several substations that are connected to different phase pairs in order to further reduce
load unbalance on the industrial grid. Each substation is built with redundant apparatuses, such as
two transformers and two connections to the industrial grid, in order to prevent the line grinding to a
halt, in case of failure of any of these components. The connection between two different phase-couples
of two successive ESS (energy storage system) implies that a neutral section has to be built when
the power supply switches from one ESS to the next because of the voltage difference between two
out-of-phase circuits. Usually, neutral sections are placed at the substations and halfway between
them. Each neutral section is signalled to the engine driver to allow them to disconnect all the train
loads (traction motors included) before entering the neutral section itself (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Power flow in an ideal 2 × 25 kV autotransformer system.

The neutral sections can be energised from either end when needed. International standards set
the tolerance of the voltage in the system once the nominal value is chosen. The tolerances and the
maximum duration allowed for a nominal voltage of 25 kV are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1. The 25 kV system operating voltages [44].

Umin2 lowest non-permanent voltage (max. 10 min.) 17.5 kV
Umin1 lowest permanent voltage 19.0 kV

Un nominal voltage 25 kV 25.0 kV
Umax1 highest permanent voltage 27.5 kV 27.5 kV
Umax2 highest non-permanent voltage (max. 5 min.) 29.0 kV

Low traffic lines are usually fed directly from the transformer through the over-head line
and the rail as return conductor. High traffic lines and high-speed lines are usually fed with an
autotransformer system because it allows building the feeding stations further apart and, consequently,
to contain the costs of building high-voltage lines to connect substations to the grid. Each electrical
substation has two power transformers that supply the system from the high-voltage industrial
network. The distance between substations is usually between 40 and 60 km. Autotransformers are
installed regularly every 10 to 15 km between two consecutive substations [45].

The railway traction supply system has to be protected against faults so circuit breakers and
switches are vital to isolate the faulted section and keep the system running. The heart of the protection
system is a distance protection relay whose shape varies depending on the manufacturer and it is
programmed to allow heavy loads without causing a trip. The same relay has an integrated overcurrent
protection to clear close-in faults as fast as possible and a close-onto-fault protection [46].

2.2. Mathematical Model of the 2 × 25 kV System

Each high speed line is fed with a 2 × 25 kV autotransformer system capable of delivering 2 MW
of power for each kilometre of line. This allows “the simultaneous presence of 12 MW trains travelling
at 300 km/h (180 mph) 5 min apart with no limits but with margin” [47]. This has been achieved
through two 60 MVA feeding transformers in each electrical substation that are located 50 km (30 miles)
apart; during normal operation each transformer feeds a section that is 25 km long. The substations
are fed through a dedicated power-line at the nominal voltage of 132 kV (in northern Italy) or 150 kV
(in southern Italy) capable of delivering 200 MW that connects all the substations of the railway line.
Both ends of the power-line are connected to the national grid in very high-voltage (400 kV) nodes
through two 250 MVA autotransformers. This permits the system to feed the railway line from a single
very high-voltage substation when needed [48].

Paralleling posts are located every 12.5 km on average and are equipped with two 15 MVA
autotransformers; they allow for putting the two tracks electrically parallel and connecting them
to the autotransformers. During normal operation, only one of the two autotransformers is in
use, except when a phase break is present, in which case they are both energised for each phase.
This normally happens halfway between two substations. The railway line comprises seven conductors
of each track at three different voltage levels: contact wire and messenger wire are fed at +25 kV,
the feeder is connected to the −25 kV bus, the two rails, the overhead earth wire and the buried-earth
wire are connected to earth, i.e., they have zero volt potential.

The model of a two-track line is made of the following four elements: (a) wires and rails;
(b) inductive couplers; (c) the feeder transformer; and (d) autotransformers.

The hypothesis the model is based on is that the current flow through the soil and the buried-earth
conductor are negligible; therefore, it is possible to simulate the line as though all current flows through
the rails themselves or the overhead earth-wire. Electrical lines are usually modelled with a series
of resistances and inductances and with capacitances and conductances in parallel. In most cases,
a loaded line can be modelled to exclude the parallel capacitances and conductances, as their effect
is negligible. In the case of the high-speed railway line, the power-line is not symmetric on each track
even if the two tracks are built symmetrically such that inductance and resistance are represented by
a big matrix that, in our case, has dimensions twelve by twelve. The big advantage that the symmetry
between the two tracks brings us is that the matrices are symmetric themselves, potentially reducing
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the amount of calculation needed. The reason why such big matrices are required is that the distance
between the two track centrelines is 5 m, so the tracks cannot be considered independent in terms of
magnetic coupling. Such a hypothesis would mean that the two tracks are very far apart, which is
not viable, both in terms of environmental impact and economics. If it is assumed that all conductors
are parallel and the messenger wire has a constant height, then self and mutual inductances of each
conductor can be computed using Neumann formulas, which are:

Lij =
μ0

2π
ln

2 × l
D × e

(3)

Lij =
μ0

2π
ln

2 × l
D × e

(4)

Lij =
μ0

2π
ln

2 × l
K × r0 × e

(5)

where D is the distance between the wires, l is the wire length, r0 is the wire radius and K is a coefficient
used to represent how the current is distributed inside the wire. These equations can be simplified if
the sum of the currents is taken into account; in this case, the sum of all currents is zero for each track,
which means that the inductance equations can be written as following:

Lij =
μ0

2π
ln

l
D

(6)

Lij =
μ0

2π
ln

l
K × r0

(7)

If l is equal to 1 and all units are SI, the result is that the inductance per length unit is henry per meter.
Exceptions to these formulas are the rails themselves: since steel is a magnetic material and the cross
section is high and not entirely used, the preceding formula cannot be used, but the value for the
self-inductance is available in the literature either measured or computed through finite elements
simulation. In this case, the value 0.359 mH/km has been used. In opposition to the inductances,
only the self-resistances of each conductor are meaningful, so the resistances matrix is diagonal.
Another attractive feature of this matrix is due to how the line is built. As each track uses the same
type of wires, the values can be computed for only one track, because the other track values are the
same. The line resistances of each wire are computed with the usual formula:

R = ρ × l
S

(8)

where ρ is the resistivity of the material, l is the wire length and S is the useful cross section of the wire
itself. The rail resistances are again taken from the literature for the same reason it is not possible to
compute the self-inductances easily: the value used is 0.116 Ω/km.

All calculations are done using MATLAB software for an Italian high-speed rail line built on
an embankment. The wires and rail positions in Table 2 are given with coordinates on a plain whose
origin is placed in the middle between the two tracks on rail level.

The line model itself has been built in MATLAB-Simulink using inductances and resistances.
The blocks used to make the line model are mutual inductances, resistors and inductors. Each block
represents a base line section that is 1.5 km long; this distance has been chosen because inductive
couplers are installed every 1.5 km. The inductive couplers are inductors that are installed every
1.5 km and which connect the two running rails of each track together in order to allow the traction
current to flow in the earth-wire without short-circuiting the rails themselves.

The inductance is 1.2 mH, which is low enough to let the 50 Hz traction current through and high
enough to block the audio-frequency current and allow track circuits to function properly. The inductor
is centre-tapped and has been modelled as two separate inductors in series to have the same total
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inductance and the tap to connect to the earth-wire. The installation requires the centre tap to be
connected to the earth-wire and the two edges to be connected to each rail.

Table 2. Wires and rail positions on an Italian high-speed line built on an embankment.

Tracks Wire X Coordinate (m) Y Coordinate (m)

Track 1

Contact wire −2.5 5.3
Messenger wire −2.5 6.55

Earth wire −6.1 5.5
Rail 1 −3.22 0
Rail 2 −1.78 0
Feeder −6.6 8.0

Track 2

Contact wire 2.5 5.3
Messenger wire 2.5 6.55

Earth wire 6.1 5.5
Rail 1 1.78 0
Rail 2 3.22 0
Feeder 6.6 8

The voltage drop along the transmission line is evaluated using a phasorial equation in
steady-state conditions as follows:

−
[

dV
dx

]
=

[
Z′][I] (9)

where [V] and [I] are the phasor vectors of the line-to-ground voltage and of the currents flowing in
the conductor, respectively.

It is assumed that the ground is the node to which all the voltages are referred. Because of
the ground presence, the resistive factors are introduced in the mutual couplings. The Z’ii and Z’ik
values are expressed using the Carson equations, which are accurate for power systems if used with
homogenous ground [14]. The impedance matrix elements are found from the conductor’s placement
geometry and their characteristics as shown in Figure 2. The self-impedance is then evaluated
as follows:

Z′
ii =

(
R′

i−int + ΔR′
ii
)
+ j(ω

μ0

2π
ln

2hi
ri

+ X′
i−int + ΔX′

ii) (10)
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Diki kφhi 
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Figure 2. Geometry of the conductor’s placement.
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The mutual one is expressed as follows:

Z′
ik = Z′

ki = ΔR′
ik + j(ω

μ0

2π
ln

Dik
dik

+ ΔX′
ik) (11)

The conductor internal impedance R’int + jX’int is also evaluated. The internal reactance is usually
combined in a single equation with the external reactance ω

μ0
2π ln 2h

r , where the radius, r is replaced
with the minor Geometric Mean Radius (GMR), which is available from the conductor datasheets,
in order to take into account the internal magnetic field:

ω
μ0

2π
ln

2h
r

+ X′
int = ω

μ0

2π
ln

2h
GMR

(12)

The internal reactance can be evaluated as a part of the internal impedance. Since for non-magnetic
conductors, the internal impedance represents a minor contribution of the total reactance, its accurate
estimation is therefore not required. However, the evaluation of the internal resistance R’int is more
significant due to the increase of its rate with the frequency caused by the skin effect.

In this investigation, as the system is complex and comprises several wires, the traction line
has been applied through an integrated parameter model, which can be considered rather precise.
The resistance and the inductance can be held practically constant until 1 kHz. As the application of
this study is on lower frequencies, therefore, this assumption is suitable. Furthermore, the traction line
has been distributed into many multipoles in order to avoid using unnecessary approximations.

Additionally, all the joint connections between the 14 wires founding the system have been
considered in each cell. There are actually 7 wires for each way, particularly:

• A copper messenger wire at 25 kV with a cross section of 150 mm2;
• A copper contact line at 25 kV with a cross section of 120 mm2;
• An aluminium steel feeder at −25 kV with a cross section of 307 mm2;
• An aluminium alloy cable guard with a cross section of 147.1 mm2;
• A copper or aluminium ground wire with a cross section of 95 mm2;
• An external rail, and
• An internal rail.

The system is built differently depending on the number of tracks available. Each track has
a complete set of wires if the rail is double tracked (Figure 3a), four track railways can be built
in two different configurations: it is possible to feed the fast tracks separately, thus requiring two
autotransformers at each AT site or feed all the tracks together that means only two feeders and one
autotransformer are needed (Figure 3b).

(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) Two track railway line; (b) Four track railway line.
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The model details are shown in Figure 4. The feeding substation is fed through a
high-voltage power-line connecting the various substations, so each substation has an incoming
power-line connected.

Figure 4. Electric model of the line including all mutual coupling among live and earthling conductors.

It is also possible to replace the three-phase generator with an AC ideal voltage source with the
right voltage and frequency. There may be the need to represent a longer section of the high-speed line
fed with multiple substations. In that case, it is possible to add a more detailed representation of the
power-lines and the feeding 400 KV node. An appropriate power-line model can be made with the
“distributed parameters line” Simulink block; the autotransformer can be replaced by an equivalent
transformer and a suitable three-phase voltage source. It is also possible to skip the 400/132 kV
autotransformers as long as the three-phase voltage source has the correct short-circuit power.

The feeder transformer is single phase with a centre tap on the secondary winding and it
is modelled as a three-winding transformer whose low voltage windings are connected in series.
Another important component is the autotransformer which is necessary to connect the 50 kV catenary
to feeder transmission line to the 25 kV train feeding system. The real machine is made of two windings
wound on each column of the steel core connected together so that both windings share the same
magnetic flux. The model parameters are taken from the real machine and are:

• Nominal Power: 15 MVA;
• Nominal Voltage: 55/27.5 kV;
• Short-circuit voltage: 1%.

The main load of the line are going to be trains. The train model varies depending on the electronic
converter used to rectify the AC current to DC. Old trains used diode or thyristor bridges, which make
the train absorb highly distorted currents, i.e., the current absorbed is rich in low order harmonics
especially the third, fifth, and seventh. This means that the fastest way to model these trains is by using
a rectifier bridge feeding an appropriate load. When the use of GTOs and later insulated-gate bipolar
transistors (IGBTs) became widespread, rectifier bridges were replaced by four quadrant converters in
all newly constructed trains. This allows to convert AC to DC while absorbing a sinusoidal current in
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phase with the voltage (to be clear there are other harmonics, but their order is multiple of the switching
frequency of the converter usually in the range of kilohertz). This means that, unless necessary, the load
can be represented by a sinusoidal current injected through a current generator. This is achieved with
a controlled generator; the control is very straightforward: the voltage is measured on site where the
current will be injected and the signal is scaled with a gain block to the value of the current drawn by
the load itself. If High Speed Trains (HST) is used as an example, the current drawn at the maximum
power (8.8 MW) is 352 A at 25 KV; the gain block will scale the voltage to the current with the ratio
352/25,000 so that the current is in phase with the voltage and the power drawn is the nominal train
power. The model can be used either to calculate the voltage profile along the line or to calculate
the waveforms of voltages and currents wherever it is needed. As the line is built with 1.5 km long
elementary line pieces, it is possible to simulate the case in which everything works correctly as well
as the case with one or more faulty pieces of equipment.

3. Charging Facility

3.1. Specifications and Configuration of the Charging Facility

Fast-charging electric vehicles require a sufficiently powerful connection to the electrical grid,
which may require connecting directly to the high-voltage transmission grid. It is quite expensive
to connect it to the high-voltage mains because of the switchgear and the space required to build
a substation. There are service areas distributed every 30 km on average in the Italian motorway
system and, according to our survey, each service area has 13 fuel pumps on average in each direction.
The survey data come from Google Earth and Google Street View imaging service; we counted the
number of refuelling bays in some service stations on A4 Milan-Turin, A1 Milan-Bologna and A1
Rome-Naples motorway and then we calculated an average. If the refuelling process lasts 5 min and all
the available fuel pumps are being used, it is possible to refuel 78 cars in half an hour, which means that
78 charging bays are needed to recharge the same number of vehicles in the same half-hour. This means
that each direction needs 7.8 MW of power to recharge each vehicle with a 100 kW rating. The Italian
high-speed rail network has been built near motorways (when possible) and is able to deliver high
power at a relatively low voltage, so it makes sense to study the effects of such a solution on the
2 × 25 kV railway supply system to evaluate the possibility of connecting the motorway charging
points to the nearby railway. This solution can be particularly advantageous in the countryside,
where the high-voltage network node is relatively far away and the high-speed line is quite near the
service station because it avoids the construction of high-voltage lines. It is important to note that the
railway infrastructure owner has the right to disconnect the motorway car charging facility in case that
power is needed to maintain a set quality of service on the railway line itself.

The hypothesis of simultaneous use of all the refuelling bays is not quite true, as usually only
some are actually used simultaneously in real life. This can be expressed through a coefficient that
indicates the percentage of bays used. This is actually very useful, because it allows for three options:
reducing the number of available charging bays; or sharing the total 100 kW power rating between
two bays; or both. If the power-sharing option is chosen, then it would be better to share the power
dynamically between the two cars in order to give more power to the car with the lower state of charge
rather than sharing the power fifty-fifty between the two users.

3.2. Simulation Model of the Load

Each charging station has a variable load with 100 kW maximum power. The load model has to
potentially include each main rectifier topology for harmonics injection in the network and reactive
power consumption.

The main topologies are Graetz bridges with both diodes and thyristors and the PWM
(Pulse-width modulation) controlled switched AC/DC converter; these are very different in both
harmonics injected and reactive power consumption. The Graetz bridge configuration is characterised
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by high harmonic currents at low frequency, i.e., bridge rectifiers inject high third, fifth and seventh
harmonic order currents that normally have to be filtered out. On the other hand, they are easy to
maintain because each valve is turned on and naturally, but the output voltage cannot be regulated
without an additional switching DC/DC converter. Thyristors bridges are more complicated indeed
requiring a controller, but they allow regulating the output voltage. Voltage regulation is possible
by changing the ring angle, which causes the output voltage to drop; on the other hand, the ring
angle is directly linked to the reactive power absorbed, which means that an appropriate power factor
correction device is needed.

Switched AC/DC power converters constitute the most modern approach to rectification.
Their main feature is that they achieve unity power factor and limit low order-harmonic-current
injection through their high switching frequency, which, depending on the type of semiconductor used
(MOSFETs, IGBTs, GTOs), varies from some kilohertz to over 20 kHz. Being directly linked to the
switching frequency, the frequency of the current harmonics is high enough to make it possible for the
current amplitude to be naturally dumped by cables and transformers inductances resulting in low
THD without the need of expensive filters. What is more, if converters are grouped and controlled with
a technique called interlacing, the net result is that each group of harmonic emissions is equivalent to
that of a single converter operating at a frequency multiple of the converters number in each group
and each converter’s switching frequency.

Most simulations feature a switching AC/DC converter. The load itself is made of the battery,
the converters and the interfacing transformer. The battery has been modelled using the battery block
available in SimPower systems within MATLAB-Simulink. It is able to simulate every kind of battery
form, from lead-acid to lithium-ion ones. The battery modelled in this case is the one available in the
recent electric cars belonging to the category of Battery Electric vehicles (BEV) [40,41]. The battery’s
main features are summarised in Table 3.

Table 3. Main characteristics of the electric vehicle battery.

Description Value

Nominal voltage (V) 364.8
Rated pack energy (kWh) 24
Rated pack capacity (Ah) 66.2

The four-quadrant (4Q) power converter used to rectify the AC voltage uses IGBTs as
semiconductors and is controlled through a dedicated PWM controller. The main modifications
needed to make it run consisted in disabling the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) system used
to extract the maximum power available from the PV panel and adjusting the regulator parameters.
This second step has been performed through a trial-and-error method until a functioning device was
obtained. A further aspect that has been modified is the value of the DC bus capacitor, which has
been changed to 40 mF in order to maintain the voltage ripple in a 5% band. The DC bus nominal
voltage has been changed to 500 V from the previous value of 425 V. The new nominal value has
been chosen because, actually, it is the maximum voltage that has CHAdeMO and CCS (Combined
Charging System).

The converter and its control system are shown in Figure 5. It is necessary to install a DC/DC
converter to adjust the current flow to the battery because of the difference between the battery voltage
(about 400 V when fully charged) and the main DC bus (500 V). This converter is a two-quadrant
converter that allows the power to flow in both directions, i.e., from the battery to the grid or vice-versa.

In this case, the battery charging function is more interesting. The control is done through
a PI controller in order to obtain a voltage reference that is able to drive the PWM signal generator.
The controller is again tuned through a trial-and-error process. The current reference signal has been
made variable so that the regulator is enabled with a current reference equal to zero. The reference
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signal increases linearly to the maximum value of 250 A in 2 s. Battery, converter and filters are shown
in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Model of the four-quadrant (4Q) converter and its control system.

Figure 6. Model of the car battery and the converter.

The connection between the low-voltage systems that supply the power electronics and the
medium voltage from the railway line is achieved through a short cable and a power transformer rated
at 150 kVA. We decided to maintain the original topology of a centre-tapped two windings transformer
used for the 120 V distribution system in the US for a couple of reasons; the most important of those
is safety. As both lines are live, but their potential to earth is only 120 V, it is safer for people in case of
an insulation failure. We hypothesised a cable of about 200 m length with a cross section of 180 mm2

and a resistance of 0.106 km−1. The transformer and line model is depicted in Figure 7. The resistor Rg

represents the Earth system resistance.
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Figure 7. Model of the power transformer and the short low voltage line.

The 2 × 25 kV system is modelled as shown in Section 2.2. Four cases have been examined.
These are: (a) the absence of trains; (b) the presence of one train; (c) the presence of two trains in the
same cells; or (d) the presence of two trains in different cells. This is particularly important, as the main
load continues to be the train traffic and the system is viable only if it is possible to power both the
railway traffic and the charging facility at the same time. One of the possible scenarios simulated is the
presence of two trains in the same cell to evaluate the voltage drop in the system. The considered trains
are two modern High Speed Trains with power consumption of 8.8 MW and 9.8 MW, respectively.
It is assumed that the two trains absorb a sinusoidal current with a unity power factor. Figure 8 shows
the absorbed current by both trains without charging stations connected to the line. It can be seen that
the system is capable of supplying both trains with no problem and maintains keeping the line voltage
close to its nominal value.

 

Figure 8. Voltage and current drawn by a High Speed Train (HST) on a high-speed line with no
charging stations.

In order to verify that the actual current distribution is comparable to the ideal one, the current at
the main transformer and at the autotransformer terminals have been measured (Figure 9). As can be
seen, the actual current distribution is close to the ideal one even if some differences due to the real
impedances of the line can be noted. In particular, it is possible to observe a small current in the rails
and an imbalance between feeder and contact line (catenary).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Currents measured on the (a) feeding transformer connections and (b) autotransformer
connections with trains as the only load.

4. Simulation of the Charging System

The aim of these simulations is to assess how the quality of power of the railway systems is
affected by the charging stations for road vehicles. Therefore, the analysis considers simulations of
a very detailed model for a short period (max 3.5 s).

There are two simulation steps. The first step is about making the charging system work by itself.
It is very important because it allows us to sort out the system problems before the two systems are
made to work together. When both systems work as expected, it is then possible to connect them
together and have the complete simulation of all the effects.

The first simulation phase has given the following results: the model was working with the
following regulator values, 3000 and 1000 as proportional and integrator coefficients for the voltage
regulator and 500 and 1000 as proportional and integrator coefficients for the current regulator.
The current absorbed was not constant when the device was on full load as the DC bus voltage was still
floating. The battery status is shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that the battery is actually recharged
from the initial state of charge set to 10%. It shows current and voltage of the battery; current is
represented with a negative value because it is charging. On the other end, the battery current would
be positive if the battery was discharging. The battery is charged with a constant current using a soft
inrush defended by ramp. As the current is constant, the state of charge increases linearly, instead
the internal voltage drop is quite proportional to the current in a short time windows; it seems in this
period, it is mainly due to the homic voltage drop. Moreover, it is possible to observe the effect of
the switching of the power converters in contactors that produce a high-frequency ripple overlap to
the main current.
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Figure 10. Battery main variables: state of charge, current and voltage.

The system is then tested inside the 2 × 25 kV railway line connected between the feeder and
the grounding conductor. In this case, the model does not consider only one 100 kW charging spot,
but twenty 100 kW charging bays for each direction that cause total power absorption of 4 MW from
the railway systems. It is possible to replace the single bay with double bays sharing the same amount
of power, thus allowing more people to charge simultaneously even if at a lower rate. The charging
area is modelled with one charging bay and a current generator. The idea is to model one charging
bay in order to see the current shape it absorbs and, at the same time, inject in the railway system the
same current multiplied for the remaining charging bays. The assumption is that all charging bays
are working at the same rate. The charging stations are connected from feeder to earth, rather than
from catenary to earth, as trains are (Figure 11).

 

Figure 11. Section of a real High Voltage (HV) line with indication of the feeder and earth wires.

It has been decided to connect the charging facility in the middle of the cell. The first scenario
is simulated with no train on the line and the results show that the system works quite well.
The simulated time lapse is 3.5 s (Figure 12). In particular, the results are shown towards the end of the
simulation because the charger is working at full load there. Figure 9 shows also the impact of all the
charging infrastructures installed in two charging areas on the railway voltage. It is possible to remark
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that the voltage value near the charging area is still inside the limits set for the system on both tracks,
despite the fact that the current is not always sinusoidal.

Figure 12. Feeder and catenary voltage due to the charging station presence.

Despite the shape of the current, Figure 13 shows that the autotransformers work as expected by
shifting the earth current to the feeder and catenary system. This means that the feeding transformers
see the most current coming from the feeder and the catenary with only a small current in the rail
as Figure 14 shows. Actually, the two charging areas behave as a low-power HST, and it seems the
power requested by the charging infrastructure is about one half of the power requested by a HST
during acceleration. In fact, allowed connection between feeder and ground has the same behaviour of
the train supplied from contact line and the rails.

The fact that the system works with no trains does not imply that it works while performing its
main duty, i.e., powering high-speed trains. In order to verify this, a simulation has been produced
in which the system has one or more trains on the tracks. The simulation represents the worst-case
scenario with all the loads fed from the two autotransformers.

The first simulation involves the presence of one train on the line. The modelled train is an
ETR 400 high-speed train with a maximum power of 9.8 MW located 3 km away from the charging
stations. It has been computed that in 3.5 s the train travels less than 500 m, so it has been modelled to
assume that the train is still. The total power of the three loads is about 14 MW, so it is expected that
the system is able to power all the loads without an excessive voltage drop. The simulation results
demonstrate exactly that the three loads can coexist. Figures 15 and 16 show that the voltage measured
near the loads and the train is within the limits set by international standards with voltage value being
around 23 kV.

Figure 13. Current measured on the autotransformers connections due to the charging stations.
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Figure 14. Current measured on the feeding transformer with the charging stations and no trains on
the track.

Figure 15. Catenary and feeder voltages on the charging facility connection point.

Figure 16. Voltage on the train position and current drawn by the train.
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There are some differences between this and the preceding scenario; in particular, the currents
have a different shape because of the sinusoidal train current superposed to the charger current.
Figures 17 and 18 show the currents flowing in the autotransformers and in the main transformer.

The connection of the charging infrastructure between the feeder and the ground attempts to
improve the balancing of the system as the current flows directly between the contact line and the
feeder without involving the autotransformers and the sells not occupied by the train.

Figure 17. Current drawn by the balancing autotransformer with the charging stations and a train on
the tracks.

Figure 18. Current measured on the feeding transformer low voltage winding with the charging
stations and a train on the tracks.

The last scenario evaluates the ability of the system to power two HST at 9.8 MW, each travelling
in opposite directions and the same 40 charging bays. This case is very demanding and the system
struggles to power the load. This is illustrated by the voltage value, which dropped to about 19 kV as
shown in Figures 19 and 20.

The main similarity with the preceding scenario is that the currents in the feeding transformer
and in the autotransformer are significantly influenced by the train rather than the relatively small
load given by the charging bays. Figures 21 and 22 depict the current drawn by the autotransformers
and the feeding transformer, respectively. The cause of this problem can be traced to two sources:
the power converter of battery charging facility or the connection of such a big load between feeder
and catenary. It is possible to speculate about the cause of this kind of problem being the connection of
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such a big load between feeder and earth. The system can cope with the load due to the line technical
systems, such as signalling, switches and line diagnostics, but these loads have a maximum rating of
250 kVA each and each substation powers only a few of them.

Figure 19. Voltage on the train position and current drawn by the train with two trains on the track.

Figure 20. Voltage at the train pantograph and current drawn.

 

Figure 21. Current drawn by the autotransformer in the two-train scenario.
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Figure 22. Current drawn by the feeding transformer in the two-train scenario.

5. Conclusions

The need to limit pollution enforces stricter emission standards that will increase the cost of
producing traditional cars; moreover, increases in oil prices will result in fuel that is more expensive.
In the meantime, a reduction in battery costs and government subsidies will lead to an increase
in electric vehicle purchases. Another incentive to use electric vehicles comes from both battery
manufacturers and the car industry: as battery technology develops further, it will be important
to decrease the charging time for the battery pack while maintaining its performance for its entire
life expectancy.

As electric vehicles are going to become even more popular, it is necessary to build fast charging
infrastructures, especially on the highway network. One of the problems encountered is finding
a suitable power source to charge many cars quickly despite the increase in battery capacity and in the
number of vehicles in stock. Since the high-voltage grid is not always easily accessible, as the highway
lines are usually far from the urban area and from the electricity grid but they are usually close to new
high-speed railway lines, the authors have investigated the possibility to supply charging areas from
the electric distribution system used for the railway service. These are promising solutions because the
power absorbed by the charging areas is of the same order of the magnitude of the power absorbed by
the train.

This solution has to compromise the needs of the rail operators, who want their trains adequately
powered, and the service areas, who want to offer a service to car drivers.

To demonstrate the feasibility of the concept, a model of a 2 × 25 kV system to feed the railway
has been developed. This latter has been implemented in MATLAB/Simulink/SimPower systems to
simulate the railway. Then it has been applied to simulate the battery charger and the system.

The results through modelling and simulation disclosed that a compromise is possible but the
charging station power has to be limited to allow trains to be properly powered. The simulations
reveal that particular attention has to be paid to the quality of the power of the railway system in order
to not be compromised by the high-power charging infrastructures. This means that it is not possible
to achieve the same refuelling rate of traditional cars because the charging time is much greater than
a traditional car refuelling time and the high-speed rail is not able to provide the extra power a larger
charging facility needs. Nevertheless, it can be a good solution to begin building the fast charging
infrastructure where the high-speed rail is easily accessible.
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Nomenclature

Vi Negative sequence voltage
Vd Positive sequence voltage
Psp Power of the single-phase load
Psc Three-phase short circuit power of the connection node
Umin2 Lowest non-permanent voltage (max. 10 min)
Umin1 Lowest permanent voltage
Un Normal Voltage 25 kV
Umax1 Highest permanent voltage 27.5 kV
Umax2 Highest non-permanent voltage (max. 5 min)
D Distance between the wires,
l Wire length
r0 Wire radius
K Coefficient representing the current distribution inside the wire
ρ Resistivity of the material,
S Useful cross section of the wire itself
[V] Phasor vectors
[I] Line-to-ground voltage and of the currents flowing in the conductor.
Z'ii, Z'ik values the Carson expressions
Rg Earth system resistance
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Abstract: The purpose of this work is to present an adaptive sliding mode Luenberger state observer
with improved disturbance rejection capability and better tracking performance under dynamic
conditions. The sliding hyperplane is altered by incorporating the estimated disturbance torque
with the stator currents. In addition, the effects of parameter detuning on the speed convergence
are observed and compared with the conventional disturbance rejection mechanism. The entire
drive system is first built in the Simulink environment. Then, the Simulink model is integrated
with real-time (RT)-Lab blocksets and implemented in a relatively new real-time environment using
OP4500 real-time simulator. Real-time simulation and testing platforms have succeeded offline
simulation and testing tools due to their reduced development time. The real-time results validate
the improvement in the proposed state observer and also correspond to the performance of the actual
physical model.

Keywords: state estimation; model reference; sliding mode; adaptive; parameter detuning

1. Introduction

The utility of induction motors has risen considerably owing to its integration with power
electronic converters, which made variable frequency operation realizable. This, in turn, made the
induction motor the workhorse of the industry. Of all the variable frequency control strategies, the
vector control or field oriented control principle was the most popular. It provided independent control
of torque and flux resulting in fast torque response. The field orientation can be achieved by directly
measuring the magnitude and direction of the flux by means of flux sensors or hall effect sensors in
the machine (Direct Vector control) or it can be imposed indirectly by a slip frequency component from
the rotor dynamics (Indirect Vector control). The latter was more feasible as it did not require the use
of additional flux sensors that would occupy additional space and cost. The indirect vector control
principle is shown in the phasor diagram expressed as steady state direct current (DC) quantities in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Indirect vector control principle.

By decoupling the induction motor at synchronously rotating reference frame, and forcing the
direct axis stator current component (field producing) in phase with the rotor flux and orthogonal to the
quadrature axis stator current’ component (torque producing), independent control of torque and flux
is obtained. However, the indirect vector control implementation required the utility of a shaft speed
encoder to sense the rotor speed, which was processed along with the speed command to generate the
reference torque request for vector control. The presence of the shaft speed encoder implies additional
electronics, cost and mounting space. Therefore, to eliminate the shaft speed encoder, the speed
estimation techniques were used.

The speed was estimated from either the terminal quantities of the machine or from its rotor
saliency. However, speed estimation from the machine model was easier to implement, occupied
less computational space and were most effective. Considerable research over the past two decades
focused primarily on sensorless control of induction motor [1], with special emphasis on estimation
from the machine model [2]. The state estimation schemes are shown in Figure 2.

 

Machine Model based State estimation Schemes

Model Reference Adaptive Systems (MRAS)

Artificial Intelligence Based Observer

Sliding Mode Observer (SMO) 

Extended Luenberger Observer (ELO)

Kalman Filter Estimators

Unscented Kalman Filters (UKF) 

Extended Kalman Filters (EKF) 

Figure 2. Machine model based state estimation schemes.

During the earlier stages, extended kalman filter (EKF) based estimators [3–5] were widely used
for speed estimation, but they give accurate results only if the system dynamics are linearized and
had an inherent disadvantage of a high sampling frequency and were computationally expensive.
Estimators based on model reference adaptive systems (MRAS), extended luenberger observers (ELO)
and sliding mode observers (SMO) [6,7] had a wider utility and were more extensively used owing to
ease of use and flexibility. In addition, several configurations varying from lower order to higher order
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observers, as well as integration of variable structure or artificial intelligence could be developed from
the MRAS. All the model based schemes were sensitive to variations or incorrect settings of parameters.

The MRAS and ELO were mainly used for simultaneous state estimation in order to prevent a
mismatch between the actual and estimated values of the parameters under all speed ranges. Several
studies focused on the performance analysis and parameter estimation [8–10] for the drive at low
and zero speed regions [11–13]. As stated before, variable structure or sliding mode observers (SMO)
based on MRAS have been implemented for wide speed bandwidth estimation and faster parameter
convergence by constraining the states of the system to the sliding hyperplane [14–18] implements a
Luenberger-SMO that estimates the critical parameters online. It is demonstrated by means of hardware
in the loop (HIL) simulation setup with an field programmable gate array (FPGA) based controller
and an induction motor, in order to verify the robustness of the algorithm. Reference [19] presents
a Sliding Mode-MRAS observer based on a super twisting algorithm (STA), where the variations in
critical parameters are intentionally considered. In the standard configuration of MRAS, the reference
model is replaced by a stator current observer, which is designed based on STA. This, in turn, is
insensitive to rotor resistance variations and disturbances when the states converge on the sliding
hyperplane. The chattering phenomenon is eliminated and near zero speed operation is realized by
means of a parallel identification of stator resistance. In [20], the concept of adaptive Luenberger flux
observation is applied for the state estimation of a sensorless symmetrical six phase induction machine
subjected to unbalanced operation. In addition to it, the efficacy and performance of the observer is
tested by incorporating mechanical and electrical disturbances during the normal operation of the
machine. Variation of the inertia up to the maximum value and the loss of one or more stator phases
are considered for all the test cases of unbalanced conditions. There are also a certain class of load
torque rejection observers that have been implemented. These disturbance observers, either comprised
of a mechanical model of the motor or having error components that are dependent on the rotor speed,
or gain coefficients dependent on the stator frequency [21–24]. In [24], the decoupling of current and
subsequent control of the current components is applied to induction motor by employing a sliding
mode controller and a disturbance observer. The coupled terms are modeled as disturbance, which,
after observation, are utilized in the control law. In addition, the rotor speed is estimated based on the
magnetizing current and the lyapunov stability criterion is used to ensure closed loop stability. Several
of the above categories of observers have been implemented in many experimental platforms and also
been verified by means of HIL testing.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the improvement in the rejection of the external load
by the proposed observer. The sliding hyperplane is altered and the disturbance estimated from the
mechanical model is integrated into the sliding hyperplane along with the real and estimated stator
currents [17]. In addition, to add to the nonlinearity of the observer, a Gaussian noise (measurement
disturbance) is incorporated at the motor terminals, where the terminal voltages and currents are
measured. The observer, along with the drive system, is first built using Matlab/Simulink blocksets
and then validated in a comparatively new real-time simulation platform, RT-Lab, developed by
Opal-RT (2011, Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) and the real-time results add more credibility as
compared to any other offline simulation platform.

2. General Configuration of Model Reference Adaptive Systems and System Modeling

Adaptive control is mainly used for parameter adaptation. The essence of an adaptive control
mechanism is to adapt to the controlled system with parameters that need to be estimated. The concept
of parameter adaptive MRAS along with the parallel disturbance torque estimation mechanism is
illustrated in Figure 3. There is a reference motor model and the adaptive model as a function of the
parameter to be estimated. The adaptive mechanism is used to ensure that the state of the observer
(process) converges to the state of the motor (plant). Therefore, we have an optimization criterion X
and the error to be constrained:

X =
∫ T

0
e2dt, (1)
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e = Xref − Xadap, (2)

where Xref and Xadap are outputs of respective models. The adaptation mechanism makes use of
the classical Proportional-Integral theory to process the speed tuning signal. A Lyapunov function
candidate is used for the speed derivation mechanism.
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Figure 3. Basic configuration of parameter adaptive model reference adaptive system (MRAS) scheme
with parallel disturbance torque estimation.

2.1. Structure of Sliding Mode Luenberger State Observer

The reduced order sliding mode luenberger observer (SMLO) with the modified switching surface
is shown in Figure 4, where “A” is the parameter matrix, “ˆ” is used for estimated parameters, “X” is
the state variables comprised of the d and q-axes stator currents and rotor fluxes, “ksw” is the reduced
order observer switching gain matrix, chosen in such a way that the eigenvalues of the observer and
the machine are maintained proportional to ensure stability under normal operating conditions. “J” is
the moment of inertia, “p” is the differential operator, “BV” is the viscous friction coefficient, “T∗

e” and
“T̂dis” is the reference model electromagnetic torque and the estimated disturbance torque, “k” is an
arbitrary positive gain [17]. The purpose of a sliding mode or variable structure strategy is to modify
the dynamics of a non linear system state by means of a high frequency switching surface or a sliding
hyperplane. The sliding hyperplane is selected in such a way that the Lyapunov function candidate “V”
utilized for obtaining the convergence mechanism, and its derivative satisfies the Lyapunov stability
criterion [17,25]. “V” is a scalar function of the sliding hyperplane “S”. Therefore,

.
V(S) = S(x)

.
S(x). (3)

The control law is:
u(t) = ueq(t) + usw(t), (4)

where u(t), ueq(t) and usw(t) represent the control, equivalent control and the switching vector. For
stability, the switching vector is obtained [17,26]:

usw(t) = ηsign(S(x, t)), (5)
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where sign(S) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
−1 for S < 0
0 for S = 0
+1 for S > 0

. η is the switching control gain chosen such that (3) is negative

definite, implying S(x)
.
S(x) < 0, thereby constraining the effect of the external disturbance. However,

the high frequency switching plane increases non linearity of the observer, leading to chattering.
Therefore, to eliminate the effect of this unwanted phenomenon, a saturation function having boundary
layer of width (Φ) is used by replacing sign (S) with sat (S/Φ) and is given by [17]:

sat(S/Φ) =

⎧⎨⎩ sign
(

S
Φ

)
if
∣∣∣( S

Φ

)∣∣∣ ≥ 1(
S
Φ

)
if
∣∣∣( S

Φ

)∣∣∣ < 1
. (6)

Based on the theory of MRAS, the following equations depict the structure of the proposed
observer scheme with the conventional and modified sliding hyperplane. The reference and the
adaptive model are represented in state space form as they aid in the formulation of control and
estimation problems [17,27].
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Figure 4. Proposed state observer with the modified switching hyperplane.

2.1.1. Reference Model (Motor)

dx
dt

= [A]x + [B]u, (7)

y = [C]x, (8)

where:

x =
[
isds, isqs,ψs

dr,ψ
s
qr

]T
, A =

[
A11 A12

A21 A22

]
,

B =
[

1
σLs

I 0
]T

, C = [I, 0], u =
[
vs

dsvs
qs

]T
,

I =

[
1 0
0 1

]
, J =

[
0 −1
1 0

]
,
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A11 = −
[

Rs
σLs

+ 1−σ
σTr

]
I = ar11I, A12 = Lm

σLsLr

[
1
Tr

I −ωrJ
]
= ar12I + ai12J,

A21 = Lm
Tr

I = ar21I,

A22 = −1
Tr

I +ωrJ = ar22I + ai22J.

2.1.2. Estimation of Disturbance Torque from the Mechanical Model

By exploiting the machine model, the disturbance torque is estimated by utilizing the reference
model electromagnetic torque and the estimated speed, respectively:

T̂dis = T∗
e − J

d ω̂

dt
− BVω̂. (9)

2.1.3. SMLO 1—Observer with Conventional Disturbance Rejection Mechanism (Adaptive Model)

dx̂
dt

=
[
Â
]
x̂ + [B]u + kswsat

(
îs − is

)
+ d̂, (10)

where the sliding hyperplane, s = îs − is and d̂ = kT̂dis and

ŷ = [C]x̂, (11)

where îs, is = estimated and measured value of stator current:

Â =

[
A11 Â12

A21 Â22

]
,

Â12 = Lm
σLsLr

[
1
Tr

I − ω̂rJ
]
= ar12I + âi12J,

Â22 = −1
Tr

I + ω̂rJ = ar22I + âi22J.

The switching gain “ksw” is designed by the following lower order matrix given by

ksw =

[
k1 k2

−k2 k1

]T

. (12)

The switching gain matrix is designed appropriately to make Label (4) stable by means of pole
placement. The eigenvalues are designed in such a way that, for the observer, they are comparatively
more negative to that of the motor so that they ensure faster convergence of the desired performance
to the process. Therefore,

k1 = (m − 1)ar11, (13)

k2 = kp, kp ≥ −1, (14)

where “m” and “k2” are chosen in such a way that the eigenvalues of the observer are shifted more
negative as compared to the eigenvalues of the motor. They also directly affect the dynamics and
damping of the observer. “k1” is dependent on the motor parameters.

2.1.4. SMLO 2—Observer with Modified Disturbance Rejection Mechanism (Adaptive Model)

The state dynamic equation is altered by changing the sliding hyperplane, i.e., by including the
estimated disturbance torque [17]:

dx̂
dt

=
[
Â
]
x̂ + [B]u + kswsat

(
îs − is − d̂

)
. (15)
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Therefore, the sliding hyperplane becomes, s = îs − is − d̂ and d̂ = kT̂dis and

ŷ = [C]x̂. (16)

2.1.5. Adaptive Mechanism

The Lyapunov function candidate used for speed derivation mechanism and to ensure stability is
given by:

V = eTe +
(ω̂r −ωr)

2

λ
, (17)

where λ is a positive constant.
We have:

dv
dt

= eT
[
(A + GC)T + (A + GC)

]
e −

2Δωr

(
eidsϕ̂

s
qr − eiqsϕ̂

s
dr

)
c

+
2Δωr

λ

dω̂r

dt
, (18)

where eids = isds − îsds, eiqs = isqs − îsqs.
The second and third term of (18) is equalized to realize the expression for the estimated speed

given by:
dω̂r

dt
=

λ

c

(
eidsϕ̂

s
qr − eiqsϕ̂

s
dr

)
, (19)

“c” being an arbitrary positive constant. The difference between SMLO 2 and SMLO 1 is the way
in which the estimated disturbance is added and constrained in the sliding hyperplane along with
the stator current error. The complexity of the observer increases due to the presence of the speed
adaptation loop, the disturbance estimation and adaptation loop and the Luenberger observer gain
loop, however, by tuning the feedback and switching gains, the dynamic performance and the stability
of both the observers can be improved.

2.2. Stability Analysis of Both the Observers by Means of Pole Placement

For the conventional disturbance observer SMLO 1:

(
A11 + ksw + d̂

)
=

[
ar11 + k1 + d̂ −k2 + d̂

k2 + d̂ ar11 + k1 + d̂

]
. (20)

The characteristic equation is:

SI −
(

A11 + ksw + d̂
)
= 0. (21)

On solving:

S2 − 2S
(

ar11 + k1 + d̂
)
+
(

ar11 + k1 + d̂
)2

+
(

k2
2 − d̂

2
)
= 0. (22)

The observer poles are:
S1 =

(
ar11 + k1 + d̂

)
+ j

(
k2 − d̂

)
, (23)

S2 =
(

ar11 + k1 + d̂
)
− j

(
k2 − d̂

)
. (24)

For the modified disturbance observer SMLO 2:

(
A11 + ksw − kswd̂

)
=

[
ar11 + k1 − kswd̂ −k2 − kswd̂

k2 − kswd̂ ar11 + k1 − kswd̂

]
. (25)
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The characteristic equation is:

SI −
(

A11 + ksw − kswd̂
)
= 0. (26)

On solving:

S2 − 2S
(

ar11 + k1 − kswd̂
)
+
(

ar11 + k1 − kswd̂
)2

+
(

k2
2 − k2

swd̂
2
)
= 0. (27)

The observer poles are:

S1 =
(

ar11 + k1 − kswd̂
)
+ j

(
k2 − kswd̂

)
, (28)

S1 =
(

ar11 + k1 − kswd̂
)
− j

(
k2 − kswd̂

)
. (29)

2.3. Structure of Current Regulated Vector Controller

Current regulation or tolerance band current control has a fast torque response and is independent
of load parameters. The speed error is processed by a PI controller whose output is the reference torque:

ec = ω̂r −ω∗, (30)

T∗
e = ec

[
kp + (ki/s)∗Ts

]
, (31)

where ec is the speed error, kp and ki are the proportional and integral gains for tuning the speed error,
and Ts is the sampling time. For operation in the motoring and flux weakening region, the rotor flux is
constant for the former and as a function of the speed for the latter:

ψr = 0.96, If ω̂r < ωbsync, (32)

ψr = 0.96 ∗
(

ω̂r

ωbsync

)
, If ω̂r > ωbsync. (33)

The orthogonal direct and quadrature axes stator current components are [1]:

ids
∗ =

(
ψr
Lm

)[
1 +

dTr

dTs

]
, (34)

iqs
∗ =

(
2
3

)(
2
P

)(
Lr

Lm

)(
Tref
ψr

)
. (35)

As the slip speed is used for imposing the field orientation, the field angle is determined from the
slip speed, therefore:

θf = θsl + θr. (36)

The three-phase reference currents are obtained from the decoupled reference components of
current by means of inverse transformation given as follows:

i∗as = ids sin θ+ iqs cos θ, (37)

i∗bs =

(
1
2

)
{−ids cos θ+

√
3 ids sin θ}+

(
1
2

){
iqs sin θ+

√
3 iqs cos θ

}
, (38)

i∗cs = −(i∗as + i∗bs). (39)
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The three-phase reference current components are compared with the actual sensed three-phase
currents by means of hysteresis regulation and the gating pulses for the voltage source inverter (VSI)
are generated. The hysteresis band is selected keeping the current and subsequent torque pulsation in
mind. The entire sensorless drive scheme is illustrated in Figure 5 [17].
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Figure 5. Voltage source inverter (VSI) fed speed sensorless induction motor drive system.

3. The Concept of Real-Time Simulation

Real-time simulation and test platform is one in which the computer model’s performance
corresponds to the performance of the actual physical system [28–36]. It would take the same amount
of time like any real world application. Unlike many offline simulation platforms, where a variable
step solver is used, in real time, a fixed step discrete solver is used. For a given computer model, in
a real-time simulation, the processing of inputs, model calculations and the processing of outputs
should be less than the fixed step. If it exceeds the fixed step, a phenomenon known as over run would
occur. Therefore, it is imperative that the real-time simulator should produce the model calculations
and output within the same time interval corresponding to its actual physical counterpart. The
applications ranges from mechatronics, power electronic and power system based concepts to gaming
and process control.

There are various real-time simulators available such as xPC Target (Mathworks, Natwick, United
States), for power electronic system simulation there is eFPGAsim and eDRIVEsim (Opal-RT, Montreal,
Canada) and for power system simulation, we have HYPERSIM (Opal-RT, Montreal, Canada) and
RTDS (RTDS Technologies Inc., Winnipeg, MB, Canada).

RT-Lab is a distributed real-time platform with features ranging from virtual, control and plant
prototyping, model based design, etc. It is flexible and has a fast execution time and can also be utilized
for real-time processor-in-loop (PIL) and hardware in the loop (HIL) applications. The package is
compatible with various offline platforms such as Matlab/Simulink, Labview, etc. The mathematical
and dynamic model of the drive system is built in Simulink environment using sim-power systems
toolbox. This acts as the front end interface after which the model is integrated with RT-Lab blocksets.
RT-Lab generates the code to be simulated in a single or multiple targets. Here, the real-time simulation
target used is OP4500 developed by Opal-RT. It is a multi core target, where the plant and controller
can be placed in different cores.
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It comprises of analog and digital input/output (I/O) channels with signal conditioning and is
also integrated with powerful XILINX Kintex 7 FPGA, which has a very high processing power. The
sensorless drive system is modeled and built offline using sim power systems toolbox in Simulink
in the workstation. The offline simulink model uses a variable step solver. The RT-Lab integrated
real-time platform uses a discretised fixed step time solver with a step size of 50 μs. The workstation is
connected to the OP4500 real-time simulator through transmission control protocol/internet protocol
(TCP/IP) protocol. The target executes the model and the results are viewed and recorded in the
workstation, which is the front end interface. The model is executed and analyzed dynamically for
different test cases as presented below.

4. Real-Time Simulation Results: Analysis and Discussion

The motor parameters and ratings used for the real-time simulation are given in Appendix A.
In order to emphasize on the improvement in the performance of SMLO 2 over SMLO 1, some results
are magnified to present a clearer picture. Parameter estimation of an observer at flux weakening
regions is significant, as it indicates its robustness for a wider speed bandwidth as also its tracking
performance at a constant power region.

4.1. Performance at Flux Weakening

Here, the observers are tested at a low flux weakening region for a given speed command of
165 rad/s. However, both reach the reference speed at almost identical time, and the estimated speed
oscillations are comparatively very high for SMLO 1 as shown in Figure 6a. In the zoomed version
shown in Figure 6b, the oscillation is as high as 70 rad/s for the speed command of 165 rad/s, which is
almost 42%.

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 6. (a) Estimated speed of conventional sliding mode luenberger observer (SMLO) 1; and
(b) zoomed version of (a).

The profiles of the estimated disturbance torque in Figure 7 and the electromagnetic torque in
Figure 8 of SMLO1 are almost the same, since the viscous friction coefficient and the inertia constant are
of a low value. The estimated rotor flux of SMLO 1 in Figure 9 has more oscillations and the magnitude
is increasing with time. As compared to SMLO 1, speed performance of SMLO2 has relatively less
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oscillations shown in Figure 10a. In Figure 10b, although there is an initial overshoot and undershoot,
the oscillation is initially around 20 rad/s, which is around 12%, and gradually dies out after 6 s.

 

Figure 7. Estimated disturbance torque of SMLO 1.

Figure 8. Electromagnetic torque of SMLO 1.

 

Figure 9. Estimated rotor flux of SMLO 1.

Estimated disturbance torque of SMLO2 shown in Figure 11 has relatively lesser ripples. Again,
the electromagnetic torque profile of SMLO2 follows the estimated disturbance torque profile as shown
in Figure 12. SMLO2 estimated rotor flux shown in Figure 13 has lesser oscillations. This shows that
the SMLO 2 has better reception to flux weakening and operates well in this region.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 10. (a) Estimated speed of Modified Sliding Mode Luenberger Observer (SMLO 2); and
(b) zoomed version of (a).

 

Figure 11. Estimated disturbance torque of SMLO 2.

 

Figure 12. Electromagnetic torque of SMLO 2.
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Figure 13. Estimated rotor flux of SMLO 2.

4.2. Performance at Step Speed Command

The difference is seen more distinctly at step speed command (initially 50 rad/s, after 2 s, stepped
upto 150 rad/s, after 7 s, stepped down to 100 rad/s), which covers a wide speed bandwidth. SMLO
1 initially, tracks well for both 50 rad/s and 150 rad/s, but, during deceleration from 150 rad/s to
100 rad/s, there is a very high spike in the estimated speed (of almost 100 rad/s) shown in Figure 14a,
which could prove detrimental to the drive system. This is mainly due to the sudden change in the
flux level of the motor and SMLO 1, which directly affects its speed convergence. Even after settling
down at 100 rad/s, after about 10 s, oscillations persist ranging between 98.5 and 101 rad/s, shown in
Figure 14b. SMLO 2 in comparison tracks more smoothly and accurately, even during deceleration
as shown in Figure 15a. The oscillations in the estimated speed are greatly reduced as shown in
Figure 15b, ranging almost between 99.9 and 100.1 rad/s, which proves that it is near accurate and
superior tracking as compared to SMLO 1.

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 14. (a) Estimated speed of SMLO 1; and (b) zoomed version of (a).
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 15. (a) Estimated speed of SMLO 2 (b); and zoomed version of (a).

Even the estimated disturbance torque profile of SMLO 1 shown in Figure 16a is comparatively
less smoother with more pulsations as compared to SMLO 2 shown in Figure 16b. The estimated rotor
flux performance for SMLO 1 in Figure 17a and SMLO 2 in Figure 17b can be observed. Here again,
the latter gives smoother flux performance in spite of variations in the commanded speed at different
time intervals, resulting in better torque holding capability.

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 16. Estimated disturbance torque of (a) SMLO 1; and (b) SMLO 2.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 17. Estimated rotor flux of (a) SMLO 1; and (b) SMLO 2.

4.3. Performance at Low Speeds

At low speeds (for a speed command of 30 rad/s), SMLO 1 does not track becomes unstable and
goes out of bounds. Therefore, the speed bandwidth of SMLO 1 is restricted to a range of 50–150 rad/s.
However, the tracking performance of SMLO 2 is shown in Figure 18a, where, after an initial high
overshoot for a very small amount of time, it tracks the command accurately, which is more distinct in
the zoomed version in Figure 18b.

 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 18. (a) estimated speed of SMLO 2 (b), zoomed version of (a).
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The initial high disturbance torque pulsation shown in Figure 19 is responsible for the high
overshoot in estimated speed.

Figure 19. Estimated disturbance torque of SMLO 2.

4.4. Effect of Parameter Detuning on the Dynamic Performance

The detuning or incorrect setting of parameters plays a significant role in the ability of the adaptive
mechanism to converge the states of the observer and motor. The stator resistance and rotor time
constant play a critical role in the motor dynamics. Therefore, the speed convergence mechanisms
of the observer are tested for incorrect settings of the said parameters. The speed tuning signal for
the adaptive mechanism is derived from the difference between the products of the estimated d-axis
flux linkages and the q-axis stator current error and q-axis flux linkages and the d-axis stator current
error. For 50% incorrect setting in both, the convergence of SMLO 1 is shown in Figure 20a. The speed
error gradually increases at the end, thereby affecting its ability to withstand parametric uncertainties,
whereas, for SMLO 2, the speed error is approximately zero and consistent with time, as shown in
Figure 20b.

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 20. Speed tuning signal for 50% incorrect setting of stator resistance (Rs) and rotor time constant
(Tr) for (a) SMLO 1, and (b) SMLO 2.

Parametric uncertainties can also be treated as model disturbances and this only reflects the ability
of SMLO 2 to reject the effect of the disturbances. Again, for nominal setting of Rs and Tr, although the
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inconsistencies in the speed tuning signal of SMLO 1 has reduced, it is still pertinent, with speed error
reaching almost 3 rad/s, as shown in Figure 21a. The speed tuning signal or speed error of SMLO 2 is
almost confined to zero, as shown in Figure 21b, indicating faster convergence of the motor and the
observer states.

 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 21. Speed tuning signal for nominal setting of stator resistance (Rs) and rotor time constant (Tr)
for (a) SMLO 1; and (b) SMLO 2.

Now, for 150% incorrect setting in both the parameters, SMLO 1 exhibits a comparatively better
convergence than previous cases, as shown in Figure 22a, but, here again, it is observed that SMLO 2
offers a greater and near accurate convergence of states, as shown in Figure 22b.

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 22. Speed tuning signal for 150% incorrect setting of stator resistance (Rs) and rotor time
constant (Tr) for (a) SMLO 1; and (b) SMLO 2.
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4.5. Switching Surface and Convergence of the Stator Current Error

The convergence of the stator current error and the sliding surface is also observed for both the
observers. In both the cases, the profile of the sliding surface is identical to that of the stator current
error, as both are dependent on each other. The profile of the sliding surface, direct and quadrature
axes stator currents, stator current error of SMLO1 are shown in Figure 23a–d. However, as compared
to SMLO 1, both the stator current error and the sliding surface of SMLO 2 are slightly displaced in
the negative range. This can be primarily due to change in the configuration of the sliding surface,
as, along with the stator current error, it also has to constrain the effect of the estimated disturbance
torque. The direct and quadrature axes are also obtained. The performance of SMLO2 is shown in
Figure 24a–d.

 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 23. SMLO 1 (a) sliding surface; (b) flux component of stator current; (c) torque component of
stator current; and (d) stator current error.
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 24. SMLO 2 (a) sliding surface; (b) flux component of stator current; (c) torque component of
stator current; and (d) stator current error.

Although both are similar, the presence of pulsations in the stator current components, both
during steady state and transient conditions, give rise to subsequent torque and flux pulsations in the
observers. In addition, due to high power rating of the motor, the stator current dynamics play a major
role in the torque performance. However, it is seen that the SMLO 2 comparatively displays better
dynamic and steady state performance due to its ability to contain the stator current dynamics and
ensure that it does not affect the tracking. For the entire study, the load torque was maintained constant
at 100 Nm. For the last two test cases, along with the constant load torque, the speed command was
also maintained constant at 100 rad/s, respectively.
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4.6. Pole Placement Plot of the Modified nd Conventional Disturbance Observers

The pole plot shown in Figure 25 shows that the poles of SMLO 2 are shifted to left of SMLO 1,
which indicates comparatively better stability performance of the same in low and flux weakening
regions. However, the performance at medium speed regions remains more or less the same.

Figure 25. Pole placement of SMLO 1 and SMLO 2.

Since hysteresis band current regulation is used, the exact switching frequency cannot be predicted;
however, the maximum switching frequency which is realizable by the OP45OO target is (1/(2*time
step)), which is 10 kHz. As the model has been successfully executed by the target, it can be safely
concluded that the equivalent switching frequency is within 10 kHz. The entire testing and analysis
were performed in the motoring mode at low, medium speeds and low flux weakening regions.
Although these real-time simulation results can also be considered to be equivalent to the experimental
results while testing in model based design paradigm (provided all the model dynamics including
uncertainties, plant disturbance etc. have been mathematically modeled), there are some problems
which are encountered. While moving from simulations to real-time implementation of the model,
in automotive and power applications, (EMI/EMC issues, over-voltages, overcurrent, temperature
issues) arise which have to be managed with proper safe circuitry and diagnostic circuitry [30–32].
Table 1 summarizes the observations from the above analysis for both the observers.

Table 1. Salient features of both the observers.

Test Cases SMLO 1 SMLO 2

Low flux
weakening region

Maximum speed oscillation of around
70 rad/s (around 42% of the reference
value). Speed oscillations do not die out.

Initial maximum speed oscillation of
around 20 rad/s (around 12% of the
reference value). Speed Oscillations
gradually reduce with time.

Step speed command
Very high overshoot and undershoot
observed at the instance of
fast deceleration.

Smoother tracking during fast
acceleration and deceleration.

Low speed operation Does not track, becomes unstable and
speed convergence goes out of bounds.

Tracks well, initial undershoot and
overshoot, which results for a very
small interval of time.

Disturbance torque Higher torque pulsations as a result of
high stator current pulsation.

Comparatively lower torque pulsation
resulting in better torque
holding capability.

Speed and Stator
error convergence

Slower convergence, higher speed and
stator current error

Faster convergence, resulting in
smoother tracking
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5. Conclusions

This paper presented an improved version of a sliding mode Luenberger observer with
comparatively better tracking performance, robustness to the effect of external and model disturbances
and a wider speed bandwidth than the conventional one. The drive system along with the proposed
observer is executed in real-time using an RT-Lab package and an OP4500 real-time simulator. The
real-time results validate the improvement in the disturbance rejection capability for the different test
cases presented and also provide more credibility as compared to other offline simulated results. Some
significant findings from the study are presented and summarized in a table to add more clarity. They
present a realistic view of how the actual physical system would respond just like the virtual system
present in the workstation. Furthermore, the plant or the controller can be made to interact in real-time
PIL or HIL with the other components of the drive system in the workstation.
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Nomenclature

ids
s, iqs

s, idr
r, iqr

r Direct and quadrature axes stator and rotor current components in stationary and
rotating frame

vds
s, vqs

s Direct and quadrature stator voltages in stationary frame
Tr, Rs, Rr Rotor time constant, stator and rotor resistance
σ, Lr, Lm, Ls Leakage reactance, rotor, magnetizing and stator self inductance
Lls, Llr Stator and rotor leakage inductances
ωr, ω̂r,ω∗,ωbsync Actual, estimated, reference and base synchronous speed
ψds

s, ψqs
s, ψdr

s,ψqr
s Direct and quadrature axes stator and rotor flux linkages in stationary frame

ϕ̂d, ϕ̂q Direct and quadrature axes estimated rotor flux linkages
θf, θsl, θr, T∗

e Field, slip and rotor angles and Torque reference
ids

∗, i∗qs Direct and quadrature axes stator currents in synchronously rotating frame
i∗as, i∗bs, i∗cs Three-phase reference currents

Appendix A

The ratings of the model considered for the study are: A 50 HP, 415 V, 3Φ, 50 Hz, star connected, four-pole
induction motor with equivalent parameters: Rs = 0.087 Ω, Rr = 0.228 Ω, Lls = Llr = 0.8 mH, Lm = 34.7 mH, Inertia,
J = 1.662 kgm2, friction factor = 0.1.
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Abstract: This paper proposes a new approach on the novel current control strategy for grid-tied
voltage-source inverters (VSIs) with circumstances of asymmetrical voltage conditions. A standard
grid-connected inverter (GCI) allows the degree of freedom to integrate the renewable energy
system to enhance the penetration of total utility power. However, restrictive grid codes require
that renewable sources connected to the grid must support stability of the grid under grid faults.
Conventional synchronously rotating frame dq current controllers are insufficient under grid faults
due to the low bandwidth of proportional-integral (PI) controllers. Hence, this work proposes a
proportional current controller with a first-order low-pass filter disturbance observer (DOb). The
proposed controller establishes independent control on positive, as well as negative, sequence current
components under asymmetrical grid voltage conditions. The approach is independent of parametric
component values, as it estimates nonlinear feed-forward terms with the low-pass filter DOb.
A numerical simulation model of the overall power system was implemented in a MATLAB/Simulink
(2014B, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Further, particular results show that double-frequency active
power oscillations are suppressed by injecting appropriate negative-sequence currents. Moreover,
a set of simulation results provided in the article matches the developed theoretical background for
its feasibility.

Keywords: power control; power electronics; pulse width modulation inverters; disturbance observer;
grid connected system; grid stability; distorted voltage

1. Introduction

The rapid penetration of renewable energy sources (RESs) connected to the grid and distribution
systems with power electronic converter topologies has changed the expected grid requirements to
guarantee an appropriate performance under grid faults. In addition to the performance and reliability
of the system under power electronic circuits in normal conditions, stability and grid support under
grid faults are crucial due to restrictive grid code requirements [1,2]. Moreover, stability and reliability
of the grid-connected inverter (GCI) under grid voltage faults must be considered for microgrid
applications [3–8] with battery storage systems [9,10].
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In particular, the most common fault type in electrical networks is unbalanced voltage conditions,
which can easily occur in any voltage sags, and cause double-frequency power oscillations. In addition
to requiring a positive sequence of active power (P) and reactive power (Q) injection by RESs through
the GCI, these oscillations must be compensated for by injecting appropriate negative-sequence current
sets. However, this aim cannot be realized by using conventional methods.

Proportional-integral (PI) controller-based vector control methods for GCI structures considering
balanced voltage conditions are given in [11–13]. These methods decouple grid currents into P and Q
generating components, and the PI current controllers achieve stable operation. However, this popular
structure is fragile under voltage problems due to a low bandwidth of the PI controllers.

One of the first contributions related to the control of GCIs under unbalanced voltages is given
in [14,15], by using decoupled PI control of positive- and negative-sequence dq frames. This structure
is also known as the double synchronous reference frame (DSRF) method, and is used by many
researchers [16,17]. Proportional-resonant (PR) [18,19] controllers are also extensively used for GCIs,
which feed forward a resonant controller tuned at double the grid frequency. Direct power control
methods [20,21] control the required power without additional inner current loops. The method given
in [22] gives an enhanced operation of decoupled DSRF (DDSRF) operation by using feed-forwarded
resonant controllers. Model-based predictive control [23,24] methods minimize the cost function by
predicting the future current and power components of the GCI under an unbalanced voltage operation.

The decoupled control of synchronously rotating positive- and negative-sequence dq currents,
as given in [14,15], is an effective method for the control of GCIs. However, this method suffers from
simultaneously dissipating active and reactive power oscillating components. An instantaneous power
theory calculations-based independent P and Q control strategy is given in [25], by proposing different
current reference calculations depending on the power requirements. A robust power flow algorithm,
which is based on the disturbance rejection control algorithm, is given in [26]. These methods given
in [23–26] can independently dissipate P and Q double-frequency oscillations. However, the shape
and magnitude of non-sinusoidal injected currents highly increase current harmonics in the system,
which limits the effectiveness of these methods.

Three-phase four-leg inverters can generate sinusoidal voltage waveforms in a wide range of
nonlinear operating conditions for more sensitive loads, such as for data transfer and military purposes,
as they can also issue power quality requirements [27,28]. However, an additional phase-leg and
inductance complicates the circuit and reduces the overall efficiency.

Grid synchronization is of great importance for robust control of GCIs; fast and accurate estimation
of grid voltage parameters is essential to operate under grid faults. Different Phase Locked Loop (PLL)
algorithms are available in the literature, aiming to operate under grid voltage problems [29–32]. It was
assumed in this study that symmetrical positive- and negative-sequence component decomposition of
the grid voltage was properly realized, such as is given in [33] under grid faults.

A disturbance observer (DOb)-based controller is a simple and robust structure that estimates
external disturbances and uncertainties; thus the effect of disturbances and uncertainties are
suppressed [34]. Estimated disturbances and system uncertainties are fed forward to the inner control
loop; thus the robustness of the system is obtained. An additional external controller could be cascaded
to achieve the desired performance goals, such as power and/or speed in electrical systems, as the
DOb controls uncertain plant and removes the effect of external disturbances in the inner control loop.

Doubly fed induction generator (DFIG)-based wind turbines are also very fragile under grid
voltage problems [7,8,35–38], and it can be considered that problem solution techniques applied to
DFIG applications can be utilized in GCI applications. DOb-based current controllers are applied to
DFIGs and GCIs in [39,40] by considering robustness against parameter variations under balanced
voltage sets. However, this method must be carefully tuned to suppress double-frequency oscillations.
This study modeled the grid dynamic model in synchronously rotating, symmetrical positive- and
negative-sequence dq frames. Therefore, decoupled positive- and negative-sequence dq current
components were independently controlled by achieving robust control under grid voltage faults.
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In addition to the availability of simultaneous positive- and negative-sequence current injection,
the proposed method was not affected by other external disturbances and uncertainties, such as grid
impedance variations.

Integral terms in conventional PI controllers must be carefully tuned to prevent unwanted
overshoots for a wide range of operations. In addition, windup effects of the integrator must
be considered for real-time systems. Instead of conventional PI controllers and fed-forwarded
parameter-dependent cross-coupling terms, proposed proportional controllers with a low-pass filter
DOb are sufficient for robust operation, as the DOb accurately estimates and feeds forward uncertain
terms. The control structure is simple and can be applied in real-time systems.

The main contribution of this study is a proportional decoupled current controller with
a fed-forwarded low-pass filter DOb, which satisfies positive-sequence power requirements by
independently controlling negative-sequence currents. The main advantage of this P + DOb current
controller is to bring freedom from the sensitivity of the controllers with regard to variations in the grid
parameters during operation for various reasons. Other methods outlined in [23–26] simultaneously
control P and Q oscillations, as well as robustly satisfy positive-sequence power requirements.
However, these methods inject non-sinusoidal currents to the grid at the instant of unbalanced voltage
conditions. Conventional PI controllers are sensitive to parameter variations and anti-windup effects.
This is the first reported study for a decoupled dq current control structure by using symmetrical
component decomposition and estimating the disturbances with the DOb concept. The study was
implemented on a Matlab/Simulink (2014B, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) simulation platform.

2. Dynamic Model

The equivalent circuit of the GCI is given in Figure 1 in the abc frame. The system was connected to
the grid with respective grid resistance and inductance values. The dynamic model could be rewritten
as either stationary or in the synchronously rotating dq frame, according to the given equivalent circuit.

Lg

Neutral Line

ca

Rg Vga

vcb

C

iga 

vcc

Energy 
Source

Vgbigb 

Vgcigc 

Figure 1. Equivalent circuit of the GCI in the abc frame.

The three-phase electrical variables, such as current, voltage, etc., could be indicated in several
different types of reference frames [41,42]. Two orthogonal, synchronously rotating components in the
dq frame are sufficient if a balanced system representation is required. However, they are insufficient
in the case of an unbalanced system representation, and respective positive- and negative-sequence
components must be presented.

The dynamical model could be arranged in the orthogonal frame of reference associated
with positive and negative symmetrical components of the grid voltage, where positive sequence
(dq)+ frames are composed of balanced voltages, while unbalanced voltage components generate
negative sequence (dq)− frames, as is given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Orthogonal (dq)+ and (dq)− frames of references.

The current equation in symmetrical (dq)+ and (dq)− frames can be written as

Lg
dig
dt

= vs − Rgig + Lig − vg, (1)

where

iTg =
[

i+gd i+gq i−gd i−gq

]
, vT

g =
[

v+
gd v+

gq v−
gd v−

gq

]
, vT

s =
[

v+
sd v+

sq v−
sd v−

sq

]
, (2)

Lg = diag
[

Lg Lg Lg Lg

]
, Rg = diag

[
Rg Rg Rg Rg

]
, (3)

L =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 ωgLg 0 0

ωgLg 0 0 0
0 0 0 ωgLg

0 0 ωgLg 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦, (4)

The terms ig and vg, represent the grid currents and voltages in the synchronously rotating dq
frame. The term vs is the GCI output voltage. The terms Rg and Lg represent the grid resistances and
inductances. All diagonal elements of the Lg and Rg matrix for the symmetrical systems are equal.
The meaning of the +/− superscripts are for (dq)+ and (dq)− rotating frames, respectively. The d/q
subscript refers to dq rotating frames. The term ωg is the grid electrical speed. The rotating frame is
aligned with the d axis, and vq = 0. The line currents are assumed to be measured, and the GCI-output
generated voltage is known. The GCI circuit can be written as is given below:

dig
dt

= L−1
g vs − L−1

g Rgig + L−1
g Lig − L−1

g vg, (5)

εg = iref
g − ig, (6)

where εg
T =

[
ε+gd ε+gq ε−gd ε−gq

]
is the error of control performance. If Equation (5) is inserted

into the derivative of Equation (6), the error dynamics can be given as

dεg

dt
=

diref
g

dt
− L−1

g vs + L−1
g Rgig − L−1

g Lig + L−1
g vg, (7)

The closed-loop error equation is given as follows:

dεg

dt
+ kgεg = 0, (8)
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The term kg
T = diag

[
k+

gd k+
gq k−

gd k−
gq

]
is a positive controller gain. The error of control

performance εg is defined by asymptotic convergence to zero. The definition of convergence speed
is dependent on the value of kg coefficients. If Equation (7) is inserted into Equation (8), applied
generated voltages to the GCI are written as follows:

L−1
g vs =

diref
g

dt
+ L−1

g Rgig − L−1
g Lig + L−1

g vg + kgεg, (9)

The grid inductance base value, Lg, is insensitive to disturbances. Thus, voltages applied for the
GCI are written as below:

vs
ref = Lg(

diref
g

dt
+ L−1

g Rgig − L−1
g Lig + L−1

g vg)︸ ︷︷ ︸
fg

+ Lgkgεg, (10)

The terms fg
T =

[
f+gd f+gq f−gd f−gq

]
are nonlinear, and an accurate determination of grid

and GCI parameters is required to define these terms; this is impractical and fg is considered as
a disturbance.

Necessary and sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability of the control structure must satisfy
the following conditions of the Lyapunov candidate function:

V(0) = 0, V > 0 and
.

V < 0, (11)

The term V is the Lyapunov candidate function. The Lyapunov function and time derivative of
the Lyapunov function can be selected, as given below, to prove the asymptotic stability:

V =
1
2
ε2

g,
dV
dt

= εg
dεg

dt
, (12)

The first condition for Lyapunov stability is satisfied for V(0) = 0 The second condition for
Lyapunov stability (V > 0) is valid for all real ε values. Finally, the third condition (

.
V < 0) can be

satisfied by inserting Equation (8) into the time derivative of the Lyapunov candidate function.

dV
dt

= −εgkgεg, (13)

It is obvious from Equation (13) that the time derivative of the Lyapunov candidate function is
negative for positive, definite kg values. Thus, necessary and sufficient conditions for the asymptotic
stability of the controller structure are satisfied.

2.1. First-Order Low-Pass Filter Disturbance Observer

The term fg can be estimated by modifying the voltage equations. If Equation (8) is inserted into
Equation (9), determination of the grid voltage is possible to enforce the desired control performance
in the current loop. The disturbance terms are considered as bounded, and are defined by

.
fg = 0 with

unknown initial conditions [43]. System inputs and outputs (vs and ig) are considered to be known
or measured.

fg = vs − Lg
dig
dt

, (14)

The first-order low-pass filter DOb is applied to Equation (14) in the s domain, as is given below:

f̂g = T
(
vs − sLgig

)
, (15)
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where TT = diag
[

g+d
s+g+d

g+q
s+g+q

g−d
s+g−d

g−q
s+g−q

]
.

The term s is the Laplace operator. The coefficients gd and gq are the cut-off frequency gains.
To simplify the implementation of the DOb, Equation (15) can be rewritten as is given below.

f̂g = T
(
vs − Lgig

)
+ gLgig (16)

where g = diag
[

g+
d g+

q g−
d g−

q

]
. The block diagram of the DOb could be drawn as is given in

Figure 3.

+

-

+

+
Low Pass Filter

Observer

T

ig

vs fg
ᴧ

Figure 3. Disturbance observer (DOb) block diagram.

The final grid current error equations are given by

dεg

dt
+ kgεg = fg − f̂g (17)

It can be stated from Equation (17) that the right-hand-side tends towards zero, as is given
below. The optimal selection of the low-pass filter parameter is to set [T] = diag[1] in the frequency
range in which disturbance is expected. The bandwidth of the DOb should be as high as possible,
so the disturbance error can converge to zero in a wide range of frequencies. The DOb compensation
error will converge to zero in practical terms with a proper selection of the cut-off frequency [43].
This estimated disturbance plays a very critical role in the controller structure as a feed-forward term,
and does not influence the stability of the closed-loop controller structure with the properly selected
cut-off frequencies. Because of the effectiveness of the feed-forward disturbance term, the integral
action is not required in the closed-loop structure. Therefore, the proportional controller with a positive
definite kg value is sufficient for the controller error to converge to zero in a finite time. As a result,
the proposed controller structure is more robust and simple, compared to conventional PI controllers,
as it estimates and feeds forward the disturbance terms without the integral part of the controller.

2.2. Instantaneous Power Equations

The instantaneous powers associated with unbalanced current and voltage components can be
written in the following form [44], with multiplication of the double-frequency oscillating components.[

P(t)
Q(t)

]
=

[
Pg0

Qg0

]
+

[
Psc2

Qsc2

]
cos

(
2ωgt

)
+

[
Pss2

Qss2

]
sin

(
2ωgt

)
, (18)
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where [
Pg0

Qg0

]
= 1.5

[
v+

gd v+
gq v−

gd v−
gd

v+
gq −v+

gd v−
gq −v−

gd

]⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
i+gd
i+gq
i−gd
i−gq

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦, (19)

[
Psc2

Qsc2

]
= 1.5

[
v−

gd v−
gq v+

gd v+
gq

v−
gq −v−

gd v+
gq −v+

gd

]⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
i+gd
i+gq
i−gd
i−gq

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦, (20)

[
Pss2

Qss2

]
= 1.5

[
v−

gq −v−
gd −v+

gq v+
gd

−v−
gd −v−

gq v+
gd v+

gq

]⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
i+gd
i+gq
i−gd
i−gq

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦, (21)

The terms, Pg0 and Qg0 are fundamental instantaneous P and Q components, which consist of
positive- and negative-sequence power equations, while the terms Psc2-Pss2 and Qsc2-Qss2 are four
pulsating terms, which are the result of asymmetrical network conditions. The maximum four variables
( i+gd i+gq i−gd i−gq ) could be controlled to achieve the Pg0 and Qg0 requirements and compensate for
the Psc2-Pss2 and Qsc2-Qss2 oscillating components. Thus, P and Q oscillations cannot be compensated
for simultaneously in positive- and negative-sequence dq frames [44]. It is necessary to calculate an
appropriate set of current references to ensure a constant value of P is absorbed or injected by the GCI
under balanced and unbalanced voltage conditions. These Pg0 and Qg0 requirements and the Psc2-Pss2

oscillation compensation can be addressed by using the following expression:

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
Pg0

Qg0
Psc2

Pss2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ = 1.5

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
v+

gd v+
gq v−

gd v−
gq

v+
gq −v+

gd v−
gq −v−

gd
−v−

gd v−
gq v+

gd v+
gq

v−
gq −v−

gd −v+
gq v+

gd

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

i+gd
i+gq
i−gd
i−gq

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦, (22)

Equation (22) defines how positive-sequence grid current controllers achieve P and Q
requirements, while negative-sequence current controllers can compensate for the P oscillations
depending on the negative-sequence current injection strategy.

The proposed scheme is depicted in Figure 4. If zero i−gd and i−gd references are chosen, injected
currents towards the grid are sinusoidal; this supports power quality requirements. If a zero Psc2-Pss2

reference selection is selected, double-frequency oscillating power components can be compensated
for by injecting negative-sequence currents towards the grid. The proportional current controllers are
sufficient to track the desired current requirements with accurately estimated disturbance terms. The
block diagram in Figure 3 is used to estimate disturbance terms. An online Second Order Generalized
Integrator (SOGI)-based symmetrical component estimation is achieved with the method given in [33].
PLL structures separately calculate the symmetrical voltage phase and angle. It is assumed that
symmetrical component decomposition of the voltage and currents is perfectly estimated, and an
accurate PLL voltage phase and angle estimation is achieved.
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Figure 4. Proposed controller structure.

3. Simulation Results

Figure 5 depicts the simulation circuit implemented in MATLAB/Simulink using the
SimPowerSystem tool. The GCI was connected to a transmission system, and all necessary parameters
for the simulation are given in Table 1. Four different simulations were implemented to validate
the proposed controller structure. The first simulation demonstrated the deteriorated current and
power waveforms under unbalanced voltage conditions with the positive-sequence controller, without
enabling the negative-sequence controller (Simulation A). The dual-current controller with the enabled
negative-sequence current controller enforced negative-sequence currents to zero in the second
simulation (Simulation B). The third simulation enforced double-frequency Psc2-Pss2 power oscillations
to zero. In addition, the dynamic performance of positive-sequence controllers was demonstrated by
applying appropriate dq current steps (Simulation C). Finally, the fourth simulation compared the
performance of conventional PI controllers to DOb-based current controllers (Simulation D).

Table 1. Parameters used in simulations.

Symbol Quantity Unit

Grid Connnected Inverter (GCI) DC Voltage 750 V
Nominal GCI Current 500 A
Nominal GCI Power 350 KVA
Switching Frequency 10 kHz

Lg Filter of GCI 0.25 mH
X/R Ratio of Grid 7 -

KP (+)/KP (−) 20 -
gd 500 rad

The DC voltage was kept constant at 750 V to reduce the harmonic stress in the currents, which
meant RESs were connected to the DC bus, and could inject required power to the grid at any instant of
the simulation. Reference of i+gd was kept at 75 A, meaning that the injection of currents were applied

towards the grid. Reference of i+gq was kept at 0 A to ensure a zero reactive power injection. The
applied steps at different instants of Simulation A and B were given as follows:
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0.20–0.27 s: 30% unbalanced voltage condition was generated on phase-A in the grid.
0.30–0.35 s: i+gd reference step was applied from 75 to 150 A.

0.38–0.43 s: i+gq reference step was applied from 0 to 50 A.

Z

R e n e w a b
S o u r c e

2 5 k V / 4 7 M V A 2 5 k V / 4 0 0 V  
2 M V A

=
G C I

7 5 0 V

F i l t e r
1 3 0 0 u F

0 . 0 6  o h m
4 . 7 3 m H

Figure 5. Simulation circuit.

Figure 6 shows the first simulation results (Simulation A) with the disabled negative-sequence
controller. A 30% unbalanced voltage on phase-A between 0.20 and 0.27 s was applied, which is shown
in Figure 6a. Sinusoidal grid currents (Figure 6b) show that the sinusoidal shape deteriorated without
the negative-sequence current controller. Figure 6c shows the respective dq axis current references that
changed Pg and Qg properly. Respective i+gd and i+gq step-response tests are shown in Figure 6d. The
performance criteria was satisfied with the DOb-based current controllers without any steady-state
error or overshoot. Double-grid frequency power oscillations exist under unbalanced voltages,
and could be dissipated by injecting negative-sequence currents. Figure 7 shows the uncontrolled
i−gd and i−gq currents and the resultant oscillation Pss2 and Psc2 components that were the root cause of
double-frequency oscillations.

Figure 6. Simulation A results without dual positive- and negative-sequence controllers: (a) grid
voltage (V) (red: phase-A, blue: phase-B, green: phase-C); (b) grid currents (A) (red: phase-A, blue:
phase-B, green: phase-C); (c) Pg (kW) and Qg (kVAr); and (d) positive-sequence dq axis currents (A).
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Figure 7. Simulation A results without dual positive- and negative-sequence controllers: (a) Pss2 (kW)
and Psc2 (V) components, and (b) i−gd (A) and i−gq (A).

Similarly, Figure 8 shows the second simulation results (Simulation B) with dual positive- and
negative-sequence current controller results. The negative-sequence controller was only enabled when
an unbalanced voltage existed in the grid because it was observed in simulations that enabling the
negative-sequence controller in balanced voltage conditions unnecessarily deteriorated the dynamic
performance of the overall system [45]. Thus, a simple logic condition was added in the simulation to
enable or disable the negative-sequence controller, depending on the negative-sequence voltage level.
Figure 8b shows the balanced grid current sets with a zero negative-sequence grid current injection.
Figure 8c shows that double-frequency P oscillations still existed due to the Pss2 and Psc2 components.

Figure 8. Simulation B results with dual positive- and negative-sequence controllers: (a) grid voltage
(V) (red: phase-A, blue: phase-B, green: phase-C); (b) grid currents (A) (red: phase-A, blue: phase-B,
green: phase-C); and (c) Pg (kW) and Qg (kVAr).
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Figure 9a shows the positive-sequence currents, where the performance of the current trajectory
was satisfied. Figure 9b shows fgd and the estimated f̂

+
gd. The term f+gd was calculated with dynamic

equations and compared with f̂
+
gd. The mean value of f̂

+
gd was equal to f+gd, which proved that the term

f̂
+
gd was accurately estimated. Similarly, Figure 9c shows both the parameters f+gq and the estimated f̂

+
gq,

pointing out that the term f̂
+
gq was accurately estimated.

Figure 9. Simulation B results with dual positive- and and negative-sequence controllers:
(a) positive-sequence dq axis currents (A), (b) f+gd and f̂

+
gd (V), and (c) f+gq and f̂

+
gq (V).

Negative-sequence current components were enforced to zero at the instant of unbalanced
voltage conditions, and deteriorated grid current waveforms were dissipated, as shown in Figure 8b.
Double-frequency power oscillations could not be removed without an appropriate injection of
negative-sequence currents. Figure 10a shows that the negative-sequence currents could be controlled
at zero references. Figure 10b,c shows the negative sequence of the parameters f−gd − f−gq and the

estimated f̂
−
gd − f̂

−
gq. The mean values of the estimated components were equal to the calculated terms,

which proved that the estimated terms were accurately estimated.

Figure 10. Simulation B results with dual positive- and negative-sequence controllers: (a) negative
sequence dq axis currents (A), (b) f−gd and f̂

−
gd (V), and (c) f−gq and f̂

−
gq (V).
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Figures 11–13 show the third simulation results for dissipating the Psc2-Pss2 power oscillations
(Simulation C). External PI controllers with a reference of Psc2 − Pss2 = 0 were enabled, as shown
in Figure 4. A 30% unbalanced voltage was generated between 0.2 and 0.27 s (Figure 11a). Similar
to for Simulation B, the negative-sequence controller was enabled at predefined unbalanced voltage
levels. The reference value of i+gd was kept at 75 A, and i+gq was kept at zero. Figure 11c shows that
double-frequency P oscillations were dissipated under the unbalanced voltage operation, and that P
and Q could be independently controlled under balanced conditions.

Figure 11. Simulation C results with external Pss2-Psc2 controllers: (a) grid voltage (V) (red: phase-A,
blue: phase-B, green: phase-C); (b) grid currents (A) (red: phase-A, blue: phase-B, green: phase-C);
and (c) Pg (kW) and Qg (kVAr).

Figure 12. Simulation C results with external Pss2-Psc2 controllers: (a) grid voltage (V); (b) grid currents
(A); and (c) positive-sequence dq axis currents (A).
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Figure 13. Simulation C results with external Pss2-Psc2 controllers: (a) P (kW) and Q (kVAr), (b) grid
currents (A).

Figure 12 shows that positive-sequence currents could follow their respective references at the
instant of the unbalanced voltage generation. Figure 12b,c shows that the calculated fg and estimated

f̂
+
g terms were equal, which meant that f̂

+
gd and f̂

+
gq were accurately estimated.

The oscillating components Psc2-Pss2 were enforced to zero with external PI controllers.
PI controller gains could easily be determined with trial and error methods (Kp = 1.1 and KI = 5.2). It
can be noted from Equation (22) that oscillating Psc2 and Pss2 components could be compensated for
by internal i−gd and i−gq controllers, respectively. Double-frequency oscillations were removed on P by
enforcing the Psc2-Pss2 components to zero, as can be seen in Figure 13a, and Figure 13b shows the
resultant injected i−gd and i−gq components.

Finally, the proposed DOb-based current controller was compared with the conventional PI
controller. The performance comparison seemed to be equivalent under a balanced operation,
depending on the controller’s proportional and integral gains. In addition, it is difficult to comment
whether either the conventional PI or proposed DOb-based current controller was better in performance
under balanced voltage conditions. However, the DOb-based current controller showed a better
dynamic performance, and did not cause any steady-state error in positive-sequence currents under
unbalanced voltage conditions; this is shown in previous plots (Figures 11 and 12). The conventional
PI controller resulted in steady-state current and power errors under unbalanced voltage conditions.
This problem is also stated in [45], in that symmetrical decomposition methods degrade dynamic
performance and may cause steady-state errors in PI controllers. It was shown in Simulation D that the
aforementioned problem exists in constructed simulation platforms with kp = 20 and kı = 5 values. The
dynamic performance seemed equivalent under a balanced operation; steady-state error plots under
an unbalanced voltage operation are demonstrated in Figure 14. Figure 14a,b shows that the i+gd and

i+gq components could not follow the respective trajectories under an unbalanced operation, and if a
longer unbalanced voltage operation was applied, the steady-state error would have slowly increased
to unacceptable values. A similar behavior also existed in the P component, as shown in Figure 14c.
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Figure 14. Simulation D results with the conventional PI controller: (a) i+gd (A), (b) i+gq (A),
and (c) P (kW).

4. Conclusions

The objective of this paper was to investigate a novel current controller that was based on a
low-pass filter DOb, to provide a precise control of currents under unbalanced grid voltage conditions
for a grid-tied inverter. The GCI was modeled in the symmetrical synchronous reference frames,
and estimated disturbance parameters were fed to current controllers. P and Q were defined by using
the instantaneous power theory, and double-frequency Pss2 and Psc2 pulsations were removed under a
full propagation cycle. PI and proposed DOb-based proportional current controllers were compared,
and it was demonstrated that conventional PI controllers may cause steady-state errors under an
asymmetrical grid voltage operation. Numerical simulation results also proved that the methods
applied were able to compensate for the double-frequency power oscillations for the grid-tied inverter
application, which means that the objective was achieved. The proposed current controller seems to be
a valid alternative solution for GCIs under unbalanced conditions. Hopefully, the results presented
will form a basis for diagnosis methods regarding the control techniques of GCIs under unbalanced
network conditions. Due to the fact that the study was limited to the simulation results, instead the
effect of real components, more research is certainly needed.
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Abstract: A grid energy storage system for photo voltaic (PV) applications contains three different
power sources i.e., PV array, battery storage system and the grid. It is advisable to isolate these three
different sources to ensure the equipment safety. The configuration proposed in this paper provides
complete isolation between the three sources. A Power Balancing Control (PBC) method for this
configuration is proposed to operate the system in three different modes of operation. Control of a
dual active bridge (DAB)-based battery charger which provides a galvanic isolation between batteries
and other sources is explained briefly. Various modes of operation of a grid energy storage system
are also presented in this paper. Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) simulation is carried out to check the
performance of the system and the PBC algorithm. A power circuit (comprised of the inverter, dual
active bridge based battery charger, grid, PV cell, batteries, contactors, and switches) is simulated
and the controller hardware and user interface panel are connected as HIL with the simulated power
circuit through Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS). HIL simulation results are presented to explain
the control operation, steady-state performance in different modes of operation and the dynamic
response of the system.

Keywords: active power control; battery charging; dual active bridge; energy storage system;
hardware-in-the-loop; LCL filter

1. Introduction

In solar power plants, active power transfers from the photo voltaic (PV) array to the grid during
daytime and the array loses its power generating capability during nighttime or when the solar
irradiation is weak. To also supply power to the grid during nighttime, energy storage is required.
Since the power requirements during nighttime are usually much lower than those during the daytime,
energy storage with 25% of the PV array rated power may be selected for 24-h operation. A block
diagram of a grid energy storage system in a solar PV power plant is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Generalized block diagram of a grid energy storage system in photo voltaic applications.

The different modes of operation of the above system are explained below:

Mode1: During the daytime, the PV array feeds active power to the grid through an inverter and
provides charging current to the battery through the battery charger.

Mode2: The battery is in charged condition and the PV array cannot feed full power to the grid i.e.,
during partial cloudiness or during nighttime or when the solar irradiation is weak. In this
mode of operation, PV array feeds the power to the grid based on maximum power point
(MPP) and the batteries also feed active power to the grid.

Mode3: The battery is in fully discharged state and the PV array cannot provide the charging current to
the battery i.e., during nighttime. In this mode of operation, the grid provides the charging
current to the batteries through the inverter and battery charger.

With such systems, it is also possible to charge the batteries from the grid during non-peak load
hours and the batteries along with PV array feed power to the grid during peak load hours [1]. Since
the system is connected to three different power sources i.e., PV array, battery storage system and the
grid, these three power sources need to be isolated to ensure the safety of the equipment. Existing
energy storage systems for PV applications using a buck-boost chopper-based battery charger are
briefly explained below.

In the configuration presented in [2], a DC-DC converter is connected between the PV array and
PV inverter and the battery is connected across the DC link as shown in Figure 2a. In such systems,
the DC/DC converter needs to be designed for the maximum capacity of the PV array even though the
battery capacity is much less when the system operates in Mode3, the inverter should act like an active
rectifier to charge the batteries and there is no isolation between the PV array and the batteries. In the
configuration shown in Figure 2b, the PV array and PV inverter are connected to the DC link and the
battery is connected to the DC link through a buck-boost chopper. In this case, the charger needs to be
rated only for the rating of the battery. In the configuration presented in [3,4], independent DC-DC
converters are required to connect the battery and PV array to the DC link as shown in Figure 2c.

An optimized operation of a dual active bridge (DAB) converter feeding a PV inverter connected
to the grid is presented in [5,6]. Isolation between the grid and DC side is provided through a
high-frequency transformer used in the DAB as shown in Figure 2d. In such a configuration, the DAB
needs to be designed for the full capacity of the PV array. Since the design of a DAB is complex for
high power ratings, this configuration is more suitable for low power applications. There is also no
isolation between the DC link and the power bank with this configuration.
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Figure 2. Buck-boost chopper-based energy storage system configurations for photo voltaic applications
(a); two stage conversion with battery directly connected to DC Link (b); single stage conversion with
chopper based Battery charger (c); two stage conversion with chopper based battery charger (d); dual
active bridge based photo voltaic inverter with chopper based battery charger.

From the above discussions, it is observed that buck-boost chopper-based ESS cannot provide
complete isolation. In this paper, a DAB-based energy storage system (ESS) for PV applications is
proposed which can mitigate the drawbacks of buck-boost chopper-based systems. In the DAB-based
ESS configuration, PV array and the PV inverter are directly connected to the DC link and the battery
is connected to the DC link through a DAB-based bi-directional battery charger as shown in Figure 3.
A high-frequency transformer in the DAB provides isolation between the DC link and the power bank.
A transformer connected between the inverter and grid provides isolation between the DC sources
and AC grid.

Figure 3. Dual active bridge-based energy storage system for a grid connected PV system.
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The following technical features are the main advantages of the proposed system:

• The battery charger only needs to be designed for the battery capacity.
• Independent controls for the battery charger and inverter are possible.
• When the system operates in Mode3, the inverter acts like a simple diode rectifier and the battery

charger takes care of the charging current.
• The high-frequency transformer in the DAB provides isolation between the PV array and the battery.

In this paper, a power balancing control for the DAB-based energy storage system is proposed
and validated through real-time simulations. Detailed discussions on the proposed system, design
calculations, and the control structure are presented in Section 2. The proposed power balancing
control algorithm is explained in Section 3. In Section 4, a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation setup
to validate the control algorithm is explained. HIL results are presented in Section 5.

2. Dual Active Bridge Based Energy Storage System for Photo Voltaic Applications

As shown in Figure 3, in a dual active bridge-based energy storage system, the PV array is
connected to the DC link directly and the battery is connected to the DC link through a DAB-based
bidirectional DC-DC converter. The PV inverter is connected to the grid through an isolation
transformer. The transformer secondary is the point of common coupling (PCC) i.e., the coupling point
of the grid, PV inverter output and the local load. A sine filter is used at the output terminals of the
PV-inverter to smoothen the inverter output voltage. In this paper, design, and control of the proposed
system with a 100 kVA PV-inverter and energy storage of 25% capacity for 4 h minimum backup time
are presented. An overview of the electrical requirements of the system is shown in Table 1. Since
the local load is rated for a 415 V, 50 Hz, 3-phase, the PCC voltage is selected to be the same as the
rated voltage of the local load to avoid an additional transformer across the load and the PCC. Design
calculations for the system to meet the electrical specifications are presented in the next subsection.

Table 1. Electrical specifications/requirements of the system.

SL. NO Parameter Value Units Remarks

1 Grid Voltage 11 kV 3-Phase
2 Grid Frequency (F) 50 Hz
3 PCC Voltage 415 V Rated Voltage of Local load
4 Maximum PV-Inverter Power 100 kW
5 Backup Power 25 kW 25% of PV-Inverter Power
6 Minimum Back Up Time 4 h

2.1. Design Calculations for the Photo Voltaic-Inverter

The design calculations for the inverter and the filter are presented in Table 2. An LCL filter
(2 inductances-L connected in series with a capacitor-C in parallel) is often used to interconnect an
inverter to the utility grid in order to filter the harmonics produced by the inverter. Since the PCC
voltage is 415 V and the grid voltage is 11 kV, the grid side transformer with a transformation ratio of
11 kV/415 V with minimum 100 kVA rating is selected.

Due to the L-C-L filter used at the output side of the inverter, there is an voltage drop across the
filter, so the inverter output voltage should be the sum of PCC voltage and the voltage drop across the
filter. Considering the sinusoidal PWM (SPWM) technique for pulse generation, the minimum DC
link voltage required is calculated based on the inverter output voltage. Since the inverter needs to be
designed to handle the filter capacitor current in addition to the rated load current, an optimal filter
capacitor is selected which draw less than 5% of rated current. The Inverter side inductor L1 is derived
from the value of the capacitor C and the corner frequency Fc. After selecting the inductor L1, the grid
side inductor L2 can be selected based on the maximum filter drop allowed. Inductance L2 can also be
made part of the transformer on the grid side to eliminate the physical inductor L2 in the system.
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Table 2. Design calculations for the photo voltaic-inverter.

SL. NO Parameter Value Units Remarks

1 Power Rating 100 kW
2 PCC Voltage (Vpcc) 415 V
3 Inverter RMS Current 140 A Power/(1.732 ∗ PCC Voltage)
4 Maximum Filter Drop 6 % Drop across L-C-L Filter
5 Inverter Voltage (Vinv) 440 V PCC Voltage + filter Drop
6 Minimum DC Link Voltage 620 V Vdc = (Vinv/0.71) With SPWM

Selection of Filter Capacitor (C)

7 Maximum Reactive Power(Qc) 5 % 5% of 500 kVA i.e., 25 kVAR
8 Current Rating of Capacitor (Ic) 11.5 A Qc/PCC Voltage
9 Maximum Capacitance 85 uF Ic/(2 * pi * F * Vpcc)

10 Selected Value of Capacitance 80 uF <Maximum capacitance

Selection of Inverter Side Filter Inductor (L1)

11 Corner Frequency selected (Fc) 1.25 kHZ Switching Frequency/4
12 Inductance of Inductor L1 203 uH Fc = 1/[2 * pi *

√
(LC)]

13 % Voltage Drop in Inductor L1 2.1 % [Irms × (2 * pi * F * L1)]/Vpcc

Selection of Grid Side Filter Inductor (L2)

14 Maximum Drop allowed across L2 3.9 % Max Drop-% Drop across L1
15 Maximum Inductance of L2 382 uH (3.9% * Vpcc)/[Irms * 2 * pi * F]

2.2. Selection of Battery Type

The procedure for the calculation of PV power requirement for battery charging is explained
in Table 3. As mentioned earlier, since the power requirement during nighttime is much lower than
that during the daytime, an energy storage with 25% of the rated power of the PV array is selected.
A Lithium-ion battery with a nominal voltage of 350 V is selected as an energy storage in this system.
The ampere-hour rating of the battery is decided based on the minimum backup time required and
the battery discharging current. Similarly, the charging current of the battery is calculated based on
the charging time and ampere-hour rating of the battery. The power required from the PV array for
charging the battery is determined from the battery nominal voltage and the charging current.

Table 3. Electrical parameters of the battery.

SL. NO Parameter Value Units Remarks

Selection of Battery

1 Nominal Voltage of Battery (Vnom) 350 V
2 Maximum Battery Voltage 406 V 116% of Vnom for Li-Ion battery
3 Minimum battery Voltage 306 V >87.5% for Safe operation
4 Battery Rated Power 25 kW 25% of PV-Inverter rating
5 Maximum Battery Current 72 A Battery Power/Vnom
5 Minimum Backup time 4 h
6 Ah Rating of Battery 288 Ah Current X Backup Time
7 Battery Charging time 8 H PV Power availability time
8 Charging Current (I_Charging) 36 A Ah Rating/Charging Time
9 PV Power Required for Charging 12.5 kW Vnom × I_charging

The battery selected for this system can be modeled as a voltage source [1,7,8] and the model was
implemented based on the equation for the battery voltage expressed as below [9].

Battery Voltage:

VBatt = E0 − K [Q/(Q-I * T)] + Ae (-B * I * T) − [IBatt * R] (1)
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where VBatt is the battery voltage (V), IBatt is the battery current (A), E0 is the nominal voltage (V), Q
is ampere-hour rating of the battery (Ah), B is the nominal discharge current (Ah)−1, K is the fully
charged voltage (V)which is around 116%, A is the exponential voltage (V), which is around 105%, R is
the internal resistance of the battery, and “I * T” is the discharged capacity (Ah) which is determined
by integrating the battery current.

State of charge of the battery can be obtained after integrating the battery current:

% SOC = 100 × {1 − [(I * T)/Q]} (2)

2.3. Selection of the PV Array

From the above discussions, a PV array for a minimum power rating of 113 kW is required,
since a power of 100 kW for the grid and 13 kW for battery charging is required from the PV array.
Design calculations for the PV array using 435 watt PV module (Make: M/s Sunpower, Model:
SPR-435NE-WHT-D) is explained and the procedure for selecting a number of series, parallel PV
modules in a PV array is also presented in Table 4. An operating temperature range of 25 to 55 ◦C
is considered for the calculations. PV module parameters such as MPP voltage, MPP current, open
circuit voltage and short circuit current at 25 ◦C are obtained from the data sheet and the values at
55 ◦C are derived using the temperature coefficients of the PV modules. The operating range of PV
module voltages and currents are tabulated.

Table 4. Photo voltaic array selection.

SL. NO Parameter Value Units Remarks

PV Array Requirement

1 Minimum Power Requirement 113 kW PV Inverter + Charging Power
2 Minimum PV Voltage (V_PV_Min) 620 V Vdc Minimum Refer Table 2
3 Maximum PV Current 182 A Power/V_PV_Min

Details of Selected PV Module

4 Make Sunpower
5 Type Number SPR-435NE-WHT-D
6 Operating Temperature Range 25–55 ◦C

Electrical Ratings of Selected PV Module at 25 ◦C

7 Power Rating of Each Module 435 W

From Datasheet
8 Open Circuit Voltage (Voc) 85.6 V
9 Short Circuit Current (Isc) 6.43 A
10 MPP Voltage (Vmpp 72.9 V
11 MPP Current (Impp) 5.97 A

Temperature Coefficients of Selected PV Module

12 Temperature Coefficient for power −0.38 %/K
From Datasheet13 Temperature Coefficient for Voltage −233.5 mV/K

14 Temperature Coefficient for Voltage 3.5 mA/K

Electrical Ratings of Selected PV Module at 55 ◦C

15 Open Circuit Voltage (Voc) 78.59 V
Derived From Values at 25 ◦C and

the Temperature Coefficients
16 Short Circuit Current (Isc) 6.535 A
17 MPP Voltage (Vmpp) 65.89 V
18 MPP Current (Impp) 6.08 A

Selected PV Module Electrical Ratings in the Operating Temperature Range

19 Minimum Voltage (Vmod_min) 65.89 V Vmpp at 55 ◦C
20 Maximum Voltage (Vmod_max) 85.6 V Voc at 25 ◦C
21 Maximum Current (Imod_max) 6.535 A Isc at 55 ◦C
22 Maximum power (Pmod_max) 435 W From Datasheet
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Table 4. Cont.

SL. NO Parameter Value Units Remarks

Electrical Ratings of PV Array

23 Minimum No. of Modules required (N) 260 No’s PV power/Pmod_max
24 Minimum No. of Modules in Series (Nse) 10 No’s V_PV_Min/Vmod_min
25 No. of Modules in parallel (Np) 26 No’s N/Nse
26 Minimum Voltage of PV Array 658.9 V Vmod_min × Nse
27 Maximum Voltage of PV Array 856 V Vmod_max × Nse
28 Maximum power from PV Array 113 kW Nse × Np × Pmod_max

The total number of PV modules required in the PV array is calculated based on the total power
requirement and the power rating of each PV module. The number of series PV modules in a PV array
is selected based on the minimum DC link voltage requirement for the PV-inverter. For this system,
the minimum DC link voltage required is 620 Volts to match the inverter voltage with the PCC voltage.
Hence the PV array minimum voltage should always be more than 620 V in the operating temperature
range. The minimum number of parallel PV modules in the PV array is calculated from a total number
of PV modules and the number of series PV modules selected.

The PV array can be modeled as a current source [1,7,10] and the mathematical expression for the
PV array model is as given below [11].

PV Current:
I = Iph − [Is × (e (V + I * Rs )/N * Vt − 1)] − [(V + I * Rs )/Rp] (3)

where I is PV current and V is the PV voltage. Iph is the photon current and it is expressed as:

Iph = Irradiance * (Isc/Iro) (4)

where Isc is the short circuit current of the PV array = Isc of each module, N represents the number
of parallel modules, Iro is the measured irradiance = 1000 W/m2 (from the datasheet), Is is the diode
saturation current and expressed as:

Is = Isc/(exp(Voc/(n * Vt)) − 1) (5)

where Isc is the short circuit current of the PV array, Voc is the open-circuit voltage= Voc of each module,
multiply by the number of series modules, n is the quality factor and Vt is the thermal voltage and
expressed as:

Vt = k * T/q (6)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant = 1.3806 × 10−23, T is the operating temperature = 25 ◦C, q is charge
of an electron = 1.602 × 10−19, RS is the series resistance of the PV array, Rp is the parallel resistance of
the PV array.

2.4. Design Calculations for the Battery Charger

Battery charger ratings are decided after selecting the PV array. Since the PV array and the battery
charger are connected to the common DC link, the battery charger input voltage range is the PV array
operating voltage range. The battery charger output voltage range is the battery operating voltage
range. Based on the input and output voltage range of the battery charger, an isolation transformer
with a transformation ratio of 1:2 is selected. Electrical parameters for the battery charger system are
listed in Table 5.

Design calculations for the proposed system are explained briefly in this subsection. The control
methodology for the battery charger and the PV-inverter are explained in next subsections.
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Table 5. Electrical parameters of the battery charger system.

SL. NO Parameter Value Units Remarks

Selection of Battery
1 Battery Charger Rated Power 25 kW Battery discharging capacity
2 Battery Charger Input Voltage 658–856 V PV Operating Range
3 Battery Charger Output Voltage 306–406 V Battery Operating Voltage
4 Isolation Transformer Turns Ratio 1:2
5 Transformer Primary Current 38 A Rated Power/Min Input Voltage
6 Transformer Secondary Current 82 A Rated Power/Min Output Voltage
7 Minimum kVA of Primary 32.5 kVA Primary Max Voltage × Current
8 Minimum kVA of Secondary 33.3 kVA Secondary Max Voltage × Current
9 Selected Transformer KVA Rating 35 kVA More than minimum kVA

2.5. Control of the Dual Active Bridge-Based Battery Charger

The DAB-based DC-DC converter consists of two H-bridges and a high-frequency transformer.
The source side H-bridge is connected to the DC link and the load side H-bridge is connected to the
battery, as shown in Figure 3. A high-frequency transformer is required to match the battery voltage with
the DC link voltage and also to provide isolation between the PV array and the battery. The transformer’s
leakage inductance helps in boost operation mode [12,13]. The transformer winding connected to the
source side H-bridge is considered as the primary and the winding connected to the load side H-bridge
is considered as the secondary. A control block diagram of the DAB-based battery charger is shown in
Figure 4. Source side and load side H-bridges act like a simple square wave inverter. Square pulses with
50% duty cycle are provided to the load side and source side H-bridges. Power flow through the DAB is
controlled using phase shift control. The pulse generator provides the gate pulses for the source side and
load side H-bridges based on the phase shift obtained through a PI controller.

 

Figure 4. Control block diagram of the DAB-based battery charger.

During current control mode, when the battery current reference is zero, then the gate pulses for
source side and load side H-bridges will be in phase with each other. During forward power flow i.e., for
charging the battery, the gate pulse of the source side H-bridge will be in leading to the gate pulse of the
load side H-bridge. Similarly, during reverse power flow i.e., during battery discharging mode, the load
side gate pulse will be leading. The amount of power transfer depends on the phase angle between the
gate pulses for the source side bridge and load side bridge. As the size and cost of a high-frequency
transformer are much less than those of a high-frequency transformer for the same power rating, battery
charger size and cost can be reduced by using a high-frequency transformer in a DAB.

During voltage control mode, the battery side H-bridge receives 50% duty cycle gate pulses and
the DC link side H-bridge is controlled to maintain the DC link equal to the reference DC link voltage.
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The detailed control philosophy of the DAB-based battery charging system during various modes of
operation is explained below:

(1) Inputs to the reference generator block are the mode of operation, MPP of the PV array, active
power reference, and battery voltage signals.

(2) When the system is operating in either Mode1 or Mode3:

• The battery is in charging mode of operation hence the battery current reference is taken
as positive.

• Based on the battery SOC, the reference charging current is obtained through a look-up-table.
• When the battery SOC is in the range of 80 to 115%, then the battery charging current is

maintained at 0.12 C i.e., 36 A (0.12 * amp-hour rating of battery) as shown in Table 3.
• When the battery is fully charged, then the battery voltage will reach the maximum voltage,

then the reference battery current is made zero to avoid overcharging. In this case, the
operation can be transferred to Mode2, if the load requirement is more than the PV power.

• When the battery is fully discharged, then the battery voltage will be less than 0.9 times the
nominal voltage, then the charging current is adjusted to 0.2 C i.e., 57 A for fast charging.

(3) When the system is operating in Mode2:

• In this mode, the battery is in discharging mode of operation hence the battery current
reference is taken as negative.

• In this case, if the PV array is in an inactive state i.e., PV voltage is more than the minimum
DC link voltage required (i.e., 620 V) but the MPP of the PV array is less than the critical
load requirement:

◦ The battery discharging current is obtained from the Amp-hour rating of the battery
and the discharging time.

◦ Since the minimum backup time in this system is 4 h, the user can adjust the backup
time to be more than 4 h.

• In case the PV voltage is less than the minimum DC link voltage required then the battery
charger needs to provide the required voltage to the DC link:

◦ In this case, the DC link voltage reference (Vdc_ref) is generated by the reference generator.
◦ Vdc_ref is always maintained at more than the minimum required DC link voltage (620 V).

2.6. Control of the Grid-Connected Photo Voltaic Inverter

A typical grid connected solar power conditioning system consists of a three-phase two level
PV-inverter for converting DC power to AC power, a sine filter to smoothen the AC output and a
transformer to couple the inverter and the grid. The transformer also provides isolation between AC
side and DC side. Figure 5 shows a control block diagram for a grid connected PV-inverter. In this
system, the PV array voltage and currents are to be monitored for MPP tracking and the grid voltage
is to be monitored for the phase-locked loop (PLL). The controller senses the charging current or
discharging current of the battery and the MPP of the PV array and then calculates the maximum
possible power that can be fed to the grid. The current reference is generated based on the maximum
possible power and the PLL output. Three phase grid voltage is applied to the PLL to find out the
angle wt. Angle wt obtained through the PLL is used to generate Id and Iq components from three
phase grid currents. After comparing the reference Idq currents and actual Idq currents, the error
signals are given to the PI controllers for the active and reactive power control. The PI controller
outputs are converted back to three Phase modulating signals and given to the PWM generator to
generate inverter gate pulses [14,15].
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Figure 5. Control block diagram of a grid-connected photo voltaic inverter.

The perturb and observe method is used for maximum power point tracking (MPPT). In this
method, the following activities are carried out:

(a) Initially, When the system starts the PV power (Ppv) = 0

◦ In this state, PV voltage = Voc and the PV current = 0
◦ Initialize PV power reference MPP = 0
◦ Minimum PV power reference (MPP_Ref_Min) is limited to 0.
◦ Maximum PV power reference (MPP_Ref_Max) is limited to 113 kW.

(b) Now increase the PV power reference (MPP) in 500 Watt steps:

◦ Measure PV voltage and current and calculate the new PV power (Ppv_New)
◦ If Ppv_New is more than Ppv

� Ppv == Ppv_New
� MPP == MPP + 500 Watt

◦ If Ppv_New is less than Ppv

� Ppv == Ppv_New
� MPP == MPP − 500 Watt

(c) Based on MPP_Ref and battery current, the reference inverter current is obtained.
(d) Steps ‘b’ and ‘c’ operate in a continuous loop.
(e) Since this activity is not required when the solar irradiation is weak, this loop can be bypassed

during the nighttime.

2.7. Operation Sequence of the System

The normal operation sequence of the system is explained below:

(a) During nighttime, the PV voltage is less than the minimum required DC link voltage. Considering
that the battery is in discharged mode and being charged from the grid, hence the system is
in Mode3.

(b) Now when the irradiation improves in the morning, MPP tracking is started and when the
MPP becomes more than the minimum power required for system operations and other critical
requirements then the system switches to Mode1.

(c) As the irradiance improves during the daytime, since the battery charging power is almost
constant, power transfer to the grid increases.

(d) Again when the irradiation is getting reduced, the power transferred to the grid also reduces.
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(e) In case the power requirement for the grid is more than the available PV power, then the system
can be transferred manually to theMode2 operation to meet the power demand.

(f) When the irradiation reduces further and becomes zero, then the battery stays in Mode2 till the
battery gets discharged and the operation shifts to Mode3 and the process loops back to step (a).

In this work, a new power balancing control algorithm for the proposed configuration is developed to
meet the operational requirements of the system. The proposed algorithm is explained in the next section.

3. Power Balancing Control of the Grid Energy Storage System in Photo Voltaic Applications

Power control of PV with ESS for off-grid applications is presented in [16]. In the system presented,
the battery and PV arrays are connected to the common AC load through independent converters i.e.,
as an AC-centric system. During charging of the battery, the PV array supplies power to the AC load
and battery. When the battery is fully charged, the battery and PV arrays supply power to the common
AC load. Conditions for battery charging and discharging and control of power converters during
Mode1 and Mode2 operation are explained briefly. Experimental results were presented to show the
dynamic response of the system during mode changeover.

Control for high power PV + a fuel cell plant with hybrid energy storage consisting of a battery and
the supercapacitor is presented in [17]. Each energy source and energy storing element are connected
to a common DC link through independent converters in this configuration. Energy management
among the different sources, control for charging the super-capacitor and batteries is explained briefly.
Experimental results were presented for explaining the dynamic characteristics of the system and
plant performance during long load and short load cycles. Since the system presented is for off-grid
applications, Mode3 operation i.e., charging the battery from the grid supply is not covered in this
work. Real-time simulation of the hybrid energy system with wind-PV-battery storage is presented
in [18]. In the presented system, independent converters for battery, PV modules, and the wind are
used. Based on the power availability of all the sources, an algorithm is developed for battery charging,
discharging and load shedding.

The systems presented in [16–18] are for off-grid applications hence the control during Mode3
of operation is not covered. System configurations presented in the above works require independent
converters for each source, which may increase the cost of the system and also may increase the complexity
of the control algorithm. The above mentioned drawbacks can be mitigated with the proposed system
configuration and with the power balancing control algorithm explained in the next subsection.

The proposed system is the combination of three phase PV inverter and a DAB-based battery
charger explained in Section 2. Power flow through the inverter can be controlled over a wide range
through current control. Battery current can be controlled in both directions through DAB using a
phase angle control. Power balancing among the three sources in the presently proposed system is
achieved by controlling the power flow through the battery charger and inverter. The power balance
control algorithm shown in Figure 6 is explained below:

(1) Once the system is ready and the start command is given by the user, the controller reads the
grid voltages for determining wt through PLL.

(2) The controller initializes the value of the inverter reference current (Id_Inv_Ref) and battery
reference currents (I_Batt_Ref) as 0.

(3) The controller reads the PV voltage (Vpv), PV current(Ipv), battery voltage(VBatt) and battery
current (I Batt)

• If the PV voltage (Vpv) is less than the minimum PV voltage required (Vpv_Min) then MPP
of the PV array is zero. Vpv_Min is the minimum DC required to match the inverter output
voltage with the transformer secondary voltage. In this system, 620 V is the minimum DC
link voltage required, as shown in Table 2.
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◦ In this case, if the battery voltage is also less than the nominal battery voltage
Vb_Nominal then the system is in Mode3.

◦ In this mode, the battery needs to be charged but the PV array cannot provide any power
for battery charging, so the grid shall supply the power required for battery charging.

◦ In this mode of operation, the inverter acts like a simple diode rectifier to provide DC
input to the battery charger.

◦ Based on the SOC of battery, the reference battery charging current I_Batt_Ref is obtained.

• If the PV voltage (Vpv) is higherthanthe minimum PV voltage (Vpv_Min) then the controller
tracks the MPP of the PV array by monitoring the PV voltage and current.

◦ In case the MPP is higher than minimum value i.e., P_PV_Min then the system is in Mode1.
◦ In this mode of operation, the battery will be in charging state and the PV array provides

the power for battery charging.
◦ The remaining power after battery charging will be transferred to the grid.
◦ Based on the SOC of the battery, the reference battery charging current I_Batt_Ref

is obtained.
◦ Through the power balancing equation, the inverter reference current Id_Inv_Ref is

calculated based on the MPP and battery current:
Inverter power reference = MPP − battery power reference
(the battery Power reference is positive during charging mode and negative in
discharging mode)

� Inverter Power Reference = MPP − (I_Batt_ref * V_Battery)
�

√
3 * Vabc_rms * Iabc_rms_Ref = MPP − (I_Batt_ref * V_Battery)

where Vabc_rms is the RMS value of line voltage of the grid/inverter
and Iabc_rms_ref is the reference RMS value of line current of the inverter

� Iabc_rms_ref = (MPP − [I_Batt_ref * V_Battery])/(
√

3 * Vabc_rms)

◦ Id_Inv_Ref can be calculated through the abc to dq transformation. Since in this system
Iq_reference is always maintained at zero, the magnitude of Id_Inv_Ref can also be
obtained as given below:

� Id_Inv_Ref =
√

2 * Iabc_rms_ref
� Id_Inv_Ref =

√
2 * (MPP − [I_Batt_ref * V_Battery])/(

√
3 * Vabc_rms)

• If the MPP is less than the minimum value (P_PV_Min) but the battery is in charged condition
then the system is in Mode2.

◦ In this case based on the backup time adjusted by the user, the reference battery current
I_Batt_ref is calculated. In case the backup time adjusted by the user is 6 h, then the
battery current reference is calculated as follows:

� I_Batt_ref = rated Amp-hour rating of the battery/backup time
� I_Batt_ref = 288 Ah/6 h = 48 A

◦ Through the power balancing equation, the inverter reference current Id_Inv_Ref is
calculated based on the MPP and battery current:
Id_Inv_Ref =

√
2 * (MPP – [I_Batt_ref * V_Battery])/(

√
3 * Vabc_rms)

◦ When the PV voltage is more than the minimum DC link voltage, then the battery
charger is operated with closed loop current control to maintain I_Batt = I_Batt_Ref.

◦ When the PV voltage is less than the minimum DC link voltage then the battery charger
operates with closed loop voltage control to maintain a constant DC link voltage i.e.,
Vdc_Link = Vdc_Link_Ref.
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(4) After determining the battery reference current I_Batt_Ref and inverter reference current
Id_Inv_ref, the controller implements the closed loop current control through PI controllers
and releases the gate pulses to the inverter stack and battery charger stack.

Figure 6. Algorithm for power balancing control of grid energy storage system in photo
voltaic applications.
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The proposed algorithm was tested on the real controller with the help of Hardware-In-Loop
simulations. The need for HIL simulations, features of the real-time digital simulator and the setup
built for HIL simulation for the proposed configuration are explained in the next sections.

4. Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation Setup for the Proposed System

In general, controller and control software are validated by integrating the controller with actual
plant hardware. However, in the case of any error in the control system, there are risks of personal
injuries, damage to the equipment and delays. Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) simulation is a useful tool
to avoid such issues. In HIL simulation, instead of a real plant a mathematical model representing
the plant loaded in the real-time simulator to act like an actual plant. Through HIL simulations,
the response of a controller in real time operation can be validated [19]. The following are the
advantages with the HIL simulation: (a) prototype controller software can be developed with minor
assumptions about the plant parameters; (b) once the control parameters are calculated with the
HIL simulation, it is easy to tune the parameters of the actual system; (c) it saves design cost and
time (d) system protections in real time can be analyzed by simulating faults. To validate the control
software for the proposed system, HIL simulations were carried out. A plant consisting of a PV array,
inverter, battery charger, isolation transformers, grid, battery and contactors was simulated using
the Matlab-Simulink software. The simulated model is compiled and loaded into the processor of
a real-time digital simulator (RTDS). The simulated plant can be accessed by the external controller
cards and other hardware through the I/O channels available in the RTDS. The DSP-based controller
is connected as hardware in the loop as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Block diagram for hardware-in-the-loop simulation of the proposed grid energy
storage system.

The RTDS used for the HIL simulations is the Opal-RT Simulator and the controller hardware
is based on a Texas Instruments TMS320F2812 DSP-based controller card. The user interface panel
consisting of pushbuttons and potentiometers (POT) is used for user commands and for simulating
the faults. Figure 8 shows the hardware setup for the HIL simulations.
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Figure 8. Hardware-in-the-loop simulation setup for the proposed grid energy storage system for
photo voltaic applications.

4.1. Input-Output Channels of Real-Time Digital Simulator

The Opal-RT RTDS is equipped with analog and digital input-output modules. The voltage range
for analog signals is ±15 V whereas the voltage levels for digital signals is 0 and +15 V.

4.2. Input-Output Channels of Controller Card

The controller used in this work is a TMS320F2812 DSP processor-based controller card.
The voltage range for analog signals is ±10 V whereas the voltage levels for digital signals is 0
and +15 V.

4.3. User Interface Panel Signals

The input to the simulated PV array is solar irradiance, which can be provided to the simulated
plant through the analog input channel of RTDS from a POT mounted on a user interface panel.
The minimum value of the POT output refers to an irradiance of 0 and the maximum value of the
POT refers to 1000 W/m2. From the user interface panel, start/stop commands, and emergency
stop commands are given to the controller card for the plant operations. The controller card receives
temperature signals of from the isolation transformers and power stacks from the user interface panel.
The possible fault signals are also sent to the controller card hence different faults can be simulated to
check the functionality of the controller and control algorithm.

4.4. Signals from Simulated Plant to Controller

The controller receives the analog signals of the plant through the analog output channels of the
RTDS. The controller receives PV voltage and current signals which are required for tracking MPP.
Battery voltage is required for finding out the charging current reference and battery current signal is
required for closed loop current control of the battery charger. Three phase grid voltage signals are
required for the PLL and inverter side voltages are monitored for synchronization purposes. Three
phase inverter currents are required for the closed loop current control of the PV inverter. Based on
the start-stop commands received from the user interface panel, the controller gives the ON/OFF
commands to the PV switch, grid switch and battery switches through the digital input channels of
RTDS. Switch status outputs to the controller are given to the controller through the digital output
channels of the RTDS.
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4.5. Online Plant Parameter Modifications

Online modification of simulated plant parameters i.e., transformer parameters, filter parameters,
battery SOC, DC link capacitor values and load parameters, etc. during the real-time digital simulation
is also possible through RT lab main controller. Through online modifications, the optimum values of
the plant components can also be obtained.

5. Results and Discussions

5.1. Inverter, Grid and Load Currents in Different Modes of Operation

Figure 9 shows the current waveforms in Mode1 of operation. Since the PV array can produce
more than the minimum power required for charging the battery and feeding the internal loads
connected to the plant, the additional power produced by the PV array is supplied to the grid.
An irradiance of 1000 W/m2 is adjusted on the user interface panel, hence the PV array is producing
the maximum possible power. From the presented result, it can be observed that the grid current is
phase displaced by 180 degree with respect to the inverter current.

 

Figure 9. Currents of inverter, grid, load, and voltage at PCC in Mode1 of operation.

In Mode2 of operation, an irradiance of 0 W/m2 is adjusted on the user interface panel; hence the
PV array cannot produce any power. The battery is in charged condition and supplies the power to the
load based on the Amp-hour rating of the battery and the discharging time or backup time adjusted by
the user.

Since the local loads consume more than the inverter supplied current, the remaining current is
drawn from the grid as shown in Figure 10. Since the load is drawing current from both the sources,
the grid current and the inverter current are in phase with each other.
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Figure 10. Currents of inverter, grid, load , andvoltage at PCC in Mode2 of operation.

In Mode3 Operation, the PV array cannot produce any power and the battery is in discharged
condition. Since the battery is to be charged, the grid supplies the necessary charging current to the
battery and the current required for the local loads as shown in Figure 11.

 

Figure 11. Currents of inverter, grid, load, and voltage at PCC in Mode3 of operation.

The dynamic response of the system to a step change in inverter reference power is shown in
Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Currents of inverter, grid, load for a step change in reference power.

When the inverter power reference is more than the local load requirement then the inverter is
supplying current to grid and load. Since the grid is receiving the current, the phase displacement
between grid and inverter currents is 180 degrees. After a step change in the reference power, since the
reference power is less than the load requirement, the load current is supplied from both the inverter
and the grid, hence the both the currents are in phase with each other. With the present controls,
the system reaches the steady state within one cycle time.

5.2. Battery Charger Input and Output Currents in Different Modes of Operation

Battery current is considered as positive during charging and negative during discharging of the
battery. The battery will be in charged condition in Mode1 and Mode3 of operations as explained
earlier. During charging, depending on the SOC of the battery, the charging current reference is
obtained and the controller carries the closed loop current control of the battery charger. The battery
charger input and output currents for different modes of operation are discussed below. In Mode1
operation, since the battery is in charging condition, battery current and the average value of battery
charger input current are positive, as shown in Figure 13.

In Mode2 of operation, when the PV array voltage is less than the minimum DC link voltage then
the battery charger operates with closed loop voltage control and maintains a constant DC link voltage.
The current through the battery depends on the Id Reference of the inverter which is obtained through
the Amp-hour rating of the battery and the backup time required for the user. Since the battery is in
discharging condition, battery current and the average value of the battery charger input current are
negative, as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 13. Battery charger input and output currents in mode1 operation.

 

Figure 14. Battery charger input and output currents in mode-2 operation.

Similar to Mode1, in Mode3 operation battery current and the average value of the battery charger
input current are also positive as shown in Figure 15. The charging current required for the battery is
provided from the grid supply in this case.
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Battery Charger Input Current

Battery Current

Figure 15. Battery charger input and output currents in mode3 operation.

The dynamic response of the battery charger system is observed by applying a step change in the
battery current reference. The system takes approximately 250 milliseconds to come to the steady state
as shown in Figure 16.

 

Figure 16. Battery charger reference and actual currents for a step change in reference current.

6. Future Scope

The results presented in this paper are obtained through real-time digital simulations. A scaled
down model of the plant i.e., power circuit can also be made to test the controller and control algorithm.
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A predictive diagnostic in high-power transformers used in traction grade uninterruptible power
supplies is presented in [20]. In similar lines, predictive diagnosis of the system components in a grid
energy storage system can also be addressed as future work.

The presented system can also be extended for smart grid applications by incorporating additional
energy sources along with the PV and battery, then as future work, the security and privacy problems
in this smart grid can be addressed, as discussed in [21].

In this paper, design and control of grid energy storage system with a conventional PV inverter is
explained in detail. Additional feature reactive power compensation can be incorporated to make the
system work as PV-STATCOM. This system can also be extended for high power applications by using
multilevel configurations for the PV inverter [22,23].

7. Conclusions

In this paper, a power balancing control for a grid energy storage system is presented. The PBC
technique is implemented on a TMS320F2812 processor-based controller card and tested. Dynamic
responses of the inverter and battery charger system are verified by applying a step change in the
reference values. From the presented HIL results, it is observed that the performance of PBC control
is satisfactory in all three modes of operation and good dynamic performance is also achieved using
this technique. As the controls are tested through HIL simulations in this work, plant parameters
are considered as ideal whereas the plant parameters vary with operating temperatures in real time
operation. Hence, minor modifications in plant parameters and tuning of control parameters are
required to implement the proposal on areal system. The same system can be extended further to have
the feature of reactive power compensation through the modified PBC control.
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Abstract: The evolving multiphase induction generators (MPIGs) with more than three phases are
receiving prominence in high power generation systems. This paper aims at the development of
a comprehensive model of the wind turbine driven seven-phase induction generator (7PIG) along
with the necessary power electronic converters and the controller for grid interface. The dynamic
model of the system is developed in MATLAB/Simulink (R2015b, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA,
USA). A synchronous reference frame phase-locked loop (SRFPLL) system is incorporated for grid
synchronization. The modeling aspects are detailed and the system response is observed for various
wind velocities. The effectiveness of the seven phase induction generator is demonstrated with the
fault tolerant capability and high output power with reduced phase current when compared to the
conventional 3-phase wind generation scheme. The response of the PLL is analysed and the results
are presented.

Keywords: multi-phase induction machine; synchronous reference frame; induction generator; PWM
inverter; seven phase rectifier; PLL; grid

1. Introduction

Electric power generation gained by exploring the use of renewable energy sources is a viable
solution for reducing the dependency on fast depleting fossil fuels and to adhere to environmentally
friendly conditions [1]. Among all existing non-conventional sources, wind has latent qualities that
can be utilized to meet the heaping energy demand [2]. Self-excited induction generators (SEIGs) are
usually deployed for wind energy conversion systems in standalone applications with their inherent
characteristics as mentioned in [3,4]. Later they also operated in a grid connected mode for distributed
power generation in hybrid micro grids [5]. However, they are suitable for low and medium power
applications [4]. Multiphase induction generator (MPIG) with more than three phases is a potential
contender which combines the advantages of MPIG with SEIG technologies to yield an efficient,
reliable, and fault tolerant machine that has diverse applications [6–9]. Multiphase systems can be
employed for different applications, such as offshore energy harvesting, electrical vehicles, electric ship
propulsion, and aircrafts. The earlier proposed research works describe the supremacy of multiphase
machines for obtaining a better reliable performance [10–22].

As a consequence, MPIG research has evoked interest among researchers in the recent past which
has culminated into gradual but steady progress in this field. However, the available literature suggests
that finite modeling approaches should be implemented for MPIG analysis.
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The d-q model of the six phase induction generator with a dual stator and single rotor has been
presented in many papers [23–26]. The performance of the six phase dual stator induction generator
has been investigated in [25–27]. Dynamic analysis of the six phase induction generator for standalone
wind power generation was investigated in [28], while steady state performance analysis of the
machine, and its experimental validation have been carried out in [29–31].

The most challenging requirement for wind electric systems is the low voltage ride through
capability that requires generators to remain connected during grid faults and to contribute to the
system recovery. Unbalanced voltage conditions and dips in the grid can have significant negative
effects on the performance of induction generators. These effects can decrease the lifetime of sensitive
components in the wind energy converter in the long term and in extreme cases, they can cause
damage and tripping of the system, leading to violation of the grid code requirements [32–35].

The grid integration of wind electric generators (WEG) is a critical aspect in the planning of a wind
power generation system. The variation in production and higher intermittency of wind generation
makes it difficult for grid integration. Hence it is necessary to provide the appropriate synchronization
techniques such that the system maintains constant frequency and voltage to ensure stable and reliable
operation of the grid [36,37]. A good synchronization method must detect the frequency and phase
angle variations proficiently in order to reduce the harmonics and disturbances for safe operation
of the grid. Further simple implementation and cost decides the reliability of the synchronization
schemes [38]. The power transfer between distributed generation and the grid is enhanced by a good
synchronization method. Earlier known zero crossing detectors have adverse power quality issues
in a weak grid. Nowadays, phase-locked loop (PLL) is one of the generally used techniques and it
controls the distributed power generation system and other applications. Several types of PLL are
analysed in [37,38]. This paper aims to develop a PLL based grid connected seven phase WEG where
PLL enables the frequency and voltage synthesis.

A d-q model of the seven-phase induction generator (7PIG) with the stator windings phase shifted
by 51.42◦ is developed. A simulation is carried out to study the performance under varying wind
velocities. The voltage build up process is shown. The generator voltage, current, and power output
is presented under varying load conditions. The reliability of the machine under a fault condition
is examined with one or two phases open. The results are compared with the three phase generator.
The power electronic interface, namely the seven phase rectifier, boost converter, and the three phase
neutral point clamped (NPC) inverter are simulated for varying modulation indices and the results
are explored. The synchronous reference frame (SRF) PLL is designed to track the phase angle and
frequency. The PLL response analyses various grid conditions such as unbalanced grid voltages,
voltage sags, line to line (LL) faults, and line to line ground faults (LLG), and the results are explored.

2. Proposed System Description

Figure 1 shows the proposed multiphase AC power system for wind power application. The grid
connected seven phase wind generation system considered for the study, consists of a wind turbines
that is driven by a 7PIG through a gearbox. The generated seven phase AC output is rectified by the
seven phase rectifier and filtered by an LC filter. The filtered and boosted DC output voltage is injected
through a three phase inverter to the grid with proper synchronization through SRF PLL. The inverter
is controlled using the synchronous d-q reference frame approach. The phase lock loop technique that
is incorporated synchronizes the inverter and the grid. The high frequency ripple at the inverter is
filtered. The filtered output of the inverter is fed into the grid through a step-up transformer.
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Figure 1. Seven Phase Grid Connected Wind Electric Generator.

3. Modeling of System Components

The mathematical modeling of the seven phase wind generator components, namely the wind
turbine, seven phase induction generator, seven phase rectifier, and three phase inverter and PLL are
discussed in the following sections.

3.1. Wind Turbine

The following equation defines the power output of the wind turbine, which is the aerodynamic
power developed on the main shaft of the wind turbine:

Ptur = 0.5ρACp(λ)Vw
3, (1)

Cp is a dimensionless power coefficient that depends on the wind speed and constructional
characteristics of the wind turbine. For the wind turbine used in this study, the following form
approximates Cp as a function of λ known as the tip-speed ratio, which depends on the rotor speed of
the turbine and the wind speed.

Cp = 0.5
(

116
λ1

− 0.4β − 5
)

e
−16.5

λ1 , (2)

λ =
Rωtur

Vw
, (3)

λ1 =
1

1
(λ+0.089) − 0.035

(β3+1)

, (4)

where, ρtur: Air density (kg/m3); Vw—wind speed (m/s); R—Radius of the wind turbine rotor (m);
A—Area swept out by the turbine blades (m2); Cp: power coefficient defined by Equation (2); λ—Tip
speed ratio given by Equation (3); ωtur: angular rotor speed of the turbine (rad/s); β: The blade pitch
angle (degree).
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3.2. 7PIG Model

A 7PIG has seven stator windings sinusoidally distributed with a phase displacement of 51.4◦

(360◦/7) and the rotor is short circuited for the squirrel cage induction machine. The 7P induction
machine operating as a generator is represented as a two phase equivalent circuit. The ds-qs represent
the stator direct and quadrature axes and dr-qr represents the rotor direct and quadrature axes.
The transformation of the seven phase stationary reference frame variables to a two phase stationary
reference frame is given by Equation (5). The assumptions made in modeling 7PIG are the same as
those given in [8,39–41]. The modeling of 7PIG is carried out using a d-q equivalent circuit, as shown
in Figure 2 [39–41].

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Vqs

Vds
Vxs

Vys

.
Vos

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 cos α cos 2α cos 3α . cos nα

0 sin α sin 2α sin 3α . sin nα

1 cos 2α cos 4α cos 6α . cos 2nα

0 sin 2α sin 4α sin 6α . sin 2nα

. . . . . .
1√
2

1√
2

1√
2

1√
2

. 1√
2

.

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
X

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Va

Vb
Vc

Vd
.

Vn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (5)

where α = 2π/n; n = number of phases; s and r represent stator and rotor quantities, respectively;
d-q represents a direct and quadrature axis.

Equations (5) and (6) define the stator side voltages

Vqs = −Rsiqs + ωλds + pλqs, (6)

Vds = −Rsids − ωλqs + pλds, (7)

Equations (7) and (8) define the rotor side voltages

Vqr = Rriqr + (ω − ωr)λdr + pλqr, (8)

Vdr = Rridr − (ω − ωr)λqr + pλdr, (9)

The voltage equations for dynamic performance analysis under balanced conditions are
represented in a stationary reference frame (ω = 0). The rotor side voltages Vqr and Vdr are zero
for the squirrel cage induction generators. The rotor side quantities are referred to as stator reference
frame. The flux linkage expression as a function of the current is given by Equations (10)–(15).

λqs = −Llsiqs + Lm
(
iqr − iqs

)
, (10)

λds = −Llsids + Lm(idr − ids), (11)

λqr = Llriqr + Lm
(
iqr − iqs

)
, (12)

λdr = Llridr + Lm(idr − ids), (13)

λdm = Lm(ids + idr), (14)

λqm = Lm
(
iqs + iqr

)
, (15)

The leakage inductance of the stator and rotor are assumed to be constant. The degree of magnetic
saturation decides the magnetizing inductance Lm and it is a non-linear function of the magnetizing
current, which is given by the following equation

Im =

√(
iqr + iqs

)2
+ (idr + ids)

2, (16)
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The non-linear piecewise relationship between the magnetizing inductance and the current (Lm, im)
is given by

Lm =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0.012726, 0 ≤ im < 25.944
1.94597/(im + 117.6), 25.944 ≤ im < 51.512
1.79031/(im + 61.2), 52.512 ≤ im < 73.8
1.41566/(im + 46.296), 73.8 ≤ im < 85.872
2.67838/(im + 31.608), im ≥ 85.872

, (17)

The developed electromagnetic torque of the 7PIG is defined by

Tg = −7
2

(
P
2

)
Lm

(
iqsidr − idsiqr

)
, (18)

 

Figure 2. d-q-axis Equivalent Circuit of Seven-Phase Induction Generator (7PIG).

A negative (-ve) sign indicates generation action.

Lr = Llr + Lm, (19)

Ls = Lls + Lm, (20)

3.3. Modeling of the Shunt Capacitor and Load

The modeling equations of the voltage and current of the excitation capacitor and the load in the
d-q-axis are given by Equations (21)–(26)

pVqs =

(
1
C

)
icqs − ωVds, (21)

pVds =

(
1
C

)
icds + ωVqs, (22)

icqs = iqs − iRqs, (23)

icds = ids − iRds, (24)

iRqs =
Vqs

R
, (25)

iRds =
Vds
R

, (26)
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The 7P voltages are transformed to 2P using Equation (27).

Va = Vqs cos θe + Vds sin θe

Vb = Vqs cos(θe − α) + Vds sin(θe − α)

Vc = Vqs cos(θe − 2α) + Vds sin(θe − 2α)

Vd = Vqs cos(θe − 3α) + Vds sin(θe − 3α)

Ve = Vqs cos(θe − 4α) + Vds sin(θe − 4α)

Vf = Vqs cos(θe − 5α) + Vds sin(θe − 5α)

Vg = Vqs cos(θe − 6α) + Vds sin(θe − 6α)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
, (27)

4. DC Link Converter

The power electronics based interface system, namely the DC link converter, involves a
seven phase rectifier, three phase inverter, and a DC-DC boost converter. The uncontrolled seven
phase rectifier converts the seven phase AC output of the generator to DC and is boosted by the
boost converter.

4.1. Seven Phase Diode Bridge Rectifier

A variable magnitude, the variable frequency voltage at the seven phase induction generator
terminal, is converted to DC using a seven-phase diode bridge rectifier [42–45]. The voltage Vrec at the
output is given by Equation (28) in terms of the peak phase voltage Vds of the generator. The LC filter
reduces the output voltage ripple of the seven phase rectifier.

Vrec =
1

(2π/14)

π/14∫
−π/14

1.949Vds cos(ωt)d(ωt), (28)

Vrec = 1.932Vds, (29)

4.2. DC-DC Boost Converter

A DC-DC boost converter (Figure 3) steps up the input voltage depending on the duty ratio,
inductor, and capacitor values [40]. The output voltage of the boost converter is given by

Vdc =
Vrec

1 − δ
, (30)

where, Vrec—Input voltage from the seven phase rectifier; δ—Duty cycle of the switch. The inductance
and capacitance are determined using Equations (31) and (32).

Inductance, L =
R ∗ δ(1 − δ)2

2 ∗ fS
(Henry), (31)

Capacitance, C ≥ VO ∗ δ

fS ∗ ΔVO ∗ R
(Farad), (32)

 

Figure 3. Power Circuit of Boost Converter.
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4.3. Three Level Neutral Point Clamped Inverter

The DC input is given to this inverter from the DC/DC converter (Figure 3) and the three phase,
three level output obtained is given to the grid through a step-up transformer. The modulation index of
the reference signal is varied to control the output voltage of the inverter and is given by Equation (33)

Modulation Index, Ma =
Vm
Vdc
2

, (33)

where, Vm—Peak value of the Phase voltage (V); Vdc—Input Input DC voltage/Output of the
Boost converter.

5. Grid Interface Using PLL

The effective power transfer between the grid and the source can be realized by the efficient
synchronization technique. The most familiar method is tracking of the phase angle using the PLL which
synchronizes the voltage and frequency of a given reference and output signal. A phase detector, loop
filter, and voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) together make a basic PLL system, wherein the phase
detector generates an error signal by comparing the reference and output signal. The harmonics of the
error signal are eliminated by the loop filter. Depending on the output of the loop filter, the VCO generates
the output signal. The basic structure of the PLL circuit is shown in Figure 4. A linear PLL is usually used
in a single phase system, whereas a three phase system employs an SRF PLL or otherwise a d-q PLL.

 

Figure 4. Basic Phase Locked Loop (PLL) Structure.

Synchronous Reference Frame (SRF/d-q) PLL

In the synchronous frame PLL, Clarke’s transformation [39] is applied to the three-phase voltage
vector to transform abc to the αβ stationary reference frame. Park’s transformation changes αβ to
the d-q rotating frame, as shown in Figure 5. The feedback loop controls the angular position of the
d-q reference, making the q-axis component zero in the steady state. The d-axis will be the voltage
amplitude during steady state conditions.

 

Figure 5. Synchronous Reference Frame (SRF)/d-q PLL Structure.
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The d- and q-axis components are defined by the following equation under balanced conditions.[
Vd
Vq

]
=

[
cos θ̂ sin θ̂

− sin θ̂ cos θ̂

][
U cos θ

U sin θ

]
=

[
U cos(θ − θ̂)

U sin(θ − θ̂)

]
, (34)

where U, θ—amplitude and phase of the input signal; θ̂—PLL output; and Vd, Vq are the d- and
q-axis components.

The phase is denoted by the q-axis and the amplitude in steady state is denoted by the d-axis error.
The generalized voltage vector under unbalanced utility conditions (without voltage harmonics) is
represented by

V = V+ + V− + V0, (35)

The positive, negative, and zero sequence components are represented by subscripts +, −, and 0.
The αβ component using Clarke’s transformation is given by

Vαβγ =

⎡⎢⎣ Vα

Vβ

Vγ

⎤⎥⎦ = Tαβ/abc

⎡⎢⎣ Va

Vb
Vc

⎤⎥⎦, (36)

Tαβ/abc =
2
3

⎡⎢⎣ 1 −1
2

−1
2

0
√

3
2

√
3

2
1
2

1
2

1
2

⎤⎥⎦, (37)

The zero-sequence component is neglected as it is on the γ-axis. The expression of the voltage
vector on the αβ-plane is:

Vαβ = Tαβ/abc(V+ + V−) =
[

U+ cos θ+ + U− cos θ−
U+ sin θ+ + U− sin θ−

]
, (38)

The αβ frame is transformed to the d-q frame using Park’s transformation.

Vdq = Tdq/αβ Vαβ =

[
U+ cos(θ+ − θ̂) + U− cos(θ− − θ̂)

U+ sin(θ+ − θ̂) + U− sin(θ− − θ̂)

]
=

[
U+ + U− cos(2ωt)
U+ − U− sin(2ωt)

]
, (39)

Tdq/αβ =

[
cos θ̂ sin θ̂

− sin θ̂ cos θ̂

]
, (40)

ω is the angular frequency of the voltage vector and θ̂ = θ+ = θ− = ωt.

6. Simulation Result

The modeling equations of the various system components are simulated with the parameters
given in Appendix A. The individual component models are analysed and integrated to study the
performance of the seven phase wind electric generator. The simulation results are discussed in the
following sections.

6.1. Wind Turbine

A 250 kW wind turbine is simulated using the Equations (1)–(4) for various wind speeds and
rotational speeds. Figure 6 shows the power curves of the wind turbine at various wind speeds.
The rated power of 250 kW is achieved at the rated wind speed of 15 m/s and 40 rpm. The wind
turbine produces the maximum power at various rotational speeds for the different wind speeds.
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Figure 6. Wind Turbine Power Output vs. Wind Velocity (Wind Speed).

6.2. Seven Phase Induction Generator

The mathematical equations represented by Equations (5)–(27) are used to develop a mathematical
model of the seven phase induction generator from the d-q equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.
The performance of 7PIG is investigated under various operating conditions.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. 7PIG (a) Output Voltage; (b) Current; (c) Generator speed; (d) Generator Torque.
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The rated speed of 1018 rpm with the excitation capacitance of 2332 μF is given as the input to
the generator and the voltage and current of the 7PIG are obtained at no load and are presented in
Figure 7. The self-excitation process begins at time t = 0, and the stator voltage builds and the steady
state value of 419 V (peak) and a current of about 165 A is reached at t = 2.2 s with the phases mutually
displaced by 51.4◦ (2π/n).

The 7PIG is loaded at t = 3 s with the excitation capacitance held constant at 2332 μF. At t = 3 s,
the terminal voltage of the stator is reduced from 419 volts to 386 volts and the current increases from
165 A to 241 A. The steady state is reached at t = 2 s as shown in Figure 7a,b. The generated torque
and speed of the generator are represented in Figure 7c,d which show that for increasing the load, the
speed of the generator decreases with an increase in the torque. The line voltages of the seven phase
induction generator varies for the adjacent (Vab = 0.8676 Vm) and non-adjacent sides (Vac = 1.5629 Vm)
and (Vad = 1.949 Vm), which is clearly illustrated using the results shown in the Figure 8a–c.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. Generated Line Voltage of 7PIG Adjacent Side and Non Adjacent Side (a) Vab; (b) Vac; (c) Vad.

6.3. Fault Tolerant Operation of 7PIG

The most important ability of the multiphase phase generator is that it continues to operate even
after the fault occur in one (or more) phase(s), whereas three-phase machines can hardly continue
their operation. Under the faulty conditions, the additional degrees of freedom available in MPIG are
efficiently used for the post fault operating strategy. One-, two-phases are open circuited Vc, Vc and Vd
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at t = 3 s for the seven phase induction generator for the investigation test. It is clear from the obtained
numerical results by Figures 9 and 10 that the generator continues to operate with the reduced phase
current in amplitude for continuous propagation under open circuit faulty conditions.

Figure 9. Fault Current of 7PIG with One Phase Open (Vc).

 

Figure 10. Fault Current of 7PIG with Two Phases Open (Vc and Vd).

The performance of the seven phase induction generator is compared with the three phase
generator in terms of generating voltage and current. The per phase voltage of the three phase and
seven phase system remains the same whereas the current per phase is reduced, as clearly shown in
Figure 11a,b.

(a)

(b) 

Figure 11. (a) Seven Phase Current vs. Three Phase Current for Varying Wind Velocity; (b) Three Phase
Voltage vs. Seven Phase Voltage.
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6.4. DC Link Converter

The generated seven phase AC output is fed as an input to the seven phase rectifier which converts
AC to DC. The rectified DC output voltage feeds the boost converter. The boost converter output
voltage and current of 845 V and 279 A is achieved, as shown in Figure 12a,b.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 12. (a) Boost Voltage; (b) Boost Current.

6.5. Grid Integration

The grid tied inverter is the power electronic converter that converts the DC signal into AC, but
with the appropriate synchronizing techniques. It is basically used in the integration of renewable
energy to the utility line. The magnitude and phase of the inverter voltage should be the same as that of
the grid and its output frequency should be equal to the grid frequency for proper grid synchronization.
The output phase voltage of the inverter is 365 V (peak) and a current of about 508 V (peak) is achieved
at a 0.85 modulation index with a DC input of 845 V as shown in Figures 13 and 14. The line voltage of
the inverter is given by Figure 15.

 

Figure 13. Vdc and Modulation Index.
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Figure 14. Inverter Output Voltage and Inverter Current.

 

Figure 15. Inverter Line Voltage.

The d- and q-axis voltage of the d-q PLL and frequency tracking is shown in Figure 16. The voltage
and current drawn by the load connected at the point of common coupling is shown in Figure 17.
The grid voltage and current are shown in Figure 18. The power injected into the grid is about 196 kW,
which is shown in Figure 19.

 

Figure 16. Graph of Vd, Vq, and Frequency.
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Figure 17. Load Voltage and Load Current.

 

Figure 18. Grid Voltage (Vgrid) and Grid Current (Igrid).

 

Figure 19. Power injected into the Grid.

6.6. SRF PLL Performance under Various Grid Conditions

The grid is subjected to different fault conditions to investigate the performance of the SRF PLL.
Figure 20a shows the frequency and phase detection variation during a line to line fault. It is clear from
the figure that phases B and C are in phase with each other and their magnitude is less than phase A,
whereas the magnitude of phase of B and C are zero during a line to line ground fault as shown in
Figure 21a. The voltages of the d-q-axis also vary, as it contains second harmonic ripples as given by
Equation (35), which is illustrated by Figures 20b and 21b.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 20. (a) Frequency and Phase Angle Variation during a Line to Line Fault; (b) q-axis and d-axis
Voltage Magnitude during a Line to Line Fault.

During unbalanced grid voltage condition, the sinusoidal nature of the q-axis voltage component
affects the output of the PI controller. Therefore, the PI controller generates a sinusoidal error signal,
angular frequency is shown in Figure 22a,b, which is similar to that of the line to line fault.

(a)

Figure 21. Cont.
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(b)

Figure 21. (a) Frequency and Phase Angle Variation during a Line-Line ground LLG Fault; (b) q-axis
and d-axis Voltage Magnitude during a LLG Fault.

 
(a)

 
(b)

Figure 22. (a) Frequency and Phase Detection Variation during Unbalanced Grid Voltages; (b) q-axis
and d-axis Voltage Magnitude during Unbalanced Grid Voltages.

The SRF PLL performance during voltage sag is shown in Figure 23a,b. Voltage sag occurs in
the grid such that the magnitude of all phase voltages are equal and their magnitudes are 50% of
the nominal voltage. It is noticed that it does not cause any oscillations in the frequency and the
d-q voltages. Balanced voltage sag does not affect PLL tracking. However, a sudden change in the
magnitude causes a dip in the estimated frequency of d-q PLL, and later it tracks the phase angle of the
grid voltages.
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(a)

 
(b)

Figure 23. (a) Frequency and Phase Detection Variation during Voltage Sag; (b) q-axis and d-axis
Voltage Magnitude during Voltage Sag.

7. Conclusions

In this article, a comprehensive model of a wind driven 7PIG in grid connected mode was
developed using the two axis d-q equivalent circuit. A seven phase wind electric generator is integrated
using the individual system components and the performance of the seven phase wind electric
generator is analysed for varying wind speed [46]. A synchronous reference frame PLL incorporated
for the grid interface is simulated and analysed. The enhanced performance of 7PIG is evaluated
through the fault tolerant capability and high output power with reduced current per phase when
compared with the three phase model. The performance of SRF-PLL incorporated in the grid connected
seven phase wind electric generator was analysed for various operating grid conditions. The use of
multiphase machines along with the PLL synchronization of the grid increases the reliability of the
WEG. Notably by the possibility of achieving post-fault disturbance free operation provided by the
seven phase machine, as well as the constant voltage and frequency operation enabled by the d-q PLL.
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Nomenclature

MPIG Multiphase Induction Generator
7PIG Seven Phase Induction Generator
WEG Wind Electric Generator
d-q Direct-Quadrature axis
Rs, Rr Stator, Rotor resistance (Ω)
Ls, Lr Stator. Rotor leakage inductance (mH)
Lm Mutual inductance (mH)
ids, iqs Stator d-q-axis currents (Amps)
idr, iqr Rotor d-q-axis currents (Amps)
Vds, Vqs Stator d-q-axis voltage (V)
Vdr, Vqr Rotor d-q-axis voltage (V)
λds, λqs Stator d-q-axis flux linkage
SRFPLL Synchronous Reference Frame Phase Locked Loop
λdr, λqr λqr Stator d-q-axis flux linkage
P Numbers of poles
p Differential operator with respect to t
Δ Tip Speed ratio
B Blade Pitch Angle
ωtur Angular speed of turbine
Tg Electromagnetic Torque
fs Switching frequency (Hz)
δ Duty ratio
Vm Peak value of phase voltage (V)
U,θ Amplitude and phase of input

Appendix A

Table A1. Wind Turbine and Seven Phase Induction Generator Parameters taken for Investigation.

Wind Turbine 7PIG

Rated power 250 kW Rated power 210 kW
No. of blades 3 Rated voltage 240 V
Rated speed 40 rpm Rated current 240 A

Rotor Diameter 29.8 m Rated frequency 50 Hz
Air density 1.2 kg/m3 Rated power factor 0.82

Blade pitch angle −1.1 Rated speed 1018 rpm
Gear Ratio 1:24.52 No. of poles 6

Cut-in wind speed 3 m/s Stator resistance 0.12 ohms
Cut-out wind speed 25 m/s Stator leakage inductance 0.017197 mH
Rated wind speed 15 m/s Rotor resistance referred to stator 0.0047 ohms
Equivalent inertia 1542 kg·m2 Rotor leakage inductance referred to stator 0.015605 mH
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Abstract: Electric vehicles (EV), including Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV), Hybrid Electric Vehicle
(HEV), Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV), Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle (FCEV), are becoming
more commonplace in the transportation sector in recent times. As the present trend suggests, this
mode of transport is likely to replace internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles in the near future.
Each of the main EV components has a number of technologies that are currently in use or can
become prominent in the future. EVs can cause significant impacts on the environment, power
system, and other related sectors. The present power system could face huge instabilities with
enough EV penetration, but with proper management and coordination, EVs can be turned into a
major contributor to the successful implementation of the smart grid concept. There are possibilities
of immense environmental benefits as well, as the EVs can extensively reduce the greenhouse gas
emissions produced by the transportation sector. However, there are some major obstacles for EVs
to overcome before totally replacing ICE vehicles. This paper is focused on reviewing all the useful
data available on EV configurations, battery energy sources, electrical machines, charging techniques,
optimization techniques, impacts, trends, and possible directions of future developments. Its objective
is to provide an overall picture of the current EV technology and ways of future development to
assist in future researches in this sector.

Keywords: electric vehicle; energy sources; motors; charging technologies; effects of EVs; limitations
of EVs; energy management; control algorithms; global EV sales; trends and future developments

1. Introduction

In recent times, electric vehicles (EV) are gaining popularity, and the reasons behind this are many.
The most eminent one is their contribution in reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. In 2009,
the transportation sector emitted 25% of the GHGs produced by energy related sectors [1]. EVs, with
enough penetration in the transportation sector, are expected to reduce that figure, but this is not the
only reason bringing this century old and once dead concept back to life, this time as a commercially
viable and available product. As a vehicle, an EV is quiet, easy to operate, and does not have the fuel
costs associated with conventional vehicles. As an urban transport mode, it is highly useful. It does
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not use any stored energy or cause any emission while idling, is capable of frequent start-stop driving,
provides the total torque from the startup, and does not require trips to the gas station. It does not
contribute either to any of the smog making the city air highly polluted. The instant torque makes
it highly preferable for motor sports. The quietness and low infrared signature makes it useful in
military use as well. The power sector is going through a changing phase where renewable sources are
gaining momentum. The next generation power grid, called ‘smart grid’ is also being developed. EVs
are being considered a major contributor to this new power system comprised of renewable generating
facilities and advanced grid systems [2,3]. All these have led to a renewed interest and development in
this mode of transport.

The idea to employ electric motors to drive a vehicle surfaced after the innovation of the motor
itself. From 1897 to 1900, EVs became 28% of the total vehicles and were preferred over the internal
combustion engine (ICE) ones [1]. But the ICE types gained momentum afterwards, and with very low
oil prices, they soon conquered the market, became much more mature and advanced, and EVs got lost
into oblivion. A chance of resurrection appeared in the form of the EV1 concept from General Motors,
which was launched in 1996, and quickly became very popular. Other leading carmakers, including
Ford, Toyota, and Honda brought out their own EVs as well. Toyota’s highly successful Prius, the first
commercial hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), was launched in Japan in 1997, with 18,000 units sold in
the first year of production [1]. Today, almost none of those twentieth century EVs exist; an exception
can be Toyota Prius, still going strong in a better and evolved form. Now the market is dominated
by Nissan Leaf, Chevrolet Volt, and Tesla Model S; whereas the Chinese market is in the grip of BYD
Auto Co., Ltd. (X’an National Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone, Xi’an, China).

EVs can be considered as a combination of different subsystems. Each of these systems interact
with each other to make the EV work, and there are multiple technologies that can be employed
to operate the subsystems. In Figure 1, key parts of these subsystems and their contribution to the
total system is demonstrated. Some of these parts have to work extensively with some of the others,
whereas some have to interact very less. Whatever the case may be, it is the combined work of all these
systems that make an EV operate.

Figure 1. Major EV subsystems and their interactions. Some of the subsystems are very closely related
while some others have moderated interactions. Data from [4].
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There are quite a few configurations and options to build an EV with. EVs can be solely driven
with stored electrical power, some can generate this energy from an ICE, and there are also some
vehicles that employ both the ICE and the electrical motors together. The general classification is
discussed in Section 2, whereas different configurations are described in Section 3. EVs use different
types of energy storage to store their power. Though batteries are the most used ones, ultracapacitors,
flywheels and fuel cells are also up and coming as potential energy storage systems (ESS). Section 4 is
dedicated to these energy sources. The types of motors that have been used in EVs and can be used
in future are discussed in Section 5. Different charging voltages and charger configurations can be
used in charging the vehicles. Wireless charging is also being examined and experimented with to
increase convenience. These charger standards, configurations and power conversion systems are
demonstrated in Sections 6–8 discusses the effects EVs create in different sectors. Being a developing
technology, EVs still have many limitations that have to be overcome to enable them to penetrate
deeper into the market. These limitations are pointed out in Section 9 along with probable solutions.
Section 10 summed up some strategies used in EVs to enable proper use of the available power.
Section 11 presented different types of control algorithms used for better driving assistance, energy
management, and charging. The current state of the global EV market is briefly presented in Section 12,
followed by Section 13 containing the trends and sectors that may get developed in the future. Finally,
the ultimate outcomes of this paper is presented in Section 14. The topics covered in this paper have
been discussed in different literatures. Over the years, a number of publications have been made
discussing different aspects of EV technology. This paper was created as an effort to sum up all these
works to demonstrate the state-of-the art of the system and to position different technologies side by
side to find out their merits and demerits, and in some cases, which one of them can make its way to
the future EVs.

2. EV Types

EVs can run solely on electric propulsion or they can have an ICE working alongside it. Having
only batteries as energy source constitutes the basic kind of EV, but there are kinds that can employ
other energy source modes. These can be called hybrid EVs (HEVs). The International Electrotechnical
Commission’s Technical Committee 69 (Electric Road Vehicles) proposed that vehicles using two or
more types of energy source, storage or converters can be called as an HEV as long as at least one
of those provide electrical energy [4]. This definition makes a lot of combinations possible for HEVs
like ICE and battery, battery and flywheel, battery and capacitor, battery and fuel cell, etc. Therefore,
the common population and specialists both started calling vehicles with an ICE and electric motor
combination HEVs, battery and capacitor ones as ultra-capacitor-assisted EVs, and the ones with
battery and fuel cell FCEVs [2–4]. These terminologies have become widely accepted and according to
this norm, EVs can be categorized as follows:

(1) Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV)
(2) Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV)
(3) Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV)
(4) Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle (FCEV)

2.1. Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV)

EVs with only batteries to provide power to the drive train are known as BEVs. BEVs have to rely
solely on the energy stored in their battery packs; therefore the range of such vehicles depends directly
on the battery capacity. Typically they can cover 100 km–250 km on one charge [5], whereas the top-tier
models can go a lot further, from 300 km to 500 km [5]. These ranges depend on driving condition and
style, vehicle configurations, road conditions, climate, battery type and age. Once depleted, charging
the battery pack takes quite a lot of time compared to refueling a conventional ICE vehicle. It can take
as long as 36 h completely replenish the batteries [6,7], there are far less time consuming ones as well,
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but none is comparable to the little time required to refill a fuel tank. Charging time depends on the
charger configuration, its infrastructure and operating power level. Advantages of BEVs are their
simple construction, operation and convenience. These do not produce any greenhouse gas (GHG),
do not create any noise and therefore beneficial to the environment. Electric propulsion provides
instant and high torques, even at low speeds. These advantages, coupled with their limitation of
range, makes them the perfect vehicle to use in urban areas; as depicted in Figure 2, urban driving
requires running at slow or medium speeds, and these ranges demand a lot of torque. Nissan Leaf and
Teslas are some high-selling BEVs these days, along with some Chinese vehicles. Figure 3 shows basic
configuration for BEVs: the wheels are driven by electric motor(s) which is run by batteries through a
power converter circuit.

Figure 2. Federal Urban Driving Schedule torque-speed requirements. Most of the driving is done in
the 2200 to 4800 rpm range with significant amount of torque. Lower rpms require torques as high as
125 Nm; urban vehicles have to operate in this region regularly as they face frequent start-stops. Data
from [4].

 

Figure 3. BEV configuration. The battery’s DC power is converted to AC by the inverter to run the
motor. Adapted from [5].

2.2. Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV)

HEVs employ both an ICE and an electrical power train to power the vehicle. The combination of
these two can come in different forms which are discussed later. An HEV uses the electric propulsion
system when the power demand is low. It is a great advantage in low speed conditions like urban areas;
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it also reduces the fuel consumption as the engine stays totally off during idling periods, for example,
traffic jams. This feature also reduces the GHG emission. When higher speed is needed, the HEV
switches to the ICE. The two drive trains can also work together to improve the performance. Hybrid
power systems are used extensively to reduce or to completely remove turbo lag in turbocharged
cars, like the Acura NSX. It also enhances performance by filling the gaps between gear shifts and
providing speed boosts when required. The ICE can charge up the batteries, HEVs can also retrieve
energy by means of regenerative braking. Therefore, HEVs are primarily ICE driven cars that use an
electrical drive train to improve mileage or for performance enhancement. To attain these features,
HEV configurations are being widely adopted by car manufacturers. Figure 4 shows the energy flows
in a basic HEV. While starting the vehicle, the ICE may run the motor as a generator to produce some
power and store it in the battery. Passing needs a boost in speed, therefore the ICE and the motor
both drives the power train. During braking the power train runs the motor as generator to charge
the battery by regenerative braking. While cruising, ICE runs the both the vehicle and the motor as
generator, which charges the battery. The power flow is stopped once the vehicle stops. Figure 5 shows
an example of energy management systems used in HEVs. The one demonstrated here splits power
between the ICE and the electric motor (EM) by considering the vehicle speed, driver’s input, state of
charge (SOC) of battery, and the motor speed to attain maximum fuel efficiency.

 
(a) Direction of power flow during starting and when stopped. 

 
(b) Direction of power flow during passing, braking and cruising. 

Figure 4. Power flow among the basic building blocks of an HEV during various stages of a drive cycle.
Adapted from [8].
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Figure 5. Example of energy management strategy used in HEV. The controller splits power between
the ICE and the motor by considering different input parameters. Adapted from [8].

2.3. Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV)

The PHEV concept arose to extend the all-electric range of HEVs [9–14]. It uses both an ICE and
an electrical power train, like a HEV, but the difference between them is that the PHEV uses electric
propulsion as the main driving force, so these vehicles require a bigger battery capacity than HEVs.
PHEVs start in ‘all electric’ mode, runs on electricity and when the batteries are low in charge, it calls
on the ICE to provide a boost or to charge up the battery pack. The ICE is used here to extend the
range. PHEVs can charge their batteries directly from the grid (which HEVs cannot); they also have the
facility to utilize regenerative braking. PHEVs’ ability to run solely on electricity for most of the time
makes its carbon footprint smaller than the HEVs. They consume less fuel as well and thus reduce
the associated cost. The vehicle market is now quite populated with these, Chevrolet Volt and Toyota
Prius sales show their popularity as well.

2.4. Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle (FCEV)

FCEVs also go by the name Fuel Cell Vehicle (FCV). They got the name because the heart of such
vehicles is fuel cells that use chemical reactions to produce electricity [15]. Hydrogen is the fuel of
choice for FCVs to carry out this reaction, so they are often called ‘hydrogen fuel cell vehicles’. FCVs
carry the hydrogen in special high pressure tanks, another ingredient for the power generating process
is oxygen, which it acquires from the air sucked in from the environment. Electricity generated from
the fuel cells goes to an electric motor which drives the wheels. Excess energy is stored in storage
systems like batteries or supercapacitors [2,3,16–18]. Commercially available FCVs like the Toyota
Mirai or Honda Clarity use batteries for this purpose. FCVs only produce water as a byproduct of its
power generating process which is ejected out of the car through the tailpipes. The configuration of
an FCV is shown in Figure 6. An advantage of such vehicles is they can produce their own electricity
which emits no carbon, enabling it to reduce its carbon footprint further than any other EV. Another
major advantage of these are, and maybe the most important one right now, refilling these vehicles
takes the same amount of time required to fill a conventional vehicle at a gas pump. This makes
adoption of these vehicles more likely in the near future [2–4,19]. A major current obstacle in adopting
this technology is the scarcity of hydrogen fuel stations, but then again, BEV or PHEV charging stations
were not a common scenario even a few years back. A report to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
pointed to another disadvantage which is the high cost of fuel cells, that cost more than $200 per kW,
which is far greater than ICE (less than $50 per kW) [20,21]. There are also concerns regarding safety
in case of flammable hydrogen leaking out of the tanks. If these obstacles were eliminated, FCVs
could really represent the future of cars. The possibilities of using this technology in supercars is
shown by Pininfarina’s H2 Speed (Figure 7). Reference [22] compared BEVs and FCEVs in different
aspects, where FCEVs appeared to be better than BEVs in many ways; this comparison is shown in
Figure 8. In this figure, different costs and cost associated issues of BEV and FCEV: weight, required
storage volume, initial GHG emission, required natural gas energy, required wind energy, incremental
costs, fueling infrastructure cost per car, fuel cost per kilometer, and incremental life cycle cost are all
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compared for 320 km (colored blue) and 480 km (colored green) ranges. The horizontal axis shows
the attribute ratio of BEV to FCEV. As having a less value in these attributes indicates an advantage,
any value higher than one in the horizontal axis will declare FCEVs superior to BEVs in that attribute.
That being said, BEVs only appear better in the fields of required wind energy and fuel cost per
kilometer. Fuel cost still appears to be one of the major drawbacks of FCEVs, as a cheap, sustainable
and environment-friendly way of producing hydrogen is still lacking, and the refueling infrastructure
lags behind that of BEVs; but these problems may no longer prevail in the near future.

Figure 6. FCEV configuration. Oxygen from air and hydrogen from the cylinders react in fuel cells
to produce electricity that runs the motor. Only water is produced as by-product which is released in
the environment.

 

Figure 7. Pininfarina H2 Speed, a supercar employing hydrogen fuel cells.
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Figure 8. Advanced battery EV attribute and fuel cell EV attribute ratio for 320 km (colored blue) and
480 km (colored green) ranges, with assumptions of average US grid mix in 2010–2020 time-range and
all hydrogen made from natural gas (values greater than one indicate a fuel cell EV advantage over the
battery EV). Data from [22].

Rajashekara predicted a slightly different future for FCVs in [23]. He showed a plug-in fuel
cell vehicle (PFCV) with a larger battery and smaller fuel cell, which makes it battery-dominant car.
According to [23], if hydrogen for such vehicles can be made from renewable sources to run the fuel
cells and the energy to charge the batteries comes from green sources as well, these PFCVs will be the
future of vehicles. The FCVs we see today will not have much appeal other than some niche markets.
Figure 9 shows a basic PFCV configuration. Table 1 compares the different vehicle types in terms of
driving component, energy source, features, and limitations.
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Figure 9. PFCV configuration. In addition to the fuel cells, this arrangement can directly charge the
battery from a power outlet.

Table 1. Comparison of different vehicle types. Adapted from [4].

EV Type Driving Component Energy Source Features Problems

BEV • Electric motor
• Battery
• Ultracapacitor

• No emission
• Not dependent on oil
• Range depends largely on

the type of battery used
• Available commercially

• Battery price
and capacity

• Range
• Charging time
• Availability of

charging stations
• High price

HEV
• Electric motor
• ICE

• Battery
• Ultracapacitor
• ICE

• Very little emission
• Long range
• Can get power from both

electric supply and fuel
• Complex structure having

both electrical and
mechanical drivetrains

• Available commercially

• Management of the
energy sources

• Battery and engine
size optimization

FCEV • Electric motor • Fuel cell

• Very little or no emission
• High efficiency
• Not dependent on supply

of electricity
• High price
• Available commercially

• Cost of fuel cell
• Feasible way to

produce fuel
• Availability of

fueling facilities

3. EV Configurations

An electric vehicle, unlike its ICE counterparts, is quite flexible [4]. This is because of the absence
of intricate mechanical arrangements that are required to run a conventional vehicle. In an EV, there
is only one moving part, the motor. It can be controlled by different control arrangements and
techniques. The motor needs a power supply to run which can be from an array of sources. These
two components can be placed at different locations on the vehicle and as long as they are connected
through electrical wires, the vehicle will work. Then again, an EV can run solely on electricity, but
an ICE and electric motor can also work in conjunction to turn the wheels. Because of such flexibility,
different configurations emerged which are adopted according to the type of vehicle. An EV can
be considered as a system incorporating three different subsystems [4]: energy source, propulsion
and auxiliary. The energy source subsystem includes the source, its refueling system and energy
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management system. The propulsion subsystem has the electric motor, power converter, controller,
transmission and the driving wheels as its components. The auxiliary subsystem is comprised of
auxiliary power supply, temperature control system and the power steering unit. These subsystems
are shown in Figure 10.

 
Figure 10. EV subsystems. Adapted from [4].

The arrows indicate the flow of the entities in question. A backward flow of power can be created
by regenerative actions like regenerative braking. The energy source has to be receptive to store the
energy sent back by regenerative actions. Most of the EV batteries along with capacitors/flywheels
(CFs) are compatible with such energy regeneration techniques [4].

3.1. General EV Setup

EVs can have different configurations as shown in [4]. Figure 11a shows a front-engine front-wheel
drive vehicle with just the ICE replaced by an electric motor. It has a gearbox and clutch that allows
high torque at low speeds and low torque at high speeds. There is a differential as well that allows the
wheels to rotate at different speeds. Figure 11b shows a configuration with the clutch omitted. It has
a fixed gear in place of the gearbox which removes the chance of getting the desired torque-speed
characteristics. The configuration of Figure 11c has the motor, gear and differential as a single unit
that drives both the wheels. The Nissan Leaf, as well as the Chevrolet Spark, uses an electric motor
mounted at the front to drive the front axle. In Figure 11d,e, configurations to obtain differential action
by using two motors for the two wheels are shown. Mechanical interaction can be further reduced
by placing the motors inside the wheels to produce an ‘in-wheel drive’. A planetary gear system is
employed here because advantages like high speed reduction ratio and inline arrangement of input
and output shafts. Mechanical gear system is totally removed in the last configuration (Figure 11f)
by mounting a low-speed motor with an outer rotor configuration on the wheel rim. Controlling the
motor speed thus controls the wheel speed and the vehicle speed.

EVs can be built with rear wheel drive configuration as well. The single motor version of the
Tesla Model S uses this configuration (Figure 12). The Nissan Blade Glider is a rear wheel drive EV
with in-wheel motor arrangement. The use of in-wheel motors enables it to apply different amount of
torques at each of the two rear wheels to allow better cornering.
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Figure 11. Different front wheel drive EV configurations. (a) Front-wheel drive vehicle with the ICE
replaced by an electric motor; (b) Vehicle configuration with the clutch omitted; (c) Configuration with
motor, gear and differential combined as a single unit to drive the front wheels; (d) Configuration
with individual motors with fixed fearing for the front wheels to obtain differential action;
(e) Modified configuration of Figure 11d with the fixed gearing arrangement placed within the wheels;
(f) Configuration with the mechanical gear system removed by mounting a low-speed motor on the
wheel rim. Adapted from [4].

 

Figure 12. Tesla Model S, rear wheel drive configuration [22,24]. (Reprint with permission [24];
2017, Tesla).

For more control and power, all-wheel drive (AWD) configurations can also be used, though it
comes with added cost, weight and complexity. In this case, two motors can be used to drive the front
and the rear axles. An all-wheel drive configuration is shown in Figure 13. AWD configurations are
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useful to provide better traction in slippery conditions, they can also use torque vectoring for better
cornering performance and handling. AWD configuration can also be realized for in-wheel motor
systems. It can prove quite useful for city cars like the Hiriko Fold (Figure 14) which has steering
actuator, suspension, brakes and a motor all integrated in each wheel. Such arrangements can provide
efficient all wheel driving, all wheel steering along with ease of parking and cornering.

 

Figure 13. Tesla Model S, all-wheel drive configuration [24]. (Reprint with permission [24]; 2017, Tesla.)

 

Figure 14. Hiriko Fold—a vehicle employing in-wheel motors.

In-wheel motor configurations are quite convenient in the sense that they reduce the weight of the
drive train by removing the central motor, related transmission, differential, universal joints and drive
shaft [25]. They also provide more control, better turning capabilities and more space for batteries,
fuel cells or cargo, but in this case the motor is connected to the power and control systems through
wires that can get damaged because of the harsh environment, vibration and acceleration, thus causing
serious trouble. Sato et al., proposed a wireless in-wheel motor system (W-IWM) in [26] which they
had implemented in an experimental vehicle (shown in Figure 15). Simply put, the wires are replaced
by two coils which are able to transfer power in-between them. Because of vibrations caused by road
conditions, the motor and the vehicle can be misaligned and can cause variation in the secondary side
voltage. In-wheel motor configurations are shown in Figure 16, whereas the efficiencies at different
stages of such a system are shown in Figure 17. In conditions like this, magnetic resonance coupling
is preferred for wireless power transfer [27] as it can overcome the problems associated with such
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misalignments [28]. The use of a hysteresis comparator and applying the secondary inverter power
to a controller to counter the change in secondary voltage was also proposed in [28]. Wireless power
transfer (WPT) employing magnetic resonance coupling in a series-parallel arrangement can provide a
transmitting efficiency of 90% in both directions at 2 kW [29]. Therefore, W-IWM is compliant with
regenerative braking as well.

 

Figure 15. Experimental vehicle with W-IWM system by Sato et al. [26]. (Reprint with permission [26];
2015, IEEE.)

 

Figure 16. Conventional and wireless IWM. In the wireless setup, coils are used instead of wires to
transfer power from battery to the motor. Adapted from [26].
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Figure 17. W-IWM setup showing efficiency at 100% torque reference. Adapted from [26].

3.2. HEV Setup

HEVs use both an electrical propulsion system and an ICE. Various ways in which these two
can be set up to spin the wheels creates different configurations that can be summed up in four
categories [4]:

(1) Series hybrid
(2) Parallel hybrid
(3) Series-parallel hybrid
(4) Complex hybrid

3.2.1. Series Hybrid

This configuration is the simplest one to make an HEV. Only the motor is connected to the wheels
here, the engine is used to run a generator which provides the electrical power. It can be put as an EV
that is assisted by an ICE generator [4]. Series hybrid drive train is shown in Figure 18. Table 2 shows
the merits and demerits of this configuration.

Table 2. Advantages and limitations of series hybrid configuration. Adapted from [8].

Advantages

Efficient and optimized power-plant
Possibilities for modular power-plant
Optimized drive line
Possibility of swift ‘black box’ service exchange
Long lifetime
Mature technology
Fast response
Capable of attaining zero emission

Limitations
Large traction drive system
Requirement of proper algorithms
Multiple energy conversion steps
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Figure 18. Drive train of series hybrid system. The engine is used to generate electricity only and
supply to the motor through a rectifier. Power from the battery goes to the motor through a DC-DC
converter [30].

3.2.2. Parallel Hybrid

This configuration connects both the ICE and the motor in parallel to the wheels. Either one of
them or both take part in delivering the power. It can be considered as an IC engine vehicle with
electric assistance [4]. The energy storages in such a vehicle can be charged by the electric motor by
means of regenerative braking or by the ICE when it produces more than the power required to drive
the wheels. Parallel hybrid drive train is shown in Figure 19. Table 3 shows the merits and demerits of
this configuration, while Table 4 compares the series and the parallel systems.

Figure 19. Drive train of parallel hybrid system. The engine and the motor both can run the can
through the mechanical coupling [30].
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Table 3. Advantages and limitations of parallel hybrid configuration. Adapted from [30].

Advantages
Capable of attaining zero emission
Economic gain
More flexibility

Limitations

Expensive
Complex control
Requirement of proper algorithms
Need of high voltage to ensure efficiency

Table 4. Comparison of parallel and series hybrid configurations. Data from [8].

Parameters Parallel HEV Series HEV

Voltage 14 V, 42 V, 144 V, 300 V 216 V, 274 V, 300 V, 350 V, 550 V, 900 V
Power requirement 3 KW–40 KW >50 KW

Relative gain in fuel economy (%) 5–40 >75

3.2.3. Series-Parallel Hybrid

In an effort to combine the series and the parallel configuration, this system acquires an additional
mechanical link compared to the series type, or an extra generator when compared to the parallel
type. It provides the advantages of both the systems but is more costly and complicated nonetheless.
Complications in drive train are caused to some extent by the presence of a planetary gear unit [30].
Figure 20 shows a planetary gear arrangement: the sun gear is connected to the generator, the output
shaft of the motor is connected to the ring gear, the ICE is coupled to the planetary carrier, and the
pinion gears keep the whole system connected. A less complex alternative to this system is to use a
transmotor, which is a floating-stator electric machine. In this system the engine is attached to the
stator, and the rotor stays connected to the drive train wheel through the gears. The motor speed is
the relative speed between the rotor and the stator and controlling it adjusts the engine speed for any
particular vehicle speed [30]. Series-parallel hybrid drive train with planetary gear system is shown in
Figure 21; Figure 22 shows the system with a transmotor.

Figure 20. Planetary gear system [31].
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Figure 21. Drive train of series-parallel hybrid system using planetary gear unit. The planetary gear
unit combines the engine, the generator and the motor [30].

Figure 22. Drive train of series-parallel hybrid system using transmotor. The planetary gear system is
absent in this arrangement [30].

3.2.4. Complex Hybrid

This system has one major difference with the series-parallel system, that is, it allows bidirectional
flow of power whereas the series-parallel can provide only unidirectional power flow. However,
using current market terminologies, this configuration is denoted as series-parallel system too. High
complexity and cost are drawbacks of this system, but it is adopted by some vehicles to use dual-axle
propulsion [4]. Constantly variable transmission (CVT) can be used for power splitting in a complex
hybrid system or choosing between the power sources to drive the wheels. Electric arrangements can
be used for such processes and this is dubbed as e-CVT, which has been developed and introduced
by Toyota Motor Co. (Toyota City, Aichi Prefecture 471-8571, Japan). CVTs can be implemented
hydraulically, mechanically, hydro-mechanically or electromechanically [32]. Two methods of power
splitting—input splitting and complex splitting are shown in [32]. Input splitting got the name as
it has a power split device placed at the transmission input. This system is used by certain Toyota
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and Ford models [32]. Reference [32] also showed different modes of these two splitting mechanisms
and provided descriptions of e-CVT systems adopted by different manufacturers which are shown
in Figures 23 and 24. Such power-split HEVs require two electric machines, wheels, an engine and
a planetary gear (PG), combining all of them can be done in twenty-four different ways. If another
PG is used, that number gets greater than one thousand. An optimal design incorporating a single
PG is proposed in [31]. Four-wheel drive (4WD) configurations can benefit from using a two-motor
hybrid configuration as it nullifies the need of a power transmission system to the back wheels (as they
get their own motor) and provides the advantage of energy reproduction by means of regenerative
braking [33]. Four-wheel drive HEV structure is shown in Figure 25. A stability enhancement scheme
for such a configuration by controlling the rear motor is shown in [33].

 

Figure 23. Input split e-CVT system. Adapted from [32].

 

Figure 24. Compound split e-CVT system. Adapted from [32].
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Figure 25. Structure for four-wheel drive HEV [32]. This particular system uses a vehicle controller
which employs a number of sensors to perceive the driving condition and keeps the vehicle stable by
controlling the brake control and the motor control units.

4. Energy Sources

EVs can get the energy required to run from different sources. The criteria such sources have
to satisfy are mentioned in [4], high energy density and high power density being two of the most
important ones [30]. There are other characteristics that are sought after to make a perfect energy
source, fast charging, long service and cycle life, less cost and maintenance being a few of them. High
specific energy is required from a source to provide a long driving range whereas high specific power
helps to increase the acceleration. Because of the diverse characteristics that are required for the perfect
source, quite a few sources or energy storage systems (ESS) come into discussion; they are also used in
different combinations to provide desired power and energy requirements [4].

4.1. Battery

Batteries have been the major energy source for EVs for a long time; though of course, was time
has gone by, different battery technologies have been invented and adopted and this process is still
going on to attain the desired performance goals. Table 5 shows the desired performance for EV
batteries set by the U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium (USABC).

Table 5. Performance goal of EV batteries as set by USABC. Data from [4].

Parameters Mid-Term Long-Term

Primary goals

Energy density (C/3 discharge rate) (Wh/L) 135 300
Specific energy (C/3 discharge rate) (Wh/kg) 80 (Desired: 100) 200

Power density (W/l) 250 600
Specific power (80% DOD/30 s) (W/kg) 150 (Desired: 200) 400

Lifetime (year) 5 10
Cycle life (80% DOD) (cycles) 600 1000

Price (USD/kWh) <150 <100
Operating temperature (◦C) −30 to 65 −40 to 84

Recharging time (hour) <6 3 to 6
Fast recharging time (40% to 80% SOC) (hour) 0.25

Secondary
goals

Self-discharge (%) <15 (48 h) <15 (month)
Efficiency (C/3 discharge, 6 h charge) (%) 75 80

Maintenance No maintenance No maintenance
Resistance to abuse Tolerance Tolerance

Thermal loss 3.2 W/kWh 3.2 W/kWh
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Some of the prominent battery types are: lead-acid, Ni-Cd, Ni-Zn, Zn/air, Ni-MH, Na/S,
Li-polymer and Li-ion batteries. Yong et al., also showed a battery made out of graphene for EV
use whose advantages, structural model and application is described in [34]. Different battery types
have their own pros and cons, and while selecting one, these things have to be kept in mind. In [35],
Khaligh et al., provided key features of some known batteries which are demonstrated in Table 6.
In Table 7, common battery types are juxtaposed to relative advantage of one battery type over
the others.

Table 6. Common battery types, their basic construction components, advantages and disadvantages.
Data from [35–44].

Battery Type Components Advantage Disadvantage

Lead-acid

• Negative active
material:
spongy lead

• Positive active
material: lead oxide

• Electrolyte: diluted
sulfuric acid

• Available in production volume
• Comparatively low in cost
• Mature technology as used for

over fifty years

• Cannot discharge more than
20% of its capacity

• Has a limited life cycle if
operated on a deep rate of SOC
(state of charge)

• Low energy and power density
• Heavier
• May need maintenance

NiMH
(Nickel-Metal

Hydride)

• Electrolyte:
alkaline solution

• Positive electrode:
nickel hydroxide

• Negative electrode:
alloy of nickel,
titanium, vanadium
and other metals.

• Double energy density
compared to lead-acid

• Harmless to the environment
• Recyclable
• Safe operation at high voltage
• Can store volumetric power

and energy
• Cycle life is longer
• Operating temperature range

is long
• Resistant to over-charge

and discharge

• Reduced lifetime of around
200–300 cycles if discharged
rapidly on high load currents

• Reduced usable power
because of memory effect

Li-Ion
(Lithium-Ion)

• Positive electrode:
oxidized
cobalt material

• Negative electrode:
carbon material

• Electrolyte: lithium
salt solution in an
organic solvent

• High energy density, twice
of NiMH

• Good performance at
high temperature

• Recyclable
• Low memory effect
• High specific power
• High specific energy
• Long battery life, around

1000 cycles

• High cost
• Recharging still takes quite a

long time, though better than
most batteries

Ni-Zn
(Nickel-Zinc)

• Positive electrode:
nickel oxyhydroxide

• Negative
electrode: zinc

• High energy density
• High power density
• Uses low cost material
• Capable of deep cycle
• Friendly to environment
• Usable in a wide temperature

range from −10 ◦C to 50 ◦C

• Fast growth of dendrite,
preventing use in vehicles

Ni-Cd
(Nickel-Cadmium)

• Positive electrode:
nickel hydroxide

• Negative
electrode: cadmium

• Long lifetime
• Can discharge fully without

being damaged
• Recyclable

• Cadmium can cause pollution
in case of not being properly
disposed of

• Costly for
vehicular application
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The battery packs used in EVs are made of numerous battery cells (Figure 26). The Tesla Model S,
for example, has 7104 Li-Ion cells in the 85 kWh pack. All these cells are desired to have the same
SOC at all times to have the same degradation rate and same capacity over the lifetime, preventing
premature end of life (EOL) [46]. A power electronic control device, called a cell voltage equalizer, can
achieve this feat by taking active measures to equalize the SOC and voltage of each cell. The equalizers
can be of different types according to their construction and working principle. Resistive equalizers
keep all the cells at the same voltage level by burning up the extra power at cells with higher voltages.
Capacitive equalizers, on the other hand, transfers energy from the higher energy cells to the lower
energy ones by switching capacitors. Inductive capacitors can be of different configurations: basic,
Cuk, and single of multiple transformer based; but all of them transfer energy from higher energy
cells to the ones with lower energy by using inductors [46–52]. All these configurations have their
own merits and demerits, which are shown in Table 8; the schematics are shown in Figures 27 and 28.
Table 9 shows comparisons between the equalizer types.

 
Figure 26. Battery cell arrangement in a battery pack. Cooling tubes are used to dissipate the heat
generated in the battery cells.

(a) (b)

Figure 27. Equalizer configurations: (a) Resistive equalizer, extra power from any cell is burned up in
the resistance; (b) Capacitive equalizer, excess energy is transferred to lower energy cells by switching
of capacitors.
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Table 8. Advantages and disadvantages of different equalizer types. Data from [46–52].

Equalizer Type Advantage Disadvantage

Resistive
• Cheapest, widely utilized for

laptop batteries

• Inherent heating problem
• Low equalizing current (300–500) mA
• Only usable in the last stages of charging

and flotation
• Efficiency is almost 0%
• All equalizing current transforms into heat

for EV application, therefore
not recommended

Capacitive

• Better current capabilities than
resistive equalizers

• No control issue
• Simple implementation

• Unable to control inrush current
• Potentially harmful current ripples can flow

for big cell voltage differences
• Cannot provide any required voltage

difference which is essential for
SOC equalization

Basic Inductive

• Relatively simple
• Capable of transporting high

amount of energy
• Can handle complex control

schemes like voltage difference
control and current limitation

• Can compensate for internal
resistance of cells

• Increased equalizing current
• Not dependent on cell voltage

• Requires additional components to prevent
ripple currents

• Needs two switches in addition to drivers
and controls in each cell

• Current distribution is highly concentrated
in neighboring cells because of
switching loss

Cuk Inductive

• Has all the advantages of
inductive equalizres

• Can accommodate complex
control and withstand
high current

• Additional cost of higher voltage and
current rated switches, power capacitors

• Subjected to loss caused by series capacitor
• A little less efficient than typical

inductive equalizers
• Faces problems during distributing

equalizing currents all over the cell string
• May need additional processing power

Transformer
based Inductive

• Theoretically permits proper
current distribution in all cells
without addition control or loss

• Complex transformer with multiple
secondary, which is very much challenging
to mass produce

• Not an option for EV packs
• Cannot handle complex control algorithms

Multiple
transformer

based Inductive

• Separate transformers are used
which are easier for
mass production

• Still difficult to build with commercial
inductors without facing voltage and
current imbalance

Table 9. Comparison of equalizers; a ↑ sign indicates an advantage whereas the ↓ signs indicate
drawbacks. Adapted from [46].

Equalizer Type
Equalizer
Current

Current
Distribution

Current
Control

Current
Ripple

Manufacture Cost Control

Resistive ↓↓ N/A ↑ ↑↑↑ ↑↑↑ ↑↑↑ ↑↑↑
Capacitive ↓ ↑ ↓↓ ↓↓ ↑↑ ↑↑ ↑↑

Basic Inductive ↑↑ ↑ ↑ ↑↑ ↑ ↓ ↓
Cuk ↑↑ ↑ ↑ ↑↑↑ ↓ ↓↓ ↓

Transformer ↑ ↑↑↑ ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ ↑↑
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 28. Inductive equalizer configurations: (a) Basic; (b) Cuk; (c) Transformer based; (d) Multiple
transformers based. Excess energy is transferred to lower energy cells by using inductors.

Lithium-ion batteries are being used everywhere these days. It has replaced the lead-acid
counterpart and became a mature technology itself. Their popularity can be justified by the fact
that best-selling EVs, for example, Nissan Leaf and Tesla Model S—all use these batteries [53,54].
Battery parameters of some current EVs are shown in Table 10. Lithium batteries also have lots of
scope to improve [55]. Better battery technologies have been discovered already, but they are not being
pursued because of the exorbitant costs associated with their research and development, so it can be
said that, lithium batteries will dominate the EV scene for quite some time to come.

Table 10. Battery parameters of some current EVs. Data from [5].

Model Total Energy (kWh) Usable Energy (kWh) Usable Energy (%)

i3 22 18.8 85
C30 24 22.7 95

B-Class 36 28 78
e6 61.4 57 93

RAV4 41.8 35 84

4.2. Ultracapacitors (UCs)

UCs have two electrodes separated by an ion-enriched liquid dielectric. When a potential is
applied, the positive electrode attracts the negative ions and the negative electrode gathers the positive
ones. The charges get stored physically stored on electrodes this way and provide a considerably high
power density. As no chemical reactions take place on the electrodes, ultra- capacitors tend to have a
long cycle life; but the absence of any chemical reaction also makes them low in energy density [35].
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The internal resistance is low too, making it highly efficient, but it also causes high output current if
charged at a state of extremely low SOC [56,57]. A UC’s terminal voltage is directly proportional to its
SOC; so it can also operate all through its voltage range [35]. Basic construction of an UC cell is shown
in Figure 29. EVs go through start/stop conditions quite a lot, especially in urban driving situations.
This makes the battery discharge rate highly changeable. The average power required from batteries is
low, but during acceleration or conditions like hill-climb a high power is required in a short duration of
time [4,35]. The peak power required in a high-performance electric vehicle can be up to sixteen times
the average power [4]. UCs fit in perfectly in such a scenario as it can provide high power for short
durations. It is also fast in capturing the energy generated by regenerative braking [2,35]. A combined
battery-UC system (as shown in Figure 30) negates each other’s shortcomings and provides an efficient
and reliable energy system. The low cost, load leveling capability, temperature adaptability and long
service life of UCs make them a likable option as well [4,30].

Figure 29. An UC cell; a separator keeps the two electrodes apart [58].

Figure 30. Combination of battery and UC to complement each-other’s shortcomings [59].

4.3. Fuel Cell (FC)

Fuel cells generate electricity by electrochemical reaction. An FC has an anode (A), a cathode (C)
and an electrolyte (E) between them. Fuel is introduced to the anode, gets oxidized there, the ions
created travel through the electrolyte to the cathode and combine with the other reactant introduced
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there. The electrons produced by oxidation at the anode produce the electricity. Hydrogen is used
in FCEVs because of its high energy content, and the facts it is non-polluting (producing only water
as exhaust) and abundant in Nature in the form of different compounds such as hydrocarbons [4].
Hydrogen can be stored in different methods for use in EVs [4]; commercially available FCVs like the
Toyota Mirai use cylinders to store it. The operating principle of a general fuel cell is demonstrated in
Figure 31, while Figure 32 shows a hydrogen fuel cell. According to the material used, fuel cells can be
classified into different types. A comparison among them is shown in Table 11. The chemical reaction
governing the working of a fuel cell is stated below:

2H2 + O2 = 2H2O (1)

 

Figure 31. Working principle of fuel cell. Fuel and oxygen is taken in, exhaust and current is generated
as the products of chemical reaction. Adapted from [4].

Figure 32. Hydrogen fuel cell configuration. Hydrogen is used as the fuel which reacts with oxygen
and produces water and current as products. Adapted from [35].
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Table 11. Comparison of different fuel cell configurations. Data from [2].

PAFC AFC MCFC SOFC SPFC DMFC

Working temp. (◦C) 150–210 60–100 600–700 900–1000 50–100 50–100
Power density

(W/cm2) 0.2–0.25 0.2–0.3 0.1–0.2 0.24–0.3 0.35–0.6 0.04–0.25

Estimated life (kh) 40 10 40 40 40 10
Estimated cost

(USD/kW) 1000 200 1000 1500 200 200

PAFC: Phosphoric acid fuel cell; AFC: Alkaline fuel cell; SOFC: Solid oxide fuel cell; SPFC: Solid polymer fuel cell,
also known as proton exchange membrane fuel cell.

Fuel cells have many advantages for EV use like efficient production of electricity from fuel,
noiseless operation, fast refueling, no or low emissions, durability and the ability to provide high
density current output [24,60]. A main drawback of this technology is the high price. Hydrogen also
have lower energy density compared to petroleum derived fuel, therefore larger fuel tanks are required
for FCEVs, these tanks also have to capable enough to contain the hydrogen properly and to minimize
risk of any explosion in case of an accident. FC’s efficiency depends on the power it is supplying;
efficiency generally decreases if more power is drawn. Voltage drop in internal resistances cause most
of the losses. Response time of FCs is comparatively higher to UCs or batteries [35]. Because of these
reasons, storage like batteries or UCs is used alongside FCs. The Toyota Mirai uses batteries to power
its motor and the FC is used to charge the batteries. The batteries receive the power reproduced by
regenerative braking as well. This combination provides more flexibility as the batteries do not need
to be charged, only the fuel for the FC has to be replenished and it takes far less time than recharging
the batteries.

4.4. Flywheel

Flywheels are used as energy storage by using the energy to spin the flywheel which keeps
on spinning because of inertia. The flywheel acts as a motor during the storage stage. When the
energy is needed to be recovered, the flywheel’s kinetic energy can be used to rotate a generator to
produce power. Advanced flywheels can have their rotors made out of sophisticated materials like
carbon composites and are placed in a vacuum chamber suspended by magnetic bearings. Figure 33
shows a flywheel used in the Formula One (F1) racing kinetic energy recovery system (KERS). The
major components of a flywheel are demonstrated in Figure 34. Flywheels offer a lot of advantages
over other storage forms for EV use as they are lighter, faster and more efficient at absorbing power
from regenerative braking, faster at supplying a huge amount of power in a short time when rapid
acceleration is needed and can go through a lot of charge-discharge cycles over their lifetime. They are
especially favored for hybrid racecars which go through a lot of abrupt braking and acceleration, which
are also at much higher g-force than normal commuter cars. Storage systems like batteries or UCs
cannot capture the energy generated by regenerative braking in situations like this properly. Flywheels,
on the other hand, because of their fast response, have a better efficiency in similar scenarios, by
making use of regenerative braking more effectively; it reduces pressure on the brake pads as well. The
Porsche 911GT3R hybrid made use of this technology. Flywheels can be made with different materials,
each with their own merits and demerits. Characteristics of some these materials are shown in Table 12;
among the ones displayed in the table, carbon T1000 offers the highest amount of energy density, but it
is much costlier than the others. Therefore, there remains a trade-off between cost and performance.
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Figure 33. A flywheel used in the Formula One racing kinetic energy recovery system (KERS).

Figure 34. Basic flywheel components. The flywheel is suspended in tis hosing by bearings, and is
connected to a motor-generator to store and supply energy [61].

Table 12. Characteristics of different materials used for flywheels [62].

Material
Density
(kg/m3)

Tensile
Strength (mpa)

Max Energy
Density (mj/kg)

Cost (USD/kg)

Monolithic
material

4340 steel 7700 1520 0.19 1

Composites

E-glass 2000 100 0.05 11
S2-glass 1920 1470 0.76 24.6

Carbon T1000 1520 1950 1.28 101.8
Carbon AS4C 1510 1650 1.1 31.3

Currently, no single energy source can provide the ideal characteristics, i.e., high value of both
power and energy density. Table 13 shows a relative comparison of the energy storages to demonstrate
this fact. Hybrid energy storages can be used to counter this problem by employing one source for
high energy density and another for high power density. Different combinations are possible to create
this hybrid system. It can be a combination of battery and ultracapacitor, battery and flywheel, or fuel
cell and battery [4]. Table 14 shows the storage systems used by some current vehicles.
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Table 13. Relative energy and power densities of different energy storage systems [63].

Storage Energy Density Power Density

Battery High Low
Ultracapacitor Low High

Fuel cell High Low
Flywheel Low High

Table 14. Vehicles using different storage systems.

Storage System Vehicles Using the System

Battery Tesla Model S, Nissan Leaf
Fuel cell + battery Toyota Mirai, Honda Clarity

Flywheel Porsche 911GT3R Hybrid

5. Motors Used

The propulsion system is the heart of an EV [64–69], and the electric motor sits right in the core
of the system. The motor converts electrical energy that it gets from the battery into mechanical
energy which enables the vehicle to move. It also acts as a generator during regenerative action which
sends energy back to the energy source. Based on their requirement, EVs can have different numbers
of motors: the Toyota Prius has one, the Acura NSX has three—the choice depends on the type of
the vehicle and the functions it is supposed to provide. References [4,23] listed the requirements
for a motor for EV use which includes high power, high torque, wide speed range, high efficiency,
reliability, robustness, reasonable cost, low noise and small size. Direct current (DC) motor drives
demonstrate some required properties needed for EV application, but their lack in efficiency, bulky
structure, lack in reliability because of the commutator or brushes present in them and associated
maintenance requirement made them less attractive [4,30]. With the advance of power electronics and
control systems, different motor types emerged to meet the needs of the automotive sector, induction
and permanent magnet (PM) types being the most favored ones [23,30,70].

5.1. Brushed DC Motor

These motors have permanent magnets (PM) to make the stator; rotors have brushes to provide
supply to the stator. Advantages of these motors can be the ability to provide maximum torque in low
speed. The disadvantages, on the other hand, are its bulky structure, low efficiency, heat generated
because of the brushes and associated drop in efficiency. The heat is also difficult to remove as it is
generated in the center of the rotor. Because of these reasons, brushed DC motors are not used in EVs
any more [70].

5.2. Permanent Magnet Brushless DC Motor (BLDC)

The rotor of this motor is made of PM (most commonly NdFeB [4]), the stator is provided an
alternating current (AC) supply from a DC source through an inverter. As there are no windings in
the rotor, there is no rotor copper loss, which makes it more efficient than induction motors. This
motor is also lighter, smaller, better at dissipating heat (as it is generated in the stator), more reliable,
has more torque density and specific power [4]. But because of its restrained field-weakening ability,
the constant power range is quite short. The torque also decreases with increased speed because
of back EMF generated in the stator windings. The use of PM increases the cost as well [30,70].
However, enhancement of speed range and better overall efficiency is possible with additional field
windings [4,71]. Such arrangements are often dubbed PM hybrid motors because of the presence of
both PM and field windings. But such arrangements too are restrained by complexity of structure;
the speed ratio is not enough to meet the needs of EV use, specifically in off-roaders [30]. PM hybrid
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motors can also be constructed using a combination of reluctance motor and PM motor. Controlling
the conduction angle of the power converter can improve the efficiency of PM BLDCs as well as speed
range, reaching as high as four times the base speed, though the efficiency may decrease at very high
speed resulting from demagnetization of PM [4]. Other than the PM hybrid configurations, PM BLDCs
can be buried magnet mounted—which can provide more air gap flux density, or surface magnet
mounted—which require less amount of magnet. BLDCs are useful for use in small cars requiring a
maximum 60 kW of power [72]. The characteristics of PM BLDCs are shown in Figure 35.

 

Figure 35. Characteristics of a Permanent Magnet Brushless DC Motor. The torque remains constant at
the maximum right from the start, but starts to decrease exponentially for speeds over the base speed.

5.3. Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM)

These machines are one of the most advanced ones, capable of being operated at a range of speeds
without the need of any gear system. This feature makes these motors more efficient and compact. This
configuration is also very suitable for in-wheel applications, as it is capable of providing high torque,
even at very low speeds. PMSMs with an outer rotor are also possible to construct without the need of
bearings for the rotor. But these machines’ only notable disadvantage also comes in during in-wheel
operations where a huge iron loss is faced at high speeds, making the system unstable [73]. NdFeB
PMs are used for PMSMs for high energy density. The flux linkages in the air-gap are sinusoidal in
nature; therefore, these motors are controllable by sinusoidal voltage supplies and vector control [70].
PMSM is the most used motor in the BEVs available currently; at least 26 vehicle models use this motor
technology [5].

5.4. Induction Motor (IM)

Induction motors are used in early EVs like the GM EV1 [23] as well as current models like the
Teslas [54,74]. Among the different commutatorless motor drive systems, this is the most mature
one [2]. Vector control is useful to make IM drives capable of meeting the needs of EV systems. Such a
system with the ability to minimize loss at any load condition is demonstrated in [75]. Field orientation
control can make an IM act like a separately excited DC motor by decoupling its field control and
torque control. Flux weakening can extend the speed range over the base speed while keeping the
power constant [30], field orientation control can achieve a range three to five times the base speed
with an IM that is properly designed [76]. Three phase, four pole AC motors with copper rotors are
seen to be employed in current EVs. Characteristics of IM are shown in Figure 36.
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Figure 36. Induction motor drive characteristics. Maximum torque is maintained till base speed, and
then decreases exponentially. Adapted from [4].

5.5. Switched Reluctance Motor (SRM)

SRMs, also known as doubly salient motor (because of having salient poles both in the stator and
the rotor) are synchronous motors driven by unipolar inverter-generated current. They demonstrate
simple and robust mechanical construction, low cost, high-speed, less chance of hazards, inherent
long constant power range and high power density useful for EV applications. PM is not required for
such motors and that facilitates enhanced reliability along with fault tolerance. On the downside, they
are very noisy because of the variable torque nature, have low efficiency, and are larger in size and
weight when compared to PM machines. Though such machines have a simple construction, their
design and control are not easy resulting from fringe effect of slots and poles and high saturation of
the pole-tips [4,23,30,70]. Because of such drawbacks, these machines did not advance as much as the
PM or induction machines. However, because of the high cost rare-rare earth materials needed in PM
machines, interest in SRMs are increasing. Advanced SRMs like the one demonstrated by Nidec in
2012 had almost interior permanent machine (IPM)-like performance, with a low cost. Reducing the
noise and torque ripple are the main concerns in researches associated with SRMs [23]. One of the
configurations that came out of these researches uses a dual stator system, which provides low inertia
and noise, superior torque density and increased speed-range compared to conventional SRMs [77,78].
Design by finite element analysis can be employed to reduce the total loss [79], control by fuzzy sliding
mode can also be employed to reduce control chattering and motor nonlinearity management [80].

5.6. Synchronous Reluctance Motor (SynRM)

A Synchronous Reluctance Motor runs at a synchronous speed while combining the advantages of
both PM and induction motors. They are robust and fault tolerant like an IM, efficient and small like a
PM motor, and do not have the drawbacks of PM systems. They have a control strategy similar to that
of PM motors. The problems with SynRM can be pointed as the ones associated with controllability,
manufacturing and low power factor which hinder its use in EVs. However, researches have been
going on and some progress is made as well, the main area of concern being the rotor design. One
way to improve this motor is by increasing the saliency which provides a higher power factor. It can
be achieved by axially or transversally laminated rotor structures, such an arrangement is shown in
Figure 37. Improved design techniques, control systems and advanced manufacturing can help it
make its way into EV applications [23].
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Figure 37. SynRM with axially laminated rotor [23].

5.7. PM Assisted Synchronous Reluctance Motor

Greater power factors can be achieved from SynRMs by integrating some PMs in the rotor, creating
a PM assisted Synchronous Reluctance Motor. Though it is similar to an IPM, the PMs used are fewer
in amount and the flux linkages from them are less too. PMs added in the right amount to the core of
the rotor increase the efficiency with negligible back EMF and little change to the stator. This concept
is free from the problems associated with demagnetization resulting from overloading and high
temperature observed in IPMs. With a proper efficiency optimization technique, this motor can have
the performance similar to IPM motors. A PM-assisted SynRM suitable for EV use was demonstrated
by BRUSA Elektronik AG (Sennwald, Switzerland). Like the SynRM, PM-assisted SynRMs can also get
better with improved design techniques, control systems and advanced manufacturing systems [23].
A demonstration of the rotor of PM-assisted SynRM is shown in Figure 38.

Figure 38. Permanent magnet (PM) assisted SynRM. Permanent magnets are embedded in the
rotor [23].
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5.8. Axial Flux Ironless Permanent Magnet Motor

According to [70], this motor is the most advanced one to be used in EVs. It has an outer rotor
with no slot; use of iron is avoided here as well. The stator core is absent too, reducing the weight
of the machine. The air gap here is radial field type, providing better power density. This motor is
a variable speed one too. One noteworthy advantage of this machine is that the rotors can be fitted
on lateral sides of wheels, placing the stator windings on the axle centrally. The slot-less design also
improves the efficiency by minimizing copper loss as there is more space available [70].

Power comparison of three different motor types is conducted in Table 15. Table 16 compares
torque densities of three motors. Table 17 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of different
motor types, and shows some vehicles using different motor technologies.

Table 15. Power comparison of different motors having the same size. Data from [72].

Motor Type
Power (kW)

Base Speed Maximum Speed
HEV BEV

IM 57 93 3000 12,000
SRM 42 77 2000 12,000

BLDC 75 110 4000 9000

Table 16. Typical torque density values of some motors. Data from [30].

Motor Type Torque/Volume (Nm/m3) Torque/Cu Mass (Nm/kg Cu)

PM motor 28,860 28.7–48
IM 4170 6.6

SRM 6780 6.1

Table 17. Advantages, disadvantages and usage of different motor types.

Motor Type Advantage Disadvantage Vehicles Used In

Brushed DC Motor • Maximum torque at low speed

• Bulky structure
• Low efficiency
• Heat generation

at brushes

Fiat Panda Elettra (Series
DC motor), Conceptor

G-Van (Separately
excited DC motor)

Permanent Magnet
Brushless DC Motor

(BLDC)

• No rotor copper loss
• More efficiency than induction motors
• Lighter
• Smaller
• Better heat dissipation
• More reliability
• More torque density
• More specific power

• Short constant
power range

• Decreased torque
with increase
in speed

• High cost because
of PM

Toyota Prius (2005)

Permanent Magnet
Synchronous Motor

(PMSM)

• Operable in different speed ranges
without using gear systems

• Efficient
• Compact
• Suitable for in-wheel application
• High torque even at very low speeds

• Huge iron loss at
high speeds during
in-wheel operation

Toyota Prius, Nissan
Leaf, Soul EV

Induction Motor
(IM)

• The most mature commutatorless
motor drive system

• Can be operated like a separately
excited DC motor by employing field
orientation control

Tesla Model S, Tesla
Model X, Toyota RAV4,

GM EV1
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Table 17. Cont.

Motor Type Advantage Disadvantage Vehicles Used In

Switched
Reluctance Motor

(SRM)

• Simple and robust construction
• Low cost
• High speed
• Less chance of hazard
• Long constant power range
• High power density

• Very noisy
• Low efficiency
• Larger and heavier

than PM machines
• Complex design

and control

Chloride Lucas

Synchronous
Reluctance Motor

(SynRM)

• Robust
• Fault tolerant
• Efficient
• Small

• Problems in
controllability
and manufacturing

• Low power factor

PM assisted
Synchronous

Reluctance Motor

• Greater power factor than SynRMs
• Free from demagnetizing problems

observed in IPM
BMW i3

Axial Flux Ironless
Permanent Magnet

Motor

• No iron used in outer rotor
• No stator core
• Lightweight
• Better power density
• Minimized copper loss
• Better efficiency
• Variable speed machine
• Rotor is capable of being fitted to the

lateral side of the wheel

Renovo Coupe

6. Charging Systems

For charging of EVs, DC or AC systems can be used. There are different current and voltage
configurations for charging, generally denoted as ‘levels’. The time required for a full charge depends
on the level being employed. Wireless charging has also been tested and researched for quite a long
time. It has different configurations as well. The charging standards are shown in Table 18. The safety
standards that should be complied by the chargers are the following [46]:

• SAE J2929: Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Propulsion Battery System Safety Standard
• ISO 26262: Road Vehicles—Functional safety
• ISO 6469-3: Electric Road Vehicles—Safety Specifications—Part 3: Protection of Persons Against

Electric Hazards
• ECE R100: Protection against Electric Shock
• IEC 61000: Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
• IEC 61851-21: Electric Vehicle Conductive Charging system—Part 21: Electric Vehicle

Requirements for Conductive Connection to an AC/DC Supply
• IEC 60950: Safety of Information Technology Equipment
• UL 2202: Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging System Equipment
• FCC Part 15 Class B: The Federal Code of Regulation (CFR) FCC Part 15 for EMC Emission

Measurement Services for Information Technology Equipment.
• IP6K9K, IP6K7 protection class
• −40 ◦C to 105 ◦C ambient air temperature

6.1. AC Charging

AC charging system provides an AC supply that is converted into DC to charge the batteries. This
system needs an AC-DC converter. According to the SAE EV AC Charging Power Levels, they can be
classified as below:
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• Level 1: The maximum voltage is 120 V, the current can be 12 A or 16 A depending on the circuit
ratings. This system can be used with standard 110 V household outlets without requiring any
special arrangement, using on-board chargers. Charging a small EV with this arrangement can
take 0.5–12.5 h. These characteristics make this system suitable for overnight charging [5,46,81].

• Level 2: Level 2 charging uses a direct connection to the grid through an Electric Vehicle Service
Equipment (EVSE). On-board charger is used for this system. Maximum system ratings are 240 V,
60 A and 14.4 kW. This system is used as a primary charging method for EVs [46,81].

• Level 3: This system uses a permanently wired supply dedicated for EV charging, with power
ratings greater than 14.4 kW. ‘Fast chargers’—which recharge an average EV battery pack in no
more than 30 min, can be considered level 3 chargers. All level 3 chargers are not fast chargers
though [46,82]. Table 19 shows the AC charging characteristics defined by Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE).

Table 18. Charging standards. Data from [81].

Standard Scope

IEC 61851: Conductive
charging system

IEC 61851-1 Defines plugs and cables setup

IEC 61851-23 Explains electrical safety, grid connection, harmonics, and
communication architecture for DCFC station (DCFCS)

IEC 61851-24 Describes digital communication for controlling DC charging

IEC 62196: Socket outlets,
plugs, vehicle inlets and

connectors

IEC 62196-1 Defines general requirements of EV connectors
IEC 62196-2 Explains coupler classifications for different modes of charging
IEC 62196-3 Describes inlets and connectors for DCFCS

IEC 60309: Socket outlets,
plugs, and couplers

IEC 60309-1 Describes CS general requirements

IEC 60309-2

Explains sockets and plugs sizes having different number of
pins determined by current supply and number of phases,
defines connector color codes according to voltage range
and frequency.

IEC 60364 Explains electrical installations for buildings

SAE J1772: Conductive
charging systems

Defines AC charging connectors and new Combo connector
for DCFCS

SAE J2847: Communication
SAE J2847-1 Explains communication medium and criteria for connecting

EV to utility for AC level 1&2 charging
SAE J2847-2 Defines messages for DC charging

SAE J2293 SAE J2293-1 Explains total EV energy transfer system, defines requirements
for EVSE for different system architectures

SAE J2344 Defines EV safety guidelines

SAE J2954: Inductive charging Being developed

Table 19. SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) AC charging characteristics. Data from [44,80].

AC Charging
System

Supply
Voltage (V)

Maximum Current
(A)

Branch Circuit
Breaker Rating (A)

Output Power
Level (kW)

Level 1
120 V, 1-phase 12 15 1.08
120 V, 1-phase 16 20 1.44

Level 2
208 to 240 V, 1-phase 16 20 3.3
208 to 240 V, 1-phase 32 40 6.6
208 to 240 V, 1-phase ≤80 Per NEC 635 ≤14.4

Level 3 208/480/600 V 150–400 150 3

6.2. DC Charging

DC systems require dedicated wiring and installations and can be mounted at garages or charging
stations. They have more power than the AC systems and can charge EVs faster. As the output is DC,
the voltage has to be changed for different vehicles to suit the battery packs. Modern stations have the
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capability to do it automatically [46]. All DC charging systems has a permanently connected Electric
Vehicle Service Equipment (EVSE) that incorporates the charger. Their classification is done depending
on the power levels they supply to the battery:

• Level 1: The rated voltage is 450 V with 80 A of current. The system is capable of providing power
up to 36 kW.

• Level 2: It has the same voltage rating as the level 1 system; the current rating is increased to
200 A and the power to 90 kW.

• Level 3: Voltage in this system is rated to 600 V. Maximum current is 400 A with a power rating
of 240 kW. Table 20 shows the DC charging characteristics defined by Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE).

Table 20. SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) DC charging characteristics. Data from [46].

DC Charging System DC Voltage Range (V) Maximum Current (A) Power (kW)

Level 1 200–450 ≤80 ≤36
Level 2 200–450 ≤200 ≤90
Level 3 200–600 ≤400 ≤240

6.3. Wireless Charging

Wireless charging or wireless power transfer (WPT) enjoys significant interest because of the
conveniences it offers. This system does not require the plugs and cables required in wired charging
systems, there is no need of attaching the cable to the car, low risk of sparks and shocks in dirty or wet
environment and less chance of vandalism. Forerunners in WPT research include R&D centers and
government organizations like Phillips Research Europe, Energy Dynamic Laboratory (EDL), US DOT,
DOE; universities including the University of Tennessee, the University of British Columbia, Korea
Advance Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST); automobile manufacturers including Daimler,
Toyota, BMW, GM and Chrysler. The suppliers of such technology include Witricity, LG, Evatran,
HaloIPT (owned by Qualcomm), Momentum Dynamics and Conductix-Wampfler [27]. However, this
technology is not currently available for commercial EVs because of the health and safety concerns
associated with the current technology. The specifications are determined by different standardization
organizations in different countries: Canadian Safety Code 6 in Canada [83], IEEE C95.1 in the USA [84],
ICNIRP in Europe [85] and ARPANSA in Australia [86]. There are different technologies that are being
considered to provide WPT facilities. They differ in the operating frequency, efficiency, associated
electromagnetic interference (EMI), and other factors.

Inductive power transfer (IPT) is a mature technology, but it is only contactless, not wireless.
Capacitive power transfer (CPT) has significant advantage at lower power levels because of low cost
and size, but not suitable for higher power applications like EV charging. Permanent magnet coupling
power transfer (PMPT) is low in efficiency, other factors are not favorable as well. Resonant inductive
power transfer (RIPT) as well as On-line inductive power transfer (OLPT) appears to be the most
promising ones, but their infrastructuret may not allow them to be a viable solution. Resonant antennae
power transfer (RAPT) is made on a similar concept as RIPT, but the resonant frequency in this case
is in MHz range, which is capable of damage to humans if not shielded properly. The shielding is
likely to hinder range and performance; generation of such high frequencies is also a challenge for
power electronics [87]. Table 21 compares different wireless charging systems in terms of performance,
cost, size, complexity, and power level. Wireless charging for personal vehicles is unlikely to be
available soon because of health, fire and safety hazards, misalignment problems and range. Roads
with WPT systems embedded into them for charging passing vehicles also face major cost issues [27].
Only a few wireless systems are available now, and those too are in trial stage. WiTricity is working
with Delphi Electronics, Toyota, Honda and Mitsubishi Motors. Evatran is collaborating with Nissan
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and GM for providing wireless facilities for Nissan Leaf and Chevrolet Volt models. However, with
significant advance in the technology, wireless charging is likely to be integrated in the EV scenario,
the conveniences it offers are too appealing to overlook.

Table 21. Comparison of wireless charging systems.

Wireless Charging
System

Performance
Cost Volume/Size Complexity Power Level

Efficiency EMI Frequency

Inductive power
transfer (IPT)

Medium Medium 10–50 kHz Medium Medium Medium Medium/High

Capacitive power
transfer (CPT)

Low Medium 100–500 kHz Low Low Medium Low

Permanent magnet
coupling power transfer

(PMPT)
Low High 100–500 kHz High High High Medium/Low

Resonant inductive
power transfer (RIPT)

Medium Low 1–20 MHz Medium Medium Medium Medium/Low

On-line inductive power
transfer (OLPT)

Medium Medium 10–50 kHz High High Medium High

Resonant antennae
power transfer (RAPT)

Medium Medium 100–500 kHz Medium Medium Medium Medium/Low

For the current EV systems, on-board AC systems are used for the lowest power levels, for higher
power, DC systems are used. DC systems currently have three existing standards [16]:

• Combined Charging System (CCS)
• CHAdeMO (CHArge de MOve, meaning: ‘move by charge’)
• Supercharger (for Tesla vehicles)

The powers offered by CCS and CHAdeMO are 50 kW and 120 kW for the Supercharger
system [88,89]. CCS and CHAdeMO are also capable of providing fast charging, dynamic charging
and vehicle to infrastructure (V2X) facilities [6,90]. Most of the EV charging stations at this time
provides level 2 AC charging facilities. Level 3 DC charging network, which is being increased
rapidly, is also available for Tesla cars. The stations may provide the CHAdeMO standard or the
CCS, therefore, a vehicle has to be compatible with the configuration provided to be charged from the
station. The CHAdeMO system is favored by the Japanese manufacturers like Nissan, Toyota and
Honda whereas the European and US automakers, including Volkswagen, BMW, General Motors and
Ford, prefer the CCS standard. Reference [5] discusses the charging systems used by current EVs along
with the time required to get them fully charged.

7. Power Conversion Techniques

Batteries or ultracapacitors (UC) store energy as a DC charge. Normally they have to obtain that
energy from AC lines connected to the grid, and this process can be wired or wireless. To deliver this
energy to the motors, it has to be converted back again. These processes work in the reverse direction
as well i.e., power being fed back to the batteries (regenerative braking) or getting supplied to grid
when the vehicle in idle (V2G) [91]. Typical placement of different converters in an EV is shown in
Figure 39 along with the power flow directions. This conversion can be DC-DC or DC-AC. For all
this conversion work required to fill up the energy storage of EVs and then to use them to propel the
vehicle, power converters are required [72], and they come in different forms. A detailed description of
power electronics converters is provided in [92]. Further classification of AC-AC converters is shown
in [93]. A detailed classification of converters is shown in Figure 40.
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Figure 39. Typical placements of different converters in an EV. AC-DC converter transforms the power
from grid to be stored in the storage through another stage of DC-DC conversion. Power is supplied to
the motor from the storage through the DC-DC converter and the motor drives [72].

Figure 40. Detailed classification of converters. Data from [92,93].
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7.1. Converters for Wired Charging

DC-DC boost converter is used to drive DC motors by increasing the battery voltage up to the
operating level [72]. DC-DC converters are useful to combine a power source with a complementing
energy source [94]. Figure 41 shows a universal DC-DC converter used for DC-DC conversion. It can
be used as a boost converter for battery to DC link power flow and as a buck converter when the flow
is reversed. The operating conditions and associated switching configuration is presented in Table 22.
DC-DC boost converters can also use a digital signal processor [95].

Figure 41. Universal DC-DC converter [72].

Table 22. Operating conditions for universal DC-DC converter. Adapted from [88].

Direction Mode T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Vdc to Vbatt Boost On Off Off On PWM
Vdc to Vbatt Buck PWM Off Off On Off
Vbatt to Vdc Boost Off On On Off PWM
Vbatt to Vdc Buck Off On PWM Off Off

According to [72], dual inverter is the most updated technology to drive AC motors like permanent
magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs), shown in Figure 42. For dual voltage source applications,
the system of Figure 43 is used [96]. These inverters operate on space vector PWM. For use on both
PMSMs and induction motors (IMs), a bidirectional stacked matrix inverter can be used; such a system
is shown in Figure 44.

Figure 42. Dual inverter for single source [72].
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Figure 43. Dual inverter with dual sources [72].

Figure 44. Novel stacked matrix inverter as shown in [97].

Some notable conventional DC-DC converters are: phase-shift full-bridge (PSFB),
inductor-inductor-capacitor (LLC), and series resonant converter (SRC). A comparison of components
used in these three converters is presented in [98], which is demonstrated here in Table 23. The DC-DC
converters used are required to have low cost, weight and size for being used in automobiles [99].
Interleaved converters are a preferable option regarding these considerations, it offers some other
advantages as well [100–103], though using it may increase the weight and volume of the inductors
compared to the customary single-phase boost converters [99]. To solve this problem, Close-Coupled
Inductor (CCI) and Loosely-Coupled Inductor (LCI) integrated interleaved converters have been
proposed in [99]. In [48] converters for AC level-1 and level-2 chargers are shown by Williamson et al.,
who stated that Power Factor Correction (PFC) is a must to acquire high power density and efficiency.
Two types of PFC technique are shown here: single-stage approach and two-stage approach. The first
one suits for low-power use and charge only lead-acid batteries because of high low frequency ripple.
To avoid these problems, the second technique is used.
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Table 23. Comparison of components used in PSFB, LLC and SRC converter. Adapted from [98].

Item PSFB LLC SRC

Number of switch blocks 4 4 4
Number of diode blocks 4 4 4
Number of transformers 1 1 2

Number of inductors 1 0 0
Additional capacitor Blocking capacitor - -

Output filter size Small - Large

In [34], Yong et al., presented the front end AC-DC converters. The Interleaved Boost PFC
Converter (Figure 45) has a couple of boost converters connected in parallel and working in 180◦ out
of phase [104–106]. The ripple currents of the inductors cancel each other. This configuration also
provides twice the effective switching frequency and provides a lower ripple in input current, resulting
in a relatively small EMI filter [103,107]. In Bridgeless/Dual Boost PFC Converter (Figure 46), the
gating signals are made identical here by tying the power-train switches. The MOSFET gates are not
made decoupled. Rectifier input bridge is not needed here. The Bridgeless Interleaved Boost PFC
Converter (Figure 47) is proposed to operate above the 3.5 kW level. It has two MOSFETS and uses
two fast diodes; the gating signals have a phase difference of 180◦.

Figure 45. Interleaved Boost PFC Converter [46].

Figure 46. Bridgeless/Dual Boost PFC Converter. Adapted from [46].
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Figure 47. Bridgeless Interleaved Boost PFC Converter [46].

Williamson et al., presented some isolated DC-DC converter topologies in [44]. The ZVS FB
Converter with Capacitive Output Filter (Figure 48) can achieve high efficiency as it uses zero voltage
switching (ZVS) along with the capacitive output filters which reduces the ringing of diode rectifiers.
The trailing edge PWM full-bridge system proposed in [107]. The Interleaved ZVS FB Converter with
Voltage Doubler (Figure 49) further reduces the voltage stress and ripple current on the capacitive
output filter, it reduces the cost too. Interleaving allows equal power and thermal loss distribution in
each cell. The number of secondary diodes is reduced significantly by the voltage doubler rectifier
at the output [34]. Among its operating modes, DCM (discontinuous conduction mode) and BCM
(boundary conduction mode) are preferable. The Full Bridge LLC Resonant Converter (Figure 50) is
widely used in telecom industry for the benefits like high efficiency at resonant frequency. But unlike
the telecom sector, EV applications require a wide operating range. Reference [41] shows a design
procedure for such configurations for these applications.

Figure 48. ZVS FB Converter with Capacitive Output Filter [46].
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Figure 49. Interleaved ZVS FB Converter with Voltage Doubler [46].

Figure 50. Full Bridge LLC Resonant Converter. Adapted from [46].

Balch et al., showed converter configurations that are used in different types of EVs in [42].
In Figure 51, a converter arrangement for a BEV is shown. An AC-DC charger is used for charging the
battery pack here while a two-quadrant DC-DC converter is used for power delivery to the DC bus
form the battery pack. This particular example included an ultracapacitor as well. An almost similar
arrangement was shown in [42] for PHEVs (Figure 52) where a bidirectional DC-DC converter was
used between the DC bus and the battery pack to facilitate regeneration. Use of integrated converter in
PHEV is shown in Figure 53. Figure 54 shows converter arrangement for a PFCV; this configuration is
quite similar to one shown for BEV, but it contains an additional boost converter to adjust the power
produced by the fuel cell stack to be sent to the DC bus.
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Figure 51. Converter placement in a pure EV [35]. The charger has an AC-DC converter to supply DC
to the battery from the grid, whereas the DC-DC converter converts the battery voltage into a value
required to drive the motor.

Figure 52. Cascaded converter to use in PHEV. Adapted from [35]. A bidirectional DC-DC converter is
used between the DC bus and the battery pack to allow regenerated energy to flow back to the battery
from the motor.

Figure 53. Integrated converter used in PHEV [35].
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Figure 54. Converter arrangement in PFCV. Adapted from [35]. An AC-DC converter is used to convert
the power from the grid; DC-DC converter is used for power exchange between the DC bus and battery;
boost converter is used to make the voltage generated from the fuel cell stack suitable for the DC bus.

Bidirectional converters allow transmission of power from the motors to the energy sources and
also from vehicle to grid. Novel topologies for bidirectional AC/DC-DC/DC converters to be used
in PHEVs are being researched [103,108–112], such a configuration in shown in Figure 55. Kok et al.,
showed different DC-DC converter arrangements for EVs using multiple energy sources in [94] which
are presented in Figure 56. The first system has both battery and ultracapacitor added in cascade, while
the second one has them connected in parallel. The third one shows a system employing fuel cells, and
battery for backup. In [113], Koushki et al., classified bidirectional AC-DC converters into two main
groups: Low frequency AC-High frequency AC-DC (Figure 57), and Low frequency AC-DC- High
frequency AC-DC (Figure 58). The first kind can also be called single-stage converters where the latter
may be described as two-stage, which can be justified from their topologies. Converters employed
for EV application are compiled in Table 24. From this table, it is evident that step down converters
are required for charging the batteries from a higher voltage grid voltage, bidirectional converters are
needed for providing power flow in both directions, and specialized converters such as the last three,
are needed for better charging performances.

AC-DC converters are used to charge the batteries from AC supply-lines; DC-DC converters are
required for sending power to the motors from the batteries. The power flow can be reversed in case
of regenerative actions or V2G. Bidirectional converters are required in such cases. Different converter
configurations have different advantages and shortcomings which engendered a lot of research and
proliferation of hybrid converter topologies.
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Figure 55. Integrated bidirectional AC/DC-DC/DC converter [33].

 
(a)

 
(b)

Figure 56. Cont.
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(c)

Figure 56. Converter arrangements as shown in [94]: (a) Cascaded connection; (b) Parallel connection;
(c) Fuel cell with battery backup. Adapted from [94].

 

Figure 57. Low frequency AC-High frequency AC-DC converter, also called single-stage
converter [113].

Figure 58. Low frequency AC-DC-High frequency AC-DC converter, also called two-stage converter.
Adapted from [113].

Table 24. Converters with EV application displaying their key features and uses in EVs.

Configuration Reference Operation Key Features Application in EV

Buck converter Bose [92] Step down
Can operate in
continuous or

discontinuous mode

Sending power to
the battery

Buck-Boost converter Bose [92] Step up and step
down

Two quadrant operation
of chopper

Regenerative
action

Interleaved Boost
PFC converter

Williamson et al.
[46]

Step up with power
factor correction

Relatively small input
EMI filter Charging

Bridgeless/Dual
Boost PFC Converter

Williamson et al.
[46]

Step up with power
factor correction

Does not require rectifier
input bridge Charging

ZVS FB Converter
with Capacitive

Output Filter

Williamson et al.
[46] AC-DC conversion Zero voltage switching Charging
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7.2. Systems for Wireless Charging

Wireless charging or wireless power transfer (WPT) uses a principle similar to transformer. There
is a primary circuit at the charger end, from where the energy is transferred to the secondary circuit
located at the vehicle. In case of inductive coupling, the voltage obtained at the secondary side is:

v2 = L2(di2/dt) + M(di1/dt) (2)

M is the mutual inductance and can be calculated by:

M = k
√

(L1L2) (3)

The term k here is the coupling co-efficient; L1 and L2 are the inductances of primary and
secondary circuit. Figure 59 shows the ‘double D’ arrangement for WPT which demonstrates the basic
principle of wireless power transfer by means of flux linkages. A variety of configurations can be
employed for wireless power transfer; some of them meet a few desired properties to charge vehicles.
Inductive WPT, shown in Figure 60a, is the most rudimentary type, transfer power from one coil
to another just like the double D system. Capacitive WPT (Figure 60b) uses a similar structure as
the inductive system, but it has two coupling transformers at its core. Low frequency permanent
magnet coupling power transfer (PMPT) is shown in Figure 60c; it uses a permanent magnet rotor
to transmit power, another rotor placed in the vehicle acts as the receiver. Resonant antennae power
transfer (RAPT) (Figure 60d) uses resonant antennas for wireless transfer of power. Resonant inductive
power transfer (RIPT), shown in Figure 60e, uses resonance circuits for power transfer. Online power
transfer (OLPT) has a similar working principle as RIPT, it can be used in realizing roadways that can
charge vehicles wirelessly by integrating the transmitter with the roadway (pilot projects using similar
technology placed them just beneath the road surface), and equipping vehicles with receivers to collect
power from there. Schematic for this system is shown in Figure 60f. Characteristics of these systems
are shown in Table 25.

Figure 59. Double D arrangement for WPT. Fluxes generated in one coil cut the other one and induces
a voltage there, enabling power transfer between the coils without any wired connection [27].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 60. Different configurations used for wireless power transfer over the years: (a) Inductive
WPT; (b) Capacitive WPT; (c) Low frequency permanent magnet coupling power transfer (PMPT);
(d) Resonant antennae power transfer (RAPT); (e) Resonant inductive power transfer (RIPT); (f) Online
power transfer (OLPT).
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Table 25. Characteristics of wireless charging systems [87].

Technology Characteristics

Inductive WPT

• It is not actually wireless, just does not require any connection.
• Primary and secondary coils are sealed in epoxy.
• Can provide power of either 6.6 kW or 50 kW.
• Coaxial winding transformer can be used to place all the transformer core

materials off-board.
• Losses including geometric effects, eddy current loss, EMI are mainly caused by

nonlinear flux distribution.
• A piecewise assembly of ferrite core and dividing the secondary winding

symmetrically can help minimizing the losses.

Capacitive WPT

• Capacitive power transfer or CPT interface is built with two coupling transformers at
the center; the rest of the system is similar to inductive WPT.

• Capacitive interface is helpful in reducing the size and cost of the required galvanic
isolating parts.

• Cheaper and smaller for lower power applications, but not preferred for high
power usage.

• Useful in consumer electronics, may not be sufficient for EV charging.

Low frequency
permanent magnet

coupling power
transfer (PMPT)

• The transmitter is a cylinder-shaped, permanent magnet rotor driven by static
windings placed on the rotor, inside it if the rotor is hollow, or outside the motor,
separated by an air-gap.

• The receiver is placed on the vehicle, similar to the transmitter in construction.
• Transmitter and receiver have to be within 150 mm for charging.
• Because of magnetic gear effect, the receiver rotor rotates at the same speed as the

transmitter and energy is transferred.
• The disadvantages may be the vibration, noise and lifetime associated with the

mechanical components used.

Resonant inductive
power transfer (RIPT)

• Most popular WPT system.
• Uses two tuned resonant tanks or more, operating in the same frequency in resonance.
• Resonant circuits enable maximum transfer of power, efficiency optimization,

impedance matching, compensation of magnetic coupling and magnetizing
current variation.

• Can couple power for a distance of up to 40 cm.
• Advantages include extended range, reduced EMI, operation at high frequency and

high efficiency.

Online power transfer
(OLPT)

• Has a similar concept like RIPT, but uses a lower resonant frequency.
• Can be used for high power applications.
• This system is proposed to be applied in public transport system in [87].
• The primary circuit—a combination of the input of resonant converter and distributed

primary windings is integrated in the roadway. This primary side is called the ‘track’.
• The secondary is placed in vehicles and is called the ‘pickup coil’.
• Supply of this system is high voltage DC or 3-phase AC.
• It can provide frequent charging of the vehicles while they are on the move, reducing

the required battery capacity, which will reduce the cost and weight of the cars.
• The costs associated with such arrangement may also make its

implementation unlikely.

Resonant antennae
power transfer (RAPT)

• This system uses two resonant antennas, or more, with integrated resonant inductances
and capacitances. The antennas are tuned to identical frequencies.

• Large WPT coils are often used as antennas; resonant capacitance is obtained there by
controlled separation in the helical structure.

• The frequencies used are in MHz range.
• Can transfer power efficiently for distances up to 10 m.
• The radiations emitted by most of such systems exceed the basic limits on human

exposure and are difficult to shield without affecting the range and performance.
• Generating frequencies in the MHz range is also challenging and costly with present

power electronics technologies.
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8. Effects of EVs

Vehicles may serve the purpose of transportation, but they affect a lot of other areas. Therefore,
the shift in the vehicle world created by EVs impacts the environment, the economy, and being electric,
the electrical systems to a great extent. EVs are gaining popularity because of the benefits they provide
in all these areas, but with them, there come some problems as well. Figure 61 illustrates the impacts
of EVs on the power grid, environment and economy.

Figure 61. A short list of the impacts of EVs on the power grid, environment and economy.

8.1. Impact on the Power Grid

8.1.1. Negative Impacts

EVs are considered to be high power loads [114] and they affect the power distribution system
directly; the distribution transformers, cables and fuses are affected by it the most [115,116]. A Nissan
Leaf with a 24 kWh battery pack can consume power similar to a single European household. A 3.3 kW
charger in a 220 V, 15 A system can raise the current demand by 17% to 25% [117]. The situation gets
quite alarming if charging is done during peak hours, leading to overload on the system, damage of
the system equipment, tripping of protection relays, and subsequently, an increase in the infrastructure
cost [117]. Charging without any concern to the time of drawing power from the grid is denoted
as uncoordinated charging, uncontrolled charging or dumb charging [117,118]. This can lead to the
addition of EV load in peak hours which can cause load unbalance, shortage of energy, instability, and
decrease in reliability and degradation of power quality [116,119]. In case of the modified IEEE 23 kV
distribution system, penetration of EVs can deviate voltage below the 0.9 p.u. level up to 0.83 p.u.,
with increased power losses and generation cost [118]. Level 1 charging from an 110 V outlet does
not affect the power system much, but problems arise as the charging voltage increases. Adding an
EV for fast charging can be equivalent to adding several households to the grid. The grid is likely
to be capable of withstanding it, but distribution networks are designed with specific numbers of
households kept into mind, sudden addition of such huge loads can often lead to problems. Reducing
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the charging time to distinguish their vehicles in the EV market has become the current norm among
the manufacturers, and it requires higher voltages than ever. Therefore, mitigating the adverse effects
is not likely by employing low charging voltages.

To avoid these effects, and to provide efficient charging with the available infrastructure,
coordinated charging (also called controlled or smart charging) has to be adopted. In this scheme, the
EVs are charged during the time periods when the demand is low, for example, after midnight. Such
schemes are beneficial in a lot of ways. It not only prevents addition of extra load during peak hours,
but also increases the load in valley areas of the load curve, facilitating proper use of the power plants
with better efficiency. In [116], Richardson et al., showed that a controlled charging rate can make
high EV penetration possible in the current residential power network with only a few upgrades in
the infrastructure. Geng et al., proposed a charging strategy in [120] comprising of two stages aimed
at providing satisfactory charging for all connected EVs while shifting the loads on the transformers.
On the consumer side, it can reduce the electricity bill as the electricity is consumed by the EVs during
off peak hours, which generally have a cheaper unit rate than peak hours. According to [121], smart
charging systems can reduce the increase investment cost in distribution system by 60–70%. The major
problems that are faced in the power systems because of EVs can be charted as following:

• Voltage instability: Normally power systems are operated close to their stability limit. Voltage
instabilities in such systems can occur because of load characteristics, and that instability can
lead to blackouts. EV loads have nonlinear characteristics, which are different than the general
industrial or domestic loads, and draw large quantities power in a short time period [81,122].
Reference [123] corroborated to the fact that EVs cause serious voltage instability in power systems.
If the EVs have constant impedance load characteristics, then it is possible for the grid to support
a lot of vehicles without facing any instability [81]. However, the EV loads cannot be assumed
beforehand and thus their power consumptions stay unpredictable; addition of a lot of EVs
at a time therefore can lead to violation of distribution constraints. To anticipate these loads
properly, appropriate modeling methods are required. Reference [124] suggested tackling the
instabilities by damping the oscillations caused by charging and discharging of EV batteries using
a wide area control method. The situation can also be handled by changing the tap settings of
transformers [125], by a properly planned charging system, and also by using control systems
like fuzzy logic controllers to calculate voltages and SOCs of batteries [81].

• Harmonics: The EV charger characteristics, being nonlinear, gives raise high frequency
components of current and voltage, known as harmonics. The amount of harmonics in a system
can be expressed by the parameters total current harmonic distortion (THDi) and total voltage
harmonic distortion (THDv):

THDi =

√
H
∑

h=2
I2
h

I1
× 100% (4)

THDv =

√
H
∑

h=2
V2

h

V1
× 100% (5)

Harmonics distort the voltage and current waveforms, thus can reduce the power quality. It also
causes stress in the power system equipment like cables and fuses [122]. The present cabling is capable
of withstanding 25% EV penetration if slow charging is used, in case of rapid charging, the amount
comes down to 15% [126]. Voltage imbalance and harmonics can also give rise to current flow in the
neutral wire [127,128]. Different approaches have been adopted to determine the effects of harmonics
due to EV penetration. Reference [127] simulated the effects of harmonics using Monte Carlo analysis
to determine the power quality. In [129] the authors showed that THDv can reach 11.4% if a few
number of EVs are fast charging. This is alarming as the safety limit of THDv is 8%. According to
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Melo et al. [130], THDi also becomes high, in the range of 12% to 14%, in case of fast charging, though
it remains in the safe limit during times of slow charging. Studies conducted in [131] show the modern
EVs generate less THDi than the conventional ones, though their THDv values are higher. However,
with increased number of EVs, there are chances of harmonics cancellation because of different load
patterns [132,133]. Different EV chargers can produce different phase angles and magnitudes which
can lead to such cancellations [133]. It is also possible to reduce, even eliminate harmonics by applying
pulse width modulation in the EV chargers [132]. High THDi can be avoided by using filtering
equipment at the supply system [134].

• Voltage sag: A decrease in the RMS value of voltage for half a cycle or 1 min is denoted as voltage
sag. It can be caused by overload or during the starting of electric machines. Simulation modeled
with an EV charger and a power converter in [135] stated 20% EV penetration can exceed the
voltage sag limit. Reference [136] stated that 60% EV penetration is possible without any negative
impact is possible if controlled charging is employed. The amount, however, plummets to 10% in
case of uncontrolled charging. Leemput et al., conducted a test employing voltage droop charging
and peak shaving by EV charging [137]. This study exhibited considerable decrease in voltage sag
with application of voltage droop charging. Application of smart grid can help in great extents in
mitigating the sag [138].

• Power loss: The extra loss of power caused by EV charging can be formulated as:

PLE = PLEV − PLoriginal (6)

PLoriginal is the loss occurred when the EVs are not connected to the grid and PLEV is the loss
with EVs connected. Reference [121] charted the increased power loss as high as 40% in off peak hours
considering 60% of the UK PEVs to be connected to distribution system. Uncoordinated charging,
therefore, can increase the amount of loss furthermore. Taking that into account, a coordinated charging
scheme, based on objective function, to mitigate the losses was proposed in [139]. Coordinated charging
is also favored by [140,141] to reduce power losses significantly. Power generated in the near vicinity
can also help minimizing the losses [142], and distributed generation can be quite helpful in this
prospect, with the vehicle owners using energy generated at their home (by PV cells, CHP plants, etc.)
to charge the vehicles.

• Overloading of transformers: EV charging directly affects the distribution transformers [81]. The
extra heat generated by EV loads can lead to increased aging rate of the transformers, but it
also depends on the ambient temperature. In places with generally cold weather like Vermont,
the aging due to temperature is negligible [81]. Estimation of the lifetime of a transformer is
done in [143], where factors taken into account are the rate of EV penetration, starting time
of charging and the ambient temperature. It stated that transformers can withstand 10% EV
penetration without getting any decrease in lifetime. The effect of level 1 charging, is in fact, has
negligible effect on this lifetime, but significant increase in level 2 charging can lead to the failure
of transformers [144]. Elnozahy et al., stated that overloading of transformer can happen with
20% PHEV penetration for level 1 charging, whereas level 2 does it with 10% penetration [145].
According to [122], charging that takes place right after an EV being plugged in can be detrimental
to the transformers.

• Power quality degradation: The increased amount of harmonics and imbalance in voltage will
degrade the power quality in case of massive scale EV penetration to the grid.

8.1.2. Positive Impacts

On the plus side, EVs can prove to be quite useful to the power systems in a number of ways:

• Smart grid: In the smart grid system, intelligent communication and decision making is
incorporated with the grid architecture. Smart grid is highly regarded as the future of power
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grids and offers a vast array of advantages to offer reliable power supply and advanced control.
In such a system, the much coveted coordinated charging is easily achievable as interaction with
the grid system becomes very much convenient even from the user end. The interaction of EVs
and smart grid can facilitate opportunities like V2G and better integration of renewable energy.
In fact, EV is one the eight priorities listed to create an efficient smart grid [117].

• V2G: V2G or vehicle to grid is a method where the EV can provide power to the grid. In this
system, the vehicles act as loads when they are drawing energy, and then can become dynamic
energy storages by feeding back the energy to the grid. In coordinated charging, the EV loads
are applied in the valley points of the load curve, in V2G; EVs can act as power sources to
provide during peak hours. V2G is realizable with the smart grid system. By making use of the
functionalities of smart grid, EVs can be used as dynamic loads or dynamic storage systems. The
power flow in this system can be unidirectional or bidirectional. The unidirectional system is
analogous to the coordinated charging scheme, the vehicles are charged when the load is low, but
the time to charge the vehicles is decided automatically by the system. Vehicles using this scheme
can simply be plugged in anytime and put there; the system will choose a suitable time and charge
it. Smart meters are required for enabling this system. With a driver variable charging scheme, the
peak power demand can be reduced by 56% [117]. Sortomme et al., found this system particularly
attractive as it required little up gradation of the existing infrastructure; creating a communication
system in-between the grid and the EVs is all that is needed [146]. The bidirectional system allows
vehicles to provide power back to the grid. In this scenario, vehicles using this scheme will supply
energy to the grid from their storage when it is required. This method has several appealing
aspects. With ever increasing integration of renewable energy sources (RES) to the grid, energy
storages are becoming essential to overcome their intermittency, but the storages have a very high
price. EVs have energy storages, and in many cases, they are not used for a long time. Example
for this point can be the cars in the parking lots of an office block, where they stay unused till
the office hour is over, or vehicles that are used in a specific time of the year, like a beach buggy.
Studies also revealed that, vehicles stay parked 95% of the time [117]. These potential storages
can be used when there is excess generation or low demand and when the energy is needed, it is
taken back to the grid. The vehicle owners can also get economically beneficial by selling this
energy to the grid. In [147], Clement-Nyns et al., concluded that a combination of PHEVs can
prove beneficial to distributed generation sources by providing storage for the excess generation,
and releasing that to the grid later. Bidirectional charging, however, needs chargers capable of
providing power flow in both directions. It also needs smart meters to keep track of the units
consumed and sold, and advanced metering architecture (AMI) to learn about the unit charges
in real time to get actual cost associated with the charging or discharging at the exact time of
the day. The AMI system can shift 54% of the demand to off-peak periods, and can reduce peak
consumption by 36% [117]. The bidirectional system, in fact, can provide 12.3% more annual
revenue than the unidirectional one. But taking the metering and protections systems required
in the bidirectional method, this revenue is nullified and indicates the unidirectional system is
more practical. Frequent charging and discharging caused by bidirectional charging can also
reduce battery life and increase energy losses from the conversion processes [81,117]. In a V2G
scenario, operators with a vehicle fleet are likely to reduce their cost of operation by 26.5% [117].
Another concept is produced using the smart grid and the EVs, called virtual power plant (VPP),
where a cluster of vehicles is considered as a power plant and dealt like one in the system. VPP
architecture and control is shown in Figure 62. Table 26 shows the characteristics of unidirectional
and bidirectional V2G.
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Figure 62. VPP architecture and control [117].

Table 26. Unidirectional and bidirectional V2G characteristics. Adapted from [1].

V2G System Description Services Advantages Limitations

Unidirectional

Controls EV charging
rate with a
unidirectional power
flow directed from grid
to EV based on
incentive systems and
energy scheduling

• Ancillary
service—load levelling

• Maximized profit
• Minimized power loss
• Minimized operation cost
• Minimized emission

• Limited
service range

Bidirectional

Bidirectional power
flow between grid and
EV to attain a range of
benefits

• Ancillary
service—spinning reserve

• Load leveling
• Peak power shaving
• Active power support
• Reactive power

support/Power
factor correction

• Voltage regulation
• Harmonic filtering
• Support for integration

of renewable

• Maximized profit
• Minimized power loss
• Minimized operation cost
• Minimized emission
• Prevention of

grid overloading
• Failure recovery
• Improved load profile
• Maximization of renewable

energy generation

• Fast
battery degradation

• Complex hardware
• High capital cost
• Social barriers

• Integration of renewable energy sources: Renewable energy usage becomes more promising with
EVs integrated into the picture. EV owners can use RES to generate power locally to charge their
EVs. Parking lot roofs have high potential for the placement of PV panels which can charge the
vehicles parked underneath as well as supplying the grid in case of excess generation [148–150],
thus serving the increase of commercial RES deployment. The V2G structure is further helpful to
integrate RES for charging of EVs, and to the grid as well, as it enables the selling of energy to
the grid when there is surplus, for example, when vehicles are parked and the system knows the
user will not need the vehicle before a certain time. V2G can also enable increased penetration
of wind energy (41%–59%) in the grid in an isolated system [121]. References [151–154] worked
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with different architectures to observe the integration scenario of wind energy with EV assistance.
Figure 63 demonstrates integration of wind and solar farm with conventional coal and nuclear
power grid with EV charging station employing bidirectional V2G. Table 27 shows the types of
assistance EVs can provide for integrating renewable energy sources to the grid.

Figure 63. Wind and solar integration in the grid with the help of EV in V2G system. TSO stands for
transmission system organization; DSO for distribution system organization; T1 to T4 represent the
transformers coupling the generation, transmission, and distribution stages [117].

Table 27. Scopes of assisting renewable energy source (RES) integration using EV. Adapted from [1].

Interaction with RES Field of Application Contribution

Solar PV

Smart home

• Implementation of PV and EV in smart home to
reduce emission

• Development of stand-alone home EV charger based
on solar PV system

• Development of future home with uninterruptable
power by implementing V2G with solar PV

Parking lot

• Analysis of EV charging using solar PV at
parking lots

• Scheduling of charging and discharging for
intelligent parking lot

Grid distribution network

• Assessment of power system performance with
integration of grid connected EV and solar PV

• Development of EV charging control strategy for grid
connected solar PV based charging station

• Development of optimization algorithm to coordinate
V2G services

Micro grid
• Development of generation scheduling for micro grid

consisting of EV and solar PV

Wind turbine

Grid distribution network

• Determination of EV interaction potential with wind
energy generation

• Development of V2G systems to overcome wind
intermittency problems

Micro grid
• Development of coordinating algorithm for energy

dispatching of V2G and wind generation
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Table 27. Cont.

Interaction with RES Field of Application Contribution

Solar PV and wind
turbine

Smart home
• Development of control strategy for smart homes

with grid-interactive EV and renewable sources

Parking lot
• Design of intelligent optimization framework for

integrating renewable sources and EVs

Grid distribution network

• Potential analysis of grid connected EVs for
balancing intermittency of renewable sources

• Emission analysis of EVs associated with
renewable generation

• Development of optimized algorithm to integrate
EVs and renewable sources to the grid

Micro grid
• Development of V2G control for maximized

renewable integration in micro grid

8.2. Impact on Environment

One of the main factors that propelled the increase of EVs’ popularity is their contribution to
reduce the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Conventional internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles
burn fuels directly and thus produce harmful gases, including carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide.
Though HEVs and PHEVs have IC engines, their emissions are less than the conventional vehicles. But
there are also theories that the electrical energy consumed by the EVs can give rise to GHG emission
from the power plants which have to produce more because of the extra load added in form of EVs.
This theory can be justified by the fact that the peak load power plants are likely to be ICE type, or
can use gas or coal for power generation. If EVs add excess load during peak hours, it will lead to
the operation of such plants and will give rise to CO2 emission [155]. Reference [156] also stated that
power generation from coal and natural gas will produce more CO2 from EV penetration than ICEs.
However, all the power is not generated from such resources. There are many other power generating
technologies that produce less GHG. With those considered, the GHG production from power plants
because of EV penetration is less than the amount produced by equivalent power generation from ICE
vehicles. The power plants also produce energy in bulk, thus minimizing the per unit emission. With
renewable sources integrated properly, which the EVs can support strongly, the emission from both
power generation and transportation sector can be reduced [115]. Over the lifetime, EVs cause less
emission than conventional vehicles. This parameter can be denoted as well-to-wheel emission and it
has a lower value for EVs [157]. In [158], well-to-wheel and production phases are taken into account
to calculate the impact of EVs on the environment. This approach stated the EVs to be the least carbon
intensive among the vehicles. Denmark managed to reduce 85% CO2 emission from transportation by
combining EVs and electric power. EVs also produce far less noise, which can highly reduce sound
pollution, mostly in urban areas. The recycling of the batteries raises serious concerns though, as there
are few organizations capable of recycling the lithium-ion batteries fully. However, like the previous
nickel-metal and lead-acid ones, lithium-ion cells are not made of caustic chemicals, and their reuse
can reduce ‘peak lithium’ or ‘peak oil’ demands [81].

8.3. Impact on Economy

From the perspective of the EV owners, EVs provide less operating cost because of their superior
efficiency [22]; it can be up to 70% where ICE vehicles have efficiencies in the range of 60% to 70% [159].
The current high cost of EVs is likely to come down from mass production and better energy policies [3]
which will further increase the economic gains of the owners. V2G also allows the owners to obtain a
financial benefit from their vehicles by providing service to the grid [160]. The power service providers
benefit from EV integration mainly by implementing coordinated charging and V2G. It allows them to
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adopt better peak shaving strategies as well as to integrate renewable sources. EV fleets can lead to
$200 to $300 savings in cost per vehicle per year [161,162].

8.4. Impacts on Motor Sports

Hybrid technologies are not used extensively in motor sports to enhance the performance of the
vehicles. Electric vehicles now have their own formula racing series named ‘Formula E’ [163] which
started in Beijing in September 2014. Autonomous EVs are also being planned to take part in a segment
of this series called ‘Roborace’.

9. Barriers to EV Adoption

Although electric vehicles offer a lot of promises, they are still not widely adopted, and the reasons
behind that are quite serious as well.

9.1. Technological Problems

The main obstacles that have frustrated EVs’ domination are the drawbacks of the related
technology. Batteries are the main area of concern as their contribution to the weight of the car
is significant. Range and charging period also depend on the battery. These factors, along with a few
others, are demonstrated below:

9.1.1. Limited Range

EVs are held back by the capacity of their batteries [4]. They have a certain amount of energy
stored there, and can travel a distance that the stored energy allows. The range also depends on the
speed of the vehicle, driving style, cargo the vehicle is carrying, the terrain it is being driven on, and
the energy consuming services running in the car, for example air conditioning. This causes ‘range
anxiety’ among the users [81], which indicates the concern about finding a charging station before
the battery drains out. People are found to be willing to spend up to $75 extra for an extra range of
one mile [164]. Though even the current BEVs are capable of traversing equivalent or more distance
than a conventional vehicle can travel with a full tank (Tesla Model S 100D has a range of almost
564 km on 19” wheels when the temperature is 70 ◦C and the air conditioning is off [24], the Chevrolet
Bolt’s range is 238 miles or 383 km [165]), range anxiety remains a major obstacle for EVs to overcome.
This does not affect the use of EVs for urban areas though, as in most cases this range is enough for
daily commutation inside city limits. Range extenders, which produce electricity from fuel, are also
available with models like BMW i3 as an option. Vehicles with such facilities are currently being called
as Extended Range Electric Vehicles (EREV).

9.1.2. Long Charging Period

Another major downside of EVs is the long time they need to get charged. Depending on the
type of charger and battery pack, charging can take from a few minutes to hours; this truly makes EVs
incompetent against the ICE vehicles which only take a few minutes to get refueled. Hidrue et al., found
out that, to have an hour decreased from the charging time; people are willing to pay $425–$3250 [164].
A way to make the charging time faster is to increase the voltage level and employment of better
chargers. Some fast charging facilities are available at present, and more are being studied. There are
also the fuel cell vehicles that do not require charging like other EVs. Filling up the hydrogen tank is
all that has to be done in case of these vehicles, which is as convenient as filling up a fuel tank, but
FCVs need sufficient hydrogen refueling stations and a feasible way to produce the hydrogen in order
to thrive.
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9.1.3. Safety Concerns

The concerns about safety are rising mainly about the FCVs nowadays. There are speculations
that, if hydrogen escapes the tanks it is kept into, can cause serious harm, as it is highly flammable.
It has no color either, making a leak hard to notice. There is also the chance of the tanks to explode
in case of a collision. To counter these problems, the automakers have taken measures to ensure the
integrity of the tanks; they are wrapped with carbon fibers in case of the Toyota Mirai. In this car, the
hydrogen handling parts are placed outside the cabin, allowing the gas to disperse easily in case of
any leak, there are also arrangements to seal the tank outlet in case of high-speed collision [166].

9.2. Social Problems

9.2.1. Social Acceptance

The acceptance of a new and immature technology, along with its consequences, takes some time
in the society as it means change of certain habits [167]. Using an EV instead of a conventional vehicle
means change of driving patters, refueling habits, preparedness to use an alternative transport in case
of low battery, and these are not easy to adopt.

9.2.2. Insufficient Charging Stations

Though public charging stations have increased a lot in number, still they are not enough. Coupled
with the lengthy charging time, this acts as a major deterrent against EV penetration. Not all the public
charging stations are compatible with every car as well; therefore it also becomes a challenge to find a
proper charging point when it is required to replete the battery. There is also the risk of getting a fully
occupied charging station with no room for another car. But, the manufacturers are working on to
mitigate this problem. Tesla and Nissan have been expanding their own charging networks, as it, in
turn means they can sell more of their EVs. Hydrogen refueling stations are not abundant yet as well.
It is necessary as well to increase the adoption of FCVs. In [168], a placement strategy for hydrogen
refueling stations in California is discussed. It stated that a total of sixty-eight such stations will be
sufficient to provide service to FCVs in the area. To get the better out of the remaining stations, there
are different trip planning applications, both web based and manufacturer provided, which helps to
obtain a route so that there are enough charging facilities to reach the destination.

9.3. Economic Problems

High Price

The price of the EVs is quite high compared to their ICE counterparts. This is because of the high
cost of batteries [81] and fuel cells. To make people overlook this factor, governments in different
countries including the UK and Germany, have provided incentives and tax breaks which provide the
buyers of EVs with subsidies. Mass production and technological advancements will lead to a decrease
in the prices of batteries as well as fuel cells. Affordable EVs with a long range like the Chevrolet
Bolt has already appeared in the market, while another vehicle with the same promises (the Tesla
Model 3) is anticipated to arrive soon. Figure 64 shows the limitations of EVs in the three sectors.
Table 29 demonstrates the drawbacks in key factors, while Table 28 suggests some solutions for the
existing limitations.
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Figure 64. Social, technological, and economic problems faced by EVs.

Table 28. Tentative solutions of current limitations of EVs.

Limitation Probable Solution

Limited range Better energy source and energy management technology
Long charging period Better charging technology
Safety problems Advanced manufacturing scheme and build quality

Insufficient charging stations Placement of sufficient stations capable of providing services
to all kinds of vehicles

High price Mass production, advanced technology, government incentives

10. Optimization Techniques

To make the best out of the available energy, EVs apply various aerodynamics and mass reduction
techniques, lightweight materials are used to decrease the body weight as well. Regenerative braking
is used to restore energy lost in braking. The restored energy can be stored in different ways. It can be
stored directly in the ESS, or it can be stored by compressing air by means of hydraulic motor, springs
can also be employed to store this energy in form of gravitational energy [169].

Table 29. Hurdles in key EV factors. Adapted from [170].

Factor Hurdles

Recharging Weight of charger, durability, cost, recycling, size, charging time
Hybrid EV Battery, durability, weight, cost

Hydrogen fuel cell Cost, hydrogen production, infrastructure, storage, durability, reliability
Auxiliary power unit Size, cost, weight, durability, safety, reliability, cooling, efficiency

Formula One vehicles employ kinetic energy recovery systems (KERSs) to use the energy gathered
during braking to provide extra power during accelerating. The Porsche 911 GT3R hybrid uses a
flywheel energy storage system to store this energy. The energy consuming accessories on a car
include power steering, air conditioning, lights, infotainment systems etc. Operating these in an energy
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efficient way or turning some of these off can increase the range of a vehicle. LEDs can be used for
lighting because of their high efficiency [169]. Table 30 shows different methods of recovering the
energy lost during braking.

Table 30. Different methods of recovering energy during braking [169].

Storage System Energy Converter Recovered Energy Application

Electric storage Electric motor/generator ~50% BEV, HEV
Compressed gas storage Hydraulic motor >70% Heavy-duty vehicles

Flywheel Rotational kinetic energy >70% Formula One (F1) racing
Gravitational energy storage Spring storage system - Train

Aerodynamic techniques are used in vehicles to reduce the drag coefficient, which reduces the
required power. Power needed to overcome the drag force is:

Pd =
1
2

ρv3 ACd (7)

Here Cd is the drag coefficient, the power to overcome the drag increases if the drag coefficient’s
value increases. The Toyota Prius claims a drag coefficient of 0.24 for the 2017 model, the same as the
Tesla Model S. The 2012 Nissan Leaf SL had this value set at 0.28 [171].

To ensure efficient use of the available energy, different energy management schemes can be
employed [6]. Presented different control strategies for energy management which included systems
using fuzzy logic, deterministic rule and optimization based schemes. Geng et al., worked on a plug-in
series hybrid FCV. The objective of their control system was to consume the minimum amount of
hydrogen while preserving the health of the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) [172]. The
control system was comprised of two stages; the first stage determined the SOC and control references,
whereas the second stage determined the PEMFC health parameters. This method proved to be
capable of reducing the hydrogen consumption while increasing the life-time to the fuel cell. Another
intelligent management system is examined in [173] by Murphey et al., which used machine learning
combined with dynamic programming to determine energy optimization strategies for roadway and
traffic-congestion scenarios for real-time energy flow control of a hybrid EV. Their system is simulated
using a Ford Escape Hybrid model; it revealed the system was effective in finding out congestion
level, optimal battery power and optimal speed. Geng et al., proposed a control mechanism for
energy management for a PHEV employing batteries and a micro turbine in [174]. In this work,
they introduced a new parameter, named the “energy ratio”, to produce the equivalent factor (EF)
which was used in the popular Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy (ECMS) to deduce the
minimum driving cost by applying Pontryagin’s minimum principle. This method claimed to reduce
the cost by 7.7–21.6%. In [175], Moura et al., explored efficient ways to split power demand among
different power sources of mid-sized sedan PHEVs. They used a number of drive cycles, rather than a
single one, assessed the potential of depleting charge in a controlled manner, and considered relative
pricing of fuel and electricity for optimal power management of the vehicle.

11. Control Algorithms

Control systems are crucial for proper functioning of EVs and associated systems. Sophisticated
control mechanisms are required for providing a smooth and satisfactory ride quality, for providing
the enough power when required, estimating the energy available from the on-board sources and
using them properly to cover the maximum distance, charging in a satisfactory time without causing
burden on the grid, and associated tasks. Different algorithms are used in these areas, and as the EV
culture is becoming more mainstream, need for better algorithms are on the rise.

Driving control systems are required to assist the driver in keeping the vehicle in control, especially
at high speeds and in adverse conditions such as slippery surfaces caused by rain or snow. Driving
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control systems such as traction control, cruise control, and different driving modes have been being
applied in conventional vehicles for a long time. Application of such systems appeared more efficient
in EVs as the driving forces of EVs can be controlled with more ease, with less conversion required
in-between the mechanical and the electrical domains. In any condition, forces act on a vehicle at
different directions; for a driving control system, if is essential to perfectly perceive these forces,
along with other sensory inputs, and provide torques to the wheels to maintain desired stability.
In Figure 65, the forces in different direction acting on each wheel of a car is shown in a horizontal
plane. In [176], Magallan et al., proposed and simulated a control system to utilize the maximum
torque in a rear-wheel-drive EV without causing the tires to skid. The model they worked on had
independent driving systems for the two rear wheels. A sliding mode system, based on a LuGre
dynamic friction model, was used to estimate the vehicle’s velocity and wheel slip on unknown road
surfaces. Utilizing these data, the control algorithm determined the maximum allowable traction
force, which was applied to the road by torque controlling of the two rear motors. Juyong Kang et al.,
presented an algorithm aimed at driving control systems for four-wheel-drive EVs in [177]. Their
vehicle model had two motors driving the front and the rear shafts. The algorithm had three parts: a
supervisory level for determine the desirable dynamics and control mode, an upper level computing
the yaw moment and traction force inputs, and a lower level determining the motor and braking
commands. This system proved useful for enhancing lateral stability, maneuverability, and reducing
rollover. Figure 66 shows the acting components of this system on a vehicle model while Figure 67
shows a detailed diagram of the system with the inputs, controller levels, and actuators. Tahami et al.,
introduced a stability system for driving assistance for all-wheel drive EVs in [25]. They trained a
neural network to produce a reference yaw rate. A fuzzy logic controller dictated independent wheel
torques; a similar controller was used for controlling wheel slip. This system is shown in Figure 68.
In [178], Wang et al., showed a system to assist steering using differential drive for in-wheel drive
system. A proportional integral (PI) closed loop control system was used here to monitor the reference
steering position. It was achieved by distributing torque at the front wheels. Direct yaw moment
control and traction control were also employed to make the differential drive system better. This
approach maintained the lateral stability of the vehicle, and improved stability at high speeds. The
structure of this system is shown in Figure 69. In a separate study conducted by Nam et al., lateral
stability of an in-wheel drive EV was attained by estimating the sideslip angle of the vehicle employing
sensors to measure lateral tire forces [179]. In this study, a state observer was proposed which was
derived from extended-Kalman-filtering (EKF) method and was evaluated by implementing in an
experimental EV alongside Matlab/Simulink-Carsim simulations.

Energy management is a big issue for EVs. Proper measurement of the available energy is crucial
for calculating the range and plans the driving strategy thereafter. For vehicles with multiple energy
sources (e.g., HEVs), efficient energy management algorithms are required to make proper use of
the energy on-board. Zhou et al., proposed a battery state-of-charge (SOC) measuring algorithm
for lithium polymer batteries which made use of a combination of particle filter and multi-model
data fusion technique to produce results real time and is not affected by measurement noise [180].
They used different battery models and presented the tuning strategies for each model as well. Their
multi-model approach proved to be more effective than single model methods for providing real time
results. Working principle of this system is shown in Figure 70. Moura et al., explored efficient ways
to split power demand among different power sources of mid-sized sedan PHEVs in [175], which
can be used for other vehicle configurations as well. Their method made use of different drive cycles,
rather than using a single one; assessed the potential of depleting charge in a controlled manner;
and considered relative pricing of fuel and electricity to optimally manage the power of the vehicle.
In [181], Hui et al., presented a novel hybrid vehicle using parallel hybrid architecture which employed
a hydraulic/electric synergy configuration to mitigate the drawbacks faced by heavy hybrid vehicles
using a single energy source. Transition among the operating modes of such a vehicle is shown in
Figure 71. They developed an algorithm to optimize the key parameters and adopted a logic threshold
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approach to attain desired performance, stable SOC at the rational operating range constantly, and
maximized fuel economy. The operating principle of this system is shown in Figure 72. Chen et al.,
proposed an energy management algorithm in [182] to effectively control battery current, and thus
reduce fuel usage by allowing the engine operate more effectively. Quadratic programming was used
here to calculate the optimum battery current. In [183], Li et al., used fuzzy logic to create a new
quantity: battery working state or BWS which was used in an energy management system run by
fuzzy logic to provide proper power division between the engine and the battery. Simulation results
proved this approach to be effective in making the engine operate in the region of maximum fuel
efficiency while keeping the battery away from excess discharging. Yuan et al., compared Dynamic
Programming and Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle (PMP) for energy management in parallel HEVs
using Automatic Manual Transmission. The PMP method proved better as it was more efficient to
implement, required considerably less computational time, and both of the systems provided almost
similar results [184]. In [185], Bernard et al., proposed a real time control system to reduce hydrogen
consumption in FCEVs by efficiently sharing power between the fuel cell arrangement and the energy
buffer (ultracapacitor or battery). This control system was created from an optimal control theory
based non-causal optimization algorithm. It was eventually implemented in a hardware arrangement
built around a 600 W fuel cell arrangement. In an attempt to create an energy management system
for a still-not-commercialized PHEV employing a micro turbine, Geng et al., used an equivalent
consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) in [174] to estimate the optimum driving cost. Their
system used the battery SOC and the vehicle telemetry to produce the results, which were available in
real time and provided driving cost reductions of up to 21.6%.

Figure 65. Forces acting on the wheels of a car. Each of the wheels experience forces in all three
directions, marked with the ‘F’ vectors. Lf and Lr show the distances of front and rear axles from the
center of the vehicle, while Tr shows the distance between the wheels of an axle. Adapted from [25].
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Figure 66. Main working components of the driving control system for four-wheel-drive EVs proposed
by Juyong Kang et al. The driving control algorithm takes the driver’s inputs, and then determines the
actions of the brakes and the motors according to the control mode [177].

 

Figure 67. Working principle of the control system proposed by Kang et al. The system uses both the
driver’s commands and sensor measurements as inputs, and then drives the actuators as determined
by the three level control algorithms. Adapted from [177].
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Figure 68. Working principle of vehicle stability system proposed by Tahami et al. A neural network
was used in the yaw reference generator [25].

Figure 69. Independent torque control system proposed by Wang et al., Differential drive assisted
steering (DDAS) subsystem and direct yaw moment control subsystem creates the upper layer. The
traction control subsystem processes the inputs, and the controlling is done through the lower
layer [178].

 

Figure 70. Working principle of the SOC measuring algorithm proposed by Zhou et al. [180].

As pointed out in Section 8, the grid is facing some serious problems with the current rise in
EV penetration. Reducing the charging time of the vehicles while creating minimal pressure on
the grid has become difficult goal to achieve. However, ample research has already been done on
this matter and a number of charging system algorithms have been proposed to attain satisfactory
charging performance.
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Figure 71. Transition of the operating modes of the vehicle used in [181] by Hui et al. From engine
start to shutdown through stops, the vehicle can use either the hydraulic or the electric system, or it
can use both.

Figure 72. Operating principle of the control system proposed by Hui et al. The control strategy drives
the actuating systems according to the decisions made from the sensor inputs. Adapted from [181].

In [186], Su et al., presented an algorithm (shown in Figure 73) capable of providing charge
intelligently to a large fleet of PHEVs docked at a municipal charging station. This algorithm—which
used the estimation of distribution (EDA) algorithm—considered real-world factors such as remaining
charging time, remaining battery capacity, and energy price. The load management system proposed
by Deilami et al., in [140] considered market energy prices that vary with time, time zones preferred by
EV owners by priority selection, and random plugging-in of EVs—for providing coordinated charging
in a smart grid system. It then used the maximum sensitivities selection (MSS) optimization technique
to enable EVs charge as soon as possible depending on the priority time zones while maintaining
the operation criteria of the grid such as voltage profile, limits of generation, and losses. This system
was simulated using an IEEE 23 kV distribution system modified for this purpose. Mohamed et al.,
designed an energy management algorithm to be applied in EV charging parks incorporating renewable
generation such as PV systems [187]. The system they developed used a fuzzy controller to manage
the charging/discharging times of the connected EVs, power sharing among them, and V2G services.
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The goal of this system was to minimize the charging cost while reducing the impact on the grid as
well as contributing to peak shaving. The flowchart associated to this system is shown in Figure 74.

Figure 73. Intelligent charging algorithm proposed by Su et al., for a municipal charging station [186].

Figure 74. Flowchart of the management system proposed by Mohamed et al. [187].
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To alleviate the problems at the distribution stage of the grid—which is highly affected by EV
penetration—Geng et al., proposed a charging strategy comprising of two stages aimed at providing
satisfactory charging for all connected EVs while shifting the loads on the transformers [120]. The first
stage utilized Pontryagin’s minimum principle and was based on the concept of dynamic aggregator;
it derived the optimal charging power for all the EVs in the system. The second stage used fuzzy
logic to distribute the power calculated in the first stage among the EVs. According to the authors,
the system was feasible to be implemented practically [120]. In [116], Richardson et al., employed a
linear programming based technique to calculate the optimal rate of charging for each EV connected
in a distribution network to enable maximized power delivery to the vehicles while maintaining
the network limits. This approach can provide high EV penetration possible in existing residential
power systems with no or a little upgrade. Sortomme et al., developed an algorithm to maximize
profit from EV charging in a unidirectional V2G system where an aggregator is present to manage the
charging [146]. Table 31 summarizes the algorithms presented in this section.

Table 31. Summary of the control algorithms presented.

References Algorithm Based on Application

Magallan et al. [176] LuGre dynamic friction model Driving control system in rear-wheel-drive EV

Kang et al. [177] Optimization-based control
allocation strategy Driving control system in four-wheel-drive EV

Tahami et al. [25] Fuzzy logic Driving control system in all-wheel-drive EV

Wang et al. [178] Proportional-integral (PI) closed loop
control system Driving control system in in-wheel-drive EV

Nam et al. [179] Extended Kalman filtering (EKF) method Driving control system in in-wheel-drive EV

Zhou et al. [180] Particle filter and multi-model data fusion SOC measurement for lithium
polymer batteries

Moura et al. [175] Markov process Power splitting in mid-sized sedan PHEV

Hui et al. [181] Torque control strategy Heavy hybrid vehicles using a single
energy source

Chen et al. [182] Quadratic programming Reduction of fuel consumption by effective
battery current control

Li et al. [183] Fuzzy logic Attaining maximum fuel efficiency without
excess discharging of battery

Yuan et al. [184] Dynamic Programming and Pontryagin’s
Minimum Principle

Efficient energy management in parallel HEV
using Automatic Manual Transmission or AMT

Bernard et al. [185] Non-causal optimization algorithm Reduction of hydrogen consumption in FCEV

Geng et al. [174] Equivalent consumption minimization
strategy (ECMS)

Energy management in PHEV employing
microturbine

Su et al. [186] Estimation of distribution (EDA) algorithm Intelligent charging of large fleet of PHEVs
docked at a municipal charging station

Deilami et al. [140] Maximum sensitivities selection (MSS)
optimization

Load management system for intelligent
charging

Mohamed et al. [187] Fuzzy controller V2G system for EV charging parks
incorporating renewable generation

Geng et al. [120] Pontryagin’s minimum principle, fuzzy logic Load shifting while charging EVs in the
distribution network

Richardson et al. [116] Linear programming Enabling high EV penetration in existing
residential power system network

Sortomme et al [146] Preferred operating point (POP) algorithm Maximizing profit from EV charging through
an aggregator
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12. Global EV Sales Figures

The electric vehicle market is growing much faster than the conventional vehicle market, and
in some regions EVs are catching up with ICE vehicles in terms of the number of units sold. China
has become the largest market for EVs, its market claiming 35.4% of the worldwide EV scene in 2017,
an exorbitant rise from the mere 6.3% in 2013 [188]. Chinese consumers bought a world-topping
24.38 million passenger electric vehicles in 2016. China has the greatest number of manufacturers, led
by BYD autos, which sold 96,000 EVs in 2016. This drive in China is fueled by government initiatives
adopted to promote EV use to mitigate the country’s serious air pollution. However, the majority of
Chinese vehicles are in the $36,000 range and offers limited range, but high-end vehicles manufacturing
is on the rise in China too. This huge market has attracted major carmakers all over the world—Ford,
Volkswagen, Volvo, and General Motors—who have their own EVs in the Chinese market and are
poised to introduce more models in the coming years [189]. Figure 75 shows the ten highest selling
EVs in China in 2016.

 
Figure 75. Top ten EVs in China in 2016 according to the number of units sold. Data from [190].

From a global perspective, sales of EV grew by 36% in the USA; Europe saw a growth of 13%,
while Japan observed a decrease of 11% in the same period. BYD dominated the global market with a
13.2% share, followed by Tesla in second place (9.9%); the other major contributors can be listed as
Volkswagen Group, BMW Group, Nissan, BAIC, and Zoyte. However, the Tesla Model S remained the
best-selling EV in 2016 with 50,935 units sold, followed by the Nissan Leaf EV with 49,818 units [191].
The top ten best-selling vehicles around the globe in shown in Figure 76.
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Figure 76. Top ten best-selling EVs globally in 2016. Data from [191].

The American market was dominated predictably by the Tesla Model S in 2016, 28,821 of these
were sold; Chevrolet Volt EREV sold 24,739 units, thus securing the second place. The third place
was achieved by another Tesla, the Model X; 18,192 of these SUVs were sold in 2016 [192]. The ten
best-selling EVs in the USA in 2016 are shown in Figure 77.

Figure 77. Top ten best-selling EVs in the USA in 2016. Data from [192].
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The Renault Zoe was the best-selling BEV in Europe in 2016, with 21,338 units sold, followed by
the Nissan Leaf with 18,614 units. In the PHEV segment, the Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV was the
market leader in Europe in 2016, with 21,333 units sold; the Volkswagen Passat GTE held the second
position with 13,330 units [193]. Figures 78 and 79 shows the BEV and PHEV market shares in Europe
in 2016.

 

Figure 78. BEV market shares in Europe in 2016. Data from [193].

Figure 79. PHEV market shares in Europe in 2016. Data from [193].

13. Trends and Future Developments

The adoption of EVs has opened doors for new possibilities and ways to improve both the vehicles
and the systems associated with it, the power system, for example. EVs are being considered as the
future of vehicles, whereas the smart grid appears to be the grid of the future [194,195]. V2G is the
link between these two technologies and both get benefitted from it. With V2G comes other essential
systems required for a sustainable EV scenario—charge scheduling, VPP, smart metering etc. The
existing charging technologies have to improve a lot to make EVs widely accepted. The charging
time has to be decreased extensively for making EVs more flexible. At the same time, chargers and
EVSEs have to able to communicate with the grid for facilitating V2G, smart metering, and if needed,
bidirectional charging [23]. Better batteries are a must to take the EV technology further. There is a
need for batteries that use non-toxic materials and have higher power density, less cost and weight,
more capacity, and needs less time to recharge. Though technologies better than Li-ion have been
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discovered already, they are not being pursued industrially because of the huge costs associated with
creating a working version. Besides, Li-ion technology has the potential to be improved a lot more.
Li-air batteries could be a good option to increase the range of EVs [23]. EVs are likely to move away
from using permanent magnet motors which use rare-earth materials. The motors of choice can be
induction motor, synchronous reluctance motor, and switched reluctance motor [23]. Tesla is using an
induction motor in its models at present. Motors with internal permanent magnet may stay in use [23].
Wireless power transfer systems are likely to replace the current cabled charging system. Concepts
revealed by major automakers adopted this feature to highlight their usefulness and convenience. The
Rolls-Royce 103EX and the Vision Mercedes-Maybach 6 can be taken as example for that. Electric
roads for wireless charging of vehicles may appear as well. Though this is not still viable, the situation
may change in the future. Recent works in this sector includes the work of Electrode, an Israeli startup,
which claims to be able to achieve this feat in an economic way. Vehicles that follow a designated route
along the highway, like trucks, can get their power from overhead lines like trains or trams. It will
allow them to gather energy as long as their route resides with the power lines, then carry on with
energy from on-board sources. Such a system has been tested by Siemens using diesel-hybrid trucks
from Scania on a highway in Sweden [196]. New ways of recovering energy from the vehicle may
appear. Goodyear has demonstrated a tire that can harvest energy from the heat generated there using
thermo-piezoelectric material. There are also chances of solar-powered vehicles. Until now, these have
not appeared useful as installed solar cells only manage to convert up to 20% of the input power [70].
Much research is going on to make the electronics and sensors in EVs more compact, rugged and
cheaper—which in many cases are leading to advanced solid state devices that can achieve these
goals with promises of cheaper products if they can be mass-produced. Some examples can be the
works on gas sensors [197], smart LED drivers [198], smart drivers for automotive alternators [199],
advanced gearboxes [200], and compact and smart power switches to weather harsh conditions [201].
The findings of [202–208] may prove helpful for studies regarding fail-proof on-board power supplies
for EVs. The future research topics will of course, revolve around making the EV technology more
efficient, affordable, and convenient. A great deal of research has already been conducted on making
EVs more affordable and capable of covering more distance: energy management, materials used for
construction, different energy sources etc. More of such researches are likely to go on emphasizing on
better battery technologies, ultracapacitors, fuel cells, flywheels, turbines, and other individual and
hybrid configurations. FCVs may get significant attention in military and utility-based studies, whereas
the in-wheel drive configuration for BEVs may be appealing to researchers focusing on better urban
transport systems. Better charging technologies will remain a crucial research topic in near future. This
is one of the areas the EV technology is lacking very badly; wireless charging technologies are very
likely to attract more researchers’ attention. A lot of research has already been done incorporating EVs
and the grid: the challenges and possibilities that the EVs bring with them to the existing grid and
also to the grid of the future. With more implementation of smart grids, distributed generation, and
renewable energy sources, researches in these fields are likely to increase. And as researches in the
entire aforementioned field’s increase, exploration for better algorithms to run the systems is bound to
rise. Figure 80 shows the major trends and sectors for future developments for EVs.

 

Figure 80. Major trends and sectors for future developments for EV.
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14. Outcomes

The goal of this paper is to focus on the key components of EV. Major technologies in different
sections are reviewed and the future trends of these sectors are speculated. The key findings of this
paper can be summarized as follows:

• EVs can be classified as BEV, HEV, PHEV, and FCEV. BEVs and PHEVs are the current trends.
FCEVs can become mainstream in future. Low cost fuel cells are the main prerequisite for that
and there is need of more research to make that happen. There are also strong chances for
BEVs to be the market dominators with ample advancement in key technologies; energy storage
and charging systems being two main factors. Currently FCVs appear to have little chance to
become ubiquitous, these may find popularity in niche markets, for example, the military and
utility vehicles.

• EVs can be front wheel drive, rear wheel drive, even all-wheel drive. Different configurations
are applied depending on the application of the vehicle. The motor can also be placed inside the
wheel of the vehicle which offers distinct advantages. This configuration is not commercially
abundant now, and has scopes for more study to turn it into a viable product.

• The main HEV configurations are classified as series, parallel, and series-parallel. Current vehicles
are using the series-parallel system mainly as it can operate in both battery-only and ICE-only
modes, providing more efficiency and less fuel consumption than the other two systems.

• Currently EVs use batteries as the main energy source. Battery technology has gone through
significant changes, the lead-acid technology is long gone, as is the NiMH type. Li-ion batteries
are currently in use, but even they are not capable enough to provide the amount of energy
required to appease the consumers suffering from ‘range anxiety’ in most cases. Therefore the
main focus of research in this area has to be creating batteries with more capacity, and also with
better power densities. Metal-air batteries can be the direction where the EV makers will head
towards. Lithium-sulfur battery and advanced rechargeable zinc batteries also have potential
provide better EVs. Nevertheless, low cost energy sources will be sought after always as ESS cost
is one of the major contributors to high EV cost.

• Ultracapacitors are considered as auxiliary power sources because of their high power densities.
If coupled with batteries, ultracapacitors produce a hybrid ESS that can satisfy some requirements
demanded from an ideal source. Flywheels are also being used, especially because of their
compact build and capability to store and discharge power on demand. Fuel cells can also be
used more in the future if FCVs gain popularity.

• Different types of motors can be employed for EV use. The prominent ones can be listed as
induction motor, permanent magnet synchronous motor, and synchronous reluctance motor.
Induction motors are being extensively these days, they can also dominate in future because of
their independence on rare-earth material permanent magnets.

• EVs can be charged with AC or DC supply. There are different voltage levels and they are
designated accordingly. Higher voltage levels provide faster charging. DC supplies negate the
need of rectification from AC, which reduces delay and loss. However, with increased voltage
level, the pressure on the grid increases and can give rise to harmonics as well as voltage imbalance
in an unsupervised system. Therefore, there are ample chances of research in the field of mitigating
the problems associated with high-voltage charging.

• Two charger configurations are mainly available now: CCS and CHAdeMO. These two systems
are not compatible with each other and each has a number of automakers supporting them. Tesla
also brought their own ‘supercharger’ system, which provides a faster charging facility. It is
not possible to determine now which one of these will prevail, or if both will co-exist, technical
study is needed to find out the most useful one of these configurations or ways to make them
compatible with each other.
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• Whatever the charging system is, the charging time is still very long. This is a major disadvantage
that is thwarting the growth of the EV market. Extensive research is needed in this sector to
provide better technologies that can provide much faster charging and can be compatible with
the small time required to refill an ICE vehicle. Wireless charging is also something in need of
research. With all the conveniences it promises, it is still not in a viable form to commercialize.

• EV impacts the environment, power system, and economy alongside the transportation sector.
It shows promises to reduce the GHG emissions as well as efficient and economical transport
solutions. At the same time, it can cause serious problems in the power system including voltage
instability, harmonics, and voltage sag, but these shortcomings may be short-lived if smart grid
technologies are employed. There are prospects of research in the areas of V2G, smart metering,
integration of RES, and system stability associated with EV penetration.

• EVs employ different techniques to reduce energy loss and increase efficiency. Reducing the drag
coefficient, weight reduction, regenerative braking, and intelligent energy management are some
of these optimization techniques. Further research directions can be better aerodynamic body
designs, new materials with less weight and desired strength, ways to generate and restore the
lost energy.

• Different control algorithms have been developed for driving assist, energy management, and
charging. There is lots of room left for more research into charging and energy management
algorithms. With increased EV penetration in the future, demands for efficient algorithms are
bound to increase.

15. Conclusions

EVs have great potential of becoming the future of transport while saving this planet from
imminent calamities caused by global warming. They are a viable alternative to conventional vehicles
that depend directly on the diminishing fossil fuel reserves. The EV types, configurations, energy
sources, motors, power conversion and charging technologies for EVs have been discussed in detail in
this paper. The key technologies of each section have been reviewed and their characteristics have
been presented. The impacts EVs cause in different sectors have been discussed as well, along with
the huge possibilities they hold to promote a better and greener energy system by collaborating with
smart grid and facilitating the integration of renewable sources. Limitations of current EVs have
been listed along with probable solutions to overcome these shortcomings. The current optimization
techniques and control algorithms have also been included. A brief overview of the current EV market
has been presented. Finally, trends and ways of future developments have been assessed followed by
the outcomes of this paper to summarize the whole text, providing a clear picture of this sector and
the areas in need of further research.
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Abstract: This survey paper reviews recent trends in green vehicle electrification and digitalization,
as part of a special section on “Energy Storage Systems and Power Conversion Electronics for
E-Transportation and Smart Grid”, led by the authors. First, the energy demand and emissions of
electric vehicles (EVs) are reviewed, including the analysis of the trends of battery technology and
of the recharging issues considering the characteristics of the power grid. Solutions to integrate EV
electricity demand in power grids are also proposed. Integrated electric/electronic (E/E) architectures
for hybrid EVs (HEVs) and full EVs are discussed, detailing innovations emerging for all components
(power converters, electric machines, batteries, and battery-management-systems). 48 V HEVs are
emerging as the most promising solution for the short-term electrification of current vehicles based
on internal combustion engines. The increased digitalization and connectivity of electrified cars is
posing cyber-security issues that are discussed in detail, together with some countermeasures to
mitigate them, thus tracing the path for future on-board computing and control platforms.

Keywords: green vehicles (GV); electrified vehicles (EV); smart grids; hybrid electric vehicles (HEV);
integrated starter-generators

1. Introduction

Today, about 20% of the global primary energy usage and about 25% of energy-related emissions
of CO2, are due to the contribution of the transportation field [1]. Moreover, half of the emissions for
transportation originate from passenger vehicles, mostly based on the internal combustion engine
(ICE) propulsion [1]. One of the most promising technologies to solving the above issues is represented
by electric vehicles (EVs), including hybrid EVs (HEVs), thanks to the cut of oil usage and of CO2

emissions, on a per-km basis [2].
EVs will play a major role in meetings Europe’s need for clean and efficiency mobility.

The objectives set in the European Green Vehicles Initiative (EGVI) report [3] are quite ambitious;
an overall efficiency improvement of the transport system by 50% in 20 years (i.e., in 2030 compared to
2010). The major EV car manufacturers have started the production and sale of EVs, with projections
estimating one million EVs circulating in Europe by 2020, anticipating a significant expansion by 2030
and beyond. More than that, the sales of new electric vehicles worldwide exceeded one million cars
in 2017 [4]. This market volume represents a huge growth in the sales of new electric cars, by 54%
compared with 2016 [5]. In some countries, the market of electric cars is no more a niche market;
for example, in Norway, the market share of electric cars, in terms of new car sales, was 39% in 2017 [6].
More than half of the global sales were in China, more than double the amount delivered in the
United States [7,8]. The global stock of electric vehicles is growing rapidly and was already beyond the
threshold of three million vehicles in 2017.
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To reduce the emission of pollutions (e.g., CO2 and NOx), the main trend in new vehicle design is
electrifying the propulsion [9–19]. The evolution towards electric/hybrid mobility has been accelerated
by the so-called “diesel gate” in Europe and the United States [20,21], as well as by the high economic
cost for cars equipped with conventional ICE, to face restrictive regulations regarding greenhouse
gases. Beside low-volume premium car brands, like Tesla, several large-volume car makers announced
a cut in all petrol/diesel vehicles (e.g., by 2019, all new car models from Volvo and those produced
in Europe by Toyota will be fully electric and/or hybrid). By 2030, a ban of diesel car sales has been
announced by several countries.

Together with the increased connectivity of the car with the smart grid, thanks to V2SG/V2I
(vehicle to smart-grid/infrastructure) wireless technology, the cars of the future will be electrified,
connected, shared, and autonomous. The major impacts of the current R&D activities in academia and
industry will be as follows:

(i) to promote the development of a new generation of EVs with a minimum autonomy of 400 km to
meet customer expectations;

(ii) to support the production of batteries, power components, and electrified vehicles at a low-cost
and to be standardized as much as possible all over the world; and

(iii) to stimulate the accessibility and ease of use of all types of charging infrastructure—public,
private, or mixed.

Unfortunately, full EVs are expensive, mainly because of the cost of the battery-based energy
storage. Moreover, the autonomy of full EVs is still not comparable to ICE-based ones. A full EV
needs also a rethinking of the drivetrain architecture, which now should involve high voltage power
buses (up to 300 V or 400 V), with extra shock protection and insulating costs, power electronic
converters, battery energy storage with battery management systems, new electric machines, and new
transmission schemes. Indeed, as an alternative to the classic solution of a single-engine plus a complex
transmission sub-system, constructions with a dedicated motor per driving wheel (two or four) are
proposed. Electrical machines on-board electrical vehicles should have power levels ranging from
tens of kWs, in cases of light vehicles or in cases of one motor for each driving wheel, to hundreds of
kWs. Because of large time and development costs, the widespread diffusion of electric vehicles on the
market is still to come.

Hence, the hybridization of the propulsion is the most viable solution to ensure, in the short
term, a smooth transition from classic petrol/diesel cars to fully electric ones. Hybrid vehicles still
need the evolution of current power electronic/electric parts of ICE cars; classic alternators should
evolve towards an integrated starter-generator, capable of providing torque assistance to the ICE
at low rpm conditions (motor mode), or to generate electric energy when the vehicle is braking or
the ICE is working at a high rpm (generator mode). The classic 12 V power bus should evolve to
a 48 V bus, in order to increase the power delivered with the same current levels. Several Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) already succeeded in launching/going onto the mass market with
48 V topologies, with an acceptable cost level reaching the CO2 emission targets and solving the
technical challenges in areas such as battery technology, power electronics, EMC, and the electrification
of further features.

The development of new tools, functionalities, and methods integrated with the controlled
development of a vehicle-centralized controller will also be part of the future solutions for the next
generation of EVs. For improving on the safety analysis and reduction costs, the solutions will be based
on flexible user-friendly interfaces and specialized software tools, as well as on Ethernet, according to
the existing ISO/IEC standards. The current trends is integrating Ethernet with other communication
domains using already established technologies in the automotive industry, such as Controller Area
Network (CAN), Local Interconnect Network (LIN) protocol, and Flex-Ray. These new technologies,
based on digitalization and connectivity, will enable new ways to structure and design electric and
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electronic (E/E) architectures, such as seamless hierarchical architectures, for the next generation
of cars.

As a matter of fact, digital technologies are already used in energy end-use sectors, and new
technologies with the potential for widespread deployment are appearing, such as autonomous driving,
intelligent domotic systems and machine learning. These platforms offer a high performance and fulfil
the highest security and safety requirements [4,22].

The implementation and validation of tools under real-driving conditions based on the Internet
of Things (IoT) paradigm for the over-the-air (OTA) diagnostic and flashing, and for V2SG issues,
will also be part of future solutions. OTA will cut the time and cost for electronic control unit (ECU)
diagnostic and reprogramming by at least 50% in case of software (SW) bugs.

To address the above issues, this paper reviews recent trends in green vehicle electrification.
Particularly, Section 2 refers to the energy demand and emissions of EVs, and reviews the battery
technology trends, including recharging issues and solutions, to integrate the EV electricity demand in
power grids. Sections 3 and 4 deal with the integrated electric/electronic architectures and control
systems of new generations of hybrid and full electric vehicles. The increased digitalization and
connectivity of cars is posing cyber-security issues, which are discussed in Section 5. Conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.

2. Global EV Outlook towards GV Electrification and the Impact of Digitalization on Energy
Demand

Supportive policies and cost reductions are probably going to bring important growth in the
market assimilation of EVs from the outlook period to 2030. In the New Policies scenario, which
adopts existing and notified policies, the number of electric light-duty vehicles (LDVs) on the road
will reach 125 million by 2030 [5]. The market volume of electric LDVs on the road can grow up to
220 million in 2030, if the policy ambitions continue to rise to meet more challenging climate goals and
sustainability targets, as reported in Figure 1, in the case of the EV30@30 scenario. More particularly,
it is estimated that there will be 130 million battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and 90 million plug-in
hybrid vehicles (PHEVs). The EV30@30 campaign, started at the Eighth Clean Energy Ministerial in
2017, redefined the electrical vehicle initiative (EVI) ambition by setting the collective ambition target
for all EVI members, as a 30% market share for electric vehicles for all vehicles (except two-wheelers)
by 2030. The dispatching campaign contains various implementing actions to help achieve the target,
which are in agreement with the priorities and programs of each EVI country.

Figure 1. Global electric vehicle (EV) supply in the New Policies and EV30@30 scenarios, 2017–2030.
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Fast developments in sizing battery production and reducing costs, allowed by the increasing
sale of EVs, primarily driven by policies targeting LDVs, have positive disperse effects across other
transport modes. Eventually, electric two-wheelers, which are not at present a prime policy focus in
most regions, are planned to experience a significant increase. As matter of fact, in terms of stock share,
about 40% of the world’s two-wheelers will be electric by 2030 in the New Policies scenario. China
has worldwide leadership of the two-wheeler electrification market, with a continuing commitment
to the electrification of mobility; however India, whose population is predicted to be as numerous as
that of China in the coming years, has the ambition to electrify its two-wheelers. Europe, where fuel
taxes cause a faster cost recovery over the vehicle life, is also at the top of this transition. As shown
in Figure 1, if regulatory pressure is applied to better harness the full economic and environmental
benefits, then a 50% global stock share can be achieved in 2030 in the EV30@30 scenario [1].

2.1. Impact of Digitalization on Energy Demand in Electrified Vehicles

Digitalization is having a major impact on the transport and automotive industry, especially on
EVs and HEVs. How significant this revert will be in the future will vary for each sector, and particular,
application. The transport sector is becoming smarter and more connected, improving on safety
and efficiency. In electrified vehicles, connectivity is empowering new mobility dividing services.
Digitalization depicts the increasing application of information and communications technologies
(ICT) across the economy, including energy systems. Advances in big data analysis, analytics,
and connectivity enable the trend toward greater digitalization, as follows:

• increasing volumes of data on the strength of decreasing costs of sensors and data storage;
• fast progress in advanced analytics, such as artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML);
• major connectivity of people and devices as well as faster and cheaper data transmission (4G, 5G);
• digitalization encompasses a range of digital technologies, concepts, and trends, such as AI, IoT,

OTA update of SW, and the fourth industrial revolution (industry 4.0).

Mixed with the advances in vehicle automation and electrification, digitalization will result in
significant but uncertain energy and emissions impacts.

2.2. Current Impact of EVs on Energy Demand

In 2017, the estimated global electricity demand from all EVs was 54 terawatt-hours (TWh) (see
Figure 2), an amount corresponding to little more than the electricity demand of Greece [5]. China has
worldwide leadership of this demand (91%), and its energy consumption is mainly due to two-wheelers
and buses. These two modes combined account for 87% of EV electricity demand worldwide. Yet,
the electricity demand for LDVs has increased the fastest since 2015 (143%), followed by buses (110%)
and two-wheelers (13%).

Figure 2 shows that the approximated electricity demand from EVs in 2017 increased by 21%
compared with 2016. With reference to last year (2017), the electricity demand of the EVs corresponds
to 0.2% of the total global electricity consumption [5,6,19]. In countries like China and Norway, which
have the largest fleet and market share of EVs, the electricity demand of EVs is still below 1% of the
total demand—0.45% in China and 0.78% in Norway. As yet, the expanding numbers of EVs have had
a limited impact on the electricity demand, thus providing support of confidence for the transition to
greater electric mobility. As electric vehicles are started growing, they will increase electricity demand
and with that will affect transmission and distribution grids.
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Figure 2. EV electricity consumption by country in 2017 from EVs.

2.3. Possible Issues and Solutions to Integrate EV Electricity Demand in Power Networks

Strong peaks characterize the demand for energy in the transportation sector in the morning and
in the evening on weekdays, with limited variations across modes. Power demand also displays a
morning and an evening peak in most regions, while the demand is lower during the night and in the
afternoon. The low period of power demand during daytime is less visible for the summer days in
warm climates, where there is a high electricity demand from cooling appliances, or in winter days in
cold climates, because of the higher power demand for heating purposes.

Figure 3 shows a scenario with day changes in traffic flow in three different cities from three
continents, Hong Kong (China), Long Beach (CA, USA), and Manchester (UK). Figure 3 also shows
the electricity load curve of each region. The power demand and road mobility demand are both
characterised by two peaks during the morning and evening hours, and a period of low demand
during night time.

 

Figure 3. Road traffic and power demand profile during an average weekday for three cities from three
different continents.
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In all three cities, analyzed in Figure 3, as it is expected, there is a peak in traffic activity in
the morning after a period of low electricity demand during the night. These specific features of
electricity demand and transport activity point out that the overnight charging of EVs is well timed,
before they are used in the morning. Moreover, the overnight charging of EVs has the added benefit of
minimizing both the need for incremental electricity generation capacity and investment in distribution
infrastructure upgrades.

The peak in electricity demand often follows the traffic peak in the evenings. Plugging EVs
into the grid after the evening traffic peak may exacerbate the peak power draw. This couples with
a higher risk of overloading of the power distribution network, requiring grid upgrades such as the
replacement of distribution transformers and cables [23]. If not properly managed, the increased power
draw at peak times could also require additional generation capacity. To avoid the economic and
environmental effects of an increased peak load demand in the evenings, transferring the load to the
night is advised.

Demand-side management (DSM), also called demand-side response, is an important tool that
can significantly reduce the need for grid upgrades and additional generation capacity, because of
the electrification of road transport, as well as facilitating the integration of renewable energy sources
(RES) [5,6].

Regulators, utilities, transmission system operators, distribution system operators, and retailers
are already taking DSM measures and designing policy mechanisms to ensure that the EV uptake will
not overload the power grid. For EVs, DSM largely consists of the optimization of the charging time
of the vehicles, shifting the loads to ensure a good match between the power supply and demand,
with the aim of moving the bulk of the EV charging related power demand from the evening peak
to the night. In addition to relieving the load on the distribution grid and reducing the investment
needs for grid reinforcements, achieving this has the capacity to deliver a number of potential benefits,
such as:

• The need for additional generation capacity is decreased by shifting EVs’ charging loads to periods
where the energy demand is lower. This can lead to lower electricity prices thanks to the possibility
of relying on the power produced by the generation of assets with a lower marginal price.

• Optimizing the utilization of the grid assets during the day, increasing their utilization factor and
maximizing their profitability, therefore reducing their cost per kWh.

• In a more efficient way exploiting the energy produced with RES by shifting the EVs’ charging
loads to periods of high output from RES. For example, exploiting the nighttime charging when
the generation from wind generators is often highest, or mid-day when there are peaks from
photovoltaic generation [5].

Realizing these benefits with DSM is facilitated by the implementation of a dynamic tariff policy
such as time-of-use (TOU) pricing and/or real-time pricing (RTP) [24]. TOU pricing incentivizes
consumers to charge EVs in a way that maximizes the power draw when electricity prices are low and
minimizes it when they are high.

Dynamic pricing aims to discourage EV owners from charging their vehicle at peak times.
However, it can also be used to shift the demand towards times when electricity production from RES
is abundant, or to get all these benefits concurrently.

The charging process should be assisted by smart charging applications. Manufacturers such
as BMW already have developed products to optimize the home charging process in an automatic
way to benefit from low electricity prices [25]. DSM products may also be used to optimize the usage
patterns of other residential appliances (e.g., heating and cooling) that contribute to electricity peak
loads. Integrated systems may enable consumers to prioritize appliances, for instance, by temporarily
reducing the electric heating to offset any additional load from charging an EV during the peak load.

DSM can also provide valuable ancillary services to the power grid, including frequency
regulation, voltage support, and power factor correction, as well as the possibility to balance loads
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across the distribution network. The effectiveness of DSM measures could be further enhanced by a
bidirectional “vehicle-to-grid” (V2G) capability. V2G is a bi-directional connection between the EV
and the grid through which power can flow from the grid to the vehicle and vice-versa [25,26].

2.4. New Trends in Battery Technology and the Implication for EVs

Lithium-ion (Li-ion) storage technology prices have decreased, while the manufacturing volumes
have increased. Experience in manufacturing batteries for consumer electronics has driven cost
reductions to the benefit of EV packs as well as stationary storage.

Figure 4 illustrates the cost reductions comparative to the cumulative manufactured capacity
across Li-ion storage technologies used in various applications. It also shows that Li-ion batteries have
proved significant cost reductions since their market introduction in the 1990s.

Figure 4. Evolution of Lithium-ion storage technology prices vs. installed capacity adapted from [27].

The early development of batteries for consumer electronics (e.g., smartphones, laptops, etc.)
provided invaluable experience in the production of Li-ion cells, underpinning the attainment of the
cumulative production capacity of 100 gigawatt-hours (GWh) by 2010 [27], enabling the achievement
of very significant cost reductions and performance improvements over the past decade. These same
developments made the development of Li-ion battery packs for EVs increasingly viable.

At the state-of-art, most of battery packs used in EVs exploit the lithium-ion technology.
This technology is reaching a maturity level that is enabling the design of EVs with a performance
comparable to ICE vehicles. Current battery packs for light-duty applications have gravimetric energy
densities of 200 Watt-hours per kilogram (Wh/kg) [28], and volumetric pack energy densities of
200–300 Watt-hours per liter (Wh/L) [29]. The lifetime of the battery is another important parameter.
For EV batteries, a good proxy is the expected mileage associated with a battery’s lifetime, as well as
its ability to retain a good share of its initial capacity (usually 80%).

According to the recent literature, modern Li-ion chemistry for EV batteries is able to withstand
1000-cycle degradation [30]. To compare this value to the lifetime of an ICE-based vehicle, let us
assume a vehicle with a battery capacity of 35 kWh and an average consumption of 0.2 kWh/km.
Withstanding 1000-cycle degradation suggests that the cycle life threshold would not be reached
over the first 175,000 km of driving. Considering a car used mainly in an urban scenario for about
12,500 km/year, then 175,000 km and 1000-cycle recharging degradation means a lifetime of 14 years
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for the battery pack. Therefore, the lifetime of the battery is compatible with the expected lifetime for
a car.

Notwithstanding the complexity of battery design and manufacturing, four key cost and
performance drivers have been identified for Li-ion batteries—chemistry, capacity, manufacturing
capacity, and charging speeds. The cost per kWh of the currently available battery chemistries varies
because of the different energy densities and material needs.

The size of the battery packs used at the state-of-art in EVs vary considerably. For BEVs, the size
of the battery packs ranges from about 20 kWh to about 100 kWh. In China, which is, as discussed
before, the worldwide market leader for EVs, the three bestselling EVs have battery sizes ranging
between 18.3 kWh and 23 kWh, mainly because the market in China is focused on small vehicles,
and their design is focused on affordability. Instead, in Europe and North America, for mid-sized cars,
the capacity of battery packs ranges between 23 kWh and 60 kWh, whereas larger cars and SUVs have
battery capacities ranging from 75 kWh and 100 kWh.

As far as the current charging speed is concerned, at the state-of-art, fast chargers enable 80%
recharging in less than 1 h. Such a charging speed does not constitute a challenge for current battery
design. Further increasing the maximum speed of charging to ultra-fast charging (which implies
working at power levels as high as 300 kW or 400 kW) is a desirable feature that would decrease the
performance gap of EVs compared to ICE vehicles. However, designing batteries for ultra-fast charging
has the negative effects of increasing the complexity of their design and of shortening their lifetime.
Accommodating fast charging requires specific battery design considerations, such as decreasing the
thickness of the electrodes. These added design constraints tend to increase the cost of the battery
and to decrease its energy density. With an appropriate design and appropriately sized thermal
management system, the increases in fast charging are not expected to affect the battery’s lifetime.
On the other hand, an analysis conducted for the United States Department of Energy suggests that
the change in battery design to accommodate 400 kW charging would nearly double the cell costs [31].
Indications from the recent assessments of battery technologies suggest that lithium-ion is expected
to remain the technology of choice for the next decade (see Figure 5). The main developments in cell
technology that are likely to be deployed in the next few years include the following:

• For the cathode, the reduction of cobalt content in existing cathode chemistries, aiming to reduce
cost and increase energy density (i.e., from today’s Nickel Manganese Cobalt (NMC) 111 to NMC
622 by 2020, or from the 80% nickel and 15% cobalt of current Lithium Nickel Cobalt Aluminium
Oxide (NCA) batteries to higher shares of nickel) [28,31,32].

• For the anode, further improvement to the graphite structure, enabling faster charging rates [28].
• For the electrolyte, the development of a gel-like electrolyte material [28].

The next generation of Li-ion batteries entering the mass production market around 2025 is
expected to have a low cobalt content, high energy density, and NMC 811 cathodes. To increase
the energy density up to 50% silicon can be added in small quantities to the graphite anode [28].
To contribute, better performance electrolyte salts that are able to withstand higher voltages, can be
used. As reported in Figure 5, lithium-ion is assumed to remain the technology of choice for the
next decade, when it is expected to take advantage of a number of improvements to increase the
battery performance. According to Figure 5, other technology options are expected to become available
after 2030.
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Figure 5. Expected battery technology commercialization timeline.

3. Hybrid-Electric 48 V Vehicles

Hybrid vehicles may ensure a rapid and smooth transition from the current generation of
petrol/diesel-based propulsion to new electrified mobility. HEVs may be realized by combining
a downsized ICE with an electric motor, usually within 10 kW and with power DC buses up to 48 V
nominal. In such cases, the on-board energy storage to provide extra energy for torque assist, or to store
recovered energy when braking, can be limited to less than 1 kWh. The immediate benefit vs. current
vehicle generations is fuel saving and CO2 reduction. According to this approach, an electrical machine
able to work in both motor and generator modes, with power levels to 10 or 15 kW [12,17,21], can
implement several “green” functions, aimed at fuel saving and/or a reduction of pollutant emissions.
Among these “green” functions, it is worth mentioning the following: start-and-stop to cut ICE
emissions in urban scenarios, torque assistance to improve efficiency at low-rpm regimes where an ICE
is not working in optimal conditions, and regenerative braking to avoid just dissipating energy when a
deceleration is needed. Besides assisting with an electric machine, the ICE for the propulsion, a saving
of energy and of pollution emissions can be achieved through the electrifications of comfort and/or
chassis control functions. The latter include, as an example, the electrically controlled air-conditioning
compressors or the electric steering.

In this context, a belt-driven starter generator (BSG), or an integrated starter generator (ISG),
replaces the conventional alternator, thus creating a parallel hybrid architecture. Figure 6 shows the
layout of a BSG. The main idea is that the starter-generator electrical machines replaces the conventional
alternator. In this way, there is a low impact on the layout of the engine compartment, and just the
redesign of the belt tensioner is needed. Differently from the BSG solution, in the ISG solution, the
starter-generator electric machine should be inserted between the ICE and the gearbox. Hence, the ISG
approach requires a complete revision of the engine compartment. This is why the authors focused
their work, as reported in this survey paper, on the design of a BSG electrical machine.
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Figure 6. 48 V belt-driven starter generator (BSG) interfaced to the electronics (left) and to the
mechanical-transmission (MT) and internal combustion engine (ICE) (right).

For hybrid vehicles using BSG or ISG machines, the classic 12 V automotive DC bus reaches its
limit as follows: at 12 V, the supplied current would be above 600 A in the case of cranking (e.g., peak
current at cars start). This will require cables with a high cross section, with a too high increase in wiring
cost and size. To solve this issue, there is a trend toward the adoption of a 48 V DC bus technology
(52 V in generator mode) for hybrid vehicles. With respect to a classic 12 V solution, the drawn current
at equivalent power is reduced by a factor of four. As DC voltages below 60 V do not require electrical
shock protection, adopting a 48 V DC bus does not increase the cost of the on-board electrical implant
by too much. In the short term, to reduce the cost of migrating from ICE-based vehicle generation
using 12 V electrical systems to a new 48 V HEV generation, most of the 12 V automotive components
will be reused. As a consequence, new 48 V HEVs require the development of energy-efficient and
compact DC/DC converters [20,21]. These DC/DC converters should be able to interconnect the 48 V
DC domain to the low voltage supply domains required by low-power components (such as ECUs and
memories and sensors). In the case of a fault and/or malfunction, the 48 V domain should be isolated
from the low-voltage domain. In emerging 48 V HEVs, another issue is the design of an integrated
H-bridge for rotor excitation. The integration is important for reducing the use of discrete devices,
thus reducing the size, weight, and cost. In summary, the main issues of hybrid vs. ICE vehicles are
the introduction of (i) BSG/ISG machines and related power drives; (ii) 48 V architecture; and (iii)
DC/DC converters among the 48 V and 12 V buses to reuse most of the 12 V components.

Figure 6 shows the vehicle electrical architecture for a hybrid vehicle, including a BSG or ISG unit.
The BSG or ISG unit is a mechatronic sub-system; it receives the electric power from the battery pack
(at 48 V in Figure 6) plus proper command/configuration signals from the vehicle control unit (VCU).
The VCU is interfaced also to local sensors, including the ignition signal, and through the main car bus
it is connected to all of the other ECUs. At the state-of-art, the controller area network (CAN) is the de
facto standard to connect vehicle ECUs with smart actuator and sensing units. As it will be discussed in
Section 5, the fact that the BSG or ISG machine (providing torque assistance, start and stop, and electric
energy generation functionalities) is connected to the CAN poses several cybersecurity issues to be
addressed, as they can lead to safety issues. The core of the BSG proposed in our research work is a
six-phase wounded rotor synchronous machine, showed with its dedicated electronics in Figure 7.
As we detail in the literature [21], the architecture of the proposed BSG electrical machine includes
a wounded rotor and a double three-phase stator. The prototype of the BSG electrical machine is
shown in Figure 7. The power level of the proposed BSG electrical machine is up to 8 kW in operating
conditions, with a peak of 15 kW. The adoption of two stators instead of a classic solution with two
stators allows for the use of lower current levels in each stator and of smaller copper winding. The two
stators in the BSG of Figure 7 are electrically shifted by 30 degrees. This solution allows for reducing
the ripple on the output rectification. The new BSG electrical machine of Figure 7, within the EU
project ATHENIS-3D with the Valeo company, has been integrated and tested on a commercial car—a
Peugeot308 hybrid [21]. The proposed drive reaches a max speed of 20,000 rpm (no load condition),
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and a max torque at a low-rpm of 70 Nm, and is able to start a 1.5 L diesel engine in less than 400 ms,
going from 0 to more than 1000 rpm.

 

Figure 7. Prototype of the 48 V BSG plus control and sensing electronics.

The electronics of the BSG electrical machine in Figure 6 include the following two main
power sections:

- The stators connected to power modules, where each three-phase stator includes six MOSFETs
transistors that can be controlled to work both in inverter mode or rectifier mode. The synchronous
rectification mode is adopted when the power system is working in generator mode. The six
MOSFETs are controlled in the DC/AC inverter mode, using a pulse width modulation/full
wave (PWM/FW) technique, when the power system is working in motor mode.

- The rotor current control that is managed by an H-bridge using four power MOSFETs is controlled
by PWM signals. The full H-bridge approach (instead of using just a half bridge with two
MOSFETs) is needed to ensure fast demagnetization in cases of load dump, and to increase safety
vs. overvoltage phenomena in cases of component failures.

The control electronics of the BSG electrical machine include the following two power domains:

- The 48 V domain, which is dedicated to the control of the wounded rotor and the two three-phase
stators. The controller in the 48 V domain generates all of the signals needed to drive the power
MOSFETs of the rectifier/inverter stages of the two three-phase stators, and to drive the power
MOSFETs of the H-bridge used to control the rotor current. The 48 V domain also includes analog
and digital circuits that are used to interface all of the sensors in the stator and rotor control.
Examples of such sensors are phase current sensors, phase voltage sensors, rotor position sensors,
stator thermal sensors, and power module thermal sensors.

- The 12 V domain, which is used for the ECU. Concerning the control algorithm used for the BSG
electrical machine, seen in Figure 7, a closed-loop flux vector control running in real-time on
a field programmable gate array (FPGA) is the preferred solution. Differently from the classic
32 bit microcontrollers, the use of FPGA as a computing platform for BSG control ensures a
better trade-off in terms of computational capability, flexibility, size, and power consumption.
It is worth noting that at the state-of-art, FPGA devices are available as automotive qualified
components (e.g., AECQ-100).

Another innovation discussed in this work is the use of direct copper bonding (DCB) technology
for the 48 V H-bridge. The aim of the DCB usage is the reduction of the ON-resistance (“drain-source on
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resistance”, is the total resistance between the drain and source in a Metal Oxide Field Effect Transistor,
or MOSFET when the MOSFET is “on”) of the H-bridge switches. Indeed, low ON-resistance values
are needed to minimize power dissipation when the current is flowing through the H-bridge switch.
The ON-resistance is due not only to the RDSON of the power MOSFETs (that can be reduced by
increasing the silicon area), but also to the resistance of the connections between the power MOSFETs
and the electronic board on which the devices are assembled. To achieve low ohmic transistor
connections in the 48 V H-bridge, DCB technology can be adopted when designing the electronic board
and assembling the devices. In the DCB approach, an interconnect plate with Al2O3 ceramic substrate
and electroplated copper is used. The thickness of the electronic board is 0.38 mm. The thickness of
the copper is about 0.3 mm, with a surface plating for die stacking with a 5 μm Ni and 0.03 μm Au
layer. Each transistor chip is connected with four lines (two source lines and two drain lines) to the
electronic board. A stress analysis has been carried out within the ATHENIS-3D EU project [21] with
an AMS partner on a 48 V H-bridge, using transistors implemented in High Voltage Power MOSFET
(HV-MOS) technology, with a DCB connection to the board. This stress analysis has demonstrated that
the DCB technology can allow for operations at high temperatures (up to 175 ◦C).

The supply voltage of the H-bridge, used in Figure 7, is nominal 48 V (in generator mode the
voltage is 52 V). The rotor currents are up to 12 A in nominal conditions and up to 17 A in transient
conditions. The four transistors of the H-bridge are realized in AMS HV-MOS technology, with DCB
on ceramic substrate, as two P-channel MOSFETs for the high side devices and two N-channel
MOSFETs for the low side devices. Using P-channel MOSFETs as high side devices in the H-bridge
allows for avoiding the use of complex charge-pump devices, although at the price of a higher
ON-resistance vs. N-channel MOSFETs. The minimum ON-resistance is 8 mΩ for N-channel MOSFETs
and 11 mΩ for P-channel MOSFETs when using a 5 V gate-source supply for the transistors. Table 1
shows a comparison of the performance parameters of the integrated H-bridge vs. the state-of-art
of the integrated devices for rotor coil driving. With reference to the H-bridge in the literature [33],
implemented using the same HV-MOS technology, the solution proposed in this work sustains a
current 2.125 times higher and a voltage 4 times higher, whereas the ON-resistance is reduced by 6
times. The improved performance of the H-bridge proposed in this work vs. that in the literature [33]
(×2.125 higher current, ×4 higher voltage, and ×6 lower ON-resistance) is justified by both the
increase of the transistor area and by the adoption of the DCB approach, missing in the literature [33].
Thanks to the DCB technology, the transistors are assembled on top of the ceramic substrate. The DCB
technology also allows for a reduction of the printed circuit board (PCB) size with respect to the layouts
of electronic boards, where large conductive plates are placed around the chip to achieve low-ohmic
contacts, as in the literature [33]. Since in this work, the electronics is coupled with the 48 V BSG
machine, and the adopted technology is a low-cost one, and the DCB approach allows for a reduction
of the PCB size, then the increased area of the transistors is not an issue.

Table 1. 48 V H-bridge vs. state-of-art, rotor current control.

Max. Current Voltage ON-Resistance (High/Low-Side)

Current work 17 A 48 V 11 mΩ/8 mΩ

[33] 8 A 12 V 62 mΩ/47 mΩ

4. Full Electric Vehicles

In recent years, EVs or BEVs have been gaining popularity, and one of the most important reason
behind this is their contribution to reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

EVs, including the different types of BEVs, HEVs, PHEVs, and fuel-cell EVs (FCEVs), have been
becoming more commonplace in the transportation sector in the last five years. A block diagram
with the main EV’s components is depicted in Figure 8. Comparing this figure for EV with that of
Figure 6 (right), it is clear how full EV needs a major change in current car architectures with lot of new
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electronic and electrical sub-systems. This is why many leading OEM’s and suppliers are developing
48 Volt architecture, as discussed in Section 3, on the basis that it can achieve large efficiency gains at
lower costs in the medium term rather than full electrification, as discussed in this section.

 

Figure 8. Car’s block diagram with the main EV’s components.

The main energy source of BEV is the high voltage battery, while the most important components
of the EV are the electrical motors and the high voltage battery, which, together with the transmission
system, builds the vehicle drivetrain architecture. These main components are assisted by a number of
auxiliary subsystems, such as an ECU, a battery management system (BMS), and power electronics
converters. An ECU, which can be called “e-motor control”, is liable for the electric motors operation
mode. BMS, also called the battery monitoring and control unit (BMCU), supervises the storage
operations, including charging and discharging states. Most EVs contain on-board single/phase or
three/phase unidirectional or bidirectional chargers; hence, an AC/DC power electronic converter is
required. Power electronic converters, for the charging operation mode are able to transform energy
from AC to DC, while for the discharging operation mode, they should be able to transform energy
from DC to AC. At the same time, the EV system operation requires other energy conversions in order
to supply other subsystems. Therefore, several additional converters are needed, such as the following:

- DC/DC switch/mode converters between internal LV and HV battery, to charge LV battery;
- DC/DC switch/mode converters between electrical motors and HV battery system in order to

provide braking energy regeneration;
- AC/DC switch/mode converters and DC/DC chopper or single DC/DC converter between the

alternator and the HV battery.

EVs can produce significant impacts on the environment, on the network for power system
distribution, and on other related sectors. The actual power system could face huge instabilities with
enough EV penetration, but with a suitable management and coordination system, EVs can be turned
into a major contributor to the successful implementation of the smart grid concept.

4.1. E/E-Architecture for EVs

The physical architecture as well as the electrical and electronics (E/E) architecture will be the
keys to manage the increased complexity of the third generation of EVs, which will require a faster
increase in electronics, software, and communication capabilities.
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The new generation of electric and autonomous driving vehicles is evolving towards a distributed
connection of smart sensors, ECUs, and actuator control units (ACUs), up to one hundred devices
for a premium car, with stringent requirements in terms of bandwidth, functional safety, and security.
In addition, the complexity of the software, stored in the non-volatile memories of the ECUs, is
continuously growing [34]; today, the number of software code lines on a premium car is reaching
100 million. Security against cyberattacks is a recent but very important issue in the transportation
world. As vehicles are evolving towards autonomous driving, and the vehicle-to-X (vehicle,
infrastructure, road, or pedestrian) connections and on-board vehicles networking allow for access to
every ECU in a car, then a remote cyberattack can force failure in any of the key functions of a vehicle,
like the control of propulsion, braking, steering, and so on. To illustrate the importance of automotive
security, recent studies forecast investments in this field of up to 11 billion by 2021. By 2020, some
estimates forecast that 40% of the cost of a car will be in wiring and connections. Cybersecurity issues
of digitized and electrified vehicles are discussed in Section 5.

A seamless hierarchical E/E architecture for the next generation of cars is shown in Figure 9.
In this architecture, the central computing platform partition the main software functions offering high
performance and fulfil the highest security and safety requirements.

 

Figure 9. A powerful integration platform enable a seamless hierarchical electrical and electronics
(E/E) architecture.

The advantages of this platform, shown in Figure 9, are that each ECU class has specific
requirements, such that the classification is requirements-based and the system level optimization is
the focus. BMW has introduced a service-oriented architecture (SOA), similar to the one in Figure 9,
for the next generation of E/E architecture, with hierarchy enabled testing against interfaces using
agile methods for system complexity reduction.

4.2. Power Train Design and Component Trends of EVs

The majority of European automotive manufacturers have already decided to introduce 48 V
technology to reduce the consumption of their fleets and to meet the new European CO2 boundaries,
which will came into force from 2021. In the near future, plug and play or start–stop systems, 48 V
systems, and high-voltage electrification will all occur together in most fleets. A strong worldwide
global trend towards plug-in hybrids has emerged. For instance, in China, all-electric vehicles are
particularly in demand.
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In Europe, 48 V systems still have their development core, although many automotive
manufacturers have now recognized their advantages, and global programs have been introduced
immediately after that. An analysis of the extra costs of HEVs proves that 48 V mild HEVs are only
30–50% as cost-intensive as high-voltage HEVs [35]. As such, the 48 V system represents an intelligent
and, in particular, affordable supplement to full and plug-in hybrids vehicles. In addition, 48 V systems
can be integrated more easily into existing vehicle powertrains and architectures, but a fewer extensive
modifications are also required. Consequently, it can be anticipated that the 48 V voltage level will
very quickly become established in the market.

Furthermore, to make use of hybridization, the additional 48 V system also makes it possible to
have a choice of electrical components in the vehicle at higher voltages. This is significant, because
the number of electrical components is continuing to expand dramatically, especially in the mid-size
and luxury car markets [1,35]. In addition to that, high-power components work more efficiently at
higher voltages, and converting them to the 48 V on-board power system also decreases the load on
the 12 V system. Market predictions highlight the fact that 25% of newly registered cars will have an
electrified powertrain by 2025, as can be seen in Figure 10, and that almost half of these vehicles will
use 48 V technology.

 

Figure 10. Market forecast electrified powertrain by 2025 (source: Continental).

As can also be seen in Figure 10, beginning with the year 2020 onwards, a global potential of up
to four million of 48 V systems could be deployed.

Because of the different options to mechanically connect and integrate the 48 V electrical machines
(usually as a starter generator in 48 V technology) into the drivetrain, and the different types
of 48 V electrical machines available for selection, several powertrain topologies are achievable.
The powertrain topology chosen significantly influences the performance and characteristics with
which the aforementioned functions can be implemented, as well as the costs involved. Carmakers and
automotive suppliers are currently analyzing and evaluating four major powertrain topologies [36–38].
Depending on the e-machine architecture, the topologies vary in relation to their potential for energy
recovery and electrical boost capacity.

In the next-generation of EVs, power and efficiency are critical parameters, as the number of engine
control units and ECUs within the cars grows exponentially. The electrical and electronic component’s
models, such as electrical machines, power electronic converters, and controllers, represent the
e-drivetrain system components for closed-loop tests (HIL).
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4.3. High Voltage Battery Systems Technology and Battery Management

The high voltage battery system is in fact the EV energy source subsystem. As it is one of the
most important components of BEV, it may require special care and handling. For instance, in the
case of DC fast charging, EV’s BMS system and charging station should establish the bi-directional
communication to exchange information such as the battery charging pattern, state of charge (SOC),
temperature, and so on [39]. At present, the battery system is one of the most demandable and critical
components of the EV system. Main issues include their weight, price, capacity, energy density, lifetime
or degradation, electrical parameters, and dimensions [39–43]. For all of this, EV batteries’ market
segment is rapidly developing and increasing, and manufacturers and e-mobility stakeholders are
conscious that batteries are crucial for the sector to be further development [1,39].

The most used battery technology for EV is Lithium-ion, as already highlighted in Section 2.
This battery type can be designed using various cathode and anode materials such as lithium titanate,
lithium–cobalt, oxide-based, or lithium–iron–phosphorus. Li-ion promises a high energy density,
lifetime, and charging cycles [1,40–44]. Li-ion batteries are characterized by an energy density of
130 Wh/kg, a cell voltage of 3.7 V, and their expected number of cycles (e.g., 3000), assuming that
the depth of discharge (DoD) is at 80% [39]. The highest practical energy density can be achieved
within the cobalt cathode (120–180 Wh/kg). Battery development is crucial for further e-mobility
development. The most urgent issues include increasing the energy storage capacity, allowing for high
current charging, and extending cycle lifetime, as well as improving safety and reducing cost.

The BMS handles operation of the EV battery and its functionalities are very important for the
optimal use and handling of high voltage batteries. It controls the charging and discharging cycles
together with the on-board or off-board charger. The control strategy is in most cases arranged for
extending the battery lifetime. BMS impedes also from deep discharge and wrong charging parameters.
The main important BMS tasks can be summarized as follows:

- controlling/giving assistance to charging and discharging cycles, including fast charging and
smart charging;

- protecting battery from operating outside the admissible range;
- monitoring the battery SOC and battery condition (BMS includes control of voltage, power level,

temperature, SOC, state of health, current, and coolant flow);
- reporting data.

The BMS system/unit contains three main subsystems, centralized, distributed, and modular
parts. Centralized subsystem is based on wire connections and is a single controller connected to the
battery cells. The distributed components of the BMS implies BMS on/off board battery chargers,
in which each cell is equipped. Modular subsystem involves a few controllers, which carry out the
operation of a certain number of cells. BMS needs to send the required data to other devices in the
EV system. The main measures used for this purpose include CAN BUS, FlexRay, or direct wiring,
although data transmission over the power bus or fast wireless communication based on IoT may
be used.

4.4. Electric Motors and Control

It is imagined that the 48 V powertrain systems of all types will operate without the traditional
12 V generator, as the 48 V electrical machine takes over the generator function. Thanks to the higher
voltage, the electrical machine’s performance and efficiency will be improved. Differently from classic
12 V generators, electrical machines in new EV generations fulfil two different functions, as they work
in both regimes, as generators and starters, or rather electrical motors, to support propulsion.

Key parameters of the powertrain system include the total system load, the charging status (SOC
and SOH), and the dimensioning/size of the batteries. The energy management system controls the
activation of individual functions and features, such as the charge, boost, or recovery modes, in the
circumstances of the specific driving situations and conditions. While 12 V electric generators are
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employed, the claw-pole machines, because of their system design, the introduction of 48 V powertrain
systems will lead to the coexistence of different technologies. Two electrical machine technologies are
employed—synchronous and asynchronous/induction machines, as can be seen in Figure 11.

Figure 11. A block diagram with a short classification of electrical machines used in EV applications.

Synchronous machines are divided into different machines categories with excitation winding,
of either the salient-pole or claw-pole rotor type, permanent magnet synchronous machines,
and reluctance machines. The rotor of asynchronous or induction machines consists of a laminated
core with uniform slotting accommodating either aluminum (copper) bars short-circuited by end-rings
(the squirrel cage), or a three-phase winding (as in the stator) connected to some copper rings and
fixed brushes—the wound rotor. Induction machines with squirrel-cage rotors are mostly used
because of their robustness technology. The speed, efficiency, and power density of the machines
may vary as a function of the active power and maximum current of their respective rectifiers. It is
therefore difficult to classify any single machine as the best type. Furthermore, the automotive
industry also requires additional important factors such as battery package space, costs, robustness,
and standardization that need to be considered. This explains why different technologies will be used
in the 48 V powertrain system.

4.5. Inverters and DC/DC Converters Used in EV Applications

An inverter with a bidirectional power flow is required for operating as a starter/generator.
This power electronic inverter is used to convert the battery’s direct current into a three-phase
alternating current, supplying the individual windings of the electrical machine with electric energy.
The energy flow is reversed for the regenerative operation mode. In this case, the power electronic
inverter converts the alternating current generated into direct current to charge the battery. In terms of
its functional configuration, the power electronic inverter of the 48 V powertrain systems is similar to
that of the high-voltage inverters used in full hybrids or all-electric vehicles, as can be seen in Figure 12.
One of the main differences lies in the power of the semiconductors used. Unlike the high-voltage
systems using primarily, insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs), MOSFETs are predestined for
use as switching elements in power electronic inverters for starter generators, because of their lower
voltages and switching losses. To control a three-phase machine, MOSFETs are mainly used as three
half-bridge converters.
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Figure 12. Block diagram of inverter electronics (source: Infineon Technologies).

A switch-mode converter (DC/DC converter/chopper) is used to transfer the energy between the
two subsystems of a dual voltage system. As it mostly transfers energy from the 48 V level system
to the 12 V level, it is primarily working as a step-down (buck) converter. In this energy transfer
direction, the DC/DC switch-mode DC/DC converter replaces the generator for the traditional 12 V
system. Scenarios with switch-mode converters operating in a step-up operation mode usually only
involve partial load requirements so as to ensure 48 V operation. Alternatively, they can be stand-alone
system solutions without a 48 V generator. The evaluation of various application scenarios of 48
V implementation, with and without 48 V components, reveals that the switching-mode DC–DC
converter needs to be implemented in different power classes from one to three kW. To ensure
the cost-efficient production, a modular and scalable DC–DC switch-mode converter architecture
is necessary to support the different power classes and levels. The scalable converter must be
configured with multi-phase half-bridges, polarity reversal protection for 14 V, anti-touch protection
and short-circuit protection, and it must be protected against single-point failures in the components
carrying current [39]. Several active or passive air-cooling or water-cooling concepts can be used.

4.6. Active Electronic Components

The electronic control units of 48 V powertrain systems always follow the same fundamental/basic
topologies as those used in 12 V or high-voltage systems. Anyway, the semiconductor devices/switches
selected for 48 V power electronic converter applications must take the different voltage level and
different loads into account. They are mainly used in 48 V systems to control the electrical motors and
other electric loads, in addition to connecting the 48 V and 12 V system levels by means of a DC/DC
switch-mode converter [45,46].

The semiconductor devices to be used in EVs can be classified into the following topologies:
sensors, microcontrollers, power supply and power management integrated circuits (ICs),
communication, and driver ICs. In 48 V power systems, MOSFETs are often used as power output
stage ICs, as, compared to IGBT devices, their performance regarding switching and conduction losses
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and cost is better [39]. A key issue for semiconductor devices/switches managing the current levels of
more than 100 amperes, is the selection of their “case style”, to ensure a sufficiently good dissipation
of lost heat (cooling). Different case styles are possible subject to the configuration of the control
unit, ranging from standard-organic field-effect transistors (OFET)-cases for single transistors and
the integration of output stages (one or all stages) into one power module to the direct integration of
power components into the motor. Driver ICs are another important element. Their primary purpose is
to adjust the (PWM) signals generated by the microcontroller to control the motor to the level required
for the power output stages. It may sometimes be necessary to use several drivers to ensure that this
is achieved.

Multiple options are possible for the design of a DC/DC switch-mode converter, depending on
individual requirements. The most important requirements, as discussed in the literature [39], are
the converter performance (i.e., line regulation, load regulation, etc.), the efficiency (and hence the
power losses), the package weight and volume, whether only unidirectional or also bidirectional power
transfer is supported, whether power sources and load have galvanic separation or are coupled, and
which classifications are reached in terms of the safety integrity level (SIL). These multiple options
result in different circuit topologies (single-phase, two-phase, or multi-phase). The choice of converter
switching frequency is also an important parameter.

5. In-Vehicle Cyber-Security for New GV Generations: Threats and Countermeasures

The new electronics control architecture of hybrid and electric vehicles, discussed in Sections 3
and 4, where control units are interconnected through in-vehicle networks, like CAN, will create new
cyber-security issues. The latter can lead to severe safety issues as, as discussed in Sections 3 and 4,
cyber-attacks propagating through the in-vehicle network can compromise the control of electrical
components, providing key functionalities like energy generation, braking, and torque generation.
To mitigate these issues, some countermeasures will be discussed in this section.

Some key features, such as integrity of the data, privacy, identification, and availability, should
characterize a secure on-board communication system. However, a lot of security threats [46–54]
characterize state-of-art technologies for on-board networking. The state-of-art is based on the use
of CAN, and its evolutions time-triggered CAN (TTCAN) and flexible data-rate CAN (CAN-FD), as
the backbone of the in-vehicle network. Then, several types of communication technologies are used
for specific tasks; for example, the local interconnect network (LIN) is used for low data-rate nodes,
FlexRay is used for high throughput control tasks, multimedia oriented system transport (MOST),
or IDB-1394 (Automotive Firewire) are used for infotainment applications, where the human–machine
interfaces exploit Bluetooth and/or USB connectivity.

At the state-of-art, on-board gateway units are used to interconnect each other the different
networking domains. This approach, which allows access to any vehicular bus from every other
existing bus system, is a severe source of cybersecurity threats. An ECU that is interconnected on a
low security-level and non-safe multimedia bus like MOST can transmit information (data packets) to
other ECUs, even those operating in safety domains and interconnected with CAN or FlexRay [55,56].
As a consequence, a security-violation of a single subsystem can propagate and lead to the failure of
the whole communication infrastructure. The challenge is when the propagation reaches safety-related
domains, like those related to propulsion, braking, and navigation control, which are typically based
on CAN or FlexRay technologies. The trends towards autonomous driving, towards a vehicle’s
connectivity with V2I/V2V technologies, and towards the electrification of propulsion, braking, and
energy storage through electric components (machines, converters, and batteries) controlled by digital
ECU, are exacerbating the above security risks.

In the state-of-art of on-board networking technologies, the requirement of data integrity is
satisfied thanks to the use of error detection techniques, like, for example, cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) codes. Instead, security features like data confidentiality, data authentication, and data
availability are not guaranteed with the current in-vehicle technologies.
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The broadcast nature of CAN, and its evolutions CAN-FD and TTCAN, is a source of threats for
data confidentiality. A security-compromised ECU, which is under the control of a hacker, because
of the broadcasting communication approach, can monitor all of the messages that are transferred
through the bus (generated from or transmitted to all the other non-compromised ECUs).

At the state-of-art, to ensure a car’s E/E scalability, ECUs can be added or removed with a
plug-and-play approach. For example, if a new ECU is added to a CAN bus, then a new CAN identifier
is assigned to it, without any change to the other installed ECUs. Combining this with the fact that
signature mechanisms are currently missing, it is easy to understand that at the state-of-art there is a
high risk of correct authentication. As consequence, it is possible for a hacker to attack an ECU and to
emulate protocol-compliant behavior, as for all the other ECUs, is difficult to understand if a received
packet has been transmitted by an authorized or unauthorized (and hence malicious) ECU.

Another feature of the current in-vehicle technologies that is a source of security threats is the
arbitration among multi-masters based on identifier priority. This feature creates a risk for data
availability. Indeed, a hacked ECU can use a high priority identifier to generate false packets. Because
of the arbitration based on the identifier priority, the hacked controller using a fake high priority
identifier can continuously send false packets, thus jamming the whole communication infrastructure,
which will be no more available to the other ECUs. The jamming attack will cause a denial of service,
with a high severity in terms of safety issues when the subsystem under attack is related to propulsion,
braking, or navigation functionalities.

To address the above cybersecurity threats, several countermeasures are under analysis in the
current R&D activities of the automotive industry and academia.

Cybersecurity hardware accelerators should be integrated in new automotive controllers to
implement in real-time the encryption of data packets. To this aim, cybersecurity hardware accelerators
to implement in real-time advanced encryption standard (AES), at the core of symmetric cryptography,
or elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) for asymmetric cryptography, are under development [56–60].

Moreover, the trusted zone concept can be exploited. This means that the several network domains,
and the relevant subsystems, should be clustered in separated security zones. Such zones should
each be separated by gateways with integrated cybersecurity features. Thanks to this countermeasure,
an attack on a non-safety domain, for example MOST, will be blocked when trying to propagate to a
safety-related domain, like CAN. As consequence, a cybersecurity failure of the infotainment system
(not related to driver and passenger safety) will not be the first step for a failure of the braking or
propulsion systems, which instead are safety-critical.

Besides the adoption of the trusted zone concept, it is important to cluster the ECUs in different
classes with different trustability levels. Such clustering should take into account both “how easy an
ECU can be attacked” and “which are the safety consequences in an ECU is attacked”.

Anomaly detection and intrusion detection mechanisms should be also implemented, exploiting
both physical and packet layer features. In this way it will be possible to identify malicious ECUs.

6. Conclusions

This work has reviewed the recent trends for the electrification and digitalization of GVs.
The current and foreseen, until 2030, market penetration of different types of EVs have been discussed,
as well as their energy demand and their pollutant emissions. These trends have been compared to
the evolution trends of battery technology, mainly based on lithium technology, and of the recharging
issues considering the characteristics of the power grid. Real power grid scenarios in three cities,
Hong Kong (China), Long Beach (CA, USA), and Manchester (UK) are considered. As result, from the
vehicle point of view, light BEVs and 48 V HEVs are seen as the most promising technologies in terms
of penetration and market acceptance. From the power grid point of view, demand-side management
is the key technology to face the energy demand of transport electrification and to overcome the limits
of current power grid. Solutions to integrate EV electricity demand in power grids have been also
discussed and proposed. Integrated E/E architectures for HEVs and full EVs have been analyzed,
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detailing the innovations emerging for all components—inverter and DC/DC converters, new electric
drives, battery-packs, and related BMS. 48 V HEVs are emerging as the most promising solution for
a short-term electrification of vehicles. To this aim, a new integrated starter generator e-drive has
been proposed; a power rating up to 10 kW is capable of ensuring the hybridization of small and
medium cars, with a limited impact of the car architecture. This approach will ensure a smooth and
rapid transition from the current ICE-based car generation to full EV. The increased digitalization
and connectivity of electrified cars is also posing cyber-security issues. The main limits of state-of-art
on-board vehicles, particularly CAN, have been discussed, and a list of countermeasures to mitigate
them has been proposed.
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